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When after the Oslo and Madrid agreements the Palestinian National Authority was established it 
was also provided of a Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities – Dept. of Archaeology and Cultural 
Heritage (MOTA-DACH). At that time, Sapienza University of Rome was chosen as ideal partner to 
start a new deal in the archaeology of Palestine. By contrast with an enduring colonial tradition, 
which foresaw a full demission of responsibility by means of the “excavation permit” given by the 
Host Country to the European or American digging institutions, a new project was set up at Tell es-
Sultan, ancient Jericho, one of the most long-lived human settlement in the ancient Near East, based 
upon an “Agreement on cooperation”, with which responsibilities and commitment to investigate, 
protect and rehabilitate the site were shared. The new project started in 1997 and is still continuing 
(13 seasons on the field have been carried out), the joint team works together as a unique team, and it 
has been engaged in transforming what was an almost unintelligible ruin into a prominent 
archaeological site, concealing the memory of some major steps of the Humankind, from the 
beginning of agriculture and animal breeding in the Neolithic (10,500-6000 BC), to the invention of 
modular architecture, the rise of the earliest city with the establishment of an urban model in the 3rd 
millennium BC. No other Institution or Country can boast such a continuous and successful 
cooperation as Sapienza and Italy in Palestine. The Jericho joint Italian-Palestinian Expedition has 
produced more than 100 scientific publication, has fully rehabilitated the archaeological site 
providing also a correct historical interpretation of its finds, free from any pre-conceiving and 
political or religious distortion. 

After two decades, the cooperation has become a model, and it has been expanded especially for 
the safeguard and protection of a heavy threatened Archaeological Heritage. With the publication of 
the Catalogue of the Archaeological sites of the Jericho Oasis (Rosapat 07, Rome 2011) a new step 
was accomplished involving the Municipality of Ariha and starting the Jericho Oasis Archaeological 
Park Project, which has rehabilitated and made suitable to tourist exploitation 13 main sites. In 2015 
a rescue project, again founded upon an “Agreement of Cooperation” between the MOTA-DACH 
and Sapienza, started in Bethlehem to protect the many necropolis inside and around this city, and to 
reconstruct its early history. Four reports about the necropolis of Khalet al-Jama’ and Jebel Daher 
and Bethelehem in antiquity have already been published. Moreover, a new joint research Project 
was also started on the site of Tell Abu Zarad, in the Province of Salfeet, which was a major city of 
Palestine during the Bronze and the Iron Ages, also known from ancient sources with the name of 
Teffah. Two seasons have already been carried out at Abu Zarad and a preliminary report was 
published in 2016. This last project aims at rescuing and valorizing another piece of the ancient 
history of the Country. 
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Quando, a seguito degli accordi di pace israelo-palestinesi di Oslo (1993) e di Madrid 
(1994) fu istituita l’Autorità Nazionale Palestinese e una parte del territorio passò sotto la 
neonata amministrazione palestinese, venne istituito il Ministero del Turismo e delle 
Antichità, con un Dipartimento di Archeologia e Patrimonio Culturale (MOTA-DACH), 
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incaricato di assicurare la tutela e la valorizzazione dei beni archeologici, architettonici, 
storici, antropologici della Palestina. Il MOTA-DACH dovette allora affrontare l’ardua 
sfida di impiantare un servizio di tutela del patrimonio archeologico, dotandolo degli 
strumenti per il controllo e la salvaguardia dei monumenti e dei giacimenti archeologici, del 
paesaggio, del patrimonio culturale e storico materiale e immateriale della West Bank. 

In quel momento cruciale, l’Università di Roma “La Sapienza” venne chiamata, per i 
meriti conseguiti sul campo dalla Missione Archeologica in Siria diretta da Paolo Matthiae 
a Ebla, a offrire un contributo concreto di cooperazione tecnica e scientifica. Fu deciso 
allora di formare il personale che doveva fronteggiare una situazione resa molto complicata 
dall’incerto inquadramento giuridico, dalla limitata possibilità di muoversi sul territorio e 
da un fortissimo sviluppo urbanistico spesso incontrollato, attraverso il cantiere scuola di 
Tell es-Sultan, l’antica Gerico, uno dei siti archeologici più antichi e meglio conservati di 
tutto il Vicino Oriente 1 (fig. 1). Dall’aprile del 1997 architetti, archeologi, topografi, 
restauratori, chimici palestinesi iniziarono a lavorare a Gerico insieme a i loro colleghi 
italiani, sviluppando un nuovo modello di archeologia del Vicino Oriente. Un modello di 
cooperazione, totalmente post-coloniale, fondato non sulla devoluzione di competenze 
(come tradizionalmente rappresentato dalle “concessioni di scavo”), ma su una assunzione 
di responsabilità congiunta, rappresentata da un “Agreement on Cooperation” che fissava 
gli scopi, la articolazione e i limiti rispettivi di un’attività di cooperazione mirata alla 
salvaguardia e alla piena valorizzazione scientifica, culturale e turistica del sito 
archeologico in questione 2. La prospettiva dei lavori si è poi estesa alla valorizzazione con 
restauri, riabilitazione e formazione di personale dedicato all’accoglienza dei visitatori. 

I lavori durarono per quattro campagne (1997-2000) 3, finché lo scoppio della Seconda 
Intifada nel settembre del 2000 non costrinse la missione, che in quei giorni era operativa 
sul campo, a sospendere le attività. Negli anni successivi, furono ugualmente portate avanti 
le iniziative di ricerca (con diverse pubblicazioni), ma fino al 2005 non fu possibile tornare 
in Palestina. Nella primavera del 2005, in un nuovo quadro politico, d’accordo con il 
MOTA e la Cooperazione Italiana (con la collaborazione di Padre Michele Piccirillo 
o.f.m.), la Missione organizzò un convegno finalizzato al ripristino del sito archeologico e 
alla valorizzazione della miriade di altri monumenti presenti nell’Oasi4. Seguì nel 2008 un 
nuovo incontro con tutti i portatori di interesse locali, che servì da base per la ripresa delle 
investigazioni archeologiche e degli interventi di restauro a Tell es-Sultan nel 2009 5 (fig. 
2). Da allora sono state condotte altre nove campagne di scavo (2009-2017), che si sono 
concentrate sui monumenti delle Aree A, E (fig. 3) e T (pendici meridionali del tell), 
dell’Area B e B Ovest (fortificazioni del III millennio a.C.), dell’Area G (fig. 4-5; Palazzo 
del Bronzo Antico e del Bronzo Medio sulla Spring Hill), dell’Area F (fig. 6; quartiere 
abitativo settentrionale) e in altri numerosi cantieri minori. I risultati delle ricerche sono 
stati pubblicati in una serie di monografie 6 e articoli 7, edite dalla Missione. I frutti della 

1 Matthiae 1997. 
2 Nigro 2016. 
3 Marchetti - Nigro eds. 1998; 2000; Nigro 1999a; 1999b; Nigro - Marchetti 1998; 1999a; 1999b; 1999c; Nigro 

- Marchetti - Sarie 1997; Nigro - Marchetti - Taha 2000; Nigro - Marchetti - Yassine 1999; Nigro et al. 2000. 
4 Nigro 2006; Nigro - Taha eds. 2006.  
5 Nigro - Taha 2009. 
6 Nigro ed. 2000; 2010; Nigro et al. eds. 2011. 
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costante attività di ricerca sono stati conseguiti grazie all’appoggio continuo della DGPSP – 
Ufficio VI – Archeologia del Ministero degli Affari Esteri e della Cooperazione 
Internazionale. 

Dal 2015, inoltre, in collaborazione con la Direzione Generale della Cooperazione allo 
Sviluppo, è stato avviato il Progetto “Oasi di Gerico” per la creazione del Parco 
Archeologico dell’Oasi di Gerico (JOAP – www.lasapienzatojericho/JOAP) e la 
formazione del personale che si occupa della valorizzazione turistica del Parco. Sono stati 
riabilitati e resi fruibili 16 siti maggiori presenti nell’Oasi, collegati da percorsi tematici 
naturalistici, religiosi e storico-culturali. Il centro del Parco è presso Tell es-Sultan, mentre 
le informazioni e le guide sono offerte ai visitatori dall’Info Point della Municipalità di 
Gerico 8 (figg. 7-8). Il progetto è stato avviato con successo e ha visto la partecipazione di 
numerosi giovani palestinesi, che conseguiranno una licenza di guide del Parco. 

Gli stage di formazione realizzati nel corso del Progetto JOAP – Jericho Oasis 
Archaeological Park – hanno interessato molti giovani studenti palestinesi, che sono stati 
formati come archeologi, restauratori, ma anche guide turistiche e scolastiche a vantaggio 
dell’economia di Gerico e dello sviluppo sostenibile dell’Oasi. 

Alla luce delle fruttuose esperienze maturate in più di quindici anni di attività congiunta 
nel campo della tutela e della ricerca archeologica e valorizzazione turistica, nel 2105 9 il 
MOTA-DACH da un lato ha nuovamente scelto la Sapienza come partner per lo scavo di 
salvataggio della necropoli di Betlemme presso Khalet Jam’a 10 (figg. 9-10), dall’altro ha 
avviato un nuovo progetto di ricerca pluriennale, siglando un “Agreement on Cooperation”, 
per lo scavo, lo studio e la valorizzazione del sito di Tell Sheikh Abu Zarad 11 (figg. 11-12), 
un’antica città cananea e israelita che si trova al centro della Palestina, nella regione di 
Salfit, circa 15 Km a sud di Nablus. Nei mesi di maggio giugno sono, dunque, state 
condotte congiuntamente con il MOTA-DACH la campagna di scavo di salvataggio e di 
documentazione dei materiali della necropoli di Khalet Jam’a e la prima campagna di 
prospezioni, survey e studio territoriale del sito di Tell Abu Zarad, identificato con la 
biblica Tappuah (citata in Luciano con il nome greco di Tefo). I risultati preliminari, 
pubblicati nello stesso anno, aprono un nuovo capitolo nello studio della Palestina antica, 
aggiungendo una città sinora assente dal quadro storico complessivo. 

Nell’autunno successivo (2016), nuovamente, siamo stati chiamati a collaborare con 
l’Autorità palestinese in un intervento di salvage archaeology sempre a Betlemme 12, nella 
necropoli di Jebel Daher 13 (figg. 13-14). Lo scavo di una serie di tombe risalenti ad un arco 
cronologico compreso tra il Bronzo Antico IV e il Ferro II (2300-600 a.C.), come quello 
precedente a Khalet al-Jama, è stato prontamente pubblicato – sempre congiuntamente con 
il MOTA-DACH. Questo modus operandi, la speditezza nel produrre i risultati, l’attenzione 
alla preservazione dei luoghi oltre che dei reperti, alla classificazione corretta e, 
specialmente, alla conservazione di questi ultimi, hanno caratterizzato la nostra azione e 

7 Nigro 2007; 2007-2008; 2008; 2009; 2010; 2013; 2014a; 2014b; 2017; Nigro et al. 2011. 
8 Nigro - Ripepi et al. 2015. 
9 Nigro 2015. 
10 Nigro - Montanari et al. 2015. 
11 Nigro - Fiaccavento et al. 
12 Nigro - Montanari - Ghayyada - Yasine 2017. 
13 Nigro et al. 2017. 
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sono un valore riconosciuto e rispettato. Ma soprattutto, il lavoro sempre sinergico con il 
MOTA-DACH, l’attenzione prestata alla collaborazione e l’impostazione totalmente nuova 
del rapporto scientifico e di valorizzazione sono considerati un esempio nel Vicino Oriente. 
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Fig. 1 - Pianta generale del sito di 
Tell es-Sultan, antica Gerico. 
 

 

Fig. 2 - Alcuni momenti delle attività di restauro sul sito di Tell es-Sultan: la realizzazione 
dei mattoni crudi secondo le tecniche tradizionali (sinistra) e la messa in opera dei mattoni 
(destra).   
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Fig. 3 - Veduta generale dell’Area A, in 
primo piano, e dell’Area E, sullo sfondo, con 
la Torra A1 del Bronzo Medio I-II (1900-
1650 a.C.); da sud-est.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 - Veduta generale del Palazzo G del Bronzo Medio IIIB (2450-2300 a.C.); da est.   
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Fig. 5 - Pianta e foto al momento della scoperta della Tomba D.641 (1850-1800 a.C.) sulla 
Spring Hill di Tell es-Sultan/antica Gerico. 
 
 

 

Fig. 6 - Veduta generale del quartiere domestico dell’Area F del Bronzo Antico IIIA (2650-
2350 a.C.).   
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Fig. 7 - Gli studenti del JOAP in visita al sito di Tulul Abu el-‘Alayiq. 
 
 

 

Fig. 8 - Il pannello informative del sito di Tulul Abu el-‘Alayiq.   
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Fig. 9 - La necropoli di Khalet al-Jam’a con in primo piano la Tomba A1 danneggiata dalle 
attività edilizie; da nord-est. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10 - Alcuni 
reperti del 
Bronzo Medio 
della Tomba A2 
della necropoli 
di Khalet al-
Jam’a.    
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Fig. 11 - Veduta generale del sito di Tell Sheikh Abu Zarad nella regione di Salfeet; da 
ovest. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 12 - Alcuni reperti 
ceramici del Brono Medio II-
III (1800-1550 a.C.) da Tell 
Sheikh Abu Zarad.   
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Fig. 13 - Pianta 
della necropoli di 
Jebel Dhaher 
scoperta 
nell’autunno del 
2016. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 14 - Ceramica 
del Bronzo Medio 
dalla Tomba 1 di 
Jebel Dhaher. 
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3D SCANNING, MODELLING AND PRINTING 
OF ULTRA-THIN NACREOUS SHELLS FROM JERICHO:  

A CASE STUDY OF SMALL FINDS DOCUMENTATION IN ARCHAEOLOGY 
 

Lorenzo Nigro* - Luciano Fattore° - Daria Montanari+ 
Sapienza University of Rome 

 
This paper springs out from a collaborative project jointly carried out by the FabLab Saperi&Co 

and the Museum of Near East, Egypt and Mediterranean of Sapienza University of Rome focused at 
producing replicas of ultra-thin archeological finds with a sub-millimetric precision. The main 
technological challenge of this project was to produce models through 3D optical scanning 
(photogrammetry) and to print faithful replicas with additive manufacturing.  

The objects chosen for the trial were five extremely fragile and ultra-thin nacreous shells 
retrieved in Tell es-Sultan/ancient Jericho by the Italian-Palestinian Expedition in spring 2017, 
temporarily on exhibit in the Museum. The experiment proved to be successful, and the scanning, 
modeling and printing of the shells also allowed some observations on their possible uses in research 
and museum activities. 
 
Keywords: 3D model; 3D print; photo-modeling; FabLab; additive manufacturing 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The retrieval in Tell es-Sultan, ancient Jericho, 1 of a set of five nacreous shells imported 
from the Nile to the renowned city of Palestine in the 3rd millennium BC, at the time of the 
I-II Dynasties of Egypt, was an unexpected archaeological discovery, which added a new 
tessera to the mosaic of the Egyptian-Levantine relationships during the formative stage of 
the Early Bronze Age. 2 These amazing finds, which were traded as luxury goods and 
served as containers of dioxide of manganese, that is the ancient eye liner for make-up of 
male and female members of the local élite, were brought to the Museum VOEM in 
Sapienza University, Rome, and underwent a series of chemical-physical analyses together 
with a careful restoration made by Salvatore Tricoli. The shells proved to be extremely 
fragile with their peel splitting apart. 

While waiting to ship them back to Palestine, the shells have been set on exhibit in the 
Museum and the decision was taken to produce high-quality replicas in the FabLab 
Saperi&Co of Sapienza University of Rome. 
 

* Department of Oriental Studies, Sapienza University of Rome. 
° FabLab Saperi&Co, Sapienza University of Rome. 
+ Curator of Museum of Near East, Egypt and Mediterranean, Sapienza University of Rome. 
1 The joint Italian-Palestinian Expedition to Tell es-Sultan/ancient Jericho is active since 1997 and it is 

fruitfully carried on by Sapienza University of Rome and the Department of Archaeology and Cultural 
Heritage - Ministry of Tourism & Antiquities of Palestine with the financial support of the Italian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. 

2 Nigro et al. 2018. 
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2. TRIDIMENSIONAL REPLICAS OF SHELLS [L.F.] 
The main goal of this work was to obtain physical replicas of 4 Nilotic shells found at 

Tell es-Sultan/ancient Jericho, dating back to 5000 years ago. 3 All the steps of the process 
were contactless with regards of the findings except for their positioning operations. 
 
2.1. Premise 

More than twenty years of applying 3D survey to objects, artworks and buildings, based 
on different techniques have led to a plethora of projects involving museums, universities, 
foundations and cultural heritage at large. The first broad impact project, the “Digital 
Michelangelo Project”, dates back to last years of twentieth century. 4 

Several goals have been sorted out for digital 3D in cultural heritage: digital archives of 
3D models, high fidelity physical replica of artworks, remote fruition of cultural heritage, 
digital restoration, monitoring of cultural heritage 5 as well as sensory experiences involving 
touch, smell and sound. 6 Among these, replicas of artworks covers at least ten years. 
Replicas have been used for preservation, restoration, analysis, education, accessibility, 
research, musealization and merchandise. Very few best practices exist to date for this kind 
of reproductions 7 that doesn’t follow the paradigms and needs of industrial and design 
additive manufacturing. Based upon this lack of standards, a lot of different workflows 
have been proposed both for the digital acquiring of the shape and for the physical 
reproduction of the objects.  

Before using 3D scanners the techniques (silicone rubber or gypsum molds) used to 
make copies of objects, despite the high details and precision achieved and the nice looking 
of the replica, were fairly invasive and sometimes destructive. Otherwise early digital 
acquiring of shapes and their physical reproduction consisted in expensive and complicate 
tasks, relegating the attempts to few research projects.  

Methods concerning the acquisition, nowadays, range over mechanical picking points, 
laser scanning, CT scans, structured light scanning, classical photogrammetry and structure 
from Motion (digital photogrammetry). Replicas mainly rely on stereolithography (SLA), 
Digital Light Processing (DLP), Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) and Fused Deposition 
Modeling (FDM). Also the quality required for the digital and the physical models are very 
heterogeneous, depending on the methodology, the computational gap, the ability of the 
performers and of course on the updating of the involved technologies. 

3D application in archaeology and in cultural heritage have spread worldwide, ranging 
from entire ancient cities to small cylinder seals and coins passing through human bones 
and musical instruments. Little and tricky objects like our mother of pearl shells can 
represent a valid test for improving techniques and instruments. 

We disclose that the choice of survey methodology has fallen upon photogrammetry (§ 
2.2.) while the reproduction has been performed by SLA (§ 2.3.). 

3 Nigro et al. 2018. 
4 Levoy et al. 2000. 
5 Pieraccini - Guidi - Atzeni 2001. 
6 Neumüller et al. 2014. 
7 Wilson et al. 2018. 
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2.2. Photogrammetric workflow and equipment 
Normal photogrammetric workflow prescribes to take a certain number of partially 

overlapping photos obtained gradually moving inside a room or around an object from 
different viewpoints (higher the complexity of the objects, largest the number of required 
viewpoints). 

Close range photogrammetry relies on quite common equipment regarding camera, 
lenses and lighting. Basic rig consists in a quite cheap 10 megapixel camera and a good 
light source. Doubtless high-quality equipment significantly increases the resulting model 
quality and allows conveniently facing up some peculiar situations. Our shells represent 
good examples of these situations. They are small, high curvature, extremely thin, shiny 
objects. These issues require some extra hardware and software associated with non-
conventional photographic techniques, such as polarizing filters and focus stacking. 

 
2.2.1. Photographic equipment 

A Nikon D7200, aps-c 24,2 megapixel camera, equipped with a Sigma 17-70 f/2.8-4 
DC MACRO OS HSM lens have been used. A circular polarizing filter has been applied to 
the lens. The camera stands on a Gitzo fiber carbon tripod with a Manfrotto 410 head. We 
remote control the camera via usb tethering cable and digiCamControl, free software that 
completely remote controls the camera. All the raw shoots have been saved on two separate 
hard disks to minimize the risks of data loss. The size of each file is about 21 megabytes. 
 
2.2.2. Lighting and light measurement 

Two 100 watt fluorescent lamps have been disposed at 45° respect to the camera, each 
one equipped with a linear polarizing sheet. These are the only light sources used for the 
photographic set. The intensity of the light has been measured with a Minolta Autometer III 
light meter in order to choose the correct required exposure time for the small selected 
aperture (f/20). Narrow aperture is necessary to increase depth of field but implies long 
exposure time, making mandatory the use of a tripod. This couple of values (time/aperture) 
never changed during the shooting of a single shell. 

 
2.2.3. Posing the shells and shooting 

Each shell has been photographed starting from two poses. First of all, the valve was 
posed standing on an extremity (fig.1), on a turntable, at approximately 50 cm from the 
camera. A reference scale bar was included in the set. Secondly, a strip of photos, with 
different focus, has been shooted. Depending on the position of the valve, a minimum of 5 
(valve parallel to the sensor) to a maximum of 30 (valve perpendicular to the sensor) photos 
are necessary to resolve the small depth of field issue. Afterward a 15° rotation of the 
turntable let us to change the point of view of the valve in respect of the camera. 

Another strip of photos with different focus (from near to far) has been taken. Ideally 24 
rotations, of 15° each, would be enough to include sufficient common features in two 
consecutive photos and properly align all the photos. However, dealing with small 
thickness objects, would be better to decrease the angle of rotation as soon as the shell 
approximates to the perpendicularity with the sensor. After a complete rotation, the shell 
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has been posed upside down (fig. 2) and a complete set of photos, like the one described 
before, was taken. 

 
2.2.4. Images post-production 

The use of lossless raw instead of jpeg files, despite adding a time consuming step to the 
workflow, allows to significantly improving the quality of images. Raw files advantages 
essentially stand in wider bit depth and dynamic range, they, store 12 or 14 bits of 
information reproducing to 68 billion or 4,3 trillion colors. This not also concern quality 
color but is a great improvement in recovering dark underexposed areas of high contrast 
images. When trying to photograph tricky objects like shells one can decide to underexpose 
to minimize the reflection and to later recover details in the resulting dark shadows. 
Dynamic range is the ability to record the gradual transition between the high lights and the 
shadows. The initial raw postproduction has been performed with a common raw editor 
(darktable, ufraw, RawTherapee to name a few); all the pictures have been corrected for 
highlights reduction, shadows and noise. The correction applied to a concave side photo 
(that is affected by a lot of specular reflexes) has been extended to all the photos of a set. 

Second step of postproduction consists in focus stacking. More than 500 images for 
each set have been grouped according to their rotation on the turntable. At least 24 groups 
of photos (corresponding to 15° rotation) have been elaborated with Zerene Stacker, a focus 
stacking software. The result consists in a single photo for each group, with extended depth 
of field (fig. 3). 

Last step of post-production has been performed in an image editor (the Gimp, Adobe 
Photoshop) to completely remove all the non-shell features (fig. 4; fig. 1). 
 
2.2.5. Pictures aligning, point cloud generation and meshing 

The resulting images have been processed with Agisoft Photoscan 1.4.0 standard edition 
to align them and produce a high resolution point cloud (tab. 1). A point cloud basically is 
an array of at least three numbers for each detected point of an object. These three values 
represent the XYZ coordinates in a spatial reference system. Photoscan does not provide a 
reliable noise reduction function and then we only export a point cloud .ply file. 

Scaling, noise removal and meshing of the point cloud have been performed with 
CloudCompare 2.9.1. CloudCompare uses Poisson Surface Reconstruction method (with an 
octree depth value of 10 has) for reconstruct a mesh from a point cloud. A mesh is the set of 
vertices (the points on the point cloud), edges (the lines connecting one point to another 
point) and faces (the triangular area enclosed in three edges) that describe a 3D shape. 
Small defects in the mesh have been removed and holes have been closed with Meshlab 
2016 and Blender v 2.79.  

 
SHELL VOLUME 

MM3 
SURFACE  
MM2 

NUMBER  
OF POINTS 

NUMBER  
OF FILTERED POINTS 

NUMBER  
OF FACES 

TS.17.F.L135.1 8.925 11.000 14.658.627 7.181.885 2.384.346 
TS.17.F.L135.2 16.368 16.651 18.457.869 10.866.122 3.863.518 
TS.17.F.L135.3 19.959 18.462 15.844.612 8.821.241 3.980.756 
TS.17.F.L135.4 14.007 13.481 18.531.077 11.221.643 5.182.602 

 
Tab.1 - Summary of the geometric information. 
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2.3. Additive manufacturing (3D printing) 
In SLA (stereo-lithography apparatus) manufacturing, photosensitive thermoset 

polymers are selectively cured by an ultraviolet laser beam to create an object layer by 
layer. The final watertight models have been 3D printed with a SLA printer Formlabs 
Form2, with a 405 nm violet laser, using a resin Clear V2 (FLGPCL02) at a resolution of 
0.05 mm (fig. 5). Printing time amounts to 6 hours. Final step is represented by post curing 
in a chamber (fig. 6), with an UV between 315 and 400 nm wavelength, to stabilize the 
mechanical properties of the reproduction. The replicas are transparent due to the use of 
clear resin. 
 
2.4. Critical issues in geometry acquisition 
2.4.1. Photogrammetry overcomes laser/structured light scanning 

The tridimensional documentation of shell valves presents two main critical issues: 
small thickness and extremely reflective curved surface. Depending on the typology of the 
hardware, could be difficult align, in one model, the two faces of the thin valve. 
Continuously rotating objects under a laser beam or under a pattern of structured light are 
correctly surveyed regardless of their thickness. On the other hand shiny, high curvature 
objects produce too much and scattered reflection of the laser or of the visible radiation. 
More control on the light sources is needed. Albeit amplifies the problem of aligning two 
faces of a thin volume, cross polarization photogrammetry allows to override or minimize 
the last issue. Far from being only an esthetic matter, the reflections produce several defects 
and holes in the generated model, often making it unusable. Anyway, for small and medium 
size objects and distances, close range photogrammetry seems to have an advantage in 
terms of methodology and accuracy. 8 
 
2.4.2. Basic principles of photogrammetry 

Digital photogrammetry is an evolution of analog one, mainly used, for metrical and 
mapping purposes, on aerial photos. Analog photogrammetry requires calibrated cameras, 
and a certain number of ground control points to correlate features 2D coordinates in the 
images with corresponding 3D coordinates in the landscape or on objects. Increased 
computational capabilities of computers and cameras and new algorithms allow redundant 
points in the pictures to be used to recover information about the lost dimension without 
using calibrated cameras and, in some cases, without ground control points of known 
coordinates. These algorithms, inspecting photos, automatically resolve the relationship 
between camera positions and the location of features on the images. 9 

We can further distinguish aerial from close range photogrammetry depending on the 
position of the camera in relation to the surveyed surface. The last one contemplates the use 
of the camera on a tripod and has an action range of few to some tens of meters. Whatever 
it is the category, photogrammetry gathers mainly geometric (the shape of the objects and 

8 Skarlatos - Kiparissi 2012. 
9 Westoby et al. 2012. 
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features and their relative position) and physical (principally the electromagnetic emission 
of an object or part of this, i.e. the colors) information. 

Essentially single image doesn’t provide any information about size and position of an 
object, since a point on the film (or on the sensor of the camera) corresponds to infinite 
points on the imaginary line traced from the real object to the optical center of the camera. 
To univocally determine the real position in the space we need to know the precise position 
of the point in two images and the positions and the orientations of the camera during the 
shoots. Modern software is capable to resolve these uncertainties by “only” inspect the 
images and the position of redundant features on them. 
 
2.4.3. Cross polarization photogrammetry to avoid glares 

Arduous problem to resolve dealing with such an object is represented by its particular 
shape and finishing. Both high curvature and extremely shining surface contribute to scatter 
away the incident light. As consequence some pixels of the sensor receive too much light 
and cannot register details other than pure white. Of course these pixels cannot provide 
features to be used to align the cameras and, even worse, to locate the correspondent points 
in the space. The resulting point cloud would be very noisy and unreliable, concerning 
those areas. 

Regular light propagates sinusoidally along infinite planes in space. Placing a polarizing 
filter on the lens of the camera used for photogrammetric reconstruction, drops down most 
of the light reflected by water or other shiny surfaces, letting the light propagates only in 
one plane. If we use other polarizing filters on the light sources and rotate them 
conveniently, we can eliminate almost every reflection (fig. 7). 
 
2.4.4. Dealing with shells’ extreme thickness 

Once successfully resolved the glare problems we have to face the aligning issue due to 
the thickness of the valve. 

When the subject is a little object, one can choose to put it on a turning table and the 
camera fixed on a tripod. The smaller the angle of rotation between two consecutive shoots, 
the better will be the overlap between images and the higher will be the chance to correctly 
align two opponent faces of a thin object. 

A further issue arises facing with close up images: that means, even with small aperture, 
a reduced depth of field, the in-focus part of a photographic image. To deal with this we 
have used a technique called focus stacking. For each rotation of the turn table, at least 5 
images (but often more than 30) have been captured each one differing from the others for 
the focus. The fusion of the images of a single set produces a single image with an extended 
depth of field that significantly increases the quality and precision of the resulting 3d 
model. More than 1000 shoots for each shell produce on average 79 high depth of field 
images for each shell. 
 
2.5. Future improvements of the workflow 

Though the results are satisfactory, further improvement are connected with the 
possibility of printing a fine and accurate 3D replica with multicolor CMYK printers. Our 
transparent sea shells are far from the complex chromatic look of the originals. 
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Furthermore, new methods to get a better texture reconstruction are necessary, as well as a 
different replica techniques or colorization method. Direct 3D color printing, through other 
technologies (Mcor Iris HD color paper 3D printing and ColorJet 3D) would benefit from 
improvement of the lighting methods and in the texturing 3D model. 

 
3. 3D REPLICAS IN MUSEUM EXHIBITS [D.M.] 

3D scanning, modeling and printing may find interesting application in museology and 
preservation, as well as in archeological investigations on small finds. 10 These techniques 
are more accurate than human eyes and can capture a high level of details, since almost 
invisible particulars can be revealed as never before. Hence, objects can be studied with 
much more details than with traditional pictures. Moreover, 3D scanning and printing, 
without stress for original items, can be used jointly for restoration (restorative 3D 
scanning) because they are safe and contactless. This allows to exceed the limit of 
untouchability, fragility, and lifetime of monuments, objects and finds, through 3D 
reconstruction.  

In addition, 3D is easily shared by scholars, improving studies and scientific debate. 
Museums can take an advantage of augmented reality and 3D printing, generating more 

immersive and attractive experiences. 3D technologies open new doors also for visitors 
who can manipulate 3D printed versions, without damaging the originals, and make virtual 
visit to museums. Moreover, this new type of museum reality offers a touchable knowledge 
that can somehow bridge that part of information previously precluded to visually impaired 
visitors and students with difficulties in learning. 

Thanks to these technological achievements, museum can propose itself at first as a 
research place, then, as a place for education, and dissemination. 11 

Modeling and additive manufacturing make available fragile and rare objects, 
previously unavailable, to touch and to move, as it is in the case of nacreous shells from 
Tell es-Sultan/Jericho (§ 3.1.).  

 
3.1. Digital engagement of the Museum of Near East, Egypt and Mediterranean  

The discovery of the cache of Nilotic shells made during the excavation of spring 2017 
at Tell es-Sultan/Jericho, due to the flimsiness and the state of conservation of finds, 
constituted the customized test situation to try to apply additive manufacturing to 
archaeological items for the sake of study of their physical construction. 

Reproduction of Chambardia rubens specimens (figs. 8-10) moves in the ‘maker’ 
direction. 12 The four replicas (fig. 8), in fact, represent objects that can be touched without 
risk by archaeologists, exposed without problems of conservation, and that can easily be 

10 As regards museums and new digital challenges see: Visser 2013; Roussou et al. 2015; Sunderland Bowe 
2016. 

11 In the next future, maybe museums could use data generated by visitors, to improve immersive experiences, to 
disseminate and to exchange culture, creating a more updated and dynamic synergy between past and future 
(cf. Museums in the Digital Age) perhaps becoming a maker museum one day (Pignatelli 2013, 156. 
www.themuseumofthefuture.com/2017/03/07/mixing-museums-and-makers/.). 

12 Sharples et al. 2013, 33-35. 
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transported to other museums, as well as constituting a further possibility of dissemination 
like the other kind of replicas.  

3D scanning and modeling of Chambardia rubens mussels allow to study in minute 
detail that rare class of finds, and to make a restorative printing for damaged items, 
allowing a better understanding of original use and characteristics of these finds. 
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Fig. 1 - The shell stands on one extremity during the first set of photos. 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2 - For the second set of photos the shell has been rotated upside down. 
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Fig. 3 - Same position on the turntable. Focus on the nearest (left) and on the farther 
(middle) point of the shell. Focus stacked image (right) with an extended depth of field. 
 
 

 

Fig. 4 - Resulting image ready to be processed for 3D modeling of TS.17.F.L135.1. 
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Fig. 7 - On the left almost every glare have been removed on shell TS.17.F.L135. 

Fig. 5 - The replica with the support 
scaffolding. 

Fig. 6 - The replica in the post curing 
chamber. 
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Fig. 9 - TS.17.F.L135.1 and its replica. 
 

 

Fig. 10 - TS.17.F.L135.2 and its replica.  
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LIFE AND SETTLEMENTS DURING THE IRON AGE  
IN THE CENTRAL JORDAN VALLEY:  

ASPECTS FROM THE SITE OF TELL DEIR ‘ALLA AND NEARBY SITES 
 

Zeidan A. Kafafi - Yarmouk University 
 

This study aims at discussing the way of life and the settlement patterns at the Central Jordan 
Valley during the Iron Age. The presented informations are based on the results of surveys and 
excavations conducted by Jordano-Dutch teams during the last decades at the following three sites: 
Tell Deir ‘Alla, Tell el-Hammeh and Tell Damiyah.  

Generally speaking, the inhabitants of the Jordan Valley conducted during the period ranging 
from about 1200 to 539 BC different economic practices such as cultivation in principal, pastoralism, 
trade and industry. Actually, these economic activities have been changed during the Iron Age. For 
example, it has been assumed by the first excavators of the site of Tell Deir ‘Alla that the settlers of 
the site were pastoralists during the beginning of the Iron Age I. The results of the last excavations 
however proved that this assumption must be reconsidered. The change in interpretation is based on 
the type and function of the architecture and other archaeological material dated to the end of the 
Late Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age (ca. 1300-1100 BC). 
 
Keywords: settlement patterns; Iron Age; Jordan Valley; Deir ‘Alla; chronology 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The area under discussion is situated between the Wadi Rajeb in the north, the Wadi az-
Zarqa in the east and south and the Jordan River in the west. It measures approximately 72 
km². The Wadi Rajeb and Wadi Kufranjeh to the north consists a natural northern border to 
the area of our study. The Wadi Rajeb, like the Wadi Kufrinjeh to the north of it, forms a 
distinctive boundary line across the Jordan Valley (fig. 1). The area extending between 
Wadi Kufrinjeh and Wadi az-Zarqa is divided into the following two geographic areas: 

1. Ghor el-Belawneh: this the area extending between Wadi Kufrinjeh in the north and 
Wadi Rajib in the south. It is a very fertile region, largely irrigated. 

2. Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh: the Wadi Rajeb separates the Ghor el-Belawneh from the Ghor 
Abu ‘Obeideh to the south of it. The Wadi Kufrinjeh forms in turn the south boundary line 
of the Ghor el-Wahadneh.  

These three sections of the Middle Jordan Valley, listing them from the north to the 
south, namely the Ghor el-Wahadneh, the Ghor el-Belawneh and the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh, 
are separated by the Wadi Kufrinjeh and the Wadi Rajeb. The Wadi az-Zarqa forms the 
south boundary line of the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh, with the Ghor ed-Damiya and esh-Sheqaq, 
whose most prominent site was Tell Damiyah to the south of it. 

The lands extending to the south and southwest of Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh, are no less rich 
agriculturally than these other parts. To the east of it, there is only a small, fertile plain, 
which soon runs into the broken Kattar hills overlooking the west side of the rich little Zor 
of the Wadi az-Zarqa, whose lands, in turn, are irrigated and cultivated wherever possible.  

After leaving its canyon in the eastern mountain hills, the Wadi az-Zarqa wanders in its 
own little Zor, which cuts through its own valley till it reaches the Jordan River. It is the 
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union of the az-Zarqa valley with the Jordan valley that makes for one of the broadest, 
cultivated areas in the entire Jordan valley.  

The strategically located Tell Deir ‘Alla, guarding the approaches to and from the Wadi 
az-Zarqa River benefiting naturally from the general agricultural and economic advantages 
of the rich country-side around Tell Deir ‘Alla, was bound to become the seat of rich 
settlements that throve on agriculture and trade, and to a degree also on industry (fig. 2). In 
the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh, where Tell Deir ‘Alla is located and functioned as a center, many 
smaller Iron Age I-II sites were registered, sounded and excavated. Below a brief 
discussion for some of the major sites belonging to the period ranging in date between 
1300-1000 BC. 
 
2. CHRONOLOGY 

Scholars approaching the archaeology of Southern Levant ascertained that the Iron Age 
should be divided into sub-periods based on the historical changes and material 
development (tab. 1). They have suggested the following chronological table: 
 

 

Tab. 1 - Chronological table of Southern Levant across the ages. 
 

However, other scholars e.g. Lorenzo Nigro, 1 proposed another chronological table 
claiming that it minimizes the differentiations between the “sets of data and interpretations 
put forward by scholars, but also to match archaeological periodization based upon 
stratigraphy and material culture with historical reconstruction”. 
 
3. IRON AGE SITES AND SETTINGS IN THE GHOR ABU ‘OBEIDEH REGION 
3.1. Iron Age Sites 

As is explained below, the archaeology of the Jordan Valley, including the Iron Age, is 
known through a number of studies. Mo‘Awiyah Ibrahim2 presented a fruitful discussion 

1 Nigro 2014, 263, tab. 1. 
2  Ibrahim 2003, 21-23. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERIOD SUB-PERIOD ABSOLUTE DATE 

Iron Age 

Iron Age IA ca. 1200 - 1150 BC 

Iron Age IB ca. 1150 - 1000 BC 

Iron Age IIA ca. 1000 - 900 BC 

Iron Age IIB ca. 900 - 700 BC 

Iron Age IIC ca. 700 - 586 BC 

Babylonian Period  ca. 586 - 539 BC 

Persian Period  ca. 539 - 332 BC 

Hellenistic Period 
Early Hellenistic ca. 332 - 167 BC 

Late Hellenistic ca. 167 - 63 BC 
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about the Jordan Valley in the Iron Age and the evidence from the site of Tell Deir ‘Alla. 
Ibrahim argued that the there was a smooth transition from the Late Bronze Age III to the 
Iron Age I and the Jordan Valley did not witness any changing of the ethnicity of its 
inhabitants. This is clearly seen by most of the Late Bronze Age III major sites continued to 
be occupied during the Iron Age. In fact, we agree completely with Ibrahim’s argument, as 
it is reflected in the information presented in the table below (tab. 2). Moreover, he added 
that the excavated material culture of the Iron II indicates strong ties with the Ammonite 
Kingdom. 

Geographically speaking the Wadi Rajeb guards the entrance to and exit to the hill 
country of Ajloun from the Jordan Valley. 3 Several major archaeological Iron Age tell sites 
were registered and many of which have been either surveyed, sounded and excavated. 
Actually, Eva Kaptijin4 divided the registered Late Bronze and Iron Ages sites into three 
categories, and as the followings: 

1. Tell sites; 
2. Off-site areas sub-divided into two groups:  

a. areas without any finds; 
b. areas with a low off-site density. 

Moreover, Kaptijin 5 argued that the area located to the west of the Kattar hills was not 
intensively used during the Late Bronze and Iron Age. The same situation is applied to the 
area located alongside the eastern foothills of the Ajloun Mountains, extending between the 
villages of Dhirar to al-Ruweiha. She added that “the off-site distribution is not directly 
linked to the tell sites rather reflects separate human activity of some sort”.6 This 
assumption is not acceptable since it is based only on the density of the pottery sherds 
collected from these off-sites. In our point-of-view, such sites were used as cultivated fields 
farmed by the inhabitants of the Tell sites. 

The archaeological surveys conducted in the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh region registered 20 
Iron Age sites belonging to the two major sub-periods, I and II, including the site of Tell 
Deir ‘Alla. We believe that most of which, if not all, continued to be occupied from the 
Late Bronze Age through the end of the Iron Age without any interruption, and best 
examples could be visible at Tell el-Mazar and Tell Deir ‘Alla (tab. 2). Moreover, the result 
of the Nelson Gluck’s survey7 pointed to the same conclusion as it reflected in the table 
below. 

The increase in number of Iron II sites in the area under study has been attributed to the 
presence of a rural communal system in the Jordan Valley in general, but we believe that 
this is not completely the case. This deduction is based on that the same town sites of the 
Iron Age I stayed in use during the Iron Age II A-B (ca. 1000-750 BC) (tab. 2). Moreover, 
the result of the recent of the archaeological excavations conducted at both Tell el-Hammeh 
(Iron II A-C) and Tell Damiyah (Iron II B-C) pointed out settled communities at both sites. 

3  Glueck 1951, 297. 
4  Kaptijin 2009, 191-197. 
5  Kaptijin 2009, 194. 
6  Kapttijin 2009, 196. 
7  Glueck 1951, 297-333. 
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The inhabitants of Tell el-Hammeh were blacksmiths and those of Tell Damiyah, traders, 
priests and warriors. 

 

 

Tab. 2 - Late Bronze and Iron Ages major sites documented by surveys. 
 
One of the most important Iron Age sites established on Wadi Rajeb and dominating 

our area under study is Tell el-Qos (Gluck’s Site 175). It might be assumed that during the 
ancient times the inhabitants of the Tell el-Qos had always controlled in effect the 
westward flow of the waters of the Wadi Rajeb, which was used diverted for irrigation 
purposes, making possible a flourishing agricultural economy, varying only according to 
the dynamism of the inhabitants and their ability to preserve peace. Today, too, extensive 
areas on both sides of the Wadi Rajeb are irrigated into rich productivity with its waters. 

The archaeological surveys and excavations conducted in Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh yielded 
many important Iron Age sites, among which we can mention: Tell el-Qos, Tell ‘Ammata, 
Tell Mazar, Tell Ghazala, Tell ‘Adliyeh, Tell Deir ‘Alla, Tell el-Ekhsas (Khasas), Tell el-
Hammeh, Tell Zakari, Tell Umm Hammad and Tell Damiyah. Below, we present a 
discussion of the setting of the major Iron Age sites located at Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh (fig. 3). 

Tell Deir ‘Alla is situated in a central location of several Iron Age sites. Nelson Glueck 8 
argued that it is one of the most prominent sites in the entire Jordan Valley. The Tell is 

8  Glueck 1951, 308. 

SURVEY LATE BRONZE AGE II/III IRON AGE I IRON AGE II 
Glueck 1951 Tell el Qos (LB II - Iron I-

II),  
Tell Mazar,  
Tell Ghazala (LB II - Iron I-
II),  
Tell Deir ‘Alla,  
Tell Qa‘dan,  
Tell el-Ekhsas (few sherds),  
Tell Abu Nejrah, Tell 
Meidan,  
Tell Damiyah 
 
 

9 Sites 

Tell el Qos, Tell Mazar, Tell 
Ghazala, Tell ‘Adliyeh, Tell 
Deir ‘Alla, Tell Qa‘dan, Tell 
el-Ekhsas, Tell Abu Nejrah, 
Tell el-Hammeh,Tell Meidan, 
Tell Rekabi, Tell ‘Asiyeh, 
Kh. Miqbal er-Remeileh, Tell 
Zakari, Umm Hammad esh-
Sharqi, Tell Damiyah 
 
 
 
 

16 Sites 

Tell el Qos, Tell Mazar 
(predominant), Tell Ghazala, 
Tell ‘Adliyeh, Tell Deir ‘Alla, 
Tell Qa‘dan,  
Tell el-Ekhsas, Tell Abu 
Nejrah, Tell el-Hammeh, Tell 
Meidan, Tell Rekabi,  
Tell ‘Asiyeh, Kh. Miqbal er-
Remeileh,  
Tell Zakari, Umm Hammad 
esh-Sharqi,  
Tell Damiyah 
 

16 Sites 
Mellaart 1962 Tell Deir ‘Alla 

 
 

1 Site 

Tell Deir ‘Alla, Tell Damiyah 
 
 

2 Sites 

Tell Deir ‘Alla,  Tell el-
Hammeh , Tell Damiyah 
 

3 Sites 
De Contenson 

1964 
- Tell Deir ‘Alla, Tell Meidan 

 
 
 

2 Sites 

Tell el Qos, Tell Ghazala, 
Tell el Khessas, Tell Deir 
‘Alla, Tell Meidan 
 

5 Sites 
Petit et al. 

2006 
Tell ‘Ammata 
 

1 Site 

Tell ‘Ammata  
 

1 Site 

Tell ‘Ammata 
 

1 Site 
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visible from far distances, dominating one of the richest, widest, and best watered areas of 
the entire Jordan Valley, namely the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh. A whole series of irrigation 
ditches and water channels bring water from the perennial stream of the Wadi az-Zarqa to a 
broad region of fields and satellite or suburban tells connected with Tell Deir ‘Alla, in the 
area of the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh. This area is most intensively cultivated. The lands 
extending to the south and southwest of Tell Deir ‘Alla, however, in the Ghor Abu 
‘Obeideh are no less rich agriculturally than these other parts of this region. 

The site was first excavated during the sixties of the last century by a Dutch team under 
the directorship of the late Henk Franken (fig. 4), then it has been continued as a joint 
project between Leiden University and Yarmouk University under the directorship of Gerrit 
van der Kooij, Mo‘Awiyah Ibrahim and Zeidan Kafafi. 

Tell el-Hammeh is located about 2.5 km east-southeast of Tell Deir ‘Alla, overlooking 
the north side of the Wadi az-Zarqa. A very small plain on the east and north sides of the 
site separates it from the Jerash and Ajloun mountains from the east and northeast sides 
(fig. 5), consequently. The tell occupies a strategic point overlooking the perennial stream 
of the Wadi az-Zarqa leaving its bed in the canyon to the east and begins to flow west 
through a widening Ghor, which merges with the Valley of the Jordan to form one of the 
widest and most fertile area of the entire Jordan Valley.  

Nelson Glueck 9 argued that the Tell el-Hammeh served as important site during the Iron 
Age I-II. He added that there were very many Iron Age I-II sherds of all kinds, as well as a 
considerable number of Roman-Byzantine sherds and some mediaeval Arabic ones. 

Tell Damiyah is built on the plain of the Zor and located about half a kilometer to the 
south of the Wadi az-Zarqa and Jordan confluence and about 5.5 km south-west of the well-
known archaeological site, namely Umm Hammad. It is situated in the fertile land of the 
widened Zor of the east side of the Jordan River, which has become merged with the 
widened Zor of the Wadi az-Zarqa. It occupies a commanding position, guarding to the 
west the bridge that spans the Jordan and the road that leads up the Wadi el-Far’ah to 
Nablus, and to the east the road that leads to the city es-Salt in the hill country of Balqa. 
The site also occupies a very strategic position with regard to the north-south roads on both 
sides of the Ghor of the Jordan Valley. 10 

The plain of the Zor, in which Tell Damiyah stands, is very fertile, being well irrigated 
by waters diverted both from the Wadi az-Zarqa and Jordan streams. Even without 
considerations of strategic location, the rich farm lands around Tell Damiyah would 
inevitably have furnished the basis for the establishment of a sedentary settlement there or 
nearby. The archaeological surveys and excavations conducted at the sites yielded a large 
number of sherds, some of which belong to the Late Bronze Age II and others to the Roman 
and Byzantine periods, but with the largest quantity belonging to Iron Age I-II. 11 

The Jordanian-Dutch expedition conducted seven seasons of excavations between 2004 
and 2016 at the site of Tell Damiyah. 12 The main goal was to study the Late Iron Age 

9  Glueck 1951, 313. 
10  Glueck 1951, 329-321; Petit - Kafafi 2016. 
11  Glueck 1951, 331; Van der Steen 1998; 2001; Kafafi 2013. 
12  Petit - Kafafi 2016. 
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levels and to relate the findings to other Iron Age sites in the vicinity. In addition to the Iron 
Ages archaeological material and architectures more evidence of the Persian/Hellenistic 
pits and graves from the Byzantine and Ottoman Period were uncovered. 

 
3.2. Iron Age Sites Settings 

It has already been published 13 that two geomorphological features were of big 
influence on human activities and on settlements in Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh region and these 
are: 

1. the Wadi az-Zarqa system; 
2. the widely spread of Ruwayha alluvial fan. 
As regard to the Wadi az-Zarqa River system, Hourani 14 identified two main alluvial 

terraces; he added that a third terrace which is older than these two, was found elsewhere to 
the north of the Ghor Abu ‘Obaideh. 15 Based on the results of the “Settling the Steppe” 
project fieldwork, the earliest archaeological remains encountered in the area of Wadi al-
Ghawr, just north of Tell Deir ‘Alla, and runs in the Ruwayha alluvial fans is dated to the 
Chalcolithic period (fig. 6). 16 

The earliest evidence of settlements to be registered in the area extending between Wadi 
Rageb in the north and the confluence of the Wadi az-Zarqa with the Jordan River, in the 
south, has been excavated at Zaqquma (Tell Zaqqoum) which was founded on the Kattar 
hills and dated back to the Natufian period. 17 No Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites have been 
found yet, but, starting with the Late Neolithic period, the region under discussion has been 
continuously occupied without any interruption. Based on a paleo-geographical 
investigation in this region, it has been published that both the az-Zarqa and the Jordan beds 
were interconnected during the early Holocene around 8000 BP. 18 As a result of this 
separation large flooding plains, with marshlands, have been formed. 

However, the type of the settlements had been changed from one period to another, but 
the region under discussion was densely occupied during the Iron Age. For example, only 
very a few sites dated to the Middle Bronze Age were registered in the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh, 
such as Umm Hammad el-Gharbi belonging to the Middle Bronze Age I and the Tell Deir 
‘Alla dated to the Middle Bronze Ages II and III. 19  

The Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh witnessed during the Late Bronze Age an increase of the 
number of the settlements, which were spread all over the foothills, on the valley floor and 
on the Kattar hills. As it will be explained below the site of Tell Deir ‘Alla might be 
functioned as the key-centre of these. The excavated archaeological material at the Late 
Bronze Age sites proved that the inhabitants during the period ranging from ca. 1550 to 
1200 BC practiced several occupations such as cultivation, trade, art and crafts. Short and 

13  Hourani et al. 2008, 427. 
14  Hourani et al. 2008, 430. 
15  Hourani 2002. 
16  Kafafi 1982; Hourani et al. 2008, 430; Kaptijn - Kafafi - van der Kooij 2011. 
17  Hourani et al. 2008, 433. 
18  Hourani 2002. 
19  Ibrahim - Sauer - Yassine 1976; Ibrahim - Sauer - Yassine 1988; Kaptijn - Kafafi - van der Kooij 2011. 
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far distances contacts among the Abu ‘Obeideh Late Bronze Age settlements and the 
neighbourhood sites are well recognized by the archaeological data revealed at those sites.  

Based on the results of the survey conducted at the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh it appears that 
the settlement distribution patterns continued as the same it was during the Late Bronze 
Age (tab. 2). Actually, the Iron Age settlements registered in this region were mostly 
established and concentrated on wadi banks (Rajeb, el-Ghor, az-Zarqa), meanwhile some of 
which were found built up on top of the open plains (Tell Deir ‘Alla). Nevertheless, it 
might be mentioned that the central part of the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh was less occupied 
during the Iron Age in compare with the banks of the wadis. 20 

Tell Damiyah represents the southernmost Iron Age site located in Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh. 
It has been established on the active floodplain of the Zor (fig. 7). 

It also has been remarked that large areas of the entire Jordan Valley were the home for 
transhumant groups all through ages. 21 Actually, and in our point-of-view, this was the case 
only during the end of the Iron Age, the Persian and Hellenistic periods. This change of 
economy and settlement patterns may be attributed to the political instability resulted from 
the Assyrian, New Babylonians, Persians and Greek invasions to the eastern Mediterranean 
regions.  

It has been mentioned by scholars that rural societies dominated all over the Ghor Abu 
‘Obeideh region during the Iron I and II and this system collapsed by the end of the Iron 
Age; most probably only mobile pastoralists inhabited the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh region. This 
change of socio-economy has been well remarked at major sites in the region such as Tell 
Mazar, Tell Deir ‘Alla and Tell Damiyah. At those and other contemporaneous Iron Age 
sites, also during the Persian/Hellenistic period, people used only the summits of the Tells 
for storage purposes and stocking their animals. This means that throughout the Iron Age 
the Central Jordan Valley was densely populated by settled people and mobile groups by 
the same time. 

As a matter of fact, the inhabitants of the Jordan Valley practiced during the period 
ranging from about 1200 to 539 BC different economic practices such as cultivation 
mainly, pastoralism, trade and industry. Actually, these economic activities have been 
changed from time to time during the Iron Age but does not mean that the economic status 
of whole society shifted dramatically from urban to nomadic. It might be assumed, that 
only part of the societies were settlers, in the meantime others were transhumance, in other 
words semi-nomads. For example, it has been assumed by the first excavators of the site of 
Tell Deir ‘Alla that the settlers of the site were semi-nomads during the beginning of the 
Iron Age I (ca. 1150 BC), but the results of the last excavations approved that this 
assumption has to be reconsidered due to the discovery of architectural and other 
archaeological material found at the site and dated to the end of the Late Bronze Age and 
the beginning of the Iron Age (ca. 1300-1100 BC).  
  

20  Petit et al. 2006, 182-185. 
21  Petit et al. 2006, 180; Kafafi 2008. 
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4. LIFE IN GHOR ABU ‘OBEIDEH DURING THE IRON AGE 
As it has above mentioned, the people lived at Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh practiced several 

economic practices such as cultivation, mainly, pastoralism, trade and industry. These 
activities might be explained as human behaviors which reflect the type of life-style. The 
brief discussion presented below is based above all on studying the archaeological data 
obtained from the excavations conducted at several sites in Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh. To discuss 
we will start the presentation from the end of the 2nd millennium BC, corresponding to the 
end of the Late Bronze Age (LB III, ca. 1300-1200 BC). 

 
4.1. Life at Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh during the end of the 2nd millennium BC 

The results of the excavations conducted at the site of Tell Deir ‘Alla in connection with 
other sites are the key of our information in explaining the way of life that the inhabitants 
of Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh used to live during the ancient times. Tell Deir ‘Alla stands on the 
floor of the long north-south Rift Valley. Here, the valley floor is in general 4-5 km wide, 
i.e. extending from the Jordan River bed (Zor) to the slopes of the eastern mountains. 

This surrounding landscape has good agricultural soil in most places and the very 
variable, but generally limited, rainfall (average 260 mm per year at the site) can be 
supplemented with irrigation water, supplied from the Zarqa River. The Jordan Valley is 
very suitable for winter grazing, largely because of its mild temperature during that season. 

The results of the excavations have shown that the site was continuously occupied from 
the latest phase of the Middle Bronze Age until the end of the Persian period (ca. from the 
sixteenth to the fourth centuries BC). The tell was re-occupied by a cemetery dated to the 
Ayyubid/Mamluk period (ca. 12th-16th century AD).  

Based on archaeological material excavated at the site it is very obvious that Tell Deir 
‘Alla served as a town with a large temple with auxiliary building-storerooms, workshops 
and dwellings during the Late Bronze and Iron Ages and continued to be occupied till the 
end of the 4th century BC. The Late Bronze and Iron Ages temple dating back to the 13th-
12th century BC was destroyed by an earthquake which was followed by a strong fire. A 
heavily burnt layer covering the whole site and dating to the transitional period between the 
Bronze and the Iron Ages has been excavated. It yielded structures, written tablets and 
other archaeological finds. From these objects we may single out a faience vase bearing the 
name of the Egyptian queen Tawosret (ca.1195 BC). 

After the destruction of Late Bronze Age buildings, it seems that the inhabitants lived in 
tents, for some time. This conclusion is supported by excavated post-holes in levels located 
over the Late Bronze Age ones. This means that the site might have been used only for 
certain times during the year, and the dwellers practiced animal husbandry and probably 
some farming.  It seems to the excavators at the site that, while the inhabitants started to 
rebuild their houses, a fire broke out again. Almost immediately after that the site was 
occupied by bronze-smiths who used it for industrial purposes. Three furnaces built 
consecutively on top each other were excavated. But, it is still unknown who these smiths 
were. 

From the end of the 12th to the end of the 11th century BC, the settlement showed a 
different character. Several buildings and alley-ways were constructed, but there is no clear 
evidence of any town wall at this stage. However, there seems to have been a flimsy 
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defense wall and gate between two round towers (probably to be dated to the 10th century 
BC). Archaeological remains dating to the 11th and 10th centuries were excavated in two 
separate areas close to the eastern summit of the site. The first area is occupied by a 
building complex, while, in the second one, two exceptional finds were registered: a storage 
room with fourteen large jars, twelve filled with liquid, and two smaller ones decorated 
with a red slip used as paint, with cross and circle motifs and a striking triangular figure; 
and a sequence of deposits, in places half a meter thick, containing animal bones, large 
pieces of pottery and chunks of the walls of bread baking ovens. 

During the 1996 season, the extension of the old step-trench continued and three 
squares, namely B/F-G3-4, were excavated to the east, above the so-called tower of Phase 
K (Franken’s system). A number of high wall stumps were uncovered as well as the 
connected courtyards and street layers. Furthermore, several noteworthy objects were found 
including a head of an animal figurine as well as a light fired clay figurine representing a 
bird and some other objects. 

The 1998-2009 seasons of excavation yielded very little information about the Early 
Iron Age, due to the fact that work was mostly concentrated on areas dated to the other 
periods. However, pottery sherds dated to the 13th and 12th were found in squares excavated 
at the southern slopes of the tell. In addition, mud-brick walls and a pebble pavement 
excavated in a small test trench (C/K3) were assigned to the Early Iron Age. 

An important argument to reinterpret the conclusions, an un-deciphered large building 
(fig. 8), clay tablets similar to the ones excavated at the northern side of the site during the 
sixties of the last century are newly discovered. They date to the transitional period between 
the Late Bronze Age and Iron Age. The presence of these artifacts indicate that the settlers 
of the site were not nomads at the beginning of the Iron Age I, as it previously has been 
thought.  

Moreover, inside one of the rooms of this large excavated building, ground and grinding 
stones were uncovered witnessing the practice of cultivation by inhabitants during that 
period practiced. This way of life, according to us, dominated the whole Jordan Valley 
during the end of the Late Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age. This is clearly 
proved by the results of the excavations conducted at other sites also located in the Jordan 
Valley, as the sites of Tell Mazar, Tell es-Sa’idiyyeh and Pella. 

In addition, craft production, at the end of the thirteen and at the beginning of the 
twelfth centuries BC, was practiced by some people of Tell Deir ‘Alla. This was 
ascertained by the discovery of a jewelry mould dated to the end of the Late Bronze Age at 
Tell Deir ‘Alla. 22 It showed that this industry was known at the site during that particular 
period. 

The results of several excavations proved that the life style and the economy during the 
10th and 9th centuries were of agricultural, farming and industrial activities. At Tell Deir 
‘Alla, a collection of storage large jars dated to the 10th century BC was uncovered inside a 
room, perhaps used as a kitchen. The residues of the material stored inside them proved that 
the inhabitants of the site were farmers and lived in relative prosperity. 

22  Kafafi 2009. 
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The Iron Age phases at the eastern top of the site of Tell Deir ‘Alla were somewhat 
further explored during the last seasons of excavations, extending the knowledge gained 
from the 5 m wide test trench to the south and earlier extensions. New data appeared about 
the exceptional Phase VII (ca. 700 BC), with its wheel-made pottery, and Phase IX (ca. 800 
BC), with, among others, a food preparation area, with stored food stuffs (liquid and solid, 
such as wheat) and baking area. Also traces of metal craft activities were found. The same 
excavation area contained new data about the latest Iron Age phases, such as buildings and 
courtyards in Phase IV. 

Between 20th April and 20th May 2010 two excavations were conducted at two explored 
sites (27 and 81), registered by the team of the project “Settling the Steppe”. The 
excavation at the site 81, identified as “Abu Nu’aym” yielded a bell-shaped pit measuring 
more than 3 m in diameter and 2 m deep, and had been used for several purposes such as 
for storing at sometimes and for burring human individuals at others (fig. 11). Inside the pit 
a few Iron Age I and II pottery sherds were encountered and a C14 date obtained for a 
botanical sample collected from the bottom of the pit and yielded a date of 2890 +/- 40 BP. 
2 Sigma calibration: 1210 to 970 cal. BC and 960-940 cal. BC. 23 

The excavations conducted at Tell el-Hammeh, located approximately two kilometers to 
the east of Tell Deir ‘Alla in the mouth of the Wadi az-Zarqa, yielded furnaces and other 
tools used for firing and hammering iron ore which was brought from the Ajloun 
Mountains.  

To explain more about the nature of this region during the Iron Age II, one can read the 
Bal’am Text found at Tell Deir ‘Alla, dated to the 9th century BC, in which the writer of the 
text describes the area surrounding the site of Tell Deir ‘Alla. It reports that the region 
under study was fertile, several kinds of plants and of animals lived at Tell Deir ‘Alla and 
its vicinity. This indicates that the inhabitants in the Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh, practiced several 
types of economy such as cultivation, pastoralism, trade and industry. Unfortunately, it 
seems that the area was exposed to a very strong, regional earthquake that destroyed most 
settlements. 

Based on the excavated archaeological material found at several sites in the area under 
study, one might claim that the inhabitants continued during the beginning of the Iron Age 
to have contacts with the surrounding areas and far distances.   

At Tell Mazar a rectangular open court sanctuary measuring 24 m x 24 m, dated to the 
11th-10th century BC was uncovered. The walls of the building were constructed of mud-
brick and the outer walls are measuring 1.20 m in width. In addition, the excavator 
mentioned that no earlier constructions were excavated at the site. 24 
 
4.2. Iron Age II B (ca. 900-750 BC) 

The archaeological excavations conducted at Tell Deir ‘Alla indicated that the site was 
prosperous for short times during the Iron Age II. Archaeological material dating to this 
period (ca. 900-750 BC) were excavated on the north-east part of the summit of the site. A 

23  Kaptijn - Kafafi - van der Kooij 2011, 152. 
24  Yassine 1984, 108-118. 
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large amount of archaeological remains has been recovered from Phase IX (dated to ca. 
900-800 BC) and, based on several C14 dating, a fire brought this phase suddenly to an end 
around 800 BC as a result of an earthquake. The burnt layers belonging to this phase have 
been relatively untouched either by erosion or later inhabitants’ digging pits. At many 
places, walls have been rebuilt, others demolished or added, door-way bricked up and in 
many rooms the roof had fallen more than once. Even the final destruction went in stages: 
first the roof fell in with parts of the walls, then the standing fragments of wall collapsed 
either due to another earthquake or were demolished by people leveling up the site. 

In 1998, remains of Phase IX continued to be excavated in Area D and it turned out that 
the burnt layers dating to same phase in 1996 were part of Phase X and that they were cut 
by a very large pit excavated in 1996. This large pit could be considered as an intermediate 
phase or a beginning stage of Phase IX. In any case, once that this 12 m wide and 5 m deep 
pit was almost filled by slow natural processes, a small building was constructed in its 
center. 

The remains in the partly excavated two rooms represent a varied use of space, 
including a separation inside one of the rooms. Several kinds of objects were excavated in 
these two rooms including some pots, grinding stones and loom-weights of different shapes 
and weights. 

In general, the excavated area of the site dating to the 9th century shows a complex of 
flimsily constructed rooms, connected together, most of these rooms were used for 
domestic purposes such as storing fuel dung and food, and also for preparing meals in 
which the use of all sorts of local herbs played an important part beside wheat and pulses. 

Inside the rooms, weaving went on in many places. It is quite possible that textiles were 
only made for home use as needed, even if the large number of excavated looms may still 
indicate a trade specialization. 

Various artifacts indicate not only cultural contacts within a wide radius, but trading 
relations too. Part of the pottery has been manufactured by more or less local potters. But 
there was also special pottery in use in the settlement which must have come from 
elsewhere. On the other hand, there are elements indicating that the local inhabitants of the 
9th century BC of Tell Deir ‘Alla had their own cultural identity even though it was linked 
to that of other groups of people. A clear example of this is their use of writing system. It 
has been argued by some scholars that this may have been a branch of the Aramaic 
traditions coming from the north. 

Phase VIII dating to the 8th century BC is only known from a small area. It is 
represented by a building with large and yellow mud-bricks (found in Squares B/C-D7-8 
during the 1996 season), some walls and courtyard layers. In order to construct the walls of 
the building, the excavators noticed that the rubble of Phase IX (9th century BC) was 
partially leveled. However, the upper diameters of this accumulation (Phase VIII) had 
suffered from an enduring fire, causing a whitish and lightly-colored appearance. 
Unfortunately, nothing correlate with Phase VIII was found during the 1998 season. 

Most of the scanty remains belonging to Phase VII and related to the 7th century BC, 
have been preserved to a height of only about 15 cm, and it is partly composed of the debris 
left by a fire. The specific character of Phase VII appears clearly in the way the walls were 
constructed. There is an unusually tight connection between the bricks, which caused some 
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walls collapse, leaving the mud bricks in a vertical position. The pottery excavated in the 
strata of this phase was found mainly smashed and spread over ashy floors and stone 
pavements. The inventory of this pottery includes storage jars, jugs, bowls and cooking-
pots. 

In addition to these general characteristics, in 1996 season more information about this 
phase were obtained from the excavations in Squares B/D-F-9 and B/F7 located on the 
southern part of the eastern summit of the tell. There, a large wall running E-W, in a way 
bordering the settlement to the north, but with a room attached to it. Moreover, other 
objects were found during this season, as a sand core glass bottle and a large amount of 
carbonized wheat and barley.  

During the 1998 season, features of Phase VII (ca. 700 BC) continued to be found 
especially of the large store for wheat, including the wood and the reed containers. Close to 
this, an unusual tannur was uncovered, with sherds of tannur instead of pottery and a layer 
of clay insulation.  

 
4.3. Iron Age II C (ca. 750-586 BC) 

The period between the 8th and 5th century BC is well illustrated at Tell Damiyah, 
located directly south of the confluence the az-Zarqa River with the Jordan River. 
Architecture and material retrieved in the site suggest that it functioned as a trade and 
religious centre. Within and next to a building with a cultic function, several artistic 
objects, such as human and animal figurines, were excavated.  

At Tell Deir ‘Alla and with the help of the C14 dating method, a date of 750 BC for the 
beginning of this period has been established. The date proposed on material culture data 
push it at the end of the 8th century BC (the beginning of the Assyrian domination). In facts, 
the Ammonite jug with black and white bands and Assyrian bottles are characteristic of the 
pottery found in this phase. The inhabitants of the site during this period began to carrying 
on a large scale leveling activities before to build up large walls and structures.  

The oldest ostracon was found in a wash or leveling off stratum of the ruins. Beautiful 
terracotta figurines were also found there. 

After a fire broke out at the site, no more buildings were constructed, except the case of 
a courtyard. In it, several large pits were dug with a diameter of 5 m and a depth of at least 
7 m. Their sloping walls were made of large stones and mud bricks. The excavators argue 
that it is possible that they were used for dwelling purposes. Then these pits were also 
abandoned and new courtyard deposits covered them. A great number of pear-shaped pits 
were dug, apparently exclusively for storing fodder’s. Furthermore, a chance find in 1996 
season was an “Attic” bowl with two handles and purple paint on and below them as well 
as on the lower part of the body and the bottom, it can be probably dated to the 4th century 
BC. 

At Tell Mazar the excavator mentioned that the uppermost stratum of the tell is dated to 
the first half of the 4th century BC and consisted of deep and circular pits and silos built of 
lining mudbrick preserved to a nearly height of 3 m. He added that some of which were 
used to store chaff and others, the rounded shape (barreled) with conical-shaped roof 
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suggest that they were also use to store grain. 25 Stratum II, dated to the 5th century BC 
yielded several buildings consisted of an open central courtyard enclosed on two sides by 
rooms some of which contained Tawabeen (Tabouns) constructed adjacent to one of the 
walls of the room.  

The 7th-6th century BC at Tell Mazar is represented by a large structure consisting of a 
massive and most impressive building crowning the centre of the site, which has been 
identified as the “Palace Fort” by the excavator and was used as a residence for the 
governor.  

In addition to the Palace Fort a complex of many rooms consisting several architectural 
units, one of which is a large rectangular podium measuring 10 m x 15 m and encircled by 
a thick mudbrick wall. To the north of it, a large stone paved open courtyard was found. 26 
Another unit, representing the latest use of the construction was uncovered, and consisted 
of several rooms functioned as the following: store-rooms, kitchen, weaving room and a 
meat preparation room. It has been suggested by the excavator that Tell Mazar served 
during the 7th-6th century BC as an Ammonite either a garrison or an administrative centre 
rather than a large settlement, based on that an Ammonite King’s name (HSL) was written 
on one of the ostraca revealed at the site. 27 However, this building was put to fire and all 
rooms were burned to ground. It seems that the main cause of the destruction was the 
Babylonian conquest which brought an end to the independence of the different states in the 
region. Yassine 28 also assumed that the site served during the 8th century BC as a centre for 
administration, but it had been destroyed by Senncharib’s campaign in ca. 701 BC.  

To conclude, during the Assyrian domination on the eastern Mediterranean countries, 
Ammon, Moab, and Edom were, as other lands, in the area nominal Assyrian vassal, but 
they were permitted to have their own rulers without the presence of an Assyrian provincial 
governor. This means that those three Jordanian political unities enjoyed internal 
administrative freedom. 

At Tell Damiyah the remains of a large public building burned down at the start of the 
7th century BC. 29 Several objects, among them a clay bulla with cuneiform signs and 
Assyrian Palace Ware, found during a previous season, point to a relationship with the Neo-
Assyrian Empire, but also some Egyptian, Cypro-Phoenician and Ammonite ceramics and 
objects were encountered. The interior walls of the rectangular building were plastered as 
was a platform against the most western wall. Several figurines, both of horses (fig. 9) and 
females (fig. 10), were discovered in and outside this building and cultic activities can be 
assumed. Especially the excellent condition of those figurines and the remains of two 
anthropomorphic statues are unique objects that have only a few parallels.  

During the 2016 season, the excavators did continue investigating this important 
building and the occupation below. Furthermore, attention was given to the lower elevated 
area towards the southwest. The square at the foot of the site were re-opened to investigate 

25  Yassine 1983, 498. 
26  Yassine 1983, 505. 
27  Yassine 1983, 506. 
28  Yassine 1983, 510. 
29  Petit - Kafafi 2016. 
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the possible existence of a so-called lower town. Work in 2015 resulted in the discovery of 
several graves, which dates are still under debate, and evidence of an industry employing 
fire in the production. This season we re-opened one square to recheck the possibility of a 
built-up area, with little success. On the summit, students and archaeologists of both 
institutes uncovered beside Ottoman and Byzantine graves, important information about the 
Persian-Hellenistic period and the Iron Age. The south western corner and southern 
courtyard of the large public building was excavated. In the southernmost square, 8th 
century levels were reached. The remains of several buildings were encountered as well as 
a courtyard with a taboun and restorable pottery. The co-directors suggest that Tell 
Damiyah was a significant and international centre for worshipping during the Late Iron 
Age (8th and 7th centuries BC) along two major trade routes and close to one of the few 
fords crossing the Jordan River. 

 
5. BURIAL CUSTOMS BETWEEN THE 13TH AND THE 4TH CENTURIES BC IN GHOR ABU ‘OBEIDEH 

As is above mentioned the site of Tell Deir ‘Alla was a very important settlement during 
the 13th century BC and functioned as a town. Unfortunately, neither burials nor a cemetery 
dating to the period ranging from ca. 1300-1000 BC, belonging to the dwellers of the site of 
Tell Deir ‘Alla, were found at the site or in the close neighbourhood. However, scholars 
argued that the uncovered Late Bronze Age II (ca. 1400-1300 BC) graves at the site of 
Kataret es-Samra, located only 6 km to the southeast of Tell Deir ‘Alla may belonged to the 
dead people of the site that time. 30 

To mention, in 2010 a Jordanian-Dutch team sounded the site (81) registered by the 
“Settling the Step Team”, situated between the villages of Sawalha and Abu Nu’aym 
belonging to the Deir ‘Alla municipality. A bell-shaped pit was revealed below the surface 
soil which widened out to a 3 m in diameter and reached to 2 m in depth (fig. 11). The 
excavators uncovered fragmentary human remains inside this pit, which were dated to the 
Iron Age I A C14 date from a botanical sample excavated at the bottom of the pit yielded a 
date of 2890 +/- 40BP, 2 sigma calibration: 1200-970 cal. BC and 960-940 cal. 31 

In 1977 the cemetery of Tell Mazar, situated ca. 3 km north-northwest of Tell Deir 
‘Alla, was found in an area located only 220 m to the west of the main tell. 32 The cemetery 
consisted of Iron Age I architectural debris ranging between the 11th and mid 10th centuries 
BC, which formed a mound rising ca. 1.80 m above the surrounding farm land, and sloping 
to the north and south directions. Inside this accumulation 84 graves clustered on the 
summit and its northern part were dug. Unfortunately, the cemetery does not exist anymore, 
this is due to the cultivation operation. The material excavated inside the graves pointed out 
to the Iron Age II C period (ca. 700-586 BC). Dead people were buried in one meter or a 
little more deeper graves. 33 The following types of graves were identified at the cemetery: 

30  Kafafi 1977. 
31  Kaptijn - Kafafi - van der Kooij 2011, 151-152. 
32  Yassine 1984. 
33  Yassine 1984, 111. 
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plain interments, pits lined with bricks, graves lined with stones on one side, jar burials and 
clay bathtub burials. 34 

Funerary objects were put with the dead, the kind and type of gifts are enlightening 
about the social status of the deceased/buried people. Funerary equipment consisted of 
metal such as pins, fibulae, daggers, swords, knives, arrowheads, spearheads, bracelets, 
armlets, belts, anklets, seals, scarabs, beads, and pottery vessels.  

 
6. CONCLUSION 

Although the results of the excavations at Tell Deir ‘Alla did not reveal that much 
archaeological data from the second half of the Iron Age I (ca. 1100-1000 BC), it seems 
that Tell Deir ‘Alla and adjacent sites flourished culturally during the later Iron Age (ca. 
1000-586 BC).  

The excavated archaeological Iron Age site in Ghor Abu ‘Obeideh indicated a high 
presence of Ammonite culture. This might reveal that this part of the Jordanian Valley 
consisted a part of the Ammonite Kingdom during the 7th and 6th centuries BC. 
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Fig. 1 - Wadis meandering into the Jordan River. 
  

Fig. 2 - Late Bronze Age and Iron Age tell 
sites (after Kaptijin 2009, fig. 4.134). 
 

Fig. 3 - Map of the Deir ‘Alla Region 
(after Petit et al. 2006, 179). 
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Fig. 4 - Henk Franken and Father Pierre de Vaux at the site in 1964 (Courtesy of G. Van 
der Kooij). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 - Tell el-Hammeh General (photo by Yousef Zoubi).   
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Fig. 6 - Chalcolithic architecture excavated at the Ruwayha alluvial fans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 7 - A general view of Tell Damiyah 
(looking west, photo by Yousef Zoubi). 
 

Fig. 8 - A large Civil Complex excavated at 
the Southern Slope of Tell Deir ‘Alla. 
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Fig. 9 - Horses figurines excavated at 
Tell Damiyah (photo by Yousef al 
Zoubi). 
 

Fig. 10 - Female figurines from Tell 
Damiyah (photo by Yousef al-Zoubi). 
 

Fig. 11 - A bell-shaped pit used as an 
Iron Age tomb excavated at the site of 
Abu Nu’aym (photo by Yousef al 
Zoubi).  
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The pomegranate bush raises its voice - tiny, insistent, and shrill: My seeds shine like 
the teeth of my mistress, the shape of my fruit is round like her breasts. I’m her favorite, 

I know, sweetest tree in the orchard, looking my best through every season.1 
 

ὣς φάτο: γήθησεν δὲ περίφρων Περσεφόνεια, 
καρπαλίμως δ᾽ ἀνόρουσ᾽ ὑπὸ χάρματος: αὐτὰρ ὅ γ᾽ αὐτὸς 

ῥοιῆς κόκκον ἔδωκε φαγεῖν μελιηδέα λάθρῃ, 
ἀμφὶ ἓ νωμήσας, ἵνα μὴ μένοι ἤματα πάντα 

αὖθι παρ᾽ αἰδοίῃ Δημήτερι κυανοπέπλῳ.2 
 
Pomegranate remains and representations found in the Phoenician site of Motya in Western 

Sicily give the cue for a summary study of this plant and its fortune in the Near East and the 
Mediterranean. Fruits offered in wells, a terracotta relief depicting a pomegranate held by a goddess 
found in the Sacred Area of the Kothon at Motya, and, especially, a pottery vase in the shape of a 
pomegranate retrieved inside the Temple of Astarte in the same compound, witness the symbolic 
transcultural role of this fruit and of the pomegranate tree in ancient Mediterranean, from its farthest 
oriental origins to modern art and religion. 

 
Keywords: pomegranate; Punica granatum L.; Motya; Astarte; Demetra 

 
1. POMEGRANATE: THE DIVINE POME [LN] 

Pomegranate is a divine gift in the imagery of antiquity. It has so many evocative 
features: its blossom and flower, the squatted fat spherical shape of the pome, with a 
pointed or crowned tip (fig. 1), emblem of power; its shining red colour resembling even 
gold which stain at the touch; the innumerable – 613 – ruby-red seeds (actually, the fruit is 
made only of seeds) hinting at fecundity; its curative blood-red juice; its yellow lenitive 
inner rind; its oriental origins. It was depicted and reproduced in ancient art as a major 
symbol of fertility, abundance, perfection and sanctity. 

It was because of the green splendour of the shrub, the rainbow pink and red of its 
flower, the purpling, crimson and shining red of the fruit, the regularly fitting geometry of 
the seeds. The pomegranate ripens at the end of summer, quenching with its juice the latest 
days of hot. 

                                                           
1 Papyrus of Turin 12th century BC, translation in J.L. Foster (1992, 83-84). 
2 “When he said this, wise Persephone was filled with joy and hastily sprang up for gladness. But he on his part 

secretly gave her sweet pomegranate seed to eat, taking care for himself that she might not remain continually 
with grave, dark-robed Demeter”: F. Cassola ed. 1986, “Inno a Demetra”, Inni Omerici, vv. 370-374. 
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The ancient Semitic name of this fruit is “rummanu”, is both in Assyrian and Aramaic, 
“inhmn” or “‘nhman” in Egyptian, “haraman” in Coptic, ִרּמֹון “rimmon” in Hebrew and ان  ُرمَّ
“roummana” in Arabic. Several toponyms in ancient Near Eastern sources mention the 
pomegranate referring to places where the tree was cultivated.3 

Later on, Greek and Latin sources more generically designated the fruit as μῆλον/malum 
or ῥόα/pomum granatum (i.e. full of seeds), that is the antesignanus of fruits.4 

Pomegranate was cultivated in Motya at least since the beginning of the Phoenician 
colony, in the 8th century BC, as pollen and seeds found in the excavations testify to. It was 
among the offering to the goddess Astarte, and depicted on a terracotta possibly portraying 
Demeter both found in the Sacred Area of the Kothon (§ 6.). Pomegranate trees are still 
present on the island.5 All these Motyan pomegranates, images, fragments and relics of 
ancient fruits, as well as current fruits, have been analysed to offer an overall picture of 
pomegranate at Motya, characterizing the fruit, and studying its uses as documented by 
archaeology. 
 

                                                           
3 A famous reference is in Zechariah 12:11 which mentions the site of Hadad Rimmon, just 1 Km NW of 

Taannek, where King Josiah died (2 Kings 23:29-30) in the battle against Pharaoh Necho (Menkheperra 
Nekau I, 672-664 BC). The site is identified with the modern Palestinian village of Rummanah. 

4 In Greek mythology the Hesperides guarded the garden where the golden pomes grew up: these could have 
actually been pomegranates (see below § 4.1.). 

5  Chemical pharmaceutical characterization of present-day Punica granatum L. samples from Motya examined 
by Prof. Rino Ragno is Sapienza, who we deeply thank, is illustrated below. Materials: 96% Ethanol, formic 
acid and bi-distilled water were purchased from Carlo Erba (Milan, Italy), glacial acetic acid and ethyl acetate 
were purchased from Fluka (Milan, Italy), acetonitrile RS for HPLC was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
Chemistry (Milan, Italy). Punicalagin (≥98%) and ellagic acid (≥95%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
Chemistry. All the other reagents were analytical grade reagents from Sigma-Aldrich Chemistry. Samples 
preparation: pomegranate fruits were used as whole fruit or separated in two parts: arils and peels (exocarp 
and mesocarp). Whole fruits or only peels, manually separated, were washed, blended in a mixer at 16000 
rpm for 30 sec and extracted as described. Extraction methods - whole fruit or peels extraction with ethanol 
and acidified water: 10 g of the blended whole fruit or the manually separated peels were extracted with 40 
mL ethanol: acidified water (5% acetic acid) in 3:1 ratio. Samples were stirred for 24 h at room temperature in 
the dark. The extraction mixture was well decanted and filtered on paper, then evaporated at 40 °C in the dark 
obtaining a purple-red sticky residue (about 1.9 g) that was stored at -20° C or immediately analyzed. HPLC 
analyses: the residues from the hydro-alcoholic extracts obtained from the previous described procedures, 
were weighed, dissolved in water and filtered before injection. HPLC analyses of anthocyanins ellagitannins 
were performed with a Perkin Elmer apparatus consisting of a Serie 200 LC pump, a Serie 200 DAD and a 
Serie 200 autosampler, including a Totalchrom Perkin Elmer software for the data acquisition. 
Chromatography was performed on a Luna (Phenomenex®) RP18 column (250 × 4.6 mm i.d., 5 μm) using a 
mobile phase composed of acetonitrile (solvent A) and water containing 5% formic acid (solvent B), which in 
20 min changed from 0% A and 100% B to 15% A and 85% B and then in other 20 min changed to 45% A 
and 55% B, with a flow rate of 1 mL/min, at λ 530 nm and at λ 360 nm. Punicalagin anomers α and β and 
ellagic acid were identified in the samples by comparison of the retention times and UV spectra of pure 
external standards. The quantitative analyses were performed by calibration curves ranging from 1-100 mg/g 
(y=15.3x+26.8, with correlation coefficient R2=0.9986) for punicalagins and from 0.2-80 mg/g 
(y=39.6x+49.5, with correlation coefficient R2=0.9919) for ellagic acid, separately. 
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2. POMEGRANATE IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST AND THE LEVANT [LN] 
The presence of pomegranate in the Levant, both the original fruit, Punica protopunica 

L., and the developed one, Punica granatum L.,6 is archaeologically attested from the 4th 
millennium BC. The spread of this plant from the Middle to the Near East occurred 
between the second half of the 4th and the first half of the 3rd millennium BC, though some 
specimen reached the Fertile Crescent even before.7 This may be connected with Sumerian 
contacts and exchanges with the civilizations of ancient Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan and 
India (Harappa and Mohenjo-daro in the Indus Valley). Long-distance trade towards India 
was practiced by Sumero-Akkadian city-states of Mesopotamia and Elam8 and this route is 
possibly the one through which the original pomegranate shrub (Punica protopunica L.) 
reached Mesopotamia, Anatolia, Syria and Palestine. The bigger and more developed 
species of Punica granatum L., instead, possibly developed in the Near East, as an effect of 
self-grafting or inosculation. Sumerians were possibly the protagonist of such development, 
as it is suggested by a stamp seal (fig. 2:a) of the Late Uruk period with a schematic 
pomegranate fruit and, especially, by the representation of regular (grafted in?) three 
branches pomegranate trees in the lower register of the carved alabaster vase from Uruk 
(fig. 2:b-c). The brilliant red and the yellow of its skin, the blood-red juice and the 
abundance of its stuffed up seeds, make the pomegranate suitable for symbolic associations 
with human fertility, and thus life and death. For this reason, in ancient Mesopotamian art it 
is often represented with the deities of fertility, fecundity, and abundance. In the Assyrian 
imagery pomegranate usually appears as Tree of Life (fig. 2:d-e).9 

                                                           
6   Taxonomy of Punica granatum L.: Punica granatum L. known as pomegranate, is a fruit-bearing deciduous 

shrub or small tree growing between 5 to 8 meters tall. It is planted either for its edible fruit or as an 
ornamental tree. Taxonomy: the pomegranate belongs to the family Lythraceae with only two different 
species namely Punica granatum and Punica protopunica. Punica grantum is the predominant species and 
cultivated worldwide whereas Punica protopunica is only restricted to the Island of Socotra (Republic of 
Yemen). Distribution and origin: Punica granatum have been cultivated in Iran, Iraq, Azerbaijan, Armenia, 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Russia, Bangladesh and the Mediterranean region for several millennia.

 
The 

origin of genus Punica is mainly native to Persia (modern day Iran). Name: the genus name Punica refers to 
the Phoenicians, who were active in broadening its cultivation, partly for religious reasons. The most 
plausible explanation for the name pomegranate is its derivation from the Latin word pomum meaning apple 
and granatus, which means seeded. The present vernacular name pomegranate is derived from the name 
Pomum (apple) granatus (grainy), or seeded apple. Utilization: owing to its medicinal and culinary utility, it 
has been mentioned in many ancient scriptures notably in Babylonian texts, the Book of Exodus, the Homeric 
Hymns and the Quran.

 
Different part of the plant like, bark, leaves, fruit, fruit extract or juice and fruit rind 

have been reported to show various medicinal activities. Archaeobotany: the spread of pomegranate can be 
estimated by archaeological evidence, as described by Zohary and Spiegel-Roy (1975). Carbonized pips and 
fragments of pomegranate peels have been found from the Early Bronze Age in Jericho and Arad and remains 
of Punica species have been found in Nimrud/Iraq, in Sidon/Lebanon (Orendi - Deckers 2018), in 
Thera/Greece (Mavromati 2017) and Huelva/Spain (Pérez-Jordà et al. 2017). By the middle ages, 
pomegranate grew throughout the Levant and appeared in Egypt during the Middle Kingdom. Many wild 
groves can still be found thriving in the bottom of gorges throughout the Mediterranean and Central Asian 
region (IPGRI 2001). 

7 Fateh et al. 2013, 23; Kokaj - Çakalli - Ismaili 2017, 133. 
8   A clay token (or finial) found in a 4th millennium BC stratum at Susa is shaped as a pomegranate (Punica 

protopunica L.) (Schmandt-Besserat 1992, fig. 18.2). 
9 Moortgat-Correns 1989, 185; Muthmann 1982, 13, figs. 4-5; Lurker ed. 1971, 147, 161; Barnett 1982, pl. 

35:b. 
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In Syria-Palestine, pomegranate seeds were found in Ebla,10 Tell es-Sultan/Jericho,11 
Tell el-Jazari/Gezer, Tell el-Hesi,12 Tell es-Sa’idiyeh13 and Arad14 in 3rd millennium BC 
contexts, showing a capillary distribution at the time of the early urbanization. The spread 
of this species in the Levant increased in 2nd millennium BC, and it was found in almost all 
excavated sites where paleo-botanic samples were collected and studied. At Ebla, it has 
been surmised that pomegranate trees were planted in the inner courtyard of Monument P3, 
a monumental cultic terrace in the Sacred Area of Ishtar.15 They were also retrieve in Tell 
ed-Dab’a, where seeds were found in the forecourt of Temple III, a temple of Syro-
Palestinian type (fig. 3:a).16 It is also possible that pomegranate trees were among the 
cultivated plants in the gardens of the Palace of the 13th Dynasty (1783-1640 BC). Tomb 
B35 at Jericho dating from Middle Bronze IIB (1700-1650 BC), roughly the same period of 
Tell ed-Dab’a’s attestations, yielded an desiccated fruit (fig. 3:b):17 in the same tomb, along 
with wooden tables and bowls,18 a wooden box carved in the shape of a pomegranate 
divided into two halves was found (fig. 3:c).19 

In Late Bronze Age Megiddo two golden pendants in shape of small pomegranates, 
possibly belonged to earrings, were found in the so-called “Treasure 3073” in stratum VIIA 
(LB IIB, 1300-1200 BC) Palace 2041 (fig. 3:d-e).20 

Attestations in Egypt starts from the 2nd millennium BC - if one excludes a small jar 
made of breccia stone dating from the Early-Dynastic period (3150-2686 BC) (fig. 4:a)21 -, 
when renewed relationships with the Levant during the 13th Dynasty favoured the diffusion 
of the tree. A possible identification of the name “’hmn” can be read on the silver chiselled 
handle of a dagger from Saqqara.22 Attestations become significantly more numerous from 
the 18th Dynasty, thus suggesting that this fruit was imported from Palestine, which New 
Kingdom Pharaohs subjugated. Pomegranate, by instance, was found in the tomb of 
Djehuty, the Overseer of the Treasury during the reign of Hatshepsut at Thebes (TT110),23 
and appears in the “Syrian Garden” of Thutmose III at Karnak (fig. 4:e). Always at Karnak, 
pomegranates appear in the representation of the feast of Opet. It was also found and in the 
aristocrats’ residencies of Tell el Amarna.24 Furthermore, from Egyptian sources and 

                                                           
10  Wachter-Sarkady 1995, 242. 
11  Seeds fragments from Area B (Italian-Palestinian Excavations season 1998). 
12 Lipschitz 1989, 272. 
13 Cartwright 1997. 
14 Hopf 1978, 74. 
15 Matthiae 1993; 2002. 
16 
  Bietak 2009, 209-210, figs. 4-5. 

17 Kenyon 1960, 392-393, pl. XVII:4; Hopf 1969, 357. 
18 Kenyon 1960, pl. XVI. 
19 Kenyon 1960, pl. XVII:1. 
20 Loud 1948, pl. 215:113. About “Treasure 3073”: Nigro 1994, 154-155, fn. 58. 
21   The small vase is the Liverpool World Museum (inv. 56.22.665); it was found in a tomb in Abydos. It has 

been suggested a dating in the New Kingdom, basing upon the absence of attestations of pomegranate before 
the Second Intermediate Period.  

22 Loret 1892, 76-78; with an interesting reference to the military term “grenadier” from the type of bomb which 
contains, as like as the pomegranate fruit, a number of shells inside. 

23 Hepper 1990, 62, 64. 
24 Murray 2000, 625. 
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ethnographic studies we know that ancient Egyptians made a wine from the pomegranate;25 
the rind was prepared against intestinal diseases and used for dyeing leather. The flowers 
were crushed to make a red dye, which could be also obtained by swiping the peel. 

Stone (steatite) and ivory models of pomegranate, golden pendants in shape of 
pomegranate and a silver pomegranate vessel were found in the funerary goods of the 
Tomb Tutankhamon (fig. 4:b-d). 

The presence of pomegranate plants along the coast of the Levant at Ugarit, Byblos, 
Sidon, Tell el-Burak and Tyre, is attested from the 18th century BC,26 but possibly started in 
the first centuries of the 2nd millennium BC. As symbol of life and fertility, pomegranate 
garlands appear on the golden hemispherical bowl found in the Temple of Baal at Ugarit 
(fig. 5:a), and in a bronze stand for incense-burner (fig. 5:b).27 

In the same region, pomegranate was associated to Ishtar/Astarte as regards her 
chthonian aspects of goddess of wild nature and fertility,28  

The recovery of numerous pomegranate seeds, skin fragments and flower parts from the 
late 14th century BC Uluburun shipwreck29 provides a further indication of the preciousness 
of this fruit in antiquity. The presence of the pomegranate within the rich cargo of the 
Syrian merchant ship sunk near the southern coast of Anatolia confirms that it was deemed 
a luxury item destined to the urban élites. The spread of the pomegranate plant and its 
religious symbology and utilization in 14th century BC Cyprus and Aegean are thus 
probably due to Canaanite and Syrian trade. Around the 10th century BC, Phoenician 
colonists carried it (and its symbology and religious implications) to West Mediterranean, 
probably also thanks to the cultural mediation of the Ionian and eastern Aegean islands, 
such as Rhodes and Samos,30 which have very active trade navies on the western sea-
routes.31 

At Cyprus pomegranate is attested to from the 2nd millennium BC onwards. It was again 
connected with Astarte as symbol of fertility also in her maritime dominion (pomegranate 
seeds may recall fish eggs). By instance, one may quote golden pomegranates decorated 
pendants and necklaces found in tombs at Enkomi and Ayos Iakovos (fig. 6:a-b).32 

From the Iron Age pomegranate is widely spread over especially in funerary contexts of 
the Levant, reproduced in tombs, decorations, personal ornaments, urns and sarcophagi. 
This popularity is transversal to cultures and funerary customs, and affects all ethnic groups 
living in the Levant. 

During the Iron Age I, pomegranates are typically applied to kernoi found in religious 
contexts. The best documented examples are known from Gezer33 and Megiddo34 (fig. 6:g). 

                                                           
25 Loret 1892, 78. 
26 Ward 2003, 530. 
27 Muthmann 1982, 17 ff.  
28 Pomegranate-shaped vases were found inside the Temple 131 of Tell Qasile where a goddess of fertility was 

worshipped: Mazar 1980a, 116, fig. 46. 
29 Haldane 1993. 
30 Chandra et al. 2010, 2. 
31 Marazzi 2003, 110-115. 
32 Karageorghis 2002, 48, figs. 91-92. 
33 Five kernoi with applied pomegranates were found by Macalister, plus a vase with a pomegranate applied to 

its rim (Macalister 1912, II, 235 ff.). 
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The role of pomegranates seems connected to pour liquids, as their replicas are pierced and 
communicate with the ring.35 Kernoi might have been used to offer up the pomegranate 
juice, as it is also documented by a small spouted jar which imitates the pomegranate crown 
nowadays in the Hecht Museum in Haifa. An ivory finial of sceptre carved as a slender 
pomegranate was found in Megiddo stratum IV (Iron IIB, 925-732 BC) (fig. 6:c).36 

A special mention deserves Philistine Temple 131 of Tell Qasile where two 
pomegranate shaped vessels with red-slipped surface and black painted bands (fig. 6:e-f) 
were found together with a kernos also including these fruits, and several figurines and 
other zoomorphic vases.37 A libation vessels with a bunch of pomegranates applied38 may 
recall the representations of such bunches in Thutmose III “Syrian Garden” at Karnak. 

Pomegranate combusted rinds and seeds were found in Tell es-Safi/Gath in Iron Age I 
cultic contexts.39 

In the Near East and the Levant pomegranate achieves a further symbolic value 
connected to the kingship40 and continue to be reproduced on textiles, wood, ivory, 
precious metals, as symbolic ornaments. Already in the 2nd millennium BC, two small 
sceptres were found in Tell en-Nami bearing a finial in the shape of a pomegranate (fig. 
7:a).41 In the 1st millennium BC similar pomegranate finials were set on the top of bronze or 
ivory rods and sceptres found in Levantine temples,42 and represented on Neo-Hittite reliefs 
and stelas (in the hands of the Goddess Kubaba at Karkemish; fig. 6:h).43, on Neo-Assyrian 
reliefs44 and on Phoenician ivories.45 A paramount example of how pomegranate could be 
employed in personal ornaments and robes’ decoration is offered by the Queens’ tombs 
discovered underneath the North-West Palace of Ashurnasirpal II at Nimrud. Some 
outstanding pieces of jewellery, including diadems, pendants, earrings, beads, but also 

                                                           
34 One of the kernoi found in Megiddo stratum VI (12th-11th century BC) shows eight attachments: a cup where 

two turtle doves are drinking, two pomegranates, two jars and the head of a bull with pierced mouth from 
where the liquid contained in the ring-vessel could be offered up as a libation. The association of the doves 
with the pomegranates (apparently Punica protopunica L.) here recalls Ishtar/Astarte. 

35 Bignasca 2000, 23-25 with previous bibliography. 
36 Lamon - Shipton 1939, pl. 100:10. 
37 Mazar 1980a, 116-117, fig. 46, pls. 37-38. In temple area a goblet (fig. 6:d) recalling the pomegranate-shaped 

vessels was found (Mazar 1980b, 51, fig. 40.13). 
38 Mazar 1980a, 104-105, fig. 37. 
39  Frumin - Weiss 2018, 79, fig. 6. 
40  Abram 2009, 30. 
41 Two bronze sceptres are on exhibit in the Israel Museum: inv. ns. IAA 1989-649, 1989-650 (picture from the 

website). A bronze thymiaterion from the same site shows decorative pomegranate pendants (fig. 7:c). 
42 Artzy 1991, 49; 1995, fig. 2.14; Lachish, “Fosse-Temple” (Tufnell 1958, 87, pls. 28.7, 54.2). A small ivory 

pomegranate from the illegal market of antiquities, probably dating to the 8th century BC, now at the Israel 
Museum, Jerusalem (Avigad 1994; Abram 2009, 25-28), represents a still-maturing pomegranate fruit with 
the elongated calyx occupying half its height (fig. 7:b). As is the case for earlier Late Bronze Age 
pomegranate finials, its base is slightly hollowed, and probably originally fitted onto a rod (see also a 
specimen in the Israel Museum with a dove on the top, fig. 7:d). For the Paleo-Hebrew inscription incised on 
top, see Lemaire 1981 and 1984. 

43   Marchetti – Peker 2018, with references to other Neo-Hittite monuments and iconography. 
44 Börker-Klähn 1957-1971, 620, n. b9. 
45 Mallowan 1966, 506, 562, figs. 411, 505. Glass models of pomegranate of Phoenician production were 

currently given as funerary offerings in Iron Age Levantine and Egyptian tombs (fig. 7:e-f).  
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engraved representations on ivory boxes, are decorated with pomegranates as symbols for 
fertility (fig. 8).46 

Pomegranate became common decorative element in Assyrian and Achaemenid period 
in furniture, clothes, and architecture, as finial or appendix. Epitomic representations are 
those on the wall reliefs of the North Palace at Niniveh with king Ashurbanipal under an 
umbrella with pomegranate like finials and locks, also visible at Persepolis shading King 
Xerxes (fig. 7:g-h). 
 
3. POMEGRANATE IN THE BIBLE [LN] 

The Bible provides several interesting references to pomegranate (Hebr. rimmon).47 The 
earliest one is in the Book of Exodus (28:33-34 and 39:24-26) and refers to the fabrication 
with blue, purple and scarlet yarns of pomegranates tuft to embellish the hem of a 
ministerial robe. Textile “pomegranates” bordering priests’ robes were alternated to golden 
bells. Similar tufts characterize Near Eastern élite’s robes since the 2nd millennium BC, as 
shown by Old-Syrian and Old-Babylonian royal statuary. The same kind of dresses 
decoration might be detected in modern fringes, like those of Arabs’ keffiyeh. 

Pomegranate are listed among fruitful plants (wheat, grape, fig) embellishing the 
Promised Land in the Book of Deuteronomy (8:8-7).48 

Garlands of two hundred bronze pomegranates49 encircled the capitals on top of the 
pillars flanking the entrance of Salomon’s Temple in Jerusalem built by Phoenician 
architects and artisans (1 King 7:18-20, 42; 2 Kings 25:17; 2 Chron. 3:16, 4:13). 
Pomegranate is mentioned several times in the Song of the Songs as its halves are 
compared to lady’s temples behind her veil (4:13, 13, 6:7), and for it is a tree of a sacred 
garden (6:11, 7:2). If the pomegranate tree is dried up, this is a symbol of curse (Joel 1:12), 
on the contrary, its seeds are a figure of blessing (Haggai 2:19). Finally, according to 
Biblical tradition, pomegranate regularly bears 613 seeds, which coincides with the number 
of prescriptions (good deeds, mitzvot, in the Bible) in the Torah. 

There exist a hypothesis concerning the identification of the “fruit of tree that is in the 
middle of the Garden” (the “forbidden fruit” from the tree of the knowledge of good and 
evil in the Eden: ָוָרע טֹוב ַהַּדַעת ֵעץ) as reported in the narration of the Fall in Genesis 2-3. It 
might be identified with a pomegranate, in the light of the high symbolic value of it in 
relation with the power over life and death that it symbolizes in the Bible and Quran. For 
this reason, the pomegranate was also considered a Tree of Life of the terrestrial paradise. 

Finally, several Biblical toponyms are derived from the name of the pomegranate: 
Rimmon-parez (Numbers 33, 19), ‘Ain-Rimmon = spring of the pomegranate (Joshua, 
15:32 and 19:7; Nehemiah, 11:29; and Zechariah, 14:10), Gath-Rimmon = Pomegranate 

                                                           
46 Hussein 2016. 
47 Goor 1967. 
48 The whole quotation according to the Bible NIV: « 6 Observe the commands of the Lord your God, walking in 

obedience to him and revering him. 7 For the Lord your God is bringing you into a good land - a land with 
brooks, streams, and deep springs gushing out into the valleys and hills; 8 a land with wheat and barley, grapes 
and fig trees, pomegranates, olive oil and honey; 9 a land where bread will not be scarce and you will lack 
nothing; a land where the rocks are iron and you can dig copper out of the hills». 

49 Ninety-six and one hundred according to Jeremiah 52:22-23. 
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Press (Joshua, 21:24), Sela Rimmon rock of pomegranate (Judges, 20:45), and Beit 
Rimmon = house of pomegranate (2 Kings, 5:18).50  

 
4. POMEGRANATE IN GREECE [FS] 

During the 2nd millennium BC, the pomegranate is appreciated as an exotic fruit, rare 
and refined, by the urban aristocracies of the Near East, and it was exchanged as a luxury 
item and, contemporary, it bears a strong symbolic value both in sacred and funeral spheres. 

The same symbolism is transmitted to the Greek culture at the beginning of the 1st 
millennium BC. Even though the pomegranate tree was already cultivated in Greece, in 
local literary tradition the pomegranate continues to be considered as an allogeneic fruit 
coming from far territories and mythical places (an exotic fruit of “Paradise”). As an 
example, in the luxuriant garden of the palace of Alcinous King of Phaeacians, 
pomegranate is one of the fruit trees – pears, apples, figs and olives – that bears fruits all 
year round.51 

One of the oldest representations of pomegranate in the Greek world, is on a pair of 
gold earrings found in the burial of the “Rich Lady of Areiopagus”,52 (fig. 9:a) which 
included several objects imported from the Near East in its funerary furnishing, dating back 
to the mid-9th century BC. The choice of pomegranates, as well as the presence of an ivory 
pyxis decorated on the lid with the representation of five models of granary, may 
symbolically indicate the prosperity of the family of the Lady, supported by symbols of 
fertility and abundance.53 In the necropolis of Kamiros (Rhodes), the pomegranate is 
represented on several jewel plaquettes depicting the Potnia Theron, the Mother Goddess, 
Lady of the wild beasts (fig. 9:h), whose relationship with the oriental goddesses of fertility 
is also evidenced by the common iconographic set, including also the pomegranates.  

The pomegranate as attribute of a deity of fertility, in association with other Levantine 
votives, is attested to in the Heraion of Samos (fig. 9:b-c).54 

To the pomegranate is given a divine value as fruit of the Netherworld in the myth of 
Demeter and Persephone/Kore.55 In 7th and 6th century BC, it appears as a standard element 
of Greek aristocratic tombs, both as a piece of the grave goods (fig. 9:d-e)56 or depicted on 
funerary vases.57 

                                                           
50 The same kind of toponyms appear also in the Mishnah and in the Talmud: Geva Rimmon = Hill of 

Pomegranate; (Tosefta Suta, 11, 14); Beq’at Rimmon = Pomegranate Valley (Jerusalem Talmud, Hagiga, 
Chapter 3), and, variantly, Biq’at Beit Rimmon = Valley of the House of the Pomegranate (Midrash Bereshit 
Raba, 64, 10). 

51 Od. VII, 115. 
52 Coldstream 1995, 398, pl. 99:a-b. 
53 The representation of five granaries probably indicates also that the family of the Lady was included among 

the pentacosiomedimnoi, the highest social class of Archaic Athens: Coldsteram 1995, 395, pl. 97:c. 
54 Immerwahr 1989, 407. The clay pomegranates found at Samos have a small hole piercing the corolla to be 

hung up as votive offerings: Bignasca 2000, 141. 
55 Od. XI: 589. 
56 CVA The Hague 1, 4, pl. 2. 9 (Attic, Geometric period); CVA Kassel 2, 18, pl. 54.3; CVA Berlin 4, 31, pl. 

169.1 (Rhodes, mid-6th century BC). 
57 CVA Leiden 2, 2-3, pl. 56. 4-7, 550 BC. In this Black-figured loutrophoros, ascribed to the Painter of London 

B76, the pomegranate is represented as a funerary offering. It is carried with other votives, as the lotus flower 
and the wreath, by “penguin” women in procession, dressed with fillets and necklaces. 
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In 5th century BC Greek painting, the pomegranate is often represented on funerary 
vessels in scenes where the fruit is offered to deceased, recalling such myth of Persephone. 
The pomegranate provides the nourishment for the journey of the dead across the 
Netherworld. Replicas of pomegranate in gold, silver, electrum, marble, breccia, ivory and 
pottery, including vases, found among the grave goods of aristocratic tombs are often 
representative of the high status of the deceased.58 The most popular iconographies related 
to pomegranates in Greece may be illustrated by the following examples: on an Attic White 
ground lekythos59 a young woman carries ribbons and pomegranates, contained in a large 
basket, and a lekythos as gifts to a warrior, perhaps the deceased standing near a (funerary?) 
stelae (fig. 9:f).60 On another Attic lekythos of the same type and chronology, a woman is 
offering a basket containing ribbons, crowns and vases for perfumed oils, to a man holding 
in his hands a pomegranate and a rod or scepter during a funerary ceremony. A similar 
offering scene with inverted roles (woman with rod/scepter, man with funerary offerings 
including the pomegranate) appears on an Attic Red-Figured lekythos dated between 475 
and 425 BC.61 

The myth of Hades and Persephone is a very popular subject in pottery, and it is largely 
appreciated even outside the Greek world: as an example, Hades and his bride Persephone 
with a pomegranate in her hands are represented at the center of an Attic Red-Figured kylix 
from Vulci (430 BC) in the British Museum.62 

Also in choroplastic the representation of the pomegranate is linked to Demeter and 
Kore/Persephone.63 Clay reproductions of pomegranates are attested as votive offerings in 
innumerable sanctuaries and tombs of Magna Graecia (fig. 10:a):64 terracotta statuettes of 
animals, fruits and sometimes flowers often substituted the corresponding natural, more 
enduring and, especially in the case of animals, less expensive subjects.65 Terracotta 
pomegranates are among the votive offerings of the sanctuary of Rossano di Vaglio, 
Metaponto (loc. Crucinia), Castelluccio, and in the urban sanctuaries of Metaponto and 
Eraclea dedicated to Demeter (fig. 10:b).66 The pomegranate flower is represented on a 
frieze adorning a tomb of Metaponto dating to the second half of the 5th century BC, and in 
a tomb of the necropolis of S. Arcangelo - S. Brancato (T. 23).67 In the 4th century BC the 
Punica granatum L. is represented on the wall-painted tombs of Paestum (fig. 10:c).68 The 

                                                           
58 Immerwahr 1989, 409. 
59 The specimen is dated to the first half of 5th century BC, and it is kept today in the Antikensammlung Berlin 

Museen. 
60 Riezler 1914, pl. 19; ARV2, 749.6; CVA Berlin 12, 27-29, fig. 2, pls. 11-12.1 (4740, 4741).  
61 ARV2, 669.45; Para, 521; Burn - Glynn 1982, 136; Add2, 278. 
62 Algrain 2014, 155, fig. 96; Gais 1978, 365-366, figs. 15-17 (A, B, I); Arafat 1990, pl. 29 (A, B); Avramidou 

2011, 8-9, 15, 112-113, figs. 2.4-2.6, 2.15, pl. 10A-C (A, B, I); ARV2, 1269.3; Bemmann 1994, 308, fig.10 (I); 
Beazley 1925, 425.5; Boardman 1989, fig. 239 (I); Add.2, 356. 

63 See, as an example, the representation of two figures, probably Hades and Kore/Persephone on the funerary 
stelae from Chrysapha (Sparta) (fig. 9:g): Blümel 1964, no. 16 (550-540 BC). 

64 Russo - Vicari Sottosanti 2009, 24, fig. 51. 
65 Barra Bagnasco 1996, 221. 
66 De Faveri 2007, 162-163: “Le melagrane fittili sono documentate nel santuario di Demetra ad Eraclea (Gertl 

2014, 231, fig. 4:1) e nel santuario di Metaponto (Meirano 1996, 70)”. 
67 Mandič - Vita 2014. 
68 Pontrandolfo - Rouveret 1992, 35; Pontrandolfo 1996, 464-465. 
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pomegranate is a favoured subject also in jewellery, as shown by several examples found in 
the rich tombs of Southern Italy in 6th-4th century BC (fig. 10:d).69 

Votive statuettes of goddesses handing a pomegranate were found in several Sicilian 
Thesmophoria,70 the extra-moenia sanctuaries devoted to Demeter, allowed for married 
woman only,71 where the human and agricultural fertility was celebrated.72 

Hera, Artemis and even Athena are sometimes represented with a pomegranate as an 
ornament.73 In the Greek culture, therefore, the pomegranate is the symbol of those deities 
that, although in different intents and prerogatives, were responsible for the nature and the 
natural and reproductive courses of humans, animals and plants.74 

 
4.1. Pomegranate in Greek mythology 

In Minoan and Mycenaean traditions, the pomegranate is linked to the cult of the 
Meteres, ancestral deities of the wild nature and fertility75. Such prerogatives are 
transmitted in Greek mythology to Demeter,76 the goddess of luxuriant nature, and to her 
daughter Persephone. The pomegranate fruit holds a central role in the mythological story 
of these goddesses. The myth tells that Hades, the ruler of the Underworld, fallen in love 
with the young lady, raped Persephone, taking her in the Netherworld. Demeter, thanks to 
the intercession of Zeus, got her daughter back. However, Hades gave to Persephone some 
pomegranate seeds to eat, and by this way, he kept his bride inextricably linked to him and 
to the Netherworld.77 Persephone, therefore, can stay the two thirds of the year with her 
mother on the earth, but she has to spend the rest of the year with her husband in the 
Netherworld. In this period, corresponding to the autumn/winter, the nature dies, and earth 
and animals do not reproduce. When in spring and summer time Persephone came back to 
the light, nature awakens, and the fruits grow up. 

In this myth, the pomegranate plays a symbolic role of primary importance because it is 
the element that keeps the linkage with Hades and thus triggers the alternation of 
Persephone’s presence on the earth and, indirectly, natural cycles and seasons. 
Significantly, the pomegranate tree blooms at the beginning of summer, and its fruits are 
ripe at the beginning of autumn: the ripening of the pomegranate matches with the return of 
Persephone to Hades, and consequently the lethargy of the nature during the winter months. 
The pomegranate represents the seasonal passage and is a symbol of the seasons of human 
life. At the same time, it also indicates the faculty to trigger this change and can be 
interpreted as a symbol of renewal and rebirth. 

                                                           
69 See as an example the rich grave good of T.102 of Braida del Vaglio, PZ (6th century BC): Bottini 1996, 546. 

Other attestations in De Faveri 2007, 163. 
70 Sfameni Gasparro 2008. 
71 De Miro 2008, 48-49, fig. 8:4. 
72 Parisi 2017, 574-576; Lippolis - Parisi 2012. 
73 Bignasca 2000, 139. 
74 Bonnet 1996, 94-96 for epigraphic evidences. 
75  Fox 1916, 229. 
76 In ancient Greek religion, the figure of the Mother Goddess is probably the result of the syncretism between 

Minoic-Mycenaean Great Mother and Anatolic Cybele, occurred during the 7th century BC (Burkert 2010, 
345, 129, n. 22: PY fr. 1202 ma-te-re te-i-ja). Given the difficulty to fit this deity through the genealogy of 
Greek pantheon, the Mother Goddess was later switched for Demeter and her mythology: Burkert 2010, 346.  

77 
 Thompson 1955-1958, C. Tabu 225.1, eating and drinking tabu. 
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Furthermore, in Mycenaean and Greek mythology the pomegranate is also linked to 
another major goddess that inherits the characteristics of the Mother Goddess. Hera, the 
wife of Zeus, received a tree of golden fruits from Gaia as wedding gift. The wonderful tree 
was planted in a Garden placed at the western borders of the Mediterranean, guarded by the 
nymphs Hesperides, a personification of western Ocean waves, the daughters of Night and 
Erebus. As a further safeguard of the Garden there was a never-sleeping, hundred-headed 
dragon named Ladon. The precious golden pomes (μῆλη) had the power to give 
immortality when eaten and were also considered in related myths as symbols of power. 
These characteristics, and the identity of the goddess who received the golden pomes tree, 
bear the suggestive hypothesis that the golden fruits were actually pomegranates.78 The 
pomegranate is, in facts, one of the most common attributes of Hera in Western 
Mediterranean, and, especially in Southern Italy, where the goddess was widely 
worshipped.79 

In the Phoenician pantheon, Astarte is the goddess that better embodies the power of 
presiding over natural rhythms and the cycle of seasons, acquiring several aspects of similar 
goddesses, such as Egyptian Hathor, Greek Hera and, later on, Isis and Demeter. During the 
5th century BC, when the influence of the Hellenic culture over Phoenician-Punic world 
increased in Sicily, Astarte gathers the chthonic aspects of Demeter in cults, rituals, 
symbols, and iconographies epitomized by the pomegranate.80 

 
5. POMEGRANATE IN PHOENICIAN AND PUNIC MEDITERRANEAN [FS] 

It is highly probable that the diffusion of pomegranate in western Mediterranean is due 
to Phoenician expansion as illustrated by a plea of archaeo-botanic finds and indirectly 
suggested by the Latin name of this fruit. Pomegranate first reached Sicily (Motya) and 
North Africa (Utica and Carthage) and then was Carthage itself to contribute to its capillary 
spread over the Baleares, the Iberian Peninsula and Sardinia, which eventually will transmit 
it to the Etruscan and Roman world (which fall beyond the scope of the present 
contribution). 

 
5.1. Carthage and the North Africa 

[…] Sed circa Carthaginem punicum malum cognomine sibi vindicat;  
aliqui granatum appellant.81 

 
In this renowned pass of Naturalis Historiae, Plinius the Elder tells us about the 

provenance and diffusion of Punica granatum L. from North Africa to other Mediterranean 
regions, such as Rome. Archaeo-botanic studies demonstrated that pomegranate was a very 
popular fruit in Carthage between the 3rd and the 2nd century BC:82 palaeo-botanic analysis 

                                                           
78 The renowned pinax from Locri Epizefiri (460 BC) represents one young lady, probably one of the 

Hesperides, picking pomegranates, in front of a seated woman, perhaps a bride (Hera): Orlandini 1983, n. 468. 
79 Maddoli 1996, 489-493. 
80 Ribichini 2015. 
81 Plin. Nat. Hist. 13.31: but the vicinity of Carthage is claimed more particularly as its own by the fruit the 

name of which is the “Punic apple”; though by some it is called “granatum”. 
82 Van Zeist - Bottema 1982; van Zeist - Bottema, - van der Veen 2001, 7-8; Lancel 1992, 192-195. The 

conservation of pomegranates destined to exportation is the topic of Mago’s work. The Carthaginian author 
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of seeds found in the area of the harbor of Carthage revealed that more than half of 
collected samples belonged to Punica granatum L., thus showing the vast distribution of 
such fruit, which reached a peak of popularity in North Africa under the Carthaginian rule. 

The presence of pomegranate at Carthage is known earlier, however, as it goes back to 
the 7th or even 8th century BC, when in archaic tombs terracotta replicas of pomegranate 
were found, like in Levant and in Greece. Nevertheless, pomegranate replicas in funerary 
set continue to be attested in following centuries (6th-3rd century BC).83 

Pomegranates representations are very common on Tophet stelas of the 4th and 3rd 
century BC, again due to the symbology of this fruit in connection with death and rebirth. 
While in the archaic period pomegranate seems to be a prerogative of mercantile 
aristocracy, in the following periods it gains a great popularity in the carved imagery of 
subaltern classes. 

The fortune of pomegranate as subject depicted on funerary stelas is probably also due 
to the introduction of the cult of Demeter and Kore at Carthage at the beginning of the 4th 
century BC,84 as attested to by Diodorus, during the crisis following the defeated of 
Himilco in Sicily85. 

From a mere religious point of view, the introduction at Carthage of the cults of such 
goddesses, like in Motya in the 5th century BC, triggered syncretistic phenomena with the 
other Carthaginian female deities, Astarte and, especially, Tanit, who inherited Kore’s 
iconography in their representations on local coins.86 Many attributes of Demeter and Kore 
in the Greek tradition, among which the pomegranate was one of the most relevant, merged 
into the iconography of Tanit, also thanks to the common connection of the funerary world 

                                                           
who lived in the 2nd century BC, was translated into Greek and Latin by Cassius Dionisius, and became a 
major source for Roman authors such as Plinius the Elder (Plin. Nat. Hist. 1.51; 8.84; 10.98). By illustrating 
Carthaginian agricultural skills, Mago describes the techniques for the preservation of pomegranates to be 
transported by the sea as reported by Latin sources. Mago explains that the best way to ship pomegranate and 
preserve their fragrance is to sunk them into sea water or in humid soil (Plin. Nat. Hist. 15.20). This may 
indicate the importance attributed to pomegranate production and trade in Carthage as one of the agricultural 
industry of Carthaginian aristocracy. This may well explain the great number of seeds of Punica granatum L. 
found in the harbour of Carthage, where these fruits underwent the preservation treatments described by 
Mago. 

83 Campanella 2008, 63. 
84 Xella 1969. 
85 Diod. XIV. 77: [4] The Carthaginians, against whom the gods were clearly fighting, at first gathered in small 

groups and in great confusion and besought the deity to put an end to its wrath; thereupon the entire city was 
seized by superstitious fear and dread, as every man anticipated in imagination the enslavement of the city. 
Consequently, they voted by every means to propitiate the gods who had been sinned against. [5] Since they 
had included neither Kore nor Demeter in their rites, they appointed their most renowned citizens to be 
priests of these goddesses, and consecrating statues of them with all solemnity, they conducted their rites, 
following the ritual used by the Greeks. They also chose out the most prominent Greeks who lived among 
them and assigned them to the service of the goddesses. After this they constructed ships and made careful 
provision of supplies for the war. [trans. C.H. Oldfather, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press 1989] 
Carthage’s strategies as described by Diodorus possibly reflect some deep changes of Carthaginian politics 
and society, following the emergence of the agrarian oligarchy. Such socio-economic transformations affected 
also the religious sphere, as the introduction of the cult of Demeter and Kore among the official cults of the 
city testifies to. These new cults were put under the control of the most eminent Greek inhabitants of the city. 
They denote a renovated attention towards what was happening in Carthage’s protectorate in Sicily, as also 
the following military activities will demonstrate: De Vincenzo 2012, 20. 

86 Acquaro 2008. 
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of the two goddesses, Kore and Tanit. Such associations are made evident by the imagery 
of Punic and Neo-Punic stelas found in necropolises, tophets and temples of North Africa, 
where the pomegranate is a very common motive, either as main figurative element,87 and 
as attribute of Tanit, represented on the top with bunches of grapes and ears of wheat (fig. 
11:a),88 or part of the decorative frames.89 In some cases, the pomegranate appears in the 
hands of the dead or the deity standing at the middle of the carved representation.90 
Moreover, from stelas representations we may infer that pomegranate played also a role in 
architectural decorations: on a stelae from Carthage dating to the 2nd century BC91 it 
appears over the capital of an Ionic column in what is interpreted as a temple (fig. 11:b). 
This suggests that in Carthage temples included such kind of columns and capitals bearing 
pomegranates exactly as it is known for Salomon’s Temple in Jerusalem and for the 
Temple of Melqart in Tyre. 

 
5.2. Iberian Peninsula 

The presence of pomegranate in the Iberian Peninsula92 possibly antedates its actual 
archaeological identification from the 6th century BC in the coastal region reached by 
Phoenicians,93 which probably were responsible for the introduction of such tree in 
Andalusia. From that time onwards, the cultivation of pomegranate extended to the whole 
peninsula not only on the coasts, but also in the hinterland. The earliest pomegranate was 
found in Huelva94 again demonstrating the stable connections established between the 
Tartessian culture and Phoenicians, who possibly were the source of the plant. 

In the archaeological record, pomegranate is basically attested to in funerary contexts. 
The most ancient attestations are from the necropolis of La Fonteta (Valencia), where 
pomegranates are included into aristocratic tombs of the 6th century BC.95 Pomegranate-
shaped pottery vessels are also known in the coeval necropolises of La Bobadilla (Jaén),96 
and, successively, in the tombs of the first half of the 5th century BC of the necropolis of 
Tútugi (Granada) (fig. 11:c),97 and of the 4th century BC of Cerro del Santuario (Baza, 
Granada).98 

Also in Iberia, pomegranate presence in archaeological contexts increases with the 
strengthening of Carthage control over the region, as it is suggested by the great quantities 
of seeds of this fruit retrieved in Andalusian harbours,99 which also shows the importance 
of pomegranate trade for local economy at that time.100  

                                                           
87 D’Andrea 2014, pl. XXXVIII:5 da Ghaki 1992-1993, fig. 7 (EG6). 
88 D’Andrea 2014, pls. XLVII-XLIX. 
89 D’Andrea 2014, pl. XLV. 
90 D’Andrea 2014, pl. XLV:7. 
91 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale: Horus-Miédan 1951, 46. 
92 Mata et al. 2007, 98. 
93 Mata et al. 2010, 277-278. 
94 Pérez-Jordà et al. 2017. 
95 Torres Gomariz 2017, 631-632. 
96 Maluquer - Picazo - del Rincon 1981, 20. 
97 Mata et al. 2010, 279-282, figs. 4-5.1; Izquierdo 1997, 87 (Tomb 20); Pereira et al. eds. 2004, T.10. 
98 Presedo 1982, 205 (Tomb 155); Adroher Aurouz - López Marco 1992, 23. 
99 By instance, in the docks of the harbour of Tossal de les Basses (Alicante), a site of eastern Andalusia 

gravitating in the Punic orbit between the 5th and the mid-3rd century BC, great concentrations of seeds were 
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From the 5th century BC pomegranate is attested to also in domestic contexts: in the 
residential quarter of Coimbra de Barranco Ancho (Jumilla), where a Punic amphora 
painted in red with a pomegranate garland was found (fig.11:d).101 The presence in tombs is 
exemplified by findings in Cadiz.102 Pomegranate attestations in domestic contexts 
progressively increase between the 3rd and the 1st century BC. In the meantime, such fruit 
continues to be present in funerary contexts. Its popularity is demonstrated by its presence 
in several different places of ordinary life: in Puntal dels Llops (Olocau, Valencia) burnt 
pomegranate residuals were found inside an amphora (fig. 11:e);103 representations of 
pomegranates, moreover, are numerous also on painted pottery (fig. 11:f-g).104 

 
5.3. Phoenician and Punic Sardinia 

The attestation of pomegranate in Phoenician and Punic Sardinia105 is mostly connected 
to the funerary realm. This fruit appears in funerary symbology as shown by a 
pomegranate-shaped vase found in a tomb of the Punic necropolis of Olbia.106 From 
Tharros, in the Collezione Chessa now in the National Museum at Sassari, are enlisted 
some golden pendants in the shape of pomegranates,107 a quite common feature also in the 
homeland, which can be dated from the 6th or 5th century BC (fig. 12:a).108  

Pomegranate presences increase between the end of the 6th and the 5th century BC, as 
the influence of Greek culture affects figurative art, and, especially votive choroplastic. 
From this period and following in the Hellenistic period the iconography of the enthroned 
goddess with polos, identified with Demeter, becomes very popular, who usually holds in 
her hands a dove, a torch, a piglet and a pomegranate (fig. 12:b).109 

A terracotta fruit, found in Tharros during the excavations of September 1962, might be 
regarded as a quince, often associated to the pomegranate110, which might be related to a 

                                                           
found, together with grapes and olives, thus indicating the agricultural vocation of such region for fruits and 
vegetables production and as junction of trade of agricultural products. 

100 Torres Gomariz 2017, 635. 
101 García Cano 1997; Badal García et al. 2010, 59, fig. 55. 
102 As an example, on the noteworthy anthropoid sarcophagus found in the necropolis of Punta de la Vaca at 

Cadiz, the male figure holds a pomegranate in his left hand and a painted crown with flowers in his right hand. 
The carving of the stone points to the work of a Greek or very Hellenised Phoenician artist operating in the 
mid of the 5th century BC (Almagro-Gorbea et al. 2010, 361, figs. 4-6). 

103 Bonet - Mata 2002, 172-173, fig. 183. 
104 See e.g. the painted repertoire of Edeta/Tossal de Sant Miquel (Valencia). In the residential quarter of the site 

numerous pomegranate seeds were found: Bonet 1995, 488; for pottery, fig. 206. 
105  We wish to deeply thank professors Piero Bartoloni, Raimondo Zucca and Michele Guirguis of the University 

of Sassari for their enlightening suggestions about pomegranate in Sardinia. 
106 Levi 1949, 28. 
107 As a hypothesis, it is possible that also the typical Punic gold or silver heart-shaped medallion with granulated 

decoration is inspired by a stylized pomegranate. The more valuable items, among which is the renowned 
Medallion of Yada‘milk, were found in archaic tombs of the 7th and 6th century BC at Carthage and Tharros: 
Ferron 1958-1959, 45-56; Ferron 1968; De Carthage à Kairouan, n. 109; Barnett - Mendleson 1987, 139-140, 
pl. 80, no. 4/24; 148, pl. 84, no. 6/29; 166, pl. 93, no. 10/24. 

108 Crespi 1868, 24, nr. 31, pl. A, nr. 18; Moscati - Uberti 1987, 116, D63, D64, pl. XXXV. 
109 Pesce 1961, 99, fig. 96; Uberti 1977, 30, 33-34, pl. XIII: 9. 
110  Uberti 1975, 49, nr. A 163, pl. XXI. 
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Punic sanctuary devoted to Demeter located by the Torre San Giovanni, not far away from 
the city-wall of Punic origins.111 

On the basis of available archaeological evidence, it seems that pomegranate did not 
enjoy in Sardinia the same fortune that it achieved in other western Phoenician regions. The 
strict relationship established between Phoenician and Punic centres there with Carthage, 
which is typical of Sardinian culture from the 6th century BC onwards, however, did not 
trigger the diffusion of the pomegranate in local pictorial art. Conversely, it is the 
circulation and imitation of a certain kind of Greek choroplastic, devoted to Demeter, which 
vehiculated the spread of the iconography of this fruit (fig. 12:c).112 

The attestation of the ways of cultivation of malum granatum (i.e. malum punicum) in 
Palladius,113 who owned agri in Sardinia, in the territory of Neapolis (Othoca, on the 
southern bank of the Gulf of Oristano), a countryside celebrated for its warm climate and 
water abundance also known for the cultivation of citron (Citrus medica L.) possibly started 
already at the times of Carthage. 

 
5.4. Pomegranate in Phoenician and Punic Sicily 

Since the antiquity, Sicily had the fame of being a feracious land (τῆς καλλικάρπου 
Σικελίας λευροὺς γύας: Aesch. Prom., 371) and, thus, it is an extremely favourite 
environment for growing a plant representing feracity as pomegranate. There are not data 
available to know when exactly Punica granatum L. reached Sicily, whether in the 1st 
millennium BC or earlier. 

One of the earliest attestations is in Motya (see below § 6.) in the 8th century BC and 
refers to a cult context. Pomegranates are apparently absent in the 7th and 6th century BC 
from Phoenician tombs of Sicily. However, in the following 5th century BC with cultural 
Hellenisation they spread over both as pieces of the funerary goods and in iconography. 
Noticeably, in the 4th and 3th century BC, majestic pomegranates are depicted on the painted 
funerary stelas from Lylibaeum (fig. 12:d).114 

The syncretistic process affecting Phoenician Astarte and Greek Demeter115 is much 
strong in Sicily than in Southern Italy, where the eastern Mistress of Animals/Mother 
Goddess of oriental origins merges with Hera. Sicily was a region devoted to agriculture 
since millennia, and there the cult of Demeter and Kore achieved a widespread popularity. 
Its overlapping to Astarte was a natural development and represents a hybridization of the 
Greek and oriental traditions. 
 
6. POMEGRANATE IN MOTYA [LN-FS] 

Motya is amongst the earliest Phoenician foundations in the West.116 Pomegranate 
(Punica granatum L.) seeds were present in the sampled soil from Building C8,117 the 
                                                           
111  Pesce 1966, 166. 
112 Tore 1989, 416. A folk tradition of Sant’Antioco of the Day of the Dead, in the night between the 1st and 2nd 

of November, is to expose in front of houses doors a cup of milk and a pomegranate as offerings for the 
deceased. 

113 Pall. Opus Agriculturae, V, 4, 4. 
114 Vento 2000, 162-163, pls. X, XV, XX, XXXVIII. 
115 Ribichini 1995, 9 ff.; Spagnoli 2013, 159-160. 
116   Nigro - Spagnoli 2017. 
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earliest warehouse erected by Phoenicians when they stably settled on Motya at the 
beginning of the 8th century BC. Burnt fragments of rind were found in the earliest 
Phoenician layers of Area D in pit P.1112 of the late 8th - 7th century BC. These finds 
suggest that the plant arrived at Motya with Phoenicians in the first centuries of the 1st 
millennium BC, even though the possibility that it reached the island before cannot be fully 
ruled out. Finding contexts point at ordinary consumption of the fruit; however, a single 
retrieval from the Temple of Astarte in the Sacred Area of the Kothon also documented 
about its cultic use. 

 
6.1. The Temple of Astarte Aglaia [LN] 

In the 2012-2017 seasons, a small temple devoted to Astarte was excavated in the north-
eastern sector of the so-called Sacred Area of the Kothon, the largest religious compound of 
the Phoenician colony, occupying the southernmost quadrant of the island, enclosed by a 
Circular Temenos towards the mid of the 6th century BC. The dedication of the temple to 
Astarte was indicated by two inscriptions, a Punic and a Greek one, inscribed on later 
pottery fragments, mentioning respectively LRBT (“the Lady”) and AGL[AIA] (“the 
shining [Goddess]”).118 

The sacred building had a long history and four successive constructional phases have 
been excavated so far, a fifth and possibly other earlier stages of the building are still to be 
investigated. With the construction of the Circular Temenos, the original shrine was shifted 
towards the south in order to include it fully inside the sacred compound. 

In the earliest phase so far explored (Phase 8, Motya IVB, 750-675 BC), a rectangular 
building was brought to light called “Shrine C12” (fig. 13:a). It measures 8.3 × 4.1 m and 
was entered through a 1.65 m-wide door at the northern extremity of its eastern side, 
flanked by two protruding half-pillars. The cult focus of the mono-cellular temple was a 
podium erected at the centre of the short southern side, which possibly supported a cult 
statue (a bronze earring and a pinecone possibly belonged to a cult figurine were found 
here: fig. 13:d).119 On both sides of the room run two benches, made of mud-bricks, 
possibly used either as seats or for offerings. Just aside the bottom of the northern side of 
the western bench, a globular pottery vessel (of a type later called “ink-bottle”) was found 
in situ on the floor. 

The vessel was handmade with a grey rough ceramic fabric (3/N very Dark Gray), with 
a beige clayish coating applied on its outer surface (5Y8/2 Pale Yellow) (fig. 13:b-c). The 
rim shows a series of oblique indentations resembling the six/seven leaves of the fruit 
crown. The spherical body was squatted and slightly irregular with the typical shallow 
recesses of ripe pomegranate. The bottom was flat-cut, with signs of the clay coils. The 
shape of the vase is a faithful replica of the fruit. Unfortunately, it is not possible to know if 
there was an outer paint over the beige coating. Similar vases are known in the Phoenician 
homeland (see above § 2.) and they include those applied on kernoi. The shape indicates the 
function of container of the vase, which is not a simple replica of the fruit. 

                                                           
117 Nigro 2013, 45. 
118 A catalogue of inscriptions to Astarte at Motya in Bonnet 1996, 119-120. 
119 Nigro - Spagnoli 2017, 54-55, figs. 19-22. 
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The vase content was sampled twice and analysed in the Labs of Sapienza University. 
Data collected suggest that inside the vase there was an organic fluid, leaving traces of iron 
oxide (pomegranate juice, blood?). The finding spot of the vase points to a use in the 
temple of the liquid for consumption by worshippers, or libation, or as offering to the 
Goddess. A possible curative property of the vase content may be also recalled as being 
consistent with the religious context in an area where sacred springs provided fresh water 
for healing people. 

 
6.2. The sacred wells P.2927 and P.1660 [FS] 

Another retrieval of pomegranate in situ occurred in the south-western sector of the 
Sacred Area of Kothon, inside a well120 connected to the cult of Astarte.121 Remains of cult 
activities performed during the 5th century BC were identified in wells P.2927 and P.1660. 

The inner fillings of wells contained offerings pointing to a chthonic cult: stone insignia 
and shells, and, more noticeably from our point of view, seeds of pomegranate, as well as 
an iron key, and weaving tools which refer to the agrarian and pastoral world. Animal 
remains which include young pigs, goats, and valuable parts of cows, reflect ritual 
consumptions of meat. 

The analysis of finds suggests a possible connection to the cult of the divine couple Baal 
- Astarte, the titular deities of the main temples of the Sacred Area since the 8th century BC. 

During the 5th century BC, on the wave of cultural Hellenisation, the divine couple Baal 
- Astarte was assimilated with Poseidon - Demeter, fully fitting into the Sicilian koine.122 
Astarte is thus worshipped with the attributes and the outfit of Demeter,123 as illustrated by 
some objects found not far from the wells area: a fragmented terracotta representing a 
female divinity enthroned, holding a pomegranate on her hand (fig. 12:e),124 a clay mold of 
a goddess wearing a polos,125 an ivory amulet in the shape of a turtle dove126 and, finally, 
several fragments of iron keys connected to the figure of Demeter as a protector of 
childbirth.127 

 
7. CONCLUSIONS [LN-FS] 

Across millennia, from the Middle East to the far West of Mediterranean, pomegranate 
achieved a major role in the economy and ordinary life of ancient peoples, as well as in 

                                                           
120 Phreatic aquifer was collected in a series of wells dug up east of Building C8 since the earliest settlement on 

the island (Nigro - Spagnoli 2017, 12-17); when the area was refurbished with the erection of the Circular 
Temenos these installations were re-used for religious purposes. 

121 Veronese 2006, 56; Tantillo 2012. 
122 Ampolo 2012, 25. 
123 Syncretic phenomena between Astarte and Demeter are not unusual in Phoenician culture and more generally 

in the Mediterranean. In the Temple of Astarte at Kition, the goddess is represented as Demeter/Mother 
goddess on the Greek Red-Figured vases found as offerings and cult-vessels (Chirpanlieva 2010, 188, fig. 
1:12-13). A similar syncretism takes place in Etruria where, from the 6th century BC, the Etruscan chthonic 
deities linked to the nature and the underworld assume the characteristics of Demeter/Ceres, borrowing rites 
and forms of devotion (Bonamici 2005, 5; Belelli Marchesini et al. 2012, 230, 236). 

124 Chiarenza 2015, 55, fn. 27. 
125 Spagnoli 2013, 159; Chiarenza 2015, 53, fn 19; Nigro 2015, 239-240, figs. 16-17; 2016, 44-45. 
126 MC.14.188: Barra Bagnasco 2000, 38, fn. 3; D’Anisi 2001a; 2001b, 133; Sznycer 1995, 101. 
127 Otto 2007, 307; Gertl 2014, 231. 
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symbolic and religious realms in connection with life and death. Each different culture, 
since the 3rd millennium BC onwards, found its way to include it into etiological narrations 
which could explain its numerous positive peculiarities. Pomegranate, with grapes and figs, 
became a typical fruit of the Levantine, Aegean and Mediterranean societies, as well as a 
major symbol in afterlife of rebirth and fecundity. 

Furthermore, again from the beginning, it was considered a divine fruit and, from this 
reason it was strictly connected with power, passing from the hands of the gods to those of 
the kings. In Syria-Palestine it became a typical finial of royal scepters and a regular 
decorative motive of priests and aristocratic robes and jewelers. Phoenicians and 
Carthaginians played, also in this case, a determinant role in its diffusion, especially 
because they transmitted to the West its most ancient oriental meanings and uses, and at the 
same time, they were able to merge them with significances arriving from the Aegean and 
Greek world. The golden pome filled up with ruby-red seeds thus became a symbol of 
prosperity and power which was preserved until nowadays. The sanctuary of the “Madonna 
del Granato” at Capaccio (Salerno, Italy) near Paestum (fig. 14:a-c),128 was erected just 
upon a Temple of Hera dominating the valley of the Sele river.129 There the Holy Mary is 
portrayed in a painted statue holding a pomegranate as finial of the scepter in her right 
hand, replicating the sacred gesture and the attribute of the ancient Greek deity. 

The fortune of this iconography in the Western World is witnessed by many visual 
quotations in Medieval and especially Renaissance art, which can be epitomized by 
Antonello da Messina “Madonna Salting” (fig. 15:a) and Sandro Botticelli’s “Madonna 
della melagrana” in the Uffizi Gallery at Florence (fig. 15:b), where an infant baby Jesus is 
holding the fruit symbol of life (fig. 15:c), or the sumptuous clothing of Princess Eudoxia 
decorated by pomegranate blossoms (fig. 15:d), appearing on the masterwork of the end of 
the 15th century AD, nowadays in the Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya at Barcelona130. 
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128 Puca 2014. 
129 In the Heraion at the estuary of the Sele river, a marble statuette representing an enthroned Hera with a cup 

and a pomegranate in her hands (fig. 14:d) was found (Maddoli 1996, pp. 492-493). 
130  “The Exorcism of Princess Eudoxia after the tomb of Saint Stephen” is a panel of an altarpiece including other 

twelve pieces, possibly painted by master Jaume Vergos II about 1495-1500 AD, now in the in the Museu 
Nacional d’Art de Catalunya at Barcelona. Here pomegranate is connected to re-birth and healing from 
demonic possession. It seems noteworthy that in this case the flower of pomegranate decorates the Princess’ 
mantel. 
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CVA Kassel 2 P. KRANZ - R. LULLIES, Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum, Kassel, Antikenabteilung Der 
Staatlichen Kunstsammlungen 2 (Deutschland 38; Kassel 2), München 1975. 

CVA Leiden 2 F.M. VOS, Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum, Leiden Rijksmuseun van Oudheden 2. Attic 
Black-figured Vases (The Netherlands 4; Leiden 2), Leiden 1978. 

Para J. D. BEAZLEY, Paralipomena. Additions to Attic Black-figure Vase-painters and Attic 
Red-figure Vase-painters, Oxford 1971. 
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Fig. 1 - Plant and fruit of pomegranate from an 18th century AD herbarium. 
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Fig. 2 - Mesopotamia: a - hematite stamp seal of the Late Uruk period representing a 
schematic pomegranate fruit (3300-3100 BC); b-c - carved alabaster vase from Uruk-Warka 
(3500-3300 BC); in the lower register (c), three branches pomegranate trees; d - Neo-
Assyrian cylinder seal impression showing a couple of kings and eagle-headed winged 
genia performing ritual aspersion of a pomegranate bush as Tree of Life; d - Middle 
Assyrian ivory inlays from a box representing the God of the gushing water flanked by 
pomegranate trees (13th century BC). 
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Fig. 3 - Middle-Late Bronze Age Levant: a - plan of Temple III at Tell ed-Dab’a in the 
Eastern Nile Delta. Seeds of pomegranate were found in the courtyard (in green); b - 
desiccated pomegranate fruits from Tomb B35 at Jericho (MB IIB); c - pomegranate-
shaped wooden box from Tomb 35 Jericho (MB IIB); d - pendants in shape of pomegranate 
from Megiddo found in Palace 2041, “Treasure 3073” (Late Bronze Age IIB, stratum 
VIIA); e - Golden pomegranate pendants on exhibit in the Israel Museum, Jerusalem. 
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Fig. 4 - Egypt: a - breccia miniature stone jar of Proto-Dynastic period in the shape of a 
pomegranate. Note that the colour of the stone resembles that of the original blossom; the 
shape is that of Punica protopunica L.; b-c - steatite and ivory replicas of pomegranate 
from the Tomb of Tutankhamon; d - silver pomegranate-shaped ritual vessel from the 
Tomb of Tutankhamon; e - the “Syrian Garden” wall relief of Thutmose III at Karnak. 
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Fig. 5 - Ugarit: a - golden hemispherical bowl found in the Temple of Baal with chiselled 
pomegranates garland; b - bronze stand for incense-burner with pomegranate pendants as 
decorations. 
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Fig. 6 - Late Bronze - Iron Age Levant and Cyprus: a - golden necklace from Ayios 
Iakovos, Cyprus; b - golden pendant in the form of pomegranate decorated with rows of 
granulated triangles from Enkomi tomb (13th century BC); c - ivory sceptre finial in shape 
of pomegranate from Megiddo, stratum IV (Iron IIB); d - pomegranate-shaped vessel 
(globlet) from Tell Qasile, Building L; e-f - pomegranate shaped vessels with red-slipped 
surface and black painted bands from Temple 131 at Tel Qasile; g - circular kernos from 
Megiddo (stratum VI); h – Stela of Kubaba (detail), Karkemish Museum of Anatolian 
Civilization, Ankara. 
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Fig. 7 - Iron Age Levant and Mesopotamia: a - bronze sceptres with pomegranate finials 
from Tell en-Nami; b - ivory pomegranate from the illegal market of antiquities, Israel 
Museum, Jerusalem (8th century BC); c - bronze thymiaterion from Tell en-Nami with 
decorative pomegranate pendants; d - ivory pomegranate finial with a dove on the top, 
Israel Museum, Jerusalem; e-f - Phoenician glass models of pomegranate, Israel Museum, 
Jerusalem; g - Nineveh, wall relief from the Northern Palace of Assurbanipal representing 
the King under an umbrella with pomegranate like finials and locks; h - Persepolis, wall 
relief showing King Xerxes under a shadow umbrella of Assyrian type.  
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Fig. 8 - Nimrud: jewellery from the Queens’ tombs discovered underneath the North-West 
Palace of Ashurnasirpal II: a, g, h - golden earrings with agate pendants; b, c, f - golden 
pomegranate-shaped pendant; d-e - votive pomegranate models respectively of ivory and 
rock crystal; i-l - golden diadems with agate insets. 
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Fig. 9 - Greece: a - golden earrings from the tomb of the Rich Lady of Areiopagus, Athens, 
(mid-8th century BC); b - votive kernos from the Heraion of Samos (second half of 7th 
century BC); c - pomegranate clay model from the Heraion of Samos; d - pomegranate vase 
from Athens, Geometric Period; e - pomegranate vase from Rhodes (mid-6th century BC); f 
- painted decoration of a White-ground Attic lekythos showing a young woman carrying 
ribbons and pomegranates (mid-5th century BC); g - funerary relief from Chrysapha 
(Sparta), probably representing enthroned Hades and Persephone/Kore. The goddess holds 
a pomegranate in her right hand (550-540 BC); h - golden plaquette with the Potnia theron 
from Kamiros, Rhodes, 720-650 BC; Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 
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Fig. 10 - Southern Italy and Magna Graecia: a - clay model of pomegranate from Tempa 
Cagliozzo di San Martino d’Agri (PZ); b - clay statuette of Demeter from Ferrandina, 
Metaponto (MT), holding a patera and a pomegranate on her hands (4th century BC); c - 
Paestum (SA), Tomb 87 of Spina Gaudo (4th century BC); d - Braida del Vaglio (PZ), 
jewels from Tomb 102 (6th century BC). 
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Fig. 11 - North Africa and Iberia: a - La Ghorfa (Maktar) funerary stelae (2nd century BC); 
b - Carthage, stelae from the Tophet (2nd century BC); c - Tútugi necropolis (Granada), 
stone cover knob in shape of pomegranate (5th century BC); d - Coimbra de Barranco 
Ancho (Jumilla), Punic amphora painted in red with a pomegranate garland (5th century 
BC); e - Puntal dels Llops (Olocau, Valencia), carbonized seeds of pomegranate found 
inside a Punic amphora (beginnings of 2nd century BC); f - Edeta/Tossal de Sant Miquel de 
Lira (Valencia), painted jar no.6 dep. 5, particular of the upper decoration with 
pomegranate tree; g - Puntal dels Llops (Olocau, Valencia), particular of the painted vegetal 
decoration with a pomegranate tree at the centre of the jar no. 4084 dep. 4.  
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Fig. 12 - Sardinia and Sicily: a - golden pendants in the shape of pomegranates from 
Tharros, Collezione Chessa (D63 and D64) (6th-5th century BC); b - terracotta enthroned 
goddess with polos, identified with Demeter from Tharros (5th-4th century BC); c - 
Hellenistic terracotta representing Demeter seated in throne wearing a multiple necklace of 
shoots and pomegranates; d - Lylibaeum (Marsala). Punic funerary stelae illustrating a 
scene of banquet and decorated on the basis with pomegranates and a quince; e - Motya 
(Sicily), fragment of a terracotta plaquette (MC.08.210) representing a female hand holding 
a pomegranate, found in the sacred Area of the Kothon (5th century BC). 
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Fig. 13 - Motya: a - plan of the Temple of Astarte (Shrine C12) with indication of the 
finding spot of the pomegranate vase, Motya IVB, Phase 8, 750-675 BC; b-c - pomegranate 
vase MC.16.5046/1 found inside the Temple of Astarte at Motya (same dating); d - bronze 
miniature earring and pinecone found in Shrine C12 possibly belonged to a cult figurine. 
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Fig. 14 - Capaccio (Paestum): a - statue of the “Madonna del Granato” in the homonym 
church at Capaccio Vecchio (Salerno, Italy), beginning of the 18th century AD; b - detail of 
the sceptre with pomegranate finial in the right hand of the Holy Mary; c - aerial view of 
the Sanctuary of the “Madonna del Granato” built in the 10th century AD as reminiscent of 
the former Temple of Hera in the underlying valley of river Sele, near Salerno/Paestum; d - 
seated limestone statue of the Goddess Hera holding a patera and a pomegranate from the 
Hearion by the mouth of river Sele, not far away from Capaccio in the Salerno/Paestum 
Plain. 
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Fig. 15 - Renaissance paintings: a - Londra, National Gallery Antonello da Messina, 
“Madonna Salting”, 1469, various techniques on wood; Firenze, Galleria degli Uffizi 
Sandro Botticelli, “La Madonna della melagrana”, 1487, tempera on wood panel; b - detail 
of the infant baby Jesus holding a pomegranate; c - Barcelona, Museu Nacional d’Art de 
Catalunya, “The Exorcism of Princess Eudoxia before the tomb of Saint Stephen”, Jaume 
Vergos II, 1495-1500, tempera, stucco reliefs and gold leaf on wood panel. 
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Classical sources and academic tradition situate the Tyrian colony of Gadir under the current 
city of Cádiz, in southern Spain. However, it was not until the beginning of our millennium that 
archaeological research unearthed part of the urban grid, linked to the ancient foundation, 
confirming its location and antiquity. The aim of this paper is to gather and organize the disparate 
material data in order to reconstruct the topography, the morphology and the functionality of the 
archaic city of Gadir.  
 
Keywords: Phoenician colonization; Gadir; archaic city; urban morphology; chronology 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

According to classical tradition, 1 the Tyrians founded Gadir in the Mediterranean West 
end, under the current city of Cádiz (SW Spain) (fig. 1), approximately 80 years after the 
fall of Troy.  

The great transformation experienced by the landscape in the last three thousand years 
(figs. 2-3) is the main difficulty to identify the ancient place names and the location of 
settlements and temples referenced in the written sources.  

Today, Cádiz is situated on an elongated peninsula, which is attached to the mainland 
by a narrow strip of land (14 km), although in antiquity, it was part of an archipelago,2 
(Arteaga, Schulz and Roos) constituted at least by three islands, which have been identified 
as those referenced by the classical authors (fig. 4). 

The smallest island, located to the North, was divided by a strip of sea, which was 
blocked during the Roman period by human activity, and known as the “Bahía-Caleta 
channel”. 3 Most classical and modern authors place the ancient Phoenician city4 and the 
sanctuary to Venus Marina, the Phoenician Astarte, 5 on this island.  

On the other side of the ancient sea channel, lay the larger island, elongated in shape, 
known as Kotinoussa by Timaeus. 6 On this island, a temple dedicated to Kronos (originally 
Baal-Hammon) was constructed in the northern tip, while a temple to Herakles (the 

* This study is the result of the activities by the Research Group HUM-509 ‘Phoenix Mediterrane’ and the 
CEIMAR It was carried out thanks to a research stay at the University of Oxford in 2017 with the support of 
the program “Salvador de Madariaga”, Government of Spain. The author would like to thank Carolina López-
Ruiz, Nicholas Purcell and Josephine C. Quinn for their kind and invaluable assistance, advise, and criticism. 
I would like to extend my acknowledgment to Francisco Núñez and Alfredo Mederos. (AM N-D-V M) 
Department of History, Geography and Philosophy, Faculty of Arts, University of Cádiz, Avda. Gómez Ulla 
s/n. 11003 - Cádiz, SPAIN, anamaria.niveau@uca.es. 

1 Vell. Pat., Hist. Rom., I, 2, 3 and I, 8, 4; Str., I, 3, 2; Mel., III, 6, 46; Plin., N.H., XIX, 216; Ps.-Arist., De 
mirabil. ausc. 134. 

2 Arteaga - Schulz - Roos 2008. 
3 Niveau-de-Villedary 2010, 637. 
4 Plin., N.H., IV, 36, 120; Ramírez 1982. 
5 Avienus, O.M., 319-317. 
6 Plin., N.H., IV, 4, 119-120. 
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Phoenician Melqart) was erected in the southern end. The Phoenician city was probably 
transferred here, once the original urban centre, to the North of the channel, was 
abandoned, expanding later, during the Roman period, due to lack of space (Str., III, 5, 3). 
 
2. THE “DISCOVERY” OF THE ARCHAIC CITY 

In general, the majority of the first findings belong to funerary or sumptuary contexts.7 
Therefore, cemeteries and temples are much better known than the city itself. The lack of 
habitational remains led to the proliferation of theories and speculations concerning the 
location of the city and the urban character of the island site. 8  However research has 
experienced a complete turn these past years, following the uncovering of urban remains of 
varied character and entity in different points of the city. 9 Early data were partial and found 
almost entirely in the surroundings of Kotinoussa, the larger island located to the South of 
the channel. 10 The finds were recovered from a secondary position (CP) (fig. 5:1) and 
unclear contexts, associated to possible Phoenician remains (walls and pavements), which 
were severely affected by later constructions (CAr/CB) (fig. 5:2). These are material 
ensembles (western Phoenician amphorae T-10.1.2.1., red-slipped plates with narrow rims, 
double-spouted lamps, bichrome vessels) that should be dated to an advanced moment 
between the 7th or 6th centuries BC, 11 excepting some residual finds, which may be traced 
back to the mid 8th century BC (eastern Phoenician amphorae Sagona 2).  

Around the same time, a sounding was conducted in the high grounds of the northern 
island (the ancient Erytheia), where tradition placed the oldest Phoenician settlement 
(TT/MRT) (fig. 5:3). The results, however, were confusing, for no clear evidence appeared 
for archaic material and it had not been determined whether there were any deeper 
archaeological levels. 12 Another archaeological intervention on the shores of the ancient 
channel (TA) (fig. 5:4) recorded the archaic coastal line and remains of undefined human 
activity which were interpreted as “consumption areas”, based on materials dated since the 
7th century BC. 

In 2002, with the aim of drawing out the course of the channel, a series of 
geoarchaeological surveys took place, which provided evidenced for the existence of an 
inner harbour, or kothon, functioning as of just as the one of the archaic period (PC) (fig. 
5:5). 13 

At the end of the twentieth century the first clearly Phoenician levels were excavated 
and brought to light. Again, the first finds came from the “long” island of Kotinoussa south 
of the channel. Between 1997 and 2000, the episcopal palace was excavated (“Casa del 
Obispo” archaeological site) (fig. 5:6), next to the city’s modern cathedral. 14  The 
excavation returned an uninterrupted sequence of occupation at the site from the Bronze 

7  Niveau-de-Villedary 2008, 85. 
8  Niveau-de-Villedary 2010. 
9 Botto ed. 2014. 
10  Frutos - Muñoz 2004, 87-88. 
11 Or even later, see Ruiz Mata 2016, 309. 
12 Ruiz Mata 2016, 308. 
13 Arteaga - Roos 2002. 
14 Gener et al. 2014a. 
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Age onwards. The lower levels were interpreted as an “extra-urban”, domestic, habitational 
area.  

However, the most significant discoveries, related to the archaic Phoenician site, have 
been unearthed at Erytheia where tradition places the original Phoenician city. In 2002, a 
temporary settlement was excavated on the north shore of the channel (CdO), with no 
permanent structures and a single moment of occupation towards the beginning or the end 
of the 8th century BC 15 (fig. 5:7). 

In the same year, another excavation was conducted to the north of the island, in front 
of the site where a figurine with a golden mask had been discovered back in 1928, now 
exhibited in the National Archaeological Museum in Madrid (CT) (fig. 5:8).  

The new excavations (2002) brought to light the archaic Phoenician occupation (CA) 
(fig. 5:9), although without construction features, except for a pit with a well dug in its 
interior, 16 may evidence ritual activities rather than occupation in this area. Both structures 
were filled with pottery and bone. This excavation (CA) is similar to the previous site 
(CdO) in terms of chronology and culture. A single level of occupation was recorded, 
which was subsequently abandoned, and the place was not reoccupied until the 3th century 
BC.  

Finally, the archaeological intervention on the highest topographic point of the city (fig. 
5:10) (under the former “Teatro Cómico”) has unearthed evidence for the urban grid of the 
ancient Phoenician city. 17  The excavation furthermore recorded the first sequence of 
continued Phoenician occupation on Erytheia (from the end of the 9th century BC to the 
third quarter of the 6th century BC approximately). Four Phoenician phases were identified: 
Period I (Late Bronze Age/Phoenician: 9th century BC ante circa 820/800 BC), Period II 
(Phoenician A: 820/800 BC - 760/750 BC) (fig. 6), Period III (Phoenician B: late 8th 
century BC - 600/580 BC), Period IV (Phoenician C: from the second quarter of the 6th 
century BC to the third quarter of the 6th century BC). 

The data recovered (urbanism, domestic architecture, construction materials and 
techniques from the Levant, writing, material culture, etc.) point to an eastern origin for the 
remains of the ancient city and place the moment of foundation, according to the 
excavators, towards the late 9th century BC, 18 confirming the insular nature of the first 
Tyrian settlement and its antiquity.  

The earliest funerary remains of Gadir were also recently found on Erytheia. 19 They 
would belong to the cemetery serving the excavated sector of the city (CH) (fig. 5:11). 
Finally, recent works around La Caleta beach have returned data on potential Phoenician 
temples, dated at least to the 7th century BC 20 (fig. 5:12). 
 
  

15 Córdoba - Ruiz Mata 2005. 
16 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014. 
17 Gener et al. 2014b. 
18 Torres et al. 2014, 79. 
19 Sáez - Belizón 2014. 
20 Maya et al. 2014; Sáez - Higueras-Milena 2016. 
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3. DISCUSSION. TOPOGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY OF THE URBAN INSULAR SETTLEMENT OF 
GADIR IN ARCHAIC TIMES 

As some scholars have noted, the data are still very fragmentary and limited, rendering 
it difficult to establish a logical, functional and sequential order for the inhabited and 
productive space. 21  Nevertheless the intention here is to articulate the available 
information, in order to specify the nature and extension of the urban centre per se, as well 
as its (spatial and functional) limits, the potential extra-urban spaces and their functions, 
and the city harbours. Let us not forget moreover the integration of the cemeteries and 
spaces of worship and their interpretation in relation to the city. 
 
3.1. Main urban area 

Some authors have suggested a horizontal stratigraphy for the urban settlement, given 
the apparent dispersion of urban remains. 22  However there are sufficient historical, 
topographic, chrono-stratigraphic and morphological evidences to defend the view that the 
main urban centre of Gadir was located on the highest point of Erytheia (fig. 7). 

The Phoenician topography differed greatly from the present (fig. 8:1). The first 
dwellings found under the “Teatro Cómico” site (TC) (fig. 8:2) rise only six meters over 
the level of the ancient shoreline, as part of a pre-littoral dune landscape. 23 It was a slight, 
natural elevation, accessed by sea through the channel, although protected towards the 
interior. 

There is consensus regarding the reduced size of the original urban site. Strabo 
describes the city prior to the expansion of Balbus as small (III, 5, 3) (fig. 8:3), although it 
is only possible to speculate on the actual dimensions of the site. The 10 ha proposed by 
some calculations appear excessive 24 and perhaps reality was closer to the single hectare 
suggested by Domínguez Monedero. 25 The total excavated extension at “Teatro Cómico” is 
only 470 square meters, although remains clearly continue under the four sections of the 
archaeological site. 26 The linear distance between the different excavated points does not 
exceed a hundred meters, so it may be concluded that the urban centre did not extend much 
further from the tell crowning the current, most elevated topographical point (fig. 9). 
Settlement would have spread throughout the elevation and descended to the shore of the 
channel, adapting to the conditions of the terrain. In fact, the dwellings of the first 
Phoenician city were arranged along, at least, two terraces. 

In time, the main urban centre would have been reduced, for only the central area shows 
a sequence of occupation spanning the three centuries (late 9th century BC - third quarter of 
the 6th century BC) (fig. 7:4). The remainder of the recorded places were only occupied 
during the first phase, and later abandoned for unknown reasons. 

Another of the characteristics defining the Phoenician city is its elevated occupation 
density. All the excavated space at “Teatro Cómico” was occupied during Phoenician 

21 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014, 92. 
22 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014, 92. 
23 Gener et al. 2014b, 17. 
24 Ramírez 1982, 132. 
25 Domínguez Monedero 2012, 176. 
26 Gener et al. 2014b, 45. 
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Period A and continued in occupation throughout successive reconstructions, indicating a 
high occupation of the terrain, which would have kept barely any non-urbanized spaces. 27 

As for the morphology and the characteristics of the city, the excavated sector 
constituted a residential area. A planned, orthogonal grid is recorded, with clearly eastern 
architecture, expressed in forms and techniques, as well as in subsidiary elements, such as 
furnaces. Other aspects, such as the continued renovation of the streets, constitute 
irrefutable proof for civic communal activities. 28 

Evidence for writing 29 and administrative activities 30 also confirm the urban character 
of the settlement. The size and disposition of the rooms in the buildings, as well as the 
activities performed in them (cooking, crafts destined for self-consumption, etc.), suggest a 
private-domestic nature for these structures.  

There is no indication of the presumed city walls, which contrasts with the powerful 
defence structures recorded at the settlements along the bay’s mainland shore (Castillo de 
Doña Blanca and Cerro del Castillo) 31 . In this regard, Ruiz Mata has suggested the 
existence of a “dispersed” insular habitat, as part of an “open city” with no walls. 32 
However, when considering toponomy and tradition, 33 the city should have been enclosed 
by a wall. 

In sum, the original city of Gadir was located to the south of the island of Erytheia, over 
a slight, natural elevation. The acropolis or public area was found in the current, most 
elevated topographical point. The residential area spread along its sides (as evidenced by 
the important excavated sector of dwellings) and reached the ancient course of the Bahía-
Caleta channel to South and East, where the peri-urban limits of economic activity have 
been recorded. The city possibly extended westward and northward, although there is no 
certainty of it. To the North, it would have bordered with an open, non-urbanized space, 
which was nonetheless occupied, dedicated to ritual activities related with the presumed 
cemetery of the city.  

 
3.2. Delimitation and functionality of the Erytheia peri-urban Space 

Despite difficulties in locating concrete, physical boundaries for the city, an attempt will 
be made to fix them, using functional criteria. 
  

27 Gener et al. 2014b, 37. 
28 Gener et al. 2014b, 36. 
29 Zamora et al. 2010. 
30 Gener et al. 2012. 
31 Ruiz Mata 1999, 311; Bueno 2014, 230-232. 
32 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014, 85. 
33 Plinio, N.H. 4, 36, 120. 
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3.2.1. The southern and eastern limits: harbour and economic areas in relation to the 
channel 

The southern limit of the settlement coincides with northern shore of the channel. A 
Phoenician beach level was recorded in this area at an altitude of 0.38 m a.s.l., 34 only 77 m 
away from the excavated residential area. In this sector (TA), although undefined, early 
human activity was recorded (perhaps representing hearths or a dumping site). In all 
probability, the remains were deposited by regular movement in the area, given the 
proximity of the city, caused by activities related to the self-consumption of the workers at 
the anchorage area or by the coming and going of goods. 35 Nevertheless it is difficult to 
clarify the extent to which the “harbour sector” or mooring area was actually integrated into 
the urban structure of the city. 

The eastern limit is given by the occasional habitational remains found in 2002 (CdC), 
approximately 200 m in a straight line from the urban centre (TC) and 215-220 m from the 
above-mentioned coastal point (TA). The pavements and structures found would have 
belonged to the southern, peri-urban sector of the city, an open-air place of work related 
with fishing and the primary processing of the catch, which would have been unloaded in 
the nearest mooring points. This area would have remained outside the strictly-urban limits, 
although it was part of the peri-urban “outskirts”, where diverse economic activities took 
place. These activities were related to the exploitation of marine resources and commerce, 
the limits of which varied through time.  
 
3.2.2. The northern limit: ritual and/or burial areas? 

The existence of a necropolis on Erytheia was already suggested over thirty years ago 
by Ramírez Delgado 36 who alluded to the possibility of finding the archaic cemetery in the 
immediate limits of the city. This idea was based on the discovery in the early twentieth 
century of a Ptah figurine (known as the “Priest of Cádiz”), inside a structure interpreted as 
a monumental grave (CT), approximately 150 m North of the main residential area (TC). 

The discussion surrounding the function of the remains was revived when further 
findings appeared in the last 15 years (CA), scarce 20 m from the previous ones (CT). The 
well that was excavated was initially interpreted as a Phoenician tomb, but subsequent 
material and contextual analysis suggested a votive function for the remains, although still 
in relation to the cemetery. 37 The deposit showed a succession of different rituals and 
sacrifices and possible ritual or funerary banquets. 38 
 
3.3. The harbours 

The location of the Phoenician harbour is another of the questions dominating the 
history of research on Gadir. Modern authors located it first on La Caleta beach (West), 
moving later towards the open bay area in the Roman period (East). After the identification 
of the inner channel, a double Phoenician harbour was proposed: a military one in La 

34 Lavado et al. 2000, 871. 
35 Lavado et al. 2000, 872. 
36 Ramírez 1982, 104. 
37 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014. 
38 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014, 108. 
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Caleta and a commercial one in a secondary cove (so-called “Puerto Chico”), open to the 
sea on the “Vendaval front”. They would have been connected by an artificial canal. Other 
authors believe that the Phoenician harbour was protected, located towards the interior of 
the channel, at the foot of the city’s hill. 39  The coming and going of ships and the 
construction of structures related to the harbour would have eventually caused a blockage 
in the water course. The most recent research on the subject has proven the existence of this 
“inner harbour” in the current “Plaza de la Catedral”. The harbour would have functioned 
continuously from the late 9th, beginning of the 8th centuries BC, until the Roman period. 40 
Arteaga suggests that the Phoenicians established their first settlement around this inner 
harbour or kothon, in a similar way as the eastern karum, in relation to their neighbouring 
local populations. 41 

Summing up, there would have existed two outer harbours, one opening towards the 
Atlantic (La Caleta beach) and another towards the bay (at the location of the current port), 
and at least another three inner harbours: two shallow mooring areas on the Atlantic front, 
and the more important one, the kothon, or inner harbour, located in the area of the modern 
cathedral. 
 
3.4. Extra-urban areas in Kotinoussa 

The data collected from the northern point of the island of Kotinoussa are generally 
later in chronology. It was probably an area of urban or peri-urban expansion, since the 7th-
6th centuries BC, dedicated to industrial and sea-faring activities, or even ritual activities, in 
relation to the nearby temples. 

The construction remains around the cathedral/“Casa del Obispo” (CdO) have been 
considered extra-urban by the excavators, although domestic in function. 42 According to 
other authors, this area would have been part of the city, characterized by a dispersed 
habitat. 43 Another possibility points towards a social differentiation, so that this area would 
belong to a “popular sector”, developed in the outskirts of the more accommodated 
residential areas. The discovery of a metalworking nozzle testifies to this activity in the 
area, 44 possibly indicating that this was a peri-urban industrial, and not a domestic, sector, 
as proposed by the excavators. Finally, it is also possible that the area was intended for 
religious activities as it was in the later periods. 

To sum up, the possible construction and material remains enable to interpret the area as 
peripheral neighborhoods or as extra-urban industrial installations, related to religion, 
seafaring, etc. However that may be, they do not seem to belong to the main habitational 
centre, located to the north of the channel. Since the late 7th century BC, the area to the 
south began to be used as a cemetery. 45 
  

39 Ramírez 1982, 109. 
40 Arteaga - Roos 2002, 26. 
41 Arteaga - Roos 2002, 32. 
42 Gener et al. 2014a, 127-128. 
43 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014, 85. 
44 Gener et al. 2014a, 127, fig. 2:e. 
45 Torres 2010, 56. 
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3.5. The (presumed) Archaic Cemetery located north of Erytheia 
From a historiographical standpoint, there exist two positions in regard to the location 

of the city’s first cemetery. According to some scholars the archaic cemetery would be 
situated in Erytheia, to the north of the settlement. This theory is based on the discovery of 
the assumed monumental grave, in which the above-mentioned golden-headed figurine, 
known as the “Cádiz priest”, was found. Other scholars disagree, placing the Phoenician 
cemetery south of the older city, on Kotinoussa. The latter base their position on two main 
arguments. Firstly, spatial-temporal continuity is considered, for the later cemetery 
occupies this area. Secondly, topography must be considered, since the usual Phoenician 
settlement pattern requires a physical and symbolical separation between the habitational 
and funerary areas, which is normally established by a course of water. For Gadir, this 
would have been the ancient channel traversing the historical centre of the city. However, 
the discovery in 2010 of an archaic grave (CH) 46 approximately 500 m to the north of the 
main urban centre supports the existence of an archaic cemetery on Erytheia. It is a 
cremation in primary grave, similar in terms of ritual to the late archaic burials of Gadir, 
although different from Phoenician funerary features recorded for the same time period in 
other areas, including “popular and plains” necropolises like that of the eastern metropolis, 
Tyre-Al-Bass, 47 as well as “aristocratic-segmented” cemeteries. 48 In both cases, the burial 
ritual is the secondary cremation, followed by a later deposition of the ashes in urns. The 
artefacts found inside the Gaditanian grave do not respond to the normalized funerary set 
found in Phoenician graves. The pottery assemblage included both hand-made and wheeled 
plates and drinking bowls and some sumptuary items (incense burners, ivory plate, etc.), 
which may be traced to eastern prototypes, although they also remind of indigenous 
traditions. 

Although, data is still very partial, it is possible to suggest, based on what is already 
known, a preliminary hypothesis for the existence of Phoenician cemeteries of diverse 
nature - “aristocratic” and “plains” - distributed throughout the insular landscape. 49 
 
3.6. Temples and places of worship. Buildings or sacred landscape? 

The classical sources mention the existence of up to three temples on the islands (see 
above, § 1.). These references, when jointly considered with the lack of space, material 
evidence and the reduced size of the settlement, have led some authors to propose a sacred 
or symbolic role for the island site. 50 According to this explanation, the majority of the 
population would have lived in the urban centres of the mainland, where the political and 
administrative power would also have been found, concentrating the majority of the 
economic activity. 51 Without reaching this extreme conclusion, since the urban character of 
the excavated area on Erytheia is undeniable, the reality is that the three temples mentioned 

46 Sáez - Belizón 2014. 
47 Aubet 2010. 
48 López Castro 2006. 
49 Niveau-de-Villedary 2015, 234-235. 
50 Ruiz Mata 1999, 309. 
51 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014, 83; Ruiz Mata 2016, 315; Padilla 2014, 31. 
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in the sources were erected on these islands, as well as a series of other sacred spaces, both 
public and private.  

The temple to Melqart, situated on the southernmost side of Kotinoussa, is left, from a 
spatial perspective, out of this analysis. It would have represented, both physically and 
symbolically, the southern limit of Gadir and it should be related to the mainland settlement 
of Cerro del Castillo (Chiclana, Cádiz). The other two sanctuaries are located in the 
northern extremity, close to the city. Although different locations have been suggested for 
the sanctuary dedicated to Astarte, the most accepted proposal is the northern end of La 
Caleta beach (in Erytheia), while the Kronion, ancient sanctuary of Baal-Hammon, may 
have been located in the North-West point of Kotinoussa. Nonetheless, there is no clear 
evidence supporting any of the cases. The location of the sanctuary of Astarte is based on 
the underwater discovery of a group of terracotta figures and vessels related to the cult. 
Recent underwater interventions are allowing to identify the points, where finds are more 
frequent, contributing to the increase in knowledge related to the activities performed at the 
place since the earliest times. 52 There is no certainty regarding the existence of the Kronion 
at the proposed location, which is only supported by the discovery of a proto-Aeolian 
capital in the surroundings, which has led some authors to suggest this was a sacred place, 
without constructions. 53  Nevertheless, in the last years, a series of archaeological 
interventions have brought to light remains of constructions and artefacts dated from the 7th 
century onwards, which are still awaiting assessment. 54 

Another sacred area is that which surrounding the current cathedral, on the longer 
island. This space became sacred towards the late 6th century BC, when offerings and small 
banquets began taking place around a monumental grave, apart from the general 
cemetery. 55 The archaic remains recorded under this structure were interpreted as domestic 
spaces by the excavators, although their religious nature should not be overlooked, given 
the sacred continuity of the place in later periods and its prominent topographic position. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS. CHRONOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PHOENICIAN CITY 

The earliest occupation of the Gaditanian site may be traced back to an undetermined 
moment during the late Neolithic/Chalcolithic. This period is followed by a hiatus in 
human occupation, prolonged until the arrival of eastern populations. Although there are 
indications for an earlier occupation (Period I - Late Bronze Age/Phoenician), 56 the earliest 
confidently recorded levels in Gadir pertain to Period II - Phoenician A, from the urban 
sector excavated at Erytheia at the Teatro Cómico excavation. 57 

Hence, from a sequential standpoint, there are no levels recorded in Gadir, belonging to 
an early foundation of the city in the “Early Colonial Horizon”, defined in recent years after 
the finds at Huelva/Plaza de las Monjas, La Rebanadilla (Málaga) and El Carambolo 
(Seville), in the Iberian Peninsula, and at Utica (Tunisia), in the central Mediterranean. 58 

52 Sáez - Higueras-Milena 2016. 
53 Ruiz Mata 1999, 301. 
54 Maya et al. 2014. 
55 Gener et al. 2014a. 
56 Gener et al. 2014b, 18. 
57 Torres et al. 2014, 77-78; Gener et al. 2014b, 16. 
58 López Castro et al. 2016, 83-84. 
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On balance, it is a question which remains open waiting for the development of further 
research, which may record an “Initial Archaic Phase”.  

After this first, still hypothetical, phase, an “Early Archaic Phase” is clearly defined for 
Gadir, mainly represented by Period II - Phoenician A at Erytheia/Teatro Cómico, which 
began sometime around 820/800 BC and ended towards 760/750 BC. 59 It corresponds with 
Stratum IV at Tyre and its transition to Stratum III; with the transition between the 
“Salamis Horizon” (850-750 BC) and the “Kition Horizon” (750-700 BC) at Cyprus; and 
with Periods III-IV at the cemetery of Al-Bass. 60 However, the first recorded pavements 
may go back to Stratum V at Tyre. 61 This stage is contemporary with Phase B1 at Morro de 
Mezquitilla and Phases III-II at La Rebanadilla. 

The peri-urban sectors of the main urban centre at Erytheia (CdC and CA) correspond, 
according to the excavators, with Strata III-II at Tyre, due to the presence of narrow 
rimmed plates and local-western amphorae T-10.1.1.1. 62  Some earlier types could be 
connected to Tyre IV, although Ruiz Mata prefers to date this single-phased occupation 
horizon to the first half or mid 8th century BC. 63 

The beginning of human occupation on Koutinussa (CdO) is also dated ca. 820/800 
BC. 64 First activity on the island has been proposed as contemporary to Phase 1 of Period 
II at Erytheia/TC. 65 

As for funerary spaces, the burial to the north of the settlement (CH) was generically 
dated to the 8th century BC or to the central years or second half of the same century, 66 a 
chronology confirmed by radiometric dating. 

Few data have been recorded for other spaces. It has been suggested that the inner 
harbour would have been functioning starting from the transition from the 9th to the 8th 
centuries BC. 67 Evidence for religious spaces appear later in time, dated to the end of the 
7th - beginning of 6th centuries BC. 68 

With the available data, and by integrating different approaches, it is possible to support 
a preliminary date between 790-780 BC for the beginning of the occupation represented by 
Period II at Teatro Cómico - without dismissing the existence of an earlier phase, which is 
still poorly defined - which reached a maximum expansion of the urban centre in the mid 
8th century. These dates conform with the relative and absolute dates from other sites with 
similar levels and with the first productive facies defined for the Far-western Phoenician 
colonies. 69 

From this perspective, the existence of an archaic city becomes increasingly plausible, 
emerging at an undetermined moment of the 9th or beginning of the 8th centuries BC, 
reaching its greatest spatial development towards the mid 8th century BC. Another question 

59 Gener et al. 2014b; Torres et al. 2014, 78. 
60 Torres et al. 2014, 51 
61 Torres et al. 2014, 79. 
62 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014, 97. 
63 Ruiz Mata et al. 2014, 113. 
64 Gener et al. 2014a, 123. 
65 Gener et al. 2014a: 125-127. 
66 Sáez - Belizón 2014, 193 and 197. 
67 Arteaga - Roos 2002, 26 and 31. 
68 Maya et al. 2014, 177. 
69 Ramon 2010, 218-219, 231-232; Nigro - Spagnoli 2017. 
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requiring clarification is the reason why the main urban centre remained in the same place 
for close to three centuries, while the peri-urban limits experienced a single-phase 
occupation, dated only to the early years. Was the original urban area reduced? Did it 
expand to other, previously extra-urban, areas? Or are we facing a dispersed habitat, 
lacking a walled enclosure? Many questions still remain unanswered. 
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Fig. 2 - Transformation of the landscape (I). 1. Current Bay of Cádiz, aerial view (from 
Google Earth). 2. Reconstruction of Phoenician Bay of Gadir (Arteaga - Schulz - Roos 
2008, 50, fig. 18). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3 - Transformation of the landscape (II). 1. Current city of Cádiz, aerial view 
(http://www.Cádizturismo.com/). 2. The Phoenician city of Gadir, idealized reconstruction 
(https://es.pinterest.com/pin/455215474809707578). 
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Fig. 4 - Paleo-topography of the Bay of 
Cádiz during the Phoenician period. With 
identification of the islands mentioned by the 
sources (Erytheia, Koutinoussa and 
Antipolis), the temples (Afrodita-Venus 
Marina (Astarte), Baal-Hammon/Kronion, 
Melqart/Herakleion) and the insular (Gadir) 
and continental settlements (Castillo de Doña 
Blanca, El Puerto de Santa María and Cerro 
del Castillo, Chiclana de la Frontera). 
©Author. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 - Map of current city of Cádiz (Spain) with the location of excavations and sites cited 
in the text. 1 - C/ Paraguay (CP). 2 - Concepción Arenal/Botica (CAr/CB). 3 - Torre 
Tavira/Marqués del Real Tesoro (TT/MRT). 4- Teatro Andalucía (TA). 5 - Plaza de la 
Catedral (PC). 6 - Casa del Obispo (CdO). 7 - Cánovas del Castillo (CdC). 8 - Central 
Telefónica (CT). 9 - C/ Ancha (CA). 10 - Teatro Cómico (TC). 11 - C/ Hércules (CH). 12- 
Castillo de San Sebastián (CSS). ©Author. 
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Fig. 6 - Teatro Cómico/Gadir. 1 - Planimetry, Phase II. 2 - Distribution of Phoenician 
housing, Phase II. 3 - Reconstruction of the Phoenician housing area. 4 - Site 
musealization. ©Teatro Cómico Team. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7 - Possible extension of 
the ancient city of Gadir 
with location of the 
following sites: Teatro 
Cómico (in the box), Calle 
Ancha/CA (1), Central 
Telefónica/CT (2), Cánovas 
del Castillo/CdC (3), Teatro 
Andalucía/TA (4). ©Teatro 
Cómico Team. 
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Fig. 8 - Virtual reconstruction of the ancient landscape (1) and evolution of the Phoenician 
settlement of Teatro Cómico (2, 3, 4)/Gadir. ©ArtresD-J.A. Cordón.  
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Fig. 9 - Distance between some excavated points in Cádiz. ©Modified from Ruiz Mata 
2016, fig. 4. 
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ON PHOENICIANS IN PTOLEMAIC CYPRUS: A NOTE ON CIS I 95* 
 

Federico Giusfredi - University of Verona 
 

In this paper, I will discuss some aspects of the Greek-Phoenician bilingual inscription CIS I 95 
from Lapethos (Cyprus). I will concentrate on the form, contents and date of the inscription, and I 
will attempt an interpretation of the linguistic and cultural context in which the text was composed. 
 
Keywords: Phoenician; Greek; Cyprus; bilingual; contact  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The rock inscription CIS I 95 (= KAI I, 42) is a bilingual dedication to ‘nt/Athene 
(synchretically identified with each other in a multicultural scenario), written in Phoenician 
and Greek and made on account of Ba‘alšillem/Praxidemos. Discovered in the 1860s in 
Lapethos (Cyprus), it has recently been discussed by Maria Giulia Amadasi Guzzo 1 in a 
long and highly informative contribution, that includes photographs of the whole 
inscription and details illustrating the Greek and Phoenician texts separately. 
 
2. THE TEXT 

The Greek version of the text, according to the transcription and to the photographs 
offered by the Italian scholar (who also compares and quotes the works by Melchior de 
Vogüé2 and Paul Schröder,3 thereby eventually correcting the misleading line-division 
presented in the KAI I, 42), runs as follows. I maintain capital letters instead of normalizing 
the transcription because of the uncertain status of some problematic portions of the text: 
 

AΘHNAI         To Athene 
ΣΩTEIPA<I> NIKH<I>     Savior and Victory [dative omitted?] 4 
KAI BAΣIΛEΩΣ 5      and of the king [sic!] 
ΠTOΛEMAIOY      Ptolemy [genitive!] 
ΠΡΑΞIΔHMOΣ ΣEΣMAOΣ   Praxidemos of Sesma 
TON BΩ[MO]N ANEΘ[HK]EN  the altar posed 
AΓA[Θ]HI TYXHI      for/with good luck 

* The present paper is part of the project PALaC, that has received funding from the European Research 
Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant 
agreement n° 757299). I wish to thank Paola Cotticelli-Kurras, Attilio Mastrocinque and Valerio Pisaniello for 
discussing with me the first drafts of this contribution. The responsibility for the contents of this paper, 
however, belongs entirely to me. 

1 Amadasi Guzzo 2015. 
2 De Vogüé 1867. 
3 Schröder 1869. 
4  The omission of the dative ending may actually be explained as a case of unwritten iota, a practice that seems 

to become common starting from the late 3rd and 2nd century BC. See below, paragraph 4. 
5  Philippa Steele 2013, 208, mistakenly transcribes a nominative BAΣIΛEYΣ. 
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The Phoenician version is only slightly different in its syntax and contents: 
 

L‘NT ‘Z ḤYM       To ‘nt force(?) of life(?) 
WL’DMLKM PTLMYŠ    and to Ptolemy the lord of the kings 
B‘LŠLM BN [S]SMY     Ba‘alšillem son of Sesmay 
YQDŠ [’]T MZBḤ      consecrated the altar 
[L]MZL N‘M       for/with good luck 

 
3. ‘NT/ATHENE IN CYPRUS 

I will not attempt to solve the problem of the unclear epithet of ‘nt in the Phoenician 
version (‘Z ḤYM; or M‘Z ḤYM according to the KAI I, 42, with a מ integrated at the onset 
of the second word of line 1, of which no traces are visible); I will simply note that the very 
likely meaning “force(?)/fortress(?) of life(?)/of the livings(?)” does not seem to exactly 
translate the Greek epithets of Athene σώτειρα νίκη.0F

6 In all likelihood, the epithets selected 
and employed in the two versions derive from two different and independent formulaic 
traditions, even though it must be stressed that the Phoenician one is so far unparalleled in 
the Ugaritic and West Semitic corpora.0F

7 Amadasi Guzzo’s hypothesis,0F

8 according to which 
the epithet would be coined in connection with the occasion of the dedication of the text is 
flawless and bases on solid comparative material. 

As for the general problem of the syncretistic identification of Athene and ‘nt, it must be 
stressed that Cyprus seems to be the specific environment in which the two goddesses were 
first associated.9 Even though the occurrences of the divine name are not many, the cult of 
‘nt may have spread on the island at least starting with the Phoenician colonization in the 
mid-9th century BC, 10 but it became indeed more relevant with the political events of the 5th 
century, as discussed in a recent contribution by Maria Bianco and Corinne Bonnet (no 
epigraphic occurrences of the name exist before this phase). 11 While the reasons for the 
identification may depend on some similar traits of the two divine figures (most notably, 
the functions of déesse … guerrière mentioned by Amadasi Guzzo 2015, 33), and perhaps 
to a phonetic similarity of the two divine names, no clear evidence exists pointing to a 
diffusion outside the island (the only exception being some personal names); hence, it 
should be regarded to as a local fact. 

Further evidence for a local identification of ‘nt and Athene is provided by the presence 
of an inscribed spear spike that mentions the name of the Semitic Goddess, found in the 

6 See the discussion in Amadasi Guzzo 2015, 34. 
7 On the epithets in the Ugaritic corpus, cf. Aicha Rahmouni 2008. 
8  Amadasi Guzzo 2015, 33-37. 
9 Edward Lipinski 1995, 312 ff.; for a somewhat outdated fully synchretistic approach see Robert Du Mesnil du 

Buisson 1973, in pc. 54 ff. On ‘nt in the West Semitic pantheon cf. Helmer Ringgren 1979, 214-235. Further 
on the penetration of the cult of Athene in the Phoenician population in Cyprus, Bianco - Bonnet 2016. 

10 Cf. the case study in Andreas Demetriou 2001. An earlier date for the presence of Phoenician documents in 
Cyprus may be assumed if one considered the short inscription discussed by Olivier Masson and Maurice 
Snyzcer 1972, 192 and Marguerite Yon, 2004, 192, to be dated to the 11th century BCE. Cf. however the 
remarks by Steele 2013, 175. 

11  Bianco - Bonnet 2016, 167-173. 
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sanctuary of Athene in Idalion. 12 The only preserved portion of text runs as follows: l-‘nt 
“To ‘nt”. The item can be dated to the mid-5th century BC, while an inscription by King 
Baalmilk II, also mentioning the Goddess, is slightly later:  
 

[… byr]ḥ mrpʼm bšnt šlš 3 lmlky b‘lmlk mlk kty w’dyl bn mlk ‘zb‘l mlk kty 
w’dyl bn mlk b‘lmlk [m]l[k] kty m‘q ’z ytn [wyqdš ‘] l ‘z[b‘]l [m]lk [kty 
w]’dyl bn mlk b‘lmlk mlk kty lrbty l‘nt k [šm‘…] 13 

 
“[…in the mo]nth mrpʼm, in the third year of his reign, Baalmilk, king of 
Kition and Idalion, son of Ozibaal, king of Kition and Idalion, son of 
Baalmilk, king of Kition, donated [and dedicated (?)] this temenos-
wall(?) 14 (of the sanctuary), on behalf of Ozibaal, king [of Kition and] 
Idalion, son of Baalmilk, king of Kition, to his lady, to ‘nt, for [she 
listened (to his voice)]” 15 

 
Both documents demonstrate that an at least double cultic function of the sanctuary 

dates back to an earlier phase than the one in which the bilingual inscription CIS I 95 was 
composed (regardless of the precise identification of the Ptolemy mentioned in the text, it is 
clear that the 310s are the unquestionable terminus post quem). 
 
4. THE HISTORICAL SCENARIO AND THE DATE OF THE TEXT 

M.G. Amadasi Guzzo, generally followed by M. Bianco and C. Bonnet, 16 dates the text 
to the time of Ptolemy 1st (“king” in the Greek text, “lord of the kings” in the Phoenician 
one), who gained control over the island in the early years of his reign, sedated a rebellion 
in 313 BC, lost the island to the Antigonids for a decade in 306 BC and won it back in 294 
BC. 17 She also discusses the problem of whether the original version of the text was the 
Greek or the Phoenician one, and tries to analyze the correspondence between the Greek 
and the Phoenician versions of the personal name ΠΡΑΞIΔHMOΣ/B‘LŠLM. As regards the 
original version of the dedication, no conclusive proposal is made, while it is duly observed 
that the structure of the Phoenician version seems to follow the Greek one. More 
specifically, the order of the words is rather atypical for Phoenician dedications, where the 
direct object usually precedes the verb, which, in turn, precedes the subject. At the same 
time, M.G. Amadasi Guzzo duly acknowledges the presence of several morphosyntactic 

12  Amadasi Guzzo 2015, 33; Bianco - Bonnet 2016. 
13  Edition Alexander M. Honeyman 1939, 104-105.  
14  Cf. Honeyman 1939, 105. 
15  The translation is based on his edition as well as on the French one offered by Bianco - Bonnet 2016, 164: 

“[Au mois de] mrpʼm, dans la troisième année de son règne, Baalmilk, roi de Kition et d’Idalion, fils du roi 
Ozibaal, roi de Kition et Idalion, fils du roi Baalmilk, roi de Kition, a donné [et dédié] ce mur du sanctuaire, 
en faveur d’Ozibaal, roi [de Kition et] Idalion, fils du roi Baalmilk, roi de Kition, à sa dame, à Anat, parce 
qu’[elle a écouté (sa voix)”]. 

16  Bianco - Bonnet 2016, fn. 41. 
17  Cf. Nicolle E. Hirschfeld 2010, 349, for a brief historical overview and further literature. 
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mistakes in the Greek version, 18 which, according to her analysis, would point to the fact 
that the scribe may have been more accustomed with the traditional Cyprian syllabary than 
with the Greek alphabet, the use of which was still an emerging practice on the island. 

While this scenario is certainly not implausible, it must be stressed that the peculiarities 
of the Greek version of the text seem to pertain to the case-syntax rather than to the 
graphemic rendering of the phonetics and morphology of the language (which may differ in 
a linear script and in an alphabetic one). More specifically, the mistakes, or uncertainties, 
that occur seem to include:  
 

1) possibly omitted dative endings in ΣΩTEIPA<I> and NIKH<I> in line 2 (but see 
below for further discussion); 
2) either syntactically aberrant KAI in line 3 or 
3) genitive in place of a dative in lines 3 and 4.  

 
In case the word KAI in line 3 was indeed misplaced, the genitives in lines 3 and 4 

would be correct, and the text would read  
 

AΘHNAI         To Athene 
ΣΩTEIPA<I> <KAI> NIKH<I>   Savior and to the Victory  
[[KAI]] BAΣIΛEΩΣ     of the king  
ΠTOΛEMAIOY      Ptolemy  

 
This solution, however, is slightly ad hoc, textually unusual and not consistent with the 

division of the lines, which seem to group together the two epithets of Athene in line 2. 
Therefore, a more convincing interpretation might be that the name and title of Ptolemy 
should have been in dative rather than in genitive, and that the two morphological cases of 
Greek were confused by the scribe: “To Athene Savior Victory and to King Ptolemy…”. 
That Ptolemy received the dedication together with the Goddess Athene may be surprising, 
but if one compares the Phoenician version of the inscription this solution would work just 
fine. If in this case one wanted to assume that, by receiving the dedication, Ptolemy had to 
be already divinized, it should be noticed that, while it is true that a proper cult of Ptolemy 
1st was only established between the 280s and the end of the 3rd century BC in Egypt, 
earlier traces of his divinization are attested. 19 

Furthermore, at least a third solution may be proposed, by improving Amadasi Guzzo’s 
suggestion that the genitive would indicate that the text belonged to Ptolemy rather than 

18  It is worth noting that the other alphabetic Greek-Phoenician bilingual text that was found in Cyprus, the 
funerary stele of a Lycian man named Smyrnos (text in Carlo Consani 1988, 56; Yon 2004, 274; Steele 2013), 
does not display evident mistakes in the Greek version, while some uncertainties may motivate the spelling of 
the personal name in the Phoenician one. A third case of epigraph carrying alphabetic Greek and Phoenician 
signs is the Dhromolaxia stela; here, however, the texts are epigraphically independent from each other, with 
the Phoenician one dating back to the 4th century BC and the Greek one added in the 1st century BC (cf. 
Consani 1988, 46).  

19 Cf. Tomasz Grabowski 2014, 23 ff. 
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being dedicated to him. 20 If a mistake took place in the Greek version of the text, and it 
almost certainly did, the scribe might have overlooked the preposition ὑπέρ, quite common 
in this kind of dedications. 21 If this were the case, we would have to restore the incipit of 
the Greek text as follows: 
 

AΘHNAI         To Athene 
ΣΩTEIPA<I> NIKH<I>     Savior Victory  
KAI <YΠEP> 22 BAΣIΛEΩΣ   and for the king  
ΠTOΛEMAIOY      Ptolemy  
 

I shall commit myself neither to this solution, nor to the idea that the scribe merely 
confused dative and genitive; I do, however, consider the suggestion that the KAI should be 
moved before the word NIKH<I> to be unconvincing, because it is overcomplicated and 
would make little sense when one compares the Phoenician version. 

In any case, one can very easily conclude that no compelling reasons exist to assume 
that the Ptolemy mentioned in the text was the first member of the dynasty and first ruler of 
his name. Such identification can only be based on speculation about the historical occasion 
in which the stone was carved. There is no clear reference to specific military events. As for 
the identification of ΠΡΑΞIΔHMOΣ with the priest of Poseidon mentioned in another text 
from Lapethos, 23 discussed by Edward Lipiński, 24 it is not supported by conclusive 
evidence and, even assuming that the two figures were indeed the same person, a high 
priest who was active in the 290s could very well have been active also a dozen of years 
later under a different king.  

As for the paleography, there are no strictly diagnostic elements in the Greek text that 
would support or exclude a specific date. 25 Broken-bar alpha, that would tend to exclude 
the earlier decades of the Ptolemaic age, is not used in the text. On the other hand, the 
omission of the dative case markers in line 2 (ΣΩTEIPA<I> NIKH<I>), rather than a 
mistake, may be a case of omission of iota adscript (σωτείρᾳ νίκῃ), a practice that became 
common starting with the mid 3rd and 2nd century BC. 

Paleographic criteria, in any case, are all but a precise tool when one tries to 
disambiguate between decades. In general, both from the perspective of the text contents 
and basing on the shape of the Greek letters, no firm conclusion can be reached as far as the 
identity of King Ptolemy mentioned in line 3 (// line 2 in Phoenician) and the exact date of 
the inscription are concerned. Based on the historical events that took place on the island, 
the first decades of the 3rd century BC simply represent the best guess one can make. 

20  Amadasi Guzzo 2015, 32. 
21 On the inscriptions that contain a divine name in dative, the personal name of the king in genitive preceded by 

ὑπέρ, and the name of the person who made the dedication in nominative (“to God’s Name, on account of 
King’s Name, Mr. So-and-so”), cf. Eleni Fassa 2013, 127 f. (with reference to previous literature). 

22 Or: [[KAI]] <YΠEP> BAΣIΛEΩΣ, in case the KAI mistakenly replaced the preposition.  
23  ArchPap 13, 14. 
24  Lipiński 1987, 405. 
25 I thank Prof. Attilio Mastrocinque for his suggestions as regards the shape of the Greek letters used in the text 

under investigation. 
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5. THE LINGUISTIC SCENARIO 
Whatever the solution of the KAI-riddle in line 3, it is clear that the document exhibits a 

complex pattern of language contact that does not follow a single trajectory from one 
version to the other. In general, lexical loans move from prestige languages the popular 
substrata; morphosyntactic interferences, on the other hand, penetrate from the native 
languages of the scribes into the higher diaphasic codes. In the case of CIS I 95, however, 
the clause syntax of the Phoenician text is probably influenced by Greek, while the 
morphosyntax of the Greek text is influenced by the Semitic one, which points to a non-
linear pattern of mutual interference. 

The confusion between genitive and dative, regardless of the possible omission, in this 
case, of a preposition ὑπέρ, is a mistake that can easily happen in multilingual scenarios, 
with another example being available in Sicily in the text IG XIV, 297 (the so-called 
“stone-cutter’s inscription” from Palermo), where, in the Latin version, a preposition qum is 
followed by a surprising genitive operum publicorum. 26 

 
στῆλαι   TITULI 
ἐνθάδε    HEIC 
τυποῦνται καὶ  ORDINANTUR ET 
χαράσσονται  SCULPUNTUR 
ναοῖς ἱεροῖς  AIDIBUS SACREIS 
σὺν ἐνεργείαις  QUM OPERUM 
δημοσίαις   PUBLICORUM 

 
“Inscriptions here laid out and carved for sacred buildings as well as for 
public works” (translation by John Bodel 2015, 748) 

 
In a very recent and still unpublished paper, Marta Capano (2018) argued that since 

neither the Latin version nor the Greek one is flawless, the peculiarities of this bilingual 
inscription may depend on the fact that the scribe could have been a Neo-Punic speaker, a 
hypothesis that I find extremely reasonable in the multicultural and multilingual 
environment of Sicily in the late Roman Republic or in the early Empire, and that, if 
correct, would provide good comparative material for the discussion of CIS I 95. 

Indeed, if the role of a Semitic language can only be indirectly hypothesized in the case 
of the Palermo bilingual, in CIS I 95 Phoenician is actually one of the two languages that 
were employed by the scribe. This makes the hypothesis that Phoenician was the native 
language of the scribe even more convincing: the uncertainty in the use of the Greek case 
syntax can be relatively easily explained by the fact that in Phoenician the two “cases” do 
not exist, and the distinction is marked syntactically (by the status constructus and the 
preposition l- respectively).  

26  The Greek version also presents some rather obscure features, as pointed out by John Bodel 2015, 748. Cf. 
also Patrick James – Moreed Arbabzadeh 2018, who suggest that the Greek version was a translation of the 
Latin one, a hypothesis that I find only partly convincing. Previous studies are duly listed and discussed by 
Olga Tribulato 2012, 132-133. 
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In general, however, a methodological observation is now in order. The question for the 
“original versions” of ancient bilingual epigraphs is very often methodologically flawed: 
with few exceptions, one should not consider bilingual documents as a couple formed by a 
text and by a translation thereof; rather, in most cases, the whole bilingual is itself a 
document, and the way it was composed must be analyzed considering the historical and 
linguistic evidence for contact. A more sensible approach is therefore not to look for a 
“model” and a “replica” in a translation act, but rather to try and understand: (1) who was 
the person who dedicated the inscription; (2) who was the scribe who composed the text; 
(3) whether or not more scribes were involved. 
 
6. HOW THE TEXT WAS COMPOSED 

When possible, the answer to the first question should be based on onomastics. The 
attempt by M.G. Amadasi Guzzo at demonstrating that the ΠΡΑΞI-component of the Greek 
version of the name and the ŠLM-component of the Phoenician one are semantically 
similar is brilliant, 27 but unnecessary. 

ΠΡΑΞIΔHMOΣ, in my opinion, is quite evidently an attempt at reproducing the 
phonetics of the Phoenician name by using a similar existing Greek name (the metathesis al 
> ΡΑ [ra] and the rendering of l by Δ [d] do not speak against this process of 
adaptation/interpretation). 28 This and the fact that the name of the father, [S]SMY, is 
certainly Phoenician (as correctly shown by M.G. Amadasi Guzzo 29) are more than enough 
evidence to confirm that the man who dedicated the inscription was a Phoenician, and that 
his name was simply B‘LŠLM. 

As for the second and third questions, there is certainly no indication that more than one 
scribe worked on the inscription (even though the possibility cannot be excluded). Indeed, 
the interference phenomena are easily explained by assuming that the scribe was, in fact, a 
native Phoenician speaker with a second-language competence of Greek. Indeed, the order 
of the elements in the texts does not require to be explained strictly syntactically: first, the 
Goddess is mentioned, then the King, and eventually the proper dedication follows (here, 
however, the Semitic syntax does seem to be influenced by the order of Greek). While this 
pattern of textual elements, dictated by epigraphic informational prominence, is the same in 
the two versions, it must be conceded that the Greek one was almost certainly written 
before the Phoenician one, because it precedes it vertically on the rock support. It is also 
unquestionable that the Greek formula AΓA[Θ]HI TYXHI (“for/with good luck”, with a 
propitiatory intent) is translated and adapted quite literally in the Phoenician text, and its 

27  See Amadasi Guzzo 2015, 38, who suggests for both the Greek and the Phoenician morph a connection with 
the semantic fields "payer", "récompenser". 

28  The Greek name is attested 10 times in inscriptions that were discovered in different areas of Greece and Asia 
Minor: IG XI,2 203, 244, 287, XII,9 244; ID 298; SEG 34, 897; ArchPAP 13, 14; Teos 34,5 (twice). As 
regards the Phoenician name, see the references by Amadasi Guzzo, 2015, 3212; cf. also Cacqot and Masson 
1968, 317-320. 

29  Cf. Amadasi Guzzo 2015, 38, with reference to previous studies. 
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position in the inscription is typical for Greek dedications, rather than Phoenician ones. 30 
This may be consistent with the fact that Greek was the language of the ruling dynasty, and 
political reasons may have required it to be on top and to follow a specific formulaic 
pattern, that was then mimicked by the Phoenician version. 
 
7. CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, while no version, as I argued, should be regarded to as the “original one”, 
what is left to say is that the morphosyntactic mistakes or uncertainties in the Greek version 
strongly support the idea that the scribe started by carving the Greek dedication, but was in 
all likelihood a native speaker of Phoenician, and had an imperfect competence of Greek. 
Phoenician was also the man who had the inscription dedicated, while Greek was, in this 
case, the language of the political élite dominating the island under the Ptolemaic dynasty. 
As for the exact historical context, no conclusive element exists to support an identification 
of the Ptolemy mentioned in the text with the diádokhos and founder of the Greek dynasty 
of Egypt, and a connection with the military events that took place in Cyprus between 313 
and 293 BC is, at present, very likely but still speculative. 
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UNA BROCCHETTA EBURNEA DALLA NECROPOLI DI DOUÏMÈS: 
ARTIGIANATO FENICIO TRA NIMRUD E CARTAGINE 

 
Michele Guirguis - Università di Sassari 

 
Alla cara memoria di Paolo Bernardini, 

faro di illuminanti intuizioni 
 

The review of an old discovery made by A.L. Delattre in the necropolis of Carthage (during 1896 
excavations) offers the opportunity to reflect on a particular eburnean production (also documented 
in Nimrud in the Near East and Samos in Greece) that was inspired by a Red-Slip jug characteristic 
of the chronological horizons of the 9th century BC Phoenicia, Levantine coast and Cyprus. This jug 
is inspired by metallic prototypes that were supposed to be luxury goods and objects of commerce, as 
in the case of (rare) ivory reproductions. The Carthaginian artefact could be an object of oriental 
production hoarded or acquired later in the West as an item of commercial exchange.  
 
Keywords: Carthage; Nimrud; Phoenician; ivory; pottery 
 
1. IL REPERTO E IL CONTESTO DI RINVENIMENTO 

In questa nota intendiamo riproporre all’attenzione degli specialisti un singolare reperto 
rinvenuto dal R.P. Alfred Louis Delattre in un settore della necropoli arcaica di Cartagine 
alla fine del XIX secolo, ovvero una singolare brocchetta in avorio (fig. 1:A) 1. L’interesse 
per questo reperto deriva, oltre che dal contesto di provenienza da una tomba cartaginese, 
principalmente dalla sua fisionomia, poiché risulta confrontabile con una particolare forma 
ceramica del Levante e, nello specifico, con una brocca di piccole dimensioni (fig. 1:B) 
documentata nell’areale della Fenicia centro-meridionale e di Cipro negli orizzonti 
cronologici del Ferro I, precisamente durante il IX secolo a.C. 

Questo tipo di brocca è altresì ispirato a prototipi in metallo pregiato che dovevano 
rappresentare dei beni di lusso, oggetto di commercio e di forme di tesaurizzazione, come 
nel caso delle riproduzioni in avorio. I più diretti confronti per questa particolare 
realizzazione eburnea si rintracciano unicamente in due reperti provenienti, rispettivamente, 
da Nimrud, nel cuore dell’Assiria, e dall’Heraion di Samo, nella Grecia ionica. Anche i 
modelli della forma in avorio, riconoscibili in un particolare tipo ceramico a sua volta 
derivato dall’imitazione di esemplari metallici, appartengono ad un orizzonte cronologico 
compreso entro il IX secolo a.C. e ciò induce a riflettere sul contesto di rinvenimento 
cartaginese e sulle dinamiche di ricezione del reperto. 

La piccola brocca eburnea proviene dal settore della necropoli cartaginese di Douïmès, 
scavato dal Delattre durante il biennio 1895-1896. Tra le trentatré tombe individuate nel 
mese di febbraio del 1896, il giorno 14 venne portata alla luce una semplice fossa terragna 
con un corredo composto da vasi greci (tra cui un alabastron figurato verosimilmente 
corinzio) 2 e alcuni scarabei: in pessimo stato di conservazione si rinvenne anche la 

1  Delattre 1897, 128-129, fig. 83. 
2  Dalla descrizione dell’oggetto si evince che l’alabastron «aux tons noir et violets est orné de deux cygnes 

becquetant l’extrémité pointue d’une palmette phénicienne»: Delattre 1897, 129; anche Philippe Berger, in 
relazione al settore di Douïmès indagato pochi anni prima, riferisce del rinvenimento di ceramiche corinzie e 
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brocchetta in avorio oggetto di questo studio (fig. 2). Com’è noto, il settore di Douïmès - 
assieme a quelli di Junon, della Byrsa e di Dermech - ha restituito alcuni lembi dell’ampia 
necropoli arcaica di Cartagine 3 che tuttavia non consentono di risalire cronologicamente 
oltre la fine dell’VIII-metà del VII secolo a.C., mentre i settori più antichi finora individuati 
e databili al pieno VIII secolo a.C. si riferiscono ai resti di incinerazioni localizzate nel 
settore di Bir Messaouda4 e ad una tomba costruita nella Rue Astarté, risalendo il pendio 
nel medesimo versante sud-orientale di Byrsa 5. 

Grazie alle informazioni ricavabili dalla pubblicazione del 1897, la zona indagata dal 
Delattre al principio del 1896 restituì altre sepolture caratterizzate da corredi con presenza 
di oggetti in avorio che, in alcuni casi, trovano puntuali confronti nella documentazione 
orientale, di stile egittizzante e non; molti di questi oggetti sembrerebbero sensibilmente più 
antichi rispetto al contesto cronologico complessivo di VII-VI secolo a.C. delle sepolture 
cartaginesi, al pari della nostra brocchetta. 

L’oggetto della presente nota è attualmente documentabile grazie all’illustrazione 
riportata nella pubblicazione originale del Delattre, successivamente riproposta da William 
Culican6 (figg. 1:A, 2:B), nonché attraverso una piccola immagine (fig. 2:A) collegata alla 
relativa scheda all’interno di un recente lavoro d’insieme sugli avori conservati nel Musée 
Nationale de Carthage, da cui si evince che attualmente la brocchetta è residua unicamente 
della vasca e del piede, avendo perso la porzione superiore del collo 7. Rinvenuta in uno 
stato di conservazione precario, aveva originariamente un’altezza di circa 15,5 cm (10,5 cm 
residui) ed era caratterizzata dalle proporzioni dimensionali slanciate, che si sviluppano con 
un largo piede distinto, una pancia piriforme rovesciata, uno stretto collo tubolare con orlo 
trilobato e labbro sagomato con arrotondamento delle estremità; alcuni frammenti si 
riferiscono a sottili anse a doppio bastoncello innestate tra l’orlo e la spalla della vasca. Si 
segnala infine la sottigliezza delle pareti che, a dispetto delle dimensioni quasi 
miniaturistiche del reperto, suggeriscono una destinazione funzionale come contenitore di 
materie pregiate (profumi, balsami o liquidi). 

Il colore chiaro e biancastro della superficie, a fronte di altri numerosi avori rinvenuti 
nei corredi delle tombe di Cartagine che appaiono colorati intenzionalmente in rosso oppure 
anneriti e alterati da processi chimico-fisici posteriori o da interventi intenzionali 
(cremazione, contatto con metalli, politura, erosione etc.)8, è verosimilmente dovuto 
all’utilizzo di una materia prima ricavata da un giovane elefante, come recentemente 
ipotizzato9. 
 
  

di «ivory pieces artistically worked»: Berger 1898, 605; su queste sepolture scavate del Delattre vd. anche 
Gsell 1896, 449-452; 1898, 80-81; 1899, 40-41. 

3  Benichou-Safar 1982; Chelbi 1985. 
4  Chelbi - Maraoui Telmini - Docter 2006; Docter et al. 2006, 43-45, fig. 11; Maraoui Telmini - Chelbi - Docter 

2013, 911-914.  
5  Maraoui Telmini 2017. 
6  Culican 1968, 281, fig. 2. 
7  Khelifi 2017, 34 (n. 52, n. inv. 03-02-21-18). 
8  Sottili lamine auree e pigmenti superficiali sono stati riconosciuti e analizzati su un’ampia serie di avori di età 

neo-assira conservati al Musée du Louvre: Reiche et al. 2013; Albéric et al. 2015. 
9  Khelifi 2017, 143. 
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2. DA NIMRUD A SAMO: I CONFRONTI IN AVORIO E I PARALLELI TIPOLOGICI IN CERAMICA E 
METALLO  
2.1. Il modello ceramico 

La fisionomia della brocca eburnea è caratterizzata da alcune particolarità che di seguito 
si segnalano: ampio piede distinto ad anello, lievemente concavo; vasca piriforme 
rovesciata, con spalla notevolmente arrotondata; stretto collo cilindrico tendente alla 
svasatura; bocca trilobata; sottili anse a doppio cannello impostate tra la spalla e l’orlo. La 
forma ricorda in maniera precisa le caratteristiche brocchette orientali del tipo “trefoil-
rimmed jug/decanter/pithcer” documentate nei corredi di alcune tombe della Fenicia 
centro-meridionale e soprattutto nell’areale di Tiro, nonché a Cipro, (fig. 3). Come 
vedremo, queste forme sembrerebbero ispirarsi a modelli in metallo, considerando la 
presenza di appendici plastiche che ricordano le analoghe realizzazioni della metallotecnica 
orientale 10.  

Da Cipro provengono diversi esemplari probabilmente importati, rivestiti in Red-Slip e 
caratterizzati da un’attenta brunitura delle superfici; i migliori confronti sono documentati 
nella necropoli di Amatunte (fig. 3:H) e a Kourion (attribuzione incerta: fig. 3:G), entro 
corredi tombali inquadrati nel Cipro-Geometrico III e nelle fasi iniziale e media del Salamis 
horizons 11. Nelle coste del Levante si segnalano le forme intere individuate nelle sepolture 
più arcaiche di Khaldé a sud di Beirut (fig. 3:C) 12, nonché a Khirbet Silm (fig. 3:D) 13 e a 
Joya (fig. 3:B) 14 nell’areale interno di Tiro. La stessa necropoli di Tiro (Al Bass) ha 
restituito due brocche (U51-3 e U61-5) individuate durante gli scavi del 1997 e quelli del 
2002 (fig. 3:A) 15: entrambe le forme appartengono al Period II, collocabile 
cronologicamente entro l’ultimo quarto del IX secolo a.C. Le due deposizioni tirie si 
riferivano a tombe particolari nel panorama generale della necropoli: nel caso della Urn 51 
veniva segnalata una «unusual furniture» 16, mentre per la Urn 61, sovrastata da una piccola 
stele lapidea con simbolo ankh, è stato rimarcato che «the size and wealth of the grave 
goods suggest that the buried was a personage of high status» 17. 

Questa particolare forma ceramica, studiata tra gli altri da M. Prausnitz e W. Culican 18, 
è pienamente identificabile nella Form 300 di Lehmann 19, nel tipo Jug 7 20 e Jv 1/Jv 2d2 

10  Núñez 2014a, 66-67, fig. 9a. 
11  Bikai 1987a, 29-30, 50-51, 58, tavv. XIV, XXVII, nn. 353-360; Bikai 1987b, 2-3, 12, 15, 18-19, tav. IV, 6, 

10-11; Culican 1982, tav. 5, e (quarto da sinistra); un ulteriore esemplare è nella collezione Cesnola: Culican 
1982, tav. 5:f (terzo da sinistra). 

12  Culican 1982, fig. 5:d. 
13 Culican 1982, fig. 8:a 
14  Vibert Chapman 1972, 132-135, fig. 27, n. 261. 
15  Vd. nota 21. 
16  Aubet 2004, 53, fig. 33. 
17  Aubet 2014, 48, 57; Aubet - Trellisó 2015, 121, fig. 4. 
18  Culican 1982, 58, 64-65, figg. 5:d (Khaldé), 8:a (Khirbet Silm), tav. 5:e (Kourion?); Prausnitz 1982, 40-41, 

fig. 3. 
19  Lehmann 1996, 416, tav. 48. 
20  Bikai 1978, 36. 
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della necropoli di Tiro Al Bass 21 e nel tipo JG1 I documentato anche nella necropoli di 
Akhziv (fig. 3:E) 22 oltre che nel centro di Tell es-Safi/Gath (fig. 3:F) 23. Tutti gli esemplari 
individuati mostrano delle proporzioni dimensionali bilanciate e si attestano su un’altezza 
tendenzialmente superiore ai 22 cm, con alcuni esemplari di poco inferiori ai 30 cm. 
 
2.2. I prototipi in metallo 

Come accennato sopra, sia le forme in ceramica che le riproduzioni di avorio, dovevano 
a loro volta ispirarsi ad esemplari metallici che, in realtà, risultano decisamente sotto-
rappresentati, a differenze di altre forme contemporanee 24 e delle più tarde realizzazioni 
dell’VIII-VII secolo a.C. che riproducevano le coeve brocche bilobate 25. Tra le numerose 
forme chiuse in metallo, distribuite nell’areale vasto del Mediterraneo orientale, si 
segnalano pochi paralleli convincenti. Nella collezione Cesnola (da Kourion) è presente un 
esemplare in bronzo (fig. 4:A) particolarmente slanciato 26, che tuttavia mostra uno stadio 
evolutivo della forma molto prossimo alle brocche bilobate in Red-Slip dell’VIII secolo 
a.C. Altrettanto può dirsi per un esemplare rinvenuto nella Idaean Cave sull’isola di Creta 
(fig. 4:B) 27. 

In ambito cartaginese, oltre alle produzioni cd. “rodie” (probabilmente locali) e alle più 
tarde realizzazioni di età punica ed ellenistica, si conosce una brocca in bronzo (fig. 4:C), 
sempre proveniente dagli scavi del Delattre nel medesimo settore di Douïmès, che tuttavia 
riproduce le fattezze di una brocca bilobata dell’inoltrato VI secolo a.C. richiamante, come 
già evidenziato da Javier Jiménez Ávila, le tipiche forme biconiche sarde del Sulcis durante 
il periodo tardo-arcaico 28. 

Tra i pochi confronti proponibili, secondo un’intuizione di Fulvia Lo Schiavo, può 
essere individuato un esemplare miniaturistico in bronzo proveniente dalla Sardegna nord-
occidentale, rinvenuto nella cosiddetta “Aula rettangolare” del santuario di Monte S. 
Antonio a Siligo (SS) 29. La brocchetta enea richiama tutte le caratteristiche delle coeve 
produzioni orientali in ceramica, ma se ne discosta per la presenza del fondo cuspidato (fig. 
4:D-E). Anche l’inquadramento cronologico del reperto sardo riconduce ad un orizzonte 
che non oltrepassa il Bronzo Finale/Primo Ferro, collocabile dopo la seconda metà del X ed 
entro il IX secolo a.C. Inoltre la piccola oinochoe in bronzo è chiaramente una forma di 
provenienza esterna che non trova paralleli nella pur abbondante produzione nuragica del 
periodo, del resto ampiamente studiata proprio in relazione ai contatti con la metallurgia 

21  Núñez 2004, 116, 316, fig. 173; Núñez 2008, 39-41, fig. 14; come specificato dallo stesso studioso (Núñez 
2014b, 278, 348, 354, 369, nota 30), la brocca prima inquadrata nel tipo Jv1 risulterebbe ora inquadrabile nel 
tipo Jv 2d; da ultimo, per il corredo ceramico della U61: Núñez 2018, 11, fig. 5a5. 

22  Dayagi-Mendels 2002, 122; Mazar 2001, 26-27, fig. 9, 1. 
23  Amiran 1969, 272, fig. 281, tav. 92; dal medesimo centro provengono altre produzioni ceramiche del tardo IX 

secolo a.C., di tradizione e - probabilmente - produzione fenicia, che mostrano di derivare la propria 
fisionomia da esemplari metallici, come nel caso della forma aperta edita in Maeir - Shai 2007. 

24  Artzy 2006, tavv. 7-11. 
25  Botto 2014; per ulteriori brocche metalliche di età arcaica, classica ed ellenistica: Morpurgo 2008; Picard 

1995; Taloni 2015. 
26  Matthäus 1985, n. 539; vd. anche Grau-Zimmermann 1978, n. K3.  
27 Kourou 2012, 41, 49, fig. 1a.  
28  Jiménez Ávila 2002, 63-64, figg. 38-39; Botto 2014, 398. 
29  Lo Schiavo 2000, 219-221, fig. 6:4 a-b; vd. anche Sanna - Lo Schiavo 1992, 197-203, fig. 52:a. 
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cipriota. Nell’ambito di una generale riconsiderazione sulle sequenze dei ripostigli sardi, 
Nicola Ialongo conferma l’inquadramento della brocchetta enea, definita come un 
“pendaglio miniaturistico” (tipo 191; MSA-137), nel Primo Ferro 2A (locale Fase 7) 30. 
 
2.3. I confronti in avorio 

Come già notato in alcuni lavori precedenti di Maria Taloni 31, i diretti confronti per il 
reperto cartaginese sono rintracciabili in analoghe realizzazioni in avorio provenienti da 
Nimrud e dall’Heraion di Samo. Nel contesto insulare greco si conosce un esemplare, 
frammentario, caratterizzato dall’attacco inferiore dell’ansa configurato a palmetta (fig. 
5:A), rinvenuto nel deposito del pozzo G del santuario assieme ad altri avori e bronzi 
figurati di importazione orientale, tra i quali si può almeno segnalare la presenza di oggetti 
d’uso (pettine) e di una protome maschile con barba appuntita e tripartita (fig. 5:B), 
secondo un modello di ascendenza orientale che si riflette, altresì, in una serie di bronzi 
antropomorfi di fattura levantina 32, nell’ambito di un contesto santuariale che recepisce 
anche alcuni calderoni bronzei con protomi di grifoni di probabile produzione urartea 33. Ma 
il rinvenimento dal tempio di Hera senza dubbio più importante ai fini dell’inquadramento 
dei rapporti internazionali che stanno alla base della ricezione di questi oggetti, è il 
significativo elemento di bardatura equina (frontalino) con iscrizione aramaica di Hazael di 
Damasco (fig. 5:C) 34, sovrano di Aram nella seconda metà del IX sec. a.C. 35 

La brocchetta di Nimrud (fig. 6:A), appartenente al gruppo di avori individuato da 
William Kennet Loftus (1821-1858) durante gli scavi del 1854-1855 rimasti pressoché 
inediti 36 (da cui lo studio di R.D. Barnett del 1957 37), è un documento prezioso per 
ragionare sugli aspetti cronologici e sui rapporti tra Cartagine e l’area levantina in relazione 
alla ricezione di prodotti raffinati dell’artigianato. Il recipiente in avorio, frammentario, si 
caratterizza per il particolare attacco inferiore dell’ansa configurato a forma di palmetta 
come nell’esemplare da Samo, mentre le peculiarità morfologiche si richiamano alle forme 
ceramiche discusse nel paragrafo precedente.  

30  Essa proviene dalla US19 dell’edificio 9 in cui vennero rinvenute alcune ceramiche di produzione fenicia, 
anche con rivestimenti in Red-Slip: Ialongo 2010, 367, figg. 25:6-8 (vol. I); 190, fig. 24 (vol. II).  

31  Taloni 2012, 80-81, fig. 2, e-g; Taloni 2013, 310-312, fig. 1, 2-3; Taloni  2015 123-124, 128, 130, figg. 4, 
11:3; si deve tuttavia segnalare che la brocchetta assira viene erroneamente attribuita ai depositi del SW 
Palace, con una cronologia di fine VIII secolo a.C.; cfr. anche Freyer-Schauenburg 1966, 95-97, tav. 27:b; 
Botto 2014, 401, nota 40. 

32  Freyer-Schauenburg 1966, 95-97, tav. 27:a (brocchetta); tav. 17 (protome maschile barbuta); vd. anche 
Jiménez Ávila 2015, 205-206, fig. 8:2. 

33  Kyrieleis 1990, 19-21, figg. 4-5; Lipiński 2004, 156-158. 
34  Amadasi Guzzo 1987; Fales 2006; Naso 2015, 375. 
35  Un oggetto simile (paraocchi) con iscrizione menzionante il sovrano siriano proviene anche dal tempio di 

Apollo ad Eretria, a ulteriore dimostrazione dei contatti privilegiati tra l’Eubea e le coste siro-levantine, di cui 
un chiaro riflesso è desumibile anche sotto il profilo dei primi grammata documentati, come nel caso della 
nota iscrizione semitica KPLŠ; il contesto di rinvenimento, non ricostruibile con certezza, dovrebbe riferirsi 
ad un deposito del tardo VII secolo a.C. con oggetti appartenenti originariamente ai primi contesti abitativi 
delle élites eretriesi di fine IX-inizi VIII secolo a.C.: Boffa 2013, 32-34, fig. 4; vd. anche Mazarakis Ainian 
1997, 59-62. 

36  Mallowan 1952, 3, 15-19; Mallowan 1954, 71; Barnett 1935, 186-188; Herrmann - Laidlaw 2013a, 85-86. 
37  Barnett 1957; Mallowan 1966; Oates - Oates 2004, 6, 227-228. 
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Il reperto venne rinvenuto nel palazzo South-East (“Burnt Palace”) di Nimrud che, 
analogamente ai più noti palazzi NW, SW e ad altri complessi di edifici dell’acropoli, subì 
duramente le conseguenze del dirompente incendio occorso durante i convulsi anni del 
tracollo dell’Impero assiro, precisamente durante il sacco della città (avvenuto più o meno 
contemporaneamente a quello di Ninive nel 612 a.C.). La colorazione scura del reperto si 
deve pertanto all’azione del fuoco che ha conferito questo aspetto alla pressoché totalità 
degli avori rinvenuti dal Loftus a Nimrud 38. Dal punto di vista cronologico, le costruzioni 
dei complessi che insistono nel settore SE dell’acropoli (fig. 6:B) e nello specifico il primo 
palazzo neo-assiro 39 (Fasi D-F; 1A), successivamente denominato Burnt Palace, devono 
essere attribuiti ad Aššurnaṣirpal II (ca. 885-859 a.C.) 40 o, meno probabilmente, al figlio 
Shalmaneser III (ca. 858-824 a.C.).  

Come segnalava R.D. Barnett, gli avori del cosiddetto “Loftus group” apparterrebbero 
dunque alla prima metà del IX secolo a.C. e sarebbero coerenti con la prima fase 
monumentale del complesso: «all were made (…) in the early ninth century, and installed 
in a small treasure chamber in a building of Ashurnasirpal during his lifetime, and remained 
there untouched by his obedient successors until the destruction of the empire itself» 41. 
Sebbene l’incendio sia ovviamente attribuibile all’ultima fase del Palazzo, anche Irene J. 
Winter ipotizza che gli avori possano essere «considerably earlier and kept as heirlooms», 
proponendo dei confronti con le iconografie documentate nell’alta Siria (Tell Halaf) 42. 

Gli avori levantini - al fianco di quelli prodotti localmente e al netto di quelli realizzati 
da artigiani “deportati” - giungevano nella capitale assira, almeno a partire dal IX secolo 
a.C., attraverso differenti modalità di acquisizione e come beni di lusso che venivano 
commercializzati ma anche, com’è noto, saccheggiati e requisiti come forme di tributo 
soprattutto nel caso del mobilio intarsiato, non di rado realizzato con legno di cedro e/o 
ebano. Nel caso della brocchetta in avorio del “Loftus group” potrebbe trattarsi di un 
contenitore funzionale, facente parte degli arredi del Palazzo e utilizzato durante i 
complessi cerimoniali di corte.  

In maniera suggestiva, si possono qui richiamare diverse placchette in avorio, sempre da 
Nimrud, che restituiscono un’iconografia particolare e diverse varianti di un tema narrativo 
legato alla libagione e ai rituali che prevedevano l’uso di una brocchetta, che appare 
rappresentata in forma slanciata, con sottili anse e ampia bocca lobata: i pannelli con 
“Pharaohs with sceptres and jugs” provengono soprattutto dalla Room SW.11/12 del Forte 
Salmanassar (fig. 7:A) 43, ma diversi paralleli sono rintracciabili anche nei materiali da 
SW.37 (fig. 7:C-F) 44 e da SW.7 (fig. 7:B) 45; i confronti per questo genere di raffigurazioni, 

38  Sempre a Nimrud, dalla stanza T10 del Fort Shalmaneser proviene «a large number of heavily burnt ivories 
and the long bones of an elephant»: Curtis 2008, 57; in generale le tracce degli incendi e i depositi di cenere 
sono molto diffusi in tutti gli edifici dell’acropoli. 

39  Fasi D-F in Oates - Reid 1956; Fasi 1A-2A in Mallowan 1954; il rifacimento successivo (Fase F) è attribuibile 
a Adad-nirari III (ca. 823-811 a.C.): Oates - Oates 2004, 124-130; Pedde 2012, 856; Reade 2011, 116. 

40  Mallowan 1954, 63-65, pl. XI. 
41  Barnett 1935, 198; sul diario di scavo del Loftus: Reade 2008, 5. 
42  Winter 1976a, 15, nota 67; sull’argomento anche Barag 1983; Di Paolo 2009, 136-139. 
43  Winter 1976b, 39-40, fig. 15 (ND. 11035); vd. anche Mallowan 1966, 506, 547-548, fig.481. 
44  Mallowan 1966, 542-544; pl. 4, 23-24; Herrmann - Laidlaw 2013b, 34-35, 57-58, fig. 2g. 
45  Mallowan - Herrmann 1974, 10, 106, tav. XCV, 87: «youth wearing the triple atef crown» (Metropolitan 

Museum di New York, ND. 7579); Mallowan 1966, 506, fig. 412. 
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di forte influenza levantina, possono essere riconosciuti in alcuni rilievi da Arslan Tash, 
Zinçirli, Karkemish, suggerendo l’appartenenza, in alcuni casi, allo stile “North Syrian” o 
“Syrian-Intermediate” in altri al “Classic Phoenician” 46. Eccezionalmente, il medesimo 
tema figurativo con la presenza di una brocchetta è riprodotto sui due lati del noto naiskos 
proveniente da Sidone, databile tra 850-675 a.C., attualmente conservato nel Musée du 
Louvre (fig. 8:A) 47, mentre in Occidente si ritrova su un rasoio da Cartagine (fig. 8:B) 48, 
secondo un fenomeno di “transizione” figurativa già messa in evidenza per un altro tema 
iconografico documentato negli avori di Nimrud e riprodotto nei rasoi bronzei punici 49. In 
relazione alla forma ceramica di riferimento, analoghe conclusioni sull’identificazione 
proposta in questa sede sono state recentemente avanzate da Eric Gubel: «the piriform 
juglets held by acolytes on another series of ivory panels illustrate a type already present 
amongst Phoenician imports at Tell es-Safi in the 9th century BCE, as well in the Salamis 
and Amathous horizons» 50. Benché le figurazioni proposte possano solo ipoteticamente 
ricondurre alle reali forme vascolari effettivamente in uso tra IX e VIII secolo a.C., il 
tentativo di identificazione tra iconografie dei manufatti (talvolta molto precise) e oggetti 
concretamente esistiti può comunque condurre ad interessanti letture che sembrano 
mostrare una standardizzazione delle forme e delle modalità di rappresentazione di queste, 
specialmente nelle scene legate al consumo cerimoniale di vino durante i banchetti 
funerari 51.  

Un’ultima considerazione merita la particolare conformazione dell’attacco inferiore 
dell’ansa, riproducente una “palmetta” sia nella brocchetta eburnea di Samo che in quella di 
Nimrud: anche in questo caso, i confronti tipologici e la finezza dell’intaglio richiamano 
identiche configurazioni apprezzabili su un’ingente quantità di pannelli eburnei e anche su 
oggetti funzionali, come nell’esempio fornito da due frontlets in avorio provenienti dal 
pozzo AJ del Palazzo NW di Nimrud (fig. 9:A-B) e da un analogo oggetto in bronzo da 
Enkomi (fig. 9:C) 52, nei quali la conformazione della palmetta è molto simile a quella 
intagliata nella brocchetta in avorio del Burnt Palace. Inoltre, come segnalato sopra, in 
forma isolata e funzionale le stesse palmette caratterizzeranno gli attacchi inferiori delle 
brocche fenicie e cipriote in argento e in bronzo (vd. supra).  
 
3. LONG-DISTANCE TRADE, COMMERCIO DI ANTIQUARIA O TESAURIZZAZIONE? 

Come appare evidente dai confronti proposti, la brocchetta in avorio da Cartagine imita 
quasi fedelmente, seppure in dimensioni inferiori, un particolare tipo di brocca trilobata in 
Red-Slip che non appare documentata oltre il IX secolo a.C. e che sembra costituire, al pari 
delle neck-ridge jug rispetto alle brocche con orlo espanso, il predecessore diretto delle 
brocche bilobate dell’VIII secolo a.C.  

46  Herrmann - Laidlaw 2013b, 57-58, 89-90, fig. 4:j. 
47  Aimé-Giron 1934; da ultimo: Gubel 2016, 174, fig. 9; vd. anche Herrmann - Laidlaw - Coffey 2009, 79-80, 

fig. 26. 
48  Acquaro 1971, fig. 26, tav. XII, Ca 61; Cecchini 2005, 259-260, fig. 8. 
49  Secci 2011. 
50  Gubel 2000, 200-201, fig. 21:a-c. 
51  Núñez 2018, 17-19, fig. 6; vd. anche Stampolidis 2001, 69. 
52  Herrmann - Laidlaw 2013a, 93-94, fig. 10; Gubel 2005, 123-133, figg. 13-14, 20. 
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Il settore della necropoli di Douïmès da cui proviene il reperto in avorio si configura 
come uno dei più arcaici finora noti, anche se le descrizioni fornite dal suo scavatore 
consentono di circoscrivere la cronologia di numerose tombe tra la fine del VII e la prima 
metà del VI secolo a.C. Per tali motivi riteniamo comunque possibile che l’oggetto in 
avorio possa essere sensibilmente più antico del relativo contesto funerario e abbia dunque 
subito una forma di tesaurizzazione. Del resto anche a Cartagine non è insolito, proprio in 
relazione agli oggetti di produzione vicino-orientale o egizia, assistere a fenomeni di 
acquisizione e riutilizzo che appaiono molto evidenti soprattutto per altre categorie di 
manufatti, come gli scarabei, i sigilli cilindrici o le coppe metalliche, seppure se non 
mancano interessanti casi di manufatti eburnei di chiara ascendenza levantina e anche 
“mesopotamica” 53. Secondo un’altra ipotesi il pezzo potrebbe fra parte di un circuito 
mercantile di antiquaria, tendente a veicolare verso Occidente oggetti di pregio più antichi 
anche di diversi secoli, secondo un fenomeno non insolito soprattutto nella prima metà del I 
millennio a.C.  

Quanto alla localizzazione della bottega responsabile della realizzazione del pezzo, 
crediamo che l’abilità tecnica e i confronti stilistici indirizzino verso una manifattura 
orientale, probabilmente fenicia o più latamente del Levante meridionale. Il quesito sul 
centro di fabbricazione delle brocche si collega alla più generale tematica degli avori 
orientali e delle diverse correnti artistiche documentate soprattutto nei pannelli che 
decoravano gli arredi interni dei principali edifici assiri. Nel nostro caso, rimarcando 
l’ambientazione cronologica del tipo entro il IX secolo a.C., crediamo che potesse trattarsi 
di un’elaborazione di un centro fenicio; la lunga e complessa storia degli studi sulle 
produzioni eburnee del Vicino Oriente del I millennio a.C. 54, consente infatti oggi di 
riconoscere, a lato di una serie di scuole e botteghe attive in diversi centri siro-palestinesi 
fin dall’età del Bronzo, anche dei centri di produzione localizzabili nell’areale della Fenicia 
e nel sud del Levante (e.g. Samaria), da cui il reperto di Nimrud venne verosimilmente 
saccheggiato per confluire nel nuovo palazzo del sovrano assiro Aššurnaṣirpal II. 

Dopo le prime incursioni di Tiglath-pileser I nelle coste del “mare superiore” con i doni 
imprecisati ricevuti dalle città di Arado, Biblo e Sidone attorno al 1100 a.C., fu proprio 
sotto Aššurnaṣirpal II che vennero ottenuti i primi ingenti tributi, tra i quali è forse possibile 
riconoscere dell’avorio, anche se G. Bunnens ha espresso delle pesanti riserve 
sull’interpretazione del testo di riferimento, riconducendo il termine con significato di 
“denti/avorio” all’animale marino citato nel testo degli annali (nāḫiru) piuttosto che ai denti 
di elefante (šinni pīri). Inoltre, sebbene la riscossione dei tributi dai “re della costa” 
continuò con il successore Shalmaneser III (18° campagna dell’841 e durante il 21° anno di 
regno nell’838 a.C.) e con i sovrani successivi, per la prima menzione certa dell’avorio 
come tributo proveniente dalla Fenicia occorre discendere cronologicamente fino ad 
Esarhaddon 55. 

In relazione ai contesti greci che hanno restituito avori e oggetti pregiati in metallo di 
provenienza orientale, Edward Lipiński sostiene che «these objects did not reach Samos 

53  Si veda, ad esempio, il frammento in avorio decorato, non più documentabile perché disperso, studiato in 
Redissi 2007. 

54 Cecchini - Mazzoni - Scigliuzzo 2009. 
55 Bunnens 1985, 126-128; sulla questione si veda anche: Fales 2017, 223-224, 250-255, nota 170. 
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and Euboea directly from their first owner, in the second part of the 9th century B.C., but 
were offered later to the temples as valuable objects acquired somehow by trade with Syro-
Phoenicia» 56. 

Considerando la non diffusa ricezione di oggetti pregiati di derivazione orientale nei 
contesti delle tombe cartaginesi (ricordiamo, ad esempio, una serie di cylinder seals neo-
assiri e una patera in bronzo), pensiamo che una forma di commercio secondario, con 
oggetti raffinati appartenenti a varie epoche e distribuiti in Occidente, possa aver condotto 
la brocchetta in avorio entro il corredo della sepoltura cartaginese, anche se rimane sullo 
sfondo l’alternativa ipotesi che la forma di tesaurizzazione sia da ricercarsi all’interno della 
stessa comunità cartaginese, con la presenza di un “cimelio di famiglia” che viene deposto 
dopo diverse generazioni come parte di un corredo funerario. 
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Fig. 1 - Riproduzione grafica della brocca eburnea dalla necropoli cartaginese di Douïmès 
(A; Culican 1968, 281, fig. 2); brocca in Red-Slip proveniente dalla necropoli cipriota di 
Amatunte, Tomba 384 (B; Stampolidis 2001, 88, fig. 192; Bikai 1987a, tav. XIV, 355); 
elaborazione dell’Autore. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 - Localizzazione del settore necropolare di Douïmès a Cartagine (da: Google Earth; 
Benichou-Safar 1982, fig. 139); fotografia (A; Khelifi 2017, 34, n. 52) e disegno (B; 
Culican 1968, 281, fig. 2) della brocchetta in avorio rinvenuta nel 1896; rielaborazione 
dell’Autore.   
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Fig. 3 - Forme ceramiche in Red-Slip del IX sec. a.C. dall’area levantina e da Cipro: Tiro 
(A; Núñez 2004, fig. 173; Núñez 2018, fig. 5a5), Joya (B; Vibert Chapman 1972, fig. 
27:261), Khaldé (C; Culican 1982, fig. 5:d), Khirbet Silm (D; Culican 1982, fig. 8:a), 
Akhziv (E; Mazar 2001, fig. 9:192; Prausnitz 1982, fig. 3), Tell es-Safi (F; Amiran 1969, 
fig. 281), Kourion (G; Culican 1982, tav. 5:e), Amathus (H; Bikai 1987a, tav. XIV:353, 
355); rielaborazione dell’Autore (non in scala). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 - Brocche in metallo da Cipro nella Collezione Cesnola (A; Taloni 2015, figg. 1:1, 
7), dall’Antro Ideo a Creta (B; Kourou 2012, fig. 1a), dalla necropoli di Cartagine (C; 
Delattre 1897, fig. 88); fotografia e riproduzione grafica della brocchetta miniaturistica 
dalla Sardegna (D-E; Lo Schiavo 2000, fig. 6:4 a-b; Ialongo 2010, vol. II, fig. 24); 
rielaborazione dell’Autore.  
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Fig. 5 - Brocchetta (A; Taloni 2015, fig. 11:3), testina eburnea (B; Jiménez Ávila 2015, fig. 
8:2) e frontalino in bronzo con iscrizione aramaica (C; Bonatz 2014, tav. XXVI) 
dall’Heraion di Samo; rielaborazione dell’Autore. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 - Riproduzione fotografica e grafica della brocchetta eburnea (A; Barnett 1935, tav. 
XXIV:1) proveniente dal Burnt Palace nella cittadella di Nimrud (B; Barnett 1957; 
Mallowan 1954, tav. XI; Oates - Oates 2004, fig. 78; Gabellone - Scardozzi 2007, fig. 30); 
rielaborazione dell’Autore.   
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Fig. 7 - Pannelli eburnei dal Forte Salmanassar a Nimrud: dalla Room SW.12 (A; 
Herrmann - Laidlaw 2013b, 57, fig. 3a; Winter 1976b, fig. 15), da SW.7 (B; Mallowan - 
Herrmann 1974, tav. XCV:87) e da SW. 37 (C; Herrmann 1986, tav. 79:347; D; tav. 
81:357; E; tav. 76:337; F; tav. 80:350); rielaborazione dell’Autore. 
 
 

 

Fig. 8 - Monumento lapideo (naiskos) da Sidone (A; Gubel 2016, fig. 9) e rasoio in bronzo 
da Cartagine (B; Cecchini 2005, fig. 8); rielaborazione dell’Autore.   
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Fig. 9 - Frontalini in avorio da Nimrud (A; Herrmann - Laidlaw - Coffey 2009, tav. 78:254; 
B; Gubel 2005, fig. 13) e in bronzo da Enkomi (C; Gubel 2005, fig. 20); rielaborazione 
dell’Autore. 
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In ricordo di Cristiano Grottanelli (1946 - 2010) 

 
L’atteggiamento nei confronti del problema costituito dal tofet e l’accanimento dedicato 

da taluno nel tentativo di dimostrare quello che per il momento è assolutamente 
indimostrabile, ossia come siano morti i bambini incenerati, non costituisce fortunatamente 
il complesso degli studi dedicati ancor oggi a questa importante istituzione religiosa fenicia. 

Ben altri intenti, nei quali prevalgono lo spirito di servizio e la dottrina, sono ravvisabili 
invece, nei due volumi recentemente apparsi, l’uno edito nel 2016 da Stefano Franchini, dal 
titolo “Moloch e i bambini del re. Il sacrificio dei figli nella Bibbia”, 1 e l’altro da Bruno 
D’Andrea nel 2018, intitolato “Bambini nel ‘limbo’. Dati e proposte interpretative sui tofet 
fenici e punici” 2. 

Bruno D’Andrea, studioso formatosi alla Sapienza e presso il Dipartimento di Studi 
asiatici dell’Università “L’Orientale” di Napoli, tratta ormai da molti anni i santuari tofet 
nei suoi diversi aspetti e negli esiti cronologici, dalle origini alle interpretazioni numidiche. 
Ne fa fede la sua bibliografia ricca di opere in alcuni casi molto impegnative tra le quali è 
compresa anche una monografia 3. Sono presenti anche alcuni contributi realizzati in 
collaborazione con Sara Giardino 4, studiosa che si occupa con successo di produzione 
ceramica fenicia. Gli obiettivi, pienamente mantenuti, sono illustrati nell’Introduzione, ove 
l’Autore afferma che: «Il presente volume si pone l’obiettivo di “remettre l’église au milieu 
du village”, dove la chiesa sta per la documentazione diretta proveniente dai tofet che resta 
la base di riferimento imprescindibile per affrontare l’esame di questi santuari. Esso vuole 
offrire a coloro che si occupano e si occuperanno del tema uno strumento di lavoro 
sintetico, equilibrato e facilmente consultabile che consenta di avere un quadro chiaro e 
completo in relazione ai tofet e alla questione dei bambini, cercando al tempo stesso di 
introdurre qualche elemento nuovo e di indicare e precisare i modelli interpretativi che 
meglio si adeguano all’intero quadro documentario»5. Grazie al rigore scientifico di Bruno 
D’Andrea, profondo conoscitore delle problematiche inerenti il tofet, ben noto santuario che 
soprattutto in alcune città fenicie e puniche del Mediterraneo centrale ha ospitato i resti 
mortali di bambini, è recentemente apparso il volume: “Bambini nel ‘limbo’. Dati e 

1 Franchini 2016, 498. 
2 D’Andrea 2018b, tav. XXXIII , 170.  
3 D’Andrea 2012, 2479-2496; 2014a; 2014b, 123-144; 2015a, 495-500; 2015b, 197-214; 2017, 1-23; 2018a, 37-

63. 
4 D’Andrea - Giardino 2011, 133-157; 2013, 1-29. 
5 D’Andrea 2018b, 3. 
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prospettive interpretative sui tofet fenici e punici”, edito a Roma nel 2018, nell’ambito della 
Collection dell’Ecole Française de Rome, 552. Il volume, che contiene una parte 
introduttiva a cura di Michel Gras e una prefazione dell’Autore, consta di 170 pagine e di 
XXXIII tavole. Il sommario è costituito da due parti, l’una concernente ‘I dati’ e l’altra 
‘L’interpretazione dei bambini deposti nei tofet: certezze e ipotesi’. Queste parti a loro 
volta sono ripartite, la prima, in due capitoli, il primo riguarda ‘La documentazione 
archeologica ed epigrafica’ mentre il secondo è dedicato alle ‘Fonti indirette e materiali di 
confronto’. La seconda parte, necessariamente più ampia, è suddivisa in tre capitoli, dei 
quali il primo contiene la ‘Storia degli studi’, il secondo capitolo riferisce su ‘Lo status 
quaestionis: dati acquisiti, questioni dubbie ed elementi di critica interpretativa’, mentre il 
terzo capitolo affronta le problematiche riguardanti ‘Il ruolo dei bambini deposti nei tofet: i 
modelli interpretativi’. Due utili appendici contengono, la prima, una ‘Selezione delle fonti 
veterotestamentarie sul ‘tofet’, su ‘Molek’ e sul ‘passaggio per il fuoco’ e, la seconda una 
‘Selezione delle fonti in lingua greca e latina sul sacrificio umano/di bambini praticato da 
Fenici e Cartaginesi’. Una bibliografia ben selezionata contiene tutte le opere utili 
riguardanti le problematiche discusse nel volume. Concludono la monografia una ‘Lista 
delle illustrazioni, dei grafici e delle tabelle’, l’utile ‘Indice tematico’ e il ‘Sommario’ 
descritto. 

Ciò che colpisce fin dai primi brani del volume è il rapporto dell’Autore con il tema del 
volume, tema che Bruno D’Andrea ha avuto modo di affrontare più volte nel corso degli 
anni in numerosi lavori, che, con un notevole e non comune savoir faire, non risultano tutti 
pedantemente elencati nella pur nutrita bibliografia. L’Autore riesce ad affrontare la 
tematica del volume, nei confronti della quale ha una posizione ben precisa, ma non di 
parte. Come è noto ai cultori del tema, io stesso mi sono occupato della materia in 
numerose occasioni, poiché la mia attività di archeologo mi ha necessariamente portato più 
volte nel campo specifico 6.  

Completa il volume una ricca bibliografia tutta ampiamente utilizzata, citata nel testo e 
non ridotta a un mero elenco del tipo “Que sais-je?”, che ho avuto modo di incontrare 
presso altri autori e di citare in altre occasioni7. 

Alla preziosa opera di Bruno D’Andrea si affianca il libro di Stefano Franchini, il cui 
titolo non lascia dubbi: “Moloch e i bambini del re”, il cui sottotitolo: “Il sacrificio dei figli 
nella Bibbia chiarisce le finalità indagate e i risultati conseguiti dall’Autore. Edito nel 2016 
per i tipi delle Edizioni Studium di Roma, il volume affronta il tema del presunto sacrificio 
di bambini al dio Moloch, con un’esegesi originale ma al contempo rigorosa della 
tradizione biblica. L’articolato sommario preannuncia il preciso quadro teorico che regge 
l’indagine, per cui, come si avrà modo di constatare al termine della lettura del volume, la 
trattazione risulta totalmente scevra da preconcetti e da proiezioni incontrollate. Stefano 
Franchini è autore di altri altrettanto interessanti contributi sul tema specifico, che hanno 
preceduto e seguito il volume in oggetto8, ivi compresa una versione ridotta in lingua 
tedesca del volume presentato in questa sede. 

6 Bartoloni 2016, 4. 
7 Bartoloni 2015, 164. 
8 Franchini 2015, 9-23; 2017, 24-27. 
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L’introduzione ci pone davanti al problema dell’infanzia in relazione allo status di 
adulto e vista dagli adulti. L’autore si interroga su: «Quale arcana motivazione spinge ad 
associare l’infanzia, soprattutto nella sua fase neonatale, all’inaccettabile e irragionevole 
idea di un Dio sanguinario e alla ‘realtà’ di pratiche così cruente?»9. Si tratta del presunto 
sacrificio dei bambini praticato nella Valle di Ben-Hinnom, alla periferia meridionale 
dell’antica Gerusalemme, nel luogo di culto chiamato con il toponimo Tofet dalle fonti 
bibliche. 

Il dio Moloch, sul quale sono stati letteralmente utilizzati fiumi di inchiostro e della cui 
esistenza si è dubitato da molto tempo 10, pretendeva il sacrificio estremo: la vita dei propri 
figli. Perché per così tanto tempo sia la tradizione ebraico-cristiana sia la più avanzata 
critica biblica hanno affermato la veridicità e l’esistenza storica di una prassi cultuale 
talmente spietata e inconcepibile, benché apparentemente lontana nel tempo, senza mai 
criticarne l’esistenza e senza metterne seriamente in dubbio la veridicità? Il volume di 
Stefano Franchini, strutturalmente interdisciplinare e non limitato alle sole fonti 
archeologiche, analizza dunque un tema antico e oscuro, divenuto ormai un topos nella 
storia delle religioni. Avvalendosi dei principali strumenti esegetici e storico-critici ad 
ampio spettro, e muovendo, per la prima volta nella storia di questo particolare presunto 
rito, dalla “storia e teoria dell’infanzia” nonché da premesse desunte dalla pedagogia, dalla 
psicoanalisi e dalla teologia politica, l’indagine mette in serio dubbio le interpretazioni 
sacrificali sinora formulate soprattutto in ambito biblico e archeologico, e offre così, 
all’interno di una cornice storiografica inedita e di longue durée, una spiegazione meno 
feroce, ma certamente più umana e razionalmente più condivisibile dei testi e dei reperti 
nonché del rapporto che lega la Gerusalemme biblica e il mondo punico. In definitiva, 
perché si ascrivono ai soli Fenici e Cartaginesi pratiche talmente orrende, mentre, 
accadimenti simili, apparentemente testimoniati presso altri popoli dell’antichità, sono 
trascurati e assolti d’ufficio? Si ricordi per esempio la tradizione dell’esposizione lungo le 
pendici del monte Taigeto dei fanciulli spartani nati deformi dimostratasi non dimostrabile 
alla luce delle più recenti indagini archeologiche 11. Occorrerà interrogarsi anche da un 
punto di vista antropologico 12 sul significato recondito del sacrificio dei propri figli nel 
mondo antico, quale per esempio quello della giovane Ifigenia 13. Fenici e Cartaginesi sono 
popoli «perdenti» e, come tali, disprezzabili e ai quali si possono attribuire ogni sorta di 
nefandezze senza tema di smentite, anche per offrire in modo sbrigativo e truculento agli 
ascoltatori e ai lettori meno avveduti «piccoli brividi» a buon mercato. 

Si tenga presente che in età fenicia e punica sono noti dieci santuari di questo tipo, 
prescindendo ovviamente da quelli più tardi, legati al mondo numidico. Sono noti due tofet 
in terra africana, uno a Cartagine, databile tra il 750 e il 146 a.C. 14, ancora in parte 
esplorabile e, mentre scriviamo queste note, in corso di scavo da parte di Imed Ben Jerbania 
dell’Institut du Patrimoine. L’altra area sacra fu rinvenuta a Sousse, è stata resa nota da 

9 Franchini 2016, 27-28. 
10 Garbini 1980, 193; Moscati 1991; Moscati - Ribichini 1991, 3-44; Ribichini 2013, 209-230; Kerr 2018, 59-80. 
11 Huys 1996, 47-74. 
12 Buttitta 2008, 83-97; Schwartz 2016, 103-125. 
13 Greenberg 2010, 164-196. 
14 Bénichou-Safar 2004, 121-38. 
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Pierre Cintas 15 e non è più reperibile poiché sommersa nell’area portuale. Secondo gli studi 
più aggiornati, la cronologia sembrerebbe essere stata compresa tra la seconda metà VII e la 
fine I/inizio II sec. d.C. 16 Per quanto riguarda la Sicilia, anche in questo caso sono stati 
rinvenuti due santuari. Il primo e più antico, poiché è databile tra la metà dell’VIII e la fine 
del IV secolo a.C., è stato oggetto d’indagine a più riprese fin dai primi decenni del ‘900, a 
cura di Joseph Withaker, successivamente tra gli anni ‘60 e ‘80 dello stesso secolo a opera 
di Antonia Ciasca, quindi in questi ultmi anni da Lorenzo Nigro che ne ha fissato 
definitivamente sia l’estensione che la cronologia 17. Negli anni ‘80 del secolo scorso, 
durante gli scavi nel quartiere di età punico inserito nell’acropoli di Selinunte, a cura di 
Vincenzo Tusa, fu rinvenuta una piccola area sacra, classificata come tofet dallo studioso, 
che ha conservato alcuni contenitori fittili che conservavano nel loro interno ossa combuste 
di piccoli animali, tra i quali alcuni ovi-caprini 18. Per quanto riguarda la Sardegna, 
nell’isola sono stati rinvenuti sei tofet, tre dei quali certamente hanno avuto inizio con la 
fondazione dei rispettivi centri abitati, mentre i restanti tre, sulla base dei reperti conservati, 
sembrerebbero fondati non prima della metà del V secolo a.C. Al primo gruppo 
appartengono le aree sacre di Sulky, di Tharros e di Bitia, mentre del secondo gruppo fanno 
parte i santuari di Cagliari, Monte Sirai e Nora. Il tofet di Sulky, noto come area 
archeologica fin dall’antichità, fu identificato da Gennaro Pesce nel 1956 19 e 
successivamente esplorato a più riprese sia da Ferruccio Barreca, nel biennio 1968-1969, 
sia da Paolo Bernardini, nel periodo tra il 1995 e il 2006 20. Attualmente di questo santuario 
restano indenni solo alcuni lembi. Il santuario di Tharros fu individuato sempre da Gennaro 
Pesce nel 1965 21 e poi, a partire dal 1973, indagato totalmente da Antonia Ciasca e da 
Enrico Acquaro 22. Ultimo tra quelli più antichi, con una cronologia che apparentemente si 
pone tra la metà del VII e la fine del VI secolo a.C., è il tofet di Bitia, ubicato sull’isolotto 
di Su Cardolinu 23, rinvenuto e identificato come santuario nel 1964 24. Del secondo gruppo 
di santuari fanno parte quello individuato a Cagliari nel 1940, ma non riconosciuto nella 
sua qualità di tofet, da Salvatore Puglisi 25. Attualmente l’area nella quale sorgeva il 
santuario, in località San Paolo, è non più individuabile 26. Sulla base delle urne recuperate, 
la cronologia di questo santuario si pone tra il V e il II secolo a.C. Per quanto riguarda 
Monte Sirai, il santuario, databile tra i primi anni del IV e i decenni attorno alla metà del II 
secolo a.C., fu scoperto, ma non identificato, nel 1892 27. Successivamente, nel 1963, 
furono iniziate le indagini a cura di Ferruccio Barreca 28, proseguite l’anno successivo a 

15 Cintas 1947, 1-80. 
16 Ben Abid 2014, 69-78; D’Andrea 2014a, 70-97. 
17 Nigro 2013, 37-53. 
18 Tusa 1974, 54-55; De Vincenzo 2013, 286-87. 
19 Pesce 1961, 69-71. 
20 Bernardini 2008, 639-658. 
21 Pesce 1966, 170-71. 
22 Acquaro 1997, 119-22. 
23 Bartoloni 1996, 39-40. 
24  Barreca 1965, 142-60. 
25  Puglisi 1942, pp. 104-106. 
26  Bartoloni 2011.  
27  Moscati1988, 167-172. 
28  Barreca 1964, 20-22. 
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cura di Serena Maria Cecchini 29 e, quindi, dal 1979 al 1984, dirette da Sandro Filippo 
Bondì 30 con la collaborazione di chi scrive, che ha curato l’edizione totale delle urne 31. 
Come quello di Tharros, anche il tofet di Monte Sirai è stato totalmente indagato. Da ultimo 
il tofet di Nora, anch’esso individuato negli anni 1890 e 1891, ma non riconosciuto nella 
sua qualità di santuario, da Giovanni Patroni 32. Attualmente l’area del santuario non è 
esplorabile poiché in parte inserita in un terreno privato e in parte sommersa a causa 
dell’innalzamento del livello del mare. Sulla base delle stele e delle pochissime urne 
superstiti, la cronologia del santuario si pone tra il V e il II secolo a.C. 33 Resta da citare il 
supposto tofet rinvenuto nel 1819 all’esterno della cinta muraria della città di Rabat, 
nell’isola di Malta 34. 

In conclusione, si tratta di due splendidi e complessi volume, ricchissimi di rimandi che 
lasciano trasparire il bagaglio culturale imponente dei loro Autori e una ricerca articolata e 
interdisciplinare, che, grazie all’esegesi impeccabile delle fonti, fornisce una spiegazione 
plausibile del presunto rito cruento e delle sue origini, risultando non scontata e 
profondamente meditata al di fuori di quelli che sono in definitiva gli scarni dati concessi 
dalla ricerca archeologica e solo parzialmente svelati e compresi. Si tratta senza dubbio di 
due letture che si integrano l’una con l’altra e che consiglierei caldamente a tutti, specie ai 
fautori dell’ipotetico olocausto dei bambini. 
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I due volumetti, recensiti con il presente e il successivo review article, ricordano l’opera 

di due importanti semitisti bresciani, nel ventennale della scomparsa, l’uno soprattutto 
biblista e filologo del semitico di Nord-Ovest, l’altro soprattutto assiriologo e storico del 
Vicino Orienta antico, ambedue amici stretti, venuti a mancare in anni non lontani. I volumi 
sono il risultato di due giornate di studio tenutesi presso la sezione di Brescia 
dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, organizzate dal Prof. Giancarlo Toloni, curatore 
anche delle versioni a stampa delle due commemorazioni. 

Francesco Vattioni, monsignor Vattioni, come era chiamato da colleghi e amici, dopo 
aver tenuto corsi di Ebraico presso l’Università di Roma “La Sapienza”, dove aveva 
conseguito la libera docenza in Filologia biblica, divenne ben presto docente all’allora 
Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli (ora Università di Napoli “L’Orientale”); vi 
insegnò sia Filologia semitica, dal 1977 come incaricato e dal 1980 come professore 
ordinario, sia Lingua e letteratura ebraica biblica e medievale. Lugi Cagni, padre barnabita, 
si legò di amicizia con mons. Vattioni proprio a Napoli, dove fu professore incaricato di 
Storia del Vicino Oriente preislamico dal 1971 e di Assiriologia, dal 1975 come incaricato, 
come ordinario dal 1980. Era stato assistente dell’assiriologo G.R. Castellino, con il quale 
si era laureato (in Assiriologia) presso l’Università di Roma, specializzandosi poi a 
Heidelberg.  

I due professori e amici ebbero dunque un destino simile – con ben diverse personalità 
umane e scientifiche – , e lasciarono un’ impronta specifica e duratura negli ambiti ai quali 
si dedicarono con sapienza e tenacia. Le due opere qui presentate , simili per 
organizzazione esterna, mettono molto bene in rilievo l’originalità del contributo di 
ciascuno.  

Francesco Vattioni, essenzialmente biblista per formazione, svolse in questo campo 
un’attività molto importante di docente e di editore di testi. La valutano in due distinti 
capitoli G. Lacerenza, “Francesco Vattioni ebraista e docente all’Istituto Orientale di 
Napoli” (pp. 47-55) e G. Toloni “Filologia e parresia 1. Francesco Vattioni e gli studi 
biblici” (pp. 57-76), che mostrano, nei due casi, le capacità filologiche e la libertà di 
giudizio dello studioso. Mentre Lacerenza, che è stato allievo e successore di Vattioni, 
descrive vivacemente l’organizzazione dei corsi a Napoli, con l’interesse del docente 
concentrato soprattutto sulla possibilità di risalire allo stadio più antico dei testi biblici 

1 G. Toloni si diffonde sul significato da attribuire a questo termine derivato dal greco (vocabolo che indica la 
“libertà di parola”), che designa il coraggio della verità e quindi la libertà di spirito e di giudizio.  
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esaminati, Toloni espone lo spirito libero di Vattioni, indifferente a ogni partito preso o 
pregiudizio (accompagnato da un’erudizione eccezionale) che lo ha guidato nel redigere 
lavori importanti di esegeta, di traduttore e di filologo (si interessò soprattutto a Ben Sira e 
a Giobbe 2). È da ricordare che Vattioni fu anche condirettore per la Sacra Bibbia edita da 
Marietti (1963), traducendo in particolare Samuele e Daniele; fu inoltre tra i revisori del 
testo della Sacra Bibbia edita da UTET nel 1963 e direttore dell’edizione italiana della 
Bibbia di Gerusalemme del 1975 (dalla Bible de Jérusalem, 1948-1955). La sua opera 
considerata più famosa è, infine, in campo biblico, l’edizione poliglotta dell’Ecclesiastico 3 
(Ben Sira o Siracide), del 1968, un lavoro da certosino, nel quale sono messi a confronto 
tutti i frammenti ebraici allora noti (non poté tener conto dei testi trovati a Qumran e a 
Masada) con i passi delle altre versioni conosciute. Si deve ricordare inoltre il lavoro del 
1970 su Tobia (Studi e note sul libro di Tobia, Augustinianum 10, pp. 241-284). 

La vera passione che accompagnò la vita scientifica di F. Vattioni fu però l’epigrafia dei 
documenti in lingue semitiche di Nord-Ovest, e in maniera particolare in aramaico 
soprattutto delle fasi imperiale e media, e in fenicio, specificatamente del periodo punico e 
tardo-punico. In questi ambiti poi i suoi studi più rilevanti riguardarono l’onomastica e 
l’aspetto cultuale (da ricordare che F. Vattioni organizzò ben otto convegni internazionali 
intitolati Sangue ed antropologia, dei quali curò sollecitamente gli atti). Di queste attività 
testimonia, per l’aramaico il contributo di R. Contini, “Francesco Vattioni aramaista” (pp. 
17-35). Vattioni si occupò in questo campo di documenti soprattutto epigrafici tra il IX 
secolo a.C. e il III d.C. (tralasciando la documentazione letteraria e più recente),  redigendo 
elenchi sia di sigilli e avori, sia corpora di iscrizioni poco note o poco studiate fino ad allora 
(in particolare le iscrizioni siriache pagane e i testi di Hatra, corpora poi ripresi o eseguiti in 
parallelo da altri studiosi), nonché affrontando singoli problemi legati alla cultura nabatea. 
Ma la sua passione, come mostra bene Contini, si è rivolta in particolar modo 
all’antroponimia e alla toponomastica, che ha studiato ricorrendo anche a documenti  di 
altri ambiti linguistici (accadico, greco, latino).  

Le stesse tendenze: studio di singoli testi poco conosciuti, corpora onomastici, uso di 
fonti di altri ambiti, caratterizzano i lavori di fenicio di Vattioni, (G. Garbini, “Francesco 
Vattioni e gli studi fenicio-punici”, pp. 37-46). Garbini inserisce la figura di studioso di 
Vattioni “nella vicenda degli studi semitistici in Italia nella seconda metà del Novecento”, 
periodo che vide un’apertura degli studi biblici verso il più vasto mondo del Vicino Oriente 
antico, sia presso istituti pontifici (in particolare il Pontificio Istituto Biblico) sia presso le 
università italiane e una collaborazione importante tra le diverse istituzioni. La figura di 
scienziato poliedrico di Francesco Vattioni è spiegata così in parte sulla base del suo 
ambiente formativo. Le sue inclinazioni personali spiegano però sia le scelte dei soggetti 
dei suoi lavori scientifici, sempre ricercati per una spiccata curiosità, tipica di Vattioni, 
verso il poco indagato, sia il loro impianto originale e contemporaneamente erudito. Come 
nota Contini, non pochi lavori di Vattioni, specie di carattere epigrafico, sono tuttora unici e 
sarebbe interessante aggiornarli grazie alle conoscenze e alle tecniche editoriali attuali. 

Quanto illustrato dai singoli autori di ogni capitolo è ben messo in evidenza alla fine del 
volume dalla riedizione di un testo di Vattioni su Hatra (“Aspetti sacrificali nelle iscrizioni 

2 V. in particolare Per il testo di Giobbe, Napoli 1996. 
3 Ecclesiastico. Testo ebraico con apparato critico e versioni, greca, latina e siriaca, Napoli 1968. 
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di Hatra”4) e dalla bibliografia dello studioso curata da G. Toloni (pp. 101-138), preceduta 
da una densa nota biografica dovuta allo stesso Toloni. 

Luigi Cagni si è dedicato con grande generosità non solo ai suoi doveri di docente e 
ricercatore, ma, con particolare applicazione, a quelli legati al suo ordine religioso. Gli 
aspetti di queste attività sono ben messi in rilievo nel volume che lo commemora. “P. Luigi 
Cagni barnabita” (pp. 11-29) è presentato da P. Filippo Lovison, Procuratore generale dei 
Barnabiti (Chierici Regolari di San Paolo), che ne elenca i molti incarichi e contributi alle 
pubblicazioni dell’Ordine. “Luigi Cagni a Napoli, e l’Orientale” (pp. 31-58) è descritto con 
vivacità e affetto da Simonetta Graziani, che gli è stata allieva e gli è succeduta sulla 
cattedra di Assiriologia all’Orientale. Mentre mons. Vattioni è sempre apparso una persona 
socievole, ma burbero e di natura spiccatamente originale, P. Cagni è rimasto nei ricordi 
come una persona di grande serenità, generosità ed equilibrio, che S. Graziani descrive 
efficacemente nel corso di tutti gli anni passati nel lavoro comune, come allieva e come 
collega. Spiccano, attraverso la presentazione rigidamente divisa in settori (“L’attività 
didattica”, “L’attività scientifica”, “L’attività accademica”, “L’uomo”) le numerose qualità 
di L. Cagni: l’energia infaticabile, la vastità delle conoscenze e degli interessi, la cura verso 
l’organizzazione di eventi scientifici e della didattica (da citare i manuali poco divulgati che 
spaziano dal III millennio all’Arabia preislamica, redatti in collaborazione, dal II volume, 
con S. Graziani e G. Giovinazzo, Storia del Vicino Oriente preislamico (usciti in tre parti, 
in una prima versione tra il 1978 e il 1989, poi nel 1989, 1990 e 1991). 

I capitoli che seguono mettono in risalto gli aspetti specifici dell’opera scientifica di P. 
Cagni. F.V. Pomponio tratteggia “P. Cagni e l’Assiriologia” (pp. 59-76), raccontando il 
periodo di insegnamento romano, come assistente del Prof. G. R. Castellino, il soggiorno a 
Heidelberg, i primi lavori in campo scientifico (L’Epopea di Erra, argomento della tesi, che 
ebbe in seguito, anche una versione inglese) e didattico (la famosa Crestomazia accadica, 
del 1971, della serie dei Sussidi didattici, che è stata basilare per tanti studenti di 
Assiriologia). La trattazione, fitta di riferimenti bibliografici ai molti lavori di L. Cagni, 
come la precedente, si divide in paragrafi che analizzano “L’attività didattica”,  nel campo 
della Storia del Vicino Oriente antico e dell’Assiriologia, prima a Roma, anche presso il 
Pontificio Istituto Biblico (con l’organizzazione della XXIème Rencontre Assyriologique 
Internationale, rimasta celebre), poi, con un breve intermezzo a Bologna, a Napoli; quindi 
“L’attività scientifica”, infine “L’attività organizzativa”, non tralasciando mai di 
rappresentare la figura cordiale e rasserenante di Luigi Cagni5. 

Carlo Zaccagnini, anche lui docente a Napoli di “Storia del Vicino Oriente” fino al 
2011, commemora “Luigi Cagni e la storia del Vicino Oriente antico” (pp. 77-84) 
inserendo l’opera didattica di Cagni nel processo di formazione in autonomia della Storia 
del Vicino Oriente antico, una disciplina inaugurata a Roma da M. Liverani e proseguita a 
Napoli da L. Cagni e in varie sedi universitarie dal gruppo della c.d. “scuola romana”, della 

4 Pubblicato in Sangue e Antropologia nel Medievo. Atti dell’VIII settimana di studi, Roma 1991, pp. 25-38 
(stranamente non indicato nel titolo a p. 77, neppure in nota. Presente nella bibliografia finale).  

5 Rimasta ben impressa anche a me: ricordo una sua visita a Giorgio Levi Della Vida, in via Po 9: al suono del 
campanello, è andata ad aprire la vecchia Franca, aiutante domestica, ed è tornata stupita annunciando che alla 
porta c’era una “sacerdote bellissimo”. Io, che ero lì per caso, sono andata in ingresso e mi sono trovata 
davanti la grande familiare figura dal tranquillo sguardo azzurro di P. Cagni che ho subito introdotto da mio 
nonno.  
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quale Zaccagnini è un rappresentante. Il periodo iniziato in quegli anni è stato per gli studi 
sul Vicino Oriente antico il più straordinario 6. Come nota C. Zaccagnini, almeno a Roma e 
a Napoli, erano insegnate tutte le discipline rappresentative di quel mondo, dalle filologie, 
alla storia, all’archeologia e alla storia dell’arte (alcune erano state istituite in varie altre 
università italiane, dove prima erano semmai presenti solo l’Ebraico e/o la Semitistica), una 
ricchezza che si sta man mano dissipando in maniera in apparenza inarrestabile, almeno per 
il prossimo futuro. 

Non poteva mancare, a complemento delle precedenti rappresentazioni, il ricordo di 
“Luigi Cagni e i convegni napoletani su Ebla”, rievocato da Maria Giovanna Biga (pp. 85-
103). Con grande coraggio già nel 1980 (i primi testi di Ebla erano stati scoperti nel 1975), 
L. Cagni organizzò a Napoli (21-23 aprile) un convegno su La lingua di Ebla (edito già nel 
1981) che raccoglieva i maggiori assiriologi di quegli anni (tra i quali va ricordato il grande 
Ignace J. Gelb, che propose la sua ricostruzione della “civiltà di Kish”); già nel 1982 fu 
organizzato un secondo convegno (Il bilinguismo a Ebla, 19-22 aprile, pubblicato nel 1984) 
e nel 1985 un terzo convegno Ebla 1975-1985. Dieci anni di studi linguistici e filologici, si 
svolse tra il 9 e l’11 ottobre (edito nel 1987). Questi esempi sono evidenti testimonianze 
delle capacità organizzative di L. Cagni, che gli permisero di svolgere bene, 
contemporaneamente, tanti diversi compiti. E si preparava ad organizzare a Napoli una 
nuova Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale (che poi non si tenne), quando fu colto dal 
malore che ne causò la scomparsa il 27 gennaio 1998. 

Così come G. Toloni ha presentato, nel precedente volume, la “parresia” di mons. 
Vattioni, qui mette in rilievo l’ “umanità” di L. Cagni, nel tratteggiarne l’opera di filologo 
nell’ambito degli studi biblici (“Filologia e umanità. Luigi Cagni e gli studi storico-
filologici sulla Bibbia ebraica”, pp. 195-122). Seguono, sempre in parallelo con l’altro 
volume, un breve testo di L. Cagni, tratto dall’introduzione agli atti del convegno Ebla 
1975-1985,  una nota bibliografica, e la bibliografia completa degli scritti di padre Cagni 
(ad opera di G. Toloni).  

Francesco Vattioni e Luigi Cagni sono stati dovutamente commemorati subito dopo la 
scomparsa, L. Cagni, in particolare con quattro volumi in memoria editi da S. Graziani7. 
Dopo venti anni, tuttavia, la presentazione attuale delle loro figure e specialmente della loro 
opera, non solo ne consolida la memoria, ma grazie al distacco temporale e alle differenze 
che si sono verificate nell’affrontare i campi di ricerca coltivati dai due studiosi, permette di 
capire meglio sia la validità dei loro lavori, sia le direzioni che le loro ricerche hanno 
promosso e forse quelle che sarebbe più necessario intraprendere. 

 

6 Conseguenza, in particolare, all’opera lungimirante di Sabatino Moscati. 
7 S. Graziani (ed.), Studi sul Vicino Oriente antico dedicati alla memoria di L. Cagni, 4 voll. (IUO, 

Dipartimento di Studi asiatici, Series Minor LXI), Napoli 2000 (dovevano festeggiare i suoi 70 anni).  
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This paper deals with the stucco merlon uncovered by D. Whitehouse at Siraf in 1969, currently 

on view in the Gallery of Islamic Art at The British Museum in London, which has not yet been fully 
studied. On the basis of both its decorative and technical aspects, as well as the context in which it 
was found, its manufacturing likely relates to the main reconstruction works - carried out at Siraf 
after the devastating earthquake of 977 - characterised by the introduction of a new local moulded 
stucco production. 
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1. THE MERLON AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM 

The excavations at Siraf directed by David Whitehouse took place between 1966 and 
1973 with the support of the British Institute of Persian Studies and the British Museum.1 A 
large amount of the findings are kept at the British Museum and include an almost fully 
intact stucco merlon found during the excavations at the Congregational Mosque (fig. 1). 
This merlon is currently on view at the Gallery of Islamic Art. The object (fig. 2), probably 
acc. no. 2007,6001.16147,2 is a three-stepped merlon 42 cm high, 20 cm wide and 
approximately 5 cm thick. It bears some damage on the borders and was restored before the 
publication of the volume Siraf III in 1980.3 The decoration is moulded4 and is composed 
of stylised vegetal elements. An axial stalk, with a curvilinear course, divides the 
composition into two almost specular parts. Different vegetal types are combined, creating 
an ‘unrealistic’ composition. Five-lobed vine leaves appear inside the lower circular scrolls 
in the first step of the merlon and in the upper elongated scrolls; their forms are decorated 
by tiny veins in very low relief. In the second step, a pair of four-lobed elements flank the 
central vine leaf, again with veins in low relief. Elongated leaves and small tendrils fill the 
spaces inside and outside the scrolls. The composition is closed on its apex by what appears 
to be a palmette leaf or blossom flanked by two tendrils, decorated with curvilinear veins. 
An irregular frame emphasizes the borders.5 Although the stucco findings relating to the 
mosque were not found in situ, the object should be assigned to the second phase of the 

                                                           
1  For the annual reports, see Whitehouse (1967 to 1975). For the Mosque in particular, see Whitehouse (1980). 
2  The picture of the merlon is associated with another inventory (no. 1937,0219.11), but the description of the 

latter does not fit the actual object. 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=217495&p
artId=1&searchText=stucco&page=3. URL visited on 03 May 2018. 

3  Whitehouse 1980. 
4  The use of a mould to facilitate the work has been suggested (Whitehouse 2009, 26), since two fragmentary 

merlons with the same decoration were recovered (Whitehouse 1969, pl. VII:b), but it is likely that the 
finished work needed a second stage of handmade refinements. 

5  The irregularity of the borders probably depended on an inaccurate use of the mould, as can be observed in the 
stucco remains over the frame. Thus, it may be suggested that the merlon was shaped by cutting the outline 
after the mould was impressed on the fresh stucco. 
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building, i.e. between 850 and 1150,6 and considered part of the decorative cresting of the 
main enclosure.7 

 
2. THE FINDING CONTEXT (THE MOSQUE) 

The Congregational Mosque in Siraf (located in site ‘B’ of the excavated area, fig. 1) 
underwent several reconstructions and additions assigned to three main phases. The first 
two were very close in time: from ca. 825 to 850 and ca. 850 to 1150.8 The definitive 
outline of the Mosque was probably accomplished during the latter phase, with the addition 
of the SE extension and the ablution area. The third phase is assigned to the period 1150-
1200 and involved the restoration of several parts of the building.9 Different types of stucco 
decorations, characterised by definite changes in techniques and ornamentation, correspond 
to these phases. 

Stucco fragments were unearthed at the Mosque site (B) during the first campaign 
(1966). They consisted of four small pieces of deeply carved stucco representing small vine 
leaves and were interpreted as part of the miḥrāb decoration belonging to the second phase 
of the building (fig. 3).10 

The second campaign (1968) brought to light two crenellation fragments outside the NE 
wall; they have been associated with the decoration of the building’s façade.11  

The merlon discussed in this study was found during the third campaign (1969), buried 
under the floor of bays M11-12, near the SE wall. The only information we have about this 
floor is that it should be attributed to a later rebuilding of the SE wall, carried out after the 
extension had been constructed.12 As for the extension, although it is attributed to the long-
time span of the second phase, it is not certain whether it was part of the same project that 
involved the reconstruction of the main enclosure13 or if it was added later to the SE side 
after completion of the works in the main enclosure.14 Regretfully, the only possible 
connection between the main enclosure and the extension, namely the SW corner of the 
building, has been eroded by the sea.15 
                                                           
6  Whitehouse 1980, 3, 24.  
7  Whitehouse 1970, 6; 1980, 13. 
8  Whitehouse 1980, 9, 19. For a re-discussion of the date of the first two phases, see Allen (1982, 189), who 

proposes a dating around 804 for the first phase, suggesting that the second phase followed not long 
thereafter.  

9  Whitehouse 1980, 19-24. 
10  Whitehouse 1968, 11 and pl. VIII:b. 
11  Whitehouse 1969, 44, fig. 8, pl. VII:b. 
12  Whitehouse 1970, 6, pl. XI:b. Instead, in a later publication, the object is mentioned by Whitehouse (1980, 13) 

together with the crenellation fragments found outside the NE wall in 1968, with no other information on the 
context in which it was found.  

13  The attribution of the repairs and the construction of both the ablution area and the extension to a single 
project could be explained, according to Whitehouse (1980, 9), by the fact that, after these works, the layout 
of the mosque would have been based on a square of 55 x 55 metres. In his last work on Siraf, Whitehouse 
seems to distinguish the reconstruction of the mosque from the building of the extension, suggesting that the 
crenellation may belong to one of these building campaigns surely undergone before 1147-1148 (Whitehouse 
2009, 26).  

14  Whitehouse 1970, 2; 1980, 9. 
15  Whitehouse 1980, 9. 
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3. TECHNICAL AND DECORATIVE ASPECTS 
The use of stepped merlons for decorative purposes was widespread in Early Islamic 

architecture and was inherited from earlier Middle Eastern examples.16 Many variations can 
be observed among these architectural elements, as they can differ in shape and number of 
steps, dimensions, materials and decorative patterns. Two main types can be identified 
according to the shape of the steps: one with perpendicular and the other with oblique steps, 
forming an acute angle.17 The first kind is typical of ancient examples and is highly 
employed from the Arabian Peninsula to Iran.18  

The Siraf merlon belongs to the second type, the most attested in Islamic times since the 
Umayyad Period. Based on known early examples of crenellation, their dimensions seem to 
be linked to the material employed: stone merlons from the palace at Khirbat al-Mafjar 
(100 cm high),19 the palace at ‘Amman (ca. 86 cm high),20 Khirbat al-Minya (110 cm 
high)21 and the mosque of Cordoba (ca. 94 cm)22 are considerably larger than stucco 
merlons like those from the bath in Khirbat al-Mafjar (ca. 20 cm wide),23 Qasr al-Hayr al-
Gharbi (67 and 60 cm high)24 and the palace ‘C’ in Raqqa (ca. 16 cm wide);25 the 
dimensions of the Siraf merlon are similar to the latter, being 20 cm wide. The small 
number of findings of this kind is probably due to the fragility of the material, amplified by 
the usual thinness of these decorative merlons.26 

However, the most interesting aspect of the Siraf merlon is its decoration. It has been 
suggested that this object, together with the carved stucco fragments representing vine 
leaves, belonged to the second phase of the mosque,27 although this phase lasted for more 
than three centuries. If all those stuccoworks were coeval, two different ways of producing 
this material were attested in the same period and, what is more, in the same building. The 
tiny vine leaves are in fact deeply carved into the hardened stucco and can be assigned to 
the ‘miniaturistic type’ attested in the early Abbasid Period,28 while the vine leaves 

                                                           
16  See Fontana 1998-2002, 84 and fn. 5. 
17  Fontana 1998-2002, 84-87. 
18  The most ancient testimonies date back at least to the Assyrians (Garbini 1958; Monneret de Villard 1968, 31, 

73). 
19  Hamilton 1959, pl. XX:2. 
20  Northedge 1992, 80, fig. 56. 
21  Ritter 2017, 131-132. 
22  Pavon-Maldonado, 1986, 12. 
23  Hamilton 1959, pl. XX:1-4. 
24  Chateaux Omayyades de Syrie 1990, 26, figs. 17-18. The monumental merlons on the façade represent an 

exception, but their purpose was probably different, beyond a mere decorative one (Ritter 2017, 133). A 
similar case is that of the merlons from the façade at Khirbat al-Mafjar (Hamilton 1959, 181-182 and fig. 
129). 

25  Saliby 2004, 115, 120 and pl. 65:c. 
26  The Siraf merlon is ca. 5 cm thick, the two merlons from Qasr al-Hayr al-Gharbi are 10 cm thick (see 

Chateaux Omayyades de Syrie 1990, 26 figs. 17-18) and others from Khirbat al-Mafjar are 5 or 6 cm thick 
(see Hamilton 1959, 181). 

27  Whitehouse 1980, 13. 
28  Corsi 2017, 84-85, figs. 1, 4-6. 
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depicted on the merlons are moulded.29 The presence of the ‘miniaturistic style’ relates the 
early decoration of the Siraf mosque to that of other Iranian mosques like those of Isfahan, 
Susa and Samarqand, and to the Early Islamic stucco fragments excavated in the palace at 
Bishapur, where almost identical patterns are attested.30 It is worth citing the case of Raqqa, 
where the use of stepped merlons is known at least for palace C, which is roughly coeval to 
the earliest phase of the mosque of Siraf (built around 800). On the basis of the findings 
from palace C in Raqqa it can be observed that the carved technique employed for the 
stucco panels located on doorposts is the same attested for the stucco merlons,31 probably 
being the work of the same craftsman. In the case of Siraf, the stuccowork techniques 
employed for the miḥrāb decoration and crenellation are different and can be interpreted as 
works produced by different craftsmen.32 

 
3.1. The British Museum merlon and the moulded stucco production at Siraf 

The technical aspect should be considered the most important for dating the Siraf 
merlon at the British Museum. Indeed, several panels and fragments of stucco from the 
Siraf excavations kept in the same museum show similar patterns and low relief moulding. 
These artefacts (fig. 4) were recovered in a residential area (named ‘F’) and attributed by 
Whitehouse to the period between 977 and 1050.33 In addition to these moulded findings 
and the merlons from the mosque, another three fragments of probably slightly smaller 
stucco merlons come from other excavated areas in Siraf and feature a moulded decoration 
in low relief, thus testifying to the same technique employed for the mosque merlons.34 
This specific kind of moulded stucco production featuring vegetal elements seems to be 

                                                           
29  According to Whitehouse (1978, 54-55) the merlon is the earliest example of moulded stucco vegetal 

decoration from Siraf. 
30  For Isfahan, see Scerrato 2001, fig. 6; for Susa, see Hardy-Guilbert 1990, 287 fig. 8; for Samarqand, see 

Grenet, Isamiddinov, Bernard 1992, 306-307; for Bishapur, see Ghirshman 1956, 161 and pl. XXII. 
31  Moreover, the tiny carved vine leaves on the Raqqa merlons (see Saliby 2004, 115, 120, pl. 65:c) can be 

compared with the same fragmentary vegetal elements recovered at Siraf, but they substantially differ from 
the pattern depicted on the British Museum merlon.  

32  Although not mentioned by Whitehouse, two other unpublished stucco fragments from the mosque of Siraf 
(site B) and kept at the British Museum (acc. nos. 2007.6001.15209 and 2007.6001.15181) feature a bevelled 
decoration resembling Samarra style C, possibly testifying to another decorative phase. 

33  Whitehouse (1969, 58-60; 1970, 15) attributes the introduction of a new type of residential building to a 
reconstruction period, perhaps after an earthquake like that of 977 or 1008 (on these earthquakes in Siraf, see 
Ambraseys - Melville 1982, 137). However, most houses were abandoned before 1050 (Whitehouse 1970, 14-
15). These houses were embellished by several moulded stucco panels, found in the debris during the 
excavations. Panels and fragments are mostly unpublished, and the excavation reports only provide some 
drawings (see for example Whitehouse 1969, fig. 9); however, several examples are accessible in the British 
Museum online catalogue: see in particular acc. no. 2007,6001.15206, showing a rendering of the scroll 
similar to that of the central stalk of the merlon in question. A very similar pattern is to be found on the carved 
stucco covering the left inner column of the miḥrāb of the Friday Mosque in Nā’īn (see Finster 1994, pl. 
34:1), dating to 960 ca., thus strengthening the dating attributed by Whitehouse to the stuccoes of the Siraf 
houses (977-1050). Another interesting fragment from the British Museum on-line collection is acc. no. 
2007,6001.15167 for the shape of the leaf and the latter’s low relief veins. Indeed, these features are similar to 
those employed on the Siraf merlon. 

34  These three fragments are kept in the British Museum (acc. nos. 2007,6001.15197-98-99). They come from 
site M, but there is no information on them in the excavation reports. 
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exclusive to Siraf as, in my opinion, no direct comparison can be traced from other coeval 
Islamic contexts. Considering the impact that Samarra stuccoes had on the production of 
this material from the mid-9th century,35 the peculiarity of the Siraf examples is even more 
interesting. The extremely low relief distinguishes the latter from both Samarra styles A 
and B, characterised by a hand-made carving in high relief, and style C, which shows 
abstract and repeatedly moulded elements in low relief, in comparison with the vegetal 
elements depicted in the Siraf moulded stuccoes. As already stated, the miḥrāb’s tiny 
carved leaves fit perfectly with the proposed dating of the first and second phase of the 
Mosque at the beginning of the 9th century, but this cannot be said for the merlon due to its 
specific style.  

It would be useful to reconsider the finding context of the object in order to hypothesise 
about its dating. During the third phase - begun between 1147-1150 - and after the 
restoration of the SE wall in correspondence with bays 12 to 15, bays M11-12 received a 
new flooring that sealed the stucco merlon.36 For this reason, we know that the merlon was 
buried around 1150, but we lack information to determine how long it remained in situ. It 
could be suggested that the production of the Siraf merlon is associated with the later low 
relief moulding technique, widely used for the stuccoes from houses dated between 97737 
and 1050.38 The devastating earthquakes of 977 and 1008, most likely one of the reasons 
for the major reconstruction projects at site F, have also been the cause of some renovations 
in the mosque,39 that may have included the creation of a new cresting on the enclosure in a 
‘style’ closer to that used for the contemporary houses. If so, the merlon would have been 
produced between the end of the 10th and beginning of the 11th century by the same 
craftsmen working at the houses and represents the latest known decorative intervention on 
the building. The proposed chronology falls into the period of Buyid rule, when trade 
through the Persian Gulf increased, especially under ‘Adud al-Dawla (949-983),40 and the 
port of Siraf lived its last prosperous years, before the rise of the new port in the island of 
Kish.41 Later on, during the 12th century, significant problems occurred on the SE side of 
the mosque: indeed, the reconstruction of the SE wall and the backfilling of rooms 11-12 of 
the extension - done to strengthen the ceiling and upper floor at mosque level - are attested 
to the same period.42  
 
 
 

                                                           
35  Just two fragments that resemble Samarra stuccoes came from the excavations at the Mosque (cf. fn. 32).  
36  Whitehouse (1970, 5-6); the dating of the beginning of the third phase is proposed by Whitehouse (1980, 24).  
37  The earthquake caused some of the merchants to leave the town (Whitehouse 1976, 42). This event is reported 

by Whitehouse also in relation to restorations of the mosque fabric (Whitehouse 1969, 44).  
38  This is the date the houses were finally abandoned (Whitehouse 1970, 15). Whitehouse (1976, 42) refers this 

event to the collapse of the Buyids, ca. 1055, which ended Siraf’s fortune as an international port. 
39  Whitehouse (1969, 44): the introduction of buttresses and the frequent restorations of the qibli wall of period 2 

are due to the decay, hastened by earthquakes like that of 977.  
40  Potter 2005, 36.  
41  Whitehouse 2009, 14-15. 
42  Whitehouse 1970, 5; 1980, 22-23. It was at this moment that the merlon has been sealed by the new flooring. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, the chronological attribution proposed for the British Museum merlon 

remains in the time span assumed by Whitehouse, i.e. the second phase of the building (ca. 
850 to 1150), though a narrower time span for its dating is here suggested, namely between 
977 and the beginning of the 11th century. This attribution is based on observations related 
to artistic and technical elements, for which the closest comparisons can be found in late 
10th and 11th-century stuccoes from the residential areas of the town. The earthquakes of 
977 and 1008 played an important role in the history of Siraf, as testified both by ancient 
sources and traces of reconstructions throughout the town. The moulded technique 
employed for the stucco panels of the houses has been related, by Whitehouse, to the re-
construction plan of the residential area after those earthquakes. The local craftsmanship 
involved in the decoration of the houses may have been responsible even for the new 
cresting of the mosque during this renovation period. Regarding the Congregational 
Mosque, the three different ‘styles’ of stuccowork here attested should probably be linked 
to the sequence of restoration phases that characterise the history of the building, testifying 
to dynamic changes in ornamental taste, which involved the use of different techniques. 
The most interesting aspect of these three ‘styles’ lies in the adaptation of the earlier two to 
the widespread patterns of the early Abbasid Period, followed by the introduction, probably 
during the Buyid Period, of a new and local taste. The latter flourished during a prosperous 
moment for the town, shortly before it fell into disrepair. The Siraf merlon at the British 
Museum is probably the finest example of this local tradition and, at the same time, the 
latest decorative element of the Congregational Mosque. The merlon remained in situ until 
ca. 1150 when new works to strengthen the mosque structure became necessary again, 
during the definitive decline of the city.43 There is no trace of later decoration from this last 
phase of the mosque, but this is likely due to the widespread abandonment of the city after 
1050. 
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Fig. 1 - Siraf, the plan of the Congregational Mosque after phase 3 (after Whitehouse 1980, 
fig. 11). 
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Fig. 4 - Siraf, drawing of a fragmentary stucco panel from site F (after Whitehouse 1969, 
fig. 9.4). 

Fig. 2 - Siraf, the merlon from the
Congregational Mosque (today in London,
British Museum, acc. n° 2007,6001.16147),
before restoration (after Whitehouse 1970,
pl. XI:b). 

Fig. 3 - Siraf, carved stucco from the 
miḥrāb of the Congregational Mosque 
(after Whitehouse 1968, pl. VIII:b). 
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This paper examines the Sasanian allegedly circular city of Gay, in the region of Isfahan. 

Material traces of the city have unfortunately been lost so we are forced to rely on Islamic literary 
sources alone. After an introduction discussing some aspects of the history of Gay, such as its 
foundation and possible founder, an attempt shall be made to reconstruct its layout according to the 
information available in medieval sources and through a comparison with the most renowned 
Sasanian circular city, Ardashīr Xwarrah/Fīrūzābād. Some hypotheses shall be advanced which aim 
to investigate new interesting features of the plan of Gay, in particular its connection with Sasanian 
astronomical beliefs. 

 
Keywords: Iran; Gay; Isfahan; Sasanians circular city; literary sources 

 
Although the exact date of their foundation and even location is still shrouded in partial 

darkness, at least five cities with perfect or almost perfect circular plans seem to be 
ascribable to the Sasanian domain: Ardashīr Xwarrah/Fīrūzābād, Dārābgird, Veh Ardashīr, 
Takht-i Sulaymān, and Gay. Nevertheless, there is no specific literature on this topic and 
they are mentioned only in works about a single city or as a side issue when discussing 
other subjects, such as the origin of the plan of the ʿAbbasid capital, Baghdad.1  

This paper considers one of those cities, Gay, in the region of Isfahan (fig. 1), material 
traces of which have unfortunately been lost over time and the only information currently 
available must be inferred from medieval Islamic authors. The aim here is obviously not to 
fill this gap, but rather to provide something worth thinking seriously about for future 
research. Even if the written sources cannot be relied on fully, as they are often imprecise 
or linked to more fictitious than historical information, through a study of literary texts we 
shall attempt to make some observations about the foundation of Gay and its layout. These 
observations, although hypothetical without archaeological evidence, preliminary consider 
some aspects of the city’s urban history that would be very interesting if investigated 
further.  

 
1. THE FOUNDATION OF GAY AND THE SASANIAN PERIOD 

The Shahrestānihā ī Ērānshahr is the only Sasanian geographical text that has survived. 
It provides a list of cities of the Sasanian Empire, organized into provinces, and their 
builders. Spahān (Middle Persian for Isfahan)2 is the fifty-fourth province of southern Iran 
and its capital Gay is said to have been founded by the gizistag (cursed) Alexander, son of 
Philip.3 Like the Shahrestānihā ī Ērānshahr, most Islamic sources identify Alexander the 
Great as the founder of Gay.4 As a matter of fact, the Macedonian king’s role in the 

                                                           
1  See among others Lassner 1970, 132-133.  
2  Cereti 2004. 
3  Blochet 1895, 167; Markwart 1901, 27 ff. 
4  Ḥamza Iṣfahānī, II, 29 [40]; Ibn al-Faqīh, 316 [262]; Ibn Ḥawqal, II, 355 [363]; Ibn Rusta, 186 [160]; 

Mustawfī, 55 [48]; Ṭabarī, IV, 94 [702]. 
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foundation of Gay seems to be a mixture of literary tópoi, a number of traditions centring 
around him over the centuries that flow into folklore or myth more than into history. 
Indeed, many Islamic sources interweave Alexander’s role in the genesis of Gay with that 
of legendary Iranian characters, such as Queen Khumānī, Afrāsyāb or Jamshīd.  

Another figure who plays a considerable role in the events of Gay is the Sasanian King 
Fīrūz I (459-484 CE).5 He is pre-eminently identified in literary sources as a ‘re-founder’ of 
the city, a report confirmed by the most authoritative work on Isfahan, the Kitāb Iṣfahān of 
Ḥamza Iṣfahānī,6 unfortunately lost but partially preserved in works by other Muslim 
authors, such as Abū Nuʿaym. He reports that Fīrūz I asked the Byzantine Emperor to send 
him a physician who could identify the best province of Ērānshahr in which to build a new 
imperial residence. Fīrūz I demanded the physician search high and low for a place where 
the four fundamental elements of the Zoroastrian cult - fire, water, earth and air - coexist so 
as to guarantee a long and healthy life.7 The physician eventually chose the Isfahan 
province and Fīrūz charged Ādhar Shābūran with the erection of the upper portion of the 
city wall of Gay, left unfinished since Alexander the Great’s time, the step pinnacles and 
the city gates. The work was accomplished by the architect Farrūkh, son of Bakhtiyār,8 one 
hundred and seventy years before Islam, i.e. around 470-474 CE.9 In addition, adjacent to 
the south-western section of the wall of Gay, King Fīrūz established a village called Ādhār 
Shābūrān as the aforementioned engineer, where he erected a palace along with a superb 
paradeisos and a fire temple he bequeathed to the village.10 In fact, Fīrūz died shortly after 
in the battle against the Ephthalites and his son Kawād I (488-531 CE) made a similar 
request to another Byzantine physician regarding a favourable place of residence: once 
again Gay was picked from all the Sasanian cities.11 

Only two authors diverge slightly from this version: Abū’l-Shaykh replaces Fīrūz I with 
Khusraw I (531-579 CE) as the re-founder of Gay,12 while al-Dimashqī instead names 
Fīrūz I as its factual founder,13 proving he was aware of the Sasanian origin of the circular 
city of Gay, although in a more ancient context, and thus much closer to reality than the 
other authors. 

Moving on to historical and archaeological data on the present-day area of Isfahan, at 
this point of the knowledge acquired there is no doubt that it was frequented as early as 
prehistoric times, before and during the Elamite kingdoms (III millennium-640 BC) and 
later (around 750-550 BC).14 The presence of the river Zāyanda and its geographic position 

                                                           
5  Ḥamza Iṣfahānī, II, 41 [55-56]; Māfarrūkhī, 7-8 and 92; Abū Nuʿaym, I, 15 and 34; Mustawfī, 55 [48]. 
6  Ḥamza Iṣfahānī, II, 41 [55-56]. 
7  Abū Nuʿaym, I, 34. 
8  Māfarrūkhī, 7-8. 
9  Abū Nuʿaym, I, 15; Māfarrūkhī, 7-8. 
10  Māfarrūkhī, 92. 
11  Abū Nuʿaym, I, 35. 
12  Abū’l-Shaykh, 11. The role of the re-founder of Gay which Abū’l-Shaykh attributed to Khusraw I might be 

explained by the words of Ibn Rusta: « Le canton d’Ardistan [city today at 110 km northeast of Isfahan] doit 
sa dénomination à un village, réputé pour un souvenir de gloire insigne: ce fut le lieu de naissance du 
Sassanide Anushirwan et ce fut de cette bourgade qu’il partit pour se rendre au palais royal et monter sur le 
trône » (Ibn Rusta 178 [153]). 

13  al-Dimashqī, 405. 
14  Herzfeld 1968, 189; Saiedi Anaraki 2011; Salehi 2011; Kazemi 2015, 76-77. 
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in a transitional area between the mountains to the west and the Dasht-i Kawīr to the east 
increased the fame of the Isfahan region, described in most Islamic sources as a particularly 
healthy place with an excellent climate and fertile lands, where barley, wheat and millet 
grew and excellent pastures flourished. Thanks to this agricultural wealth and favourable 
climate, the oasis of Isfahan has always been identified as a strategic territory for 
settlements and dominated a very large area, since its latitude enabled communication 
between the northern and southern regions of the Iranian plateau. Many ancient caravan 
tracks ran through the Isfahan province dating back to the commercial traffic of prehistoric 
times,15 particularly exploited in the Parthian and Sasanian periods to the point that King 
Yazdagird I (399-420 CE) established Jewish communities along the north-southern Iranian 
trade route (in particular at Shūsh and Shūshtar) in order to consolidate and increase 
contacts between the southern and northern parts of Iran.16 

Epigraphic evidence indicates that during the Sasanian period two political-
administrative entities coexisted in the modern area of Isfahan, Gay and Spahān, but only 
Gay was a proper urban entity, being the principal settlement and administrative centre of 
the region,17 while at that time Spahān had ‘provincial status’. In fact, under the Sasanians 
Gay became the shahristān18 of the province,19 a sort of provincial capital or big city, the 
seat of the local representative of royal power. Gay can be found in Shābūr I’s inscription 
(circa 239-270 CE) at the Kaʾba-yi Zardusht in Naqsh-i Rustam in the list of royal officials, 
in which a shahrab (governor) of Gay is registered.20 

Three important Sasanian fire temples - Shahr Ardashīr, Zarwān Ardashīr and Mihr 
Ardashīr21 - were found near to Gay, respectively in the villages of Māhrbīn,22 Dārak23 and 
Ardistān. The Māhrbīn temple is still visible about 10 km west of Isfahan, and today is 
simply known as atashgāh.  

Archaeological evidence datable to the Sasanian period in the Isfahan area is growing 
following research carried out in recent decades. The fortress of Shāhdizh can be found in 
the southern periphery of the modern city, up on the Kuh-i Suffa. It may be part of a wide 
and complex fortified system spread throughout the Isfahan region, which has recently 
undergone archaeological excavations that attest the presence of remains with Sasanian 
architectural features.24 Moreover, in the 2000s some excavations were carried out at Tepe 
Ashraf, near the shore of the Zāyanda river and adjacent to the Sasanian Shahristān bridge, 

                                                           
15  Salehi 2011. 
16  Fischel 1953, 112; Pourshariati 2012, 10. 
17  Mochiri 1977, 256. 
18  The word is composed by shahr ([seat of] ‘power/royalty’) and -stāna (locative suffix) and derives from 

Middle Persian shahrestān, even if it is possible it goes back to Ancient Persian *xšaça-stāna. See De Blois 
1997, 220. 

19  Ibn Rusta, 176 [152]. 
20  Huyse 1999, I, 59-60. 
21  Ḥamza al-Iṣfahānī, I, 27 [38]. 
22  Ibn Ḥawqal, II, 357 [365]; Masʿūdī, IV, 47.  
23  Mustawfī, 57 [50]. 
24  Saiedi Anaraki 2011, 24. 
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during which Parthian layers were brought to light along with a building with stone-block 
foundations and solid earth brick walls dated to the Sasanian period.25  

Although this is not the right place to deal with the identification of the actual founder 
of Gay, it is still possible to make few observations in this regard.  

The emphasis Islamic literary sources place on Fīrūz I’s involvement in the foundation 
of Gay might suggest that he was responsible for the city being built. However, there are 
three facts that make it implausible that Fīrūz I was its founder: the inscription on the 
aforementioned Kaʾba-yi Zardusht dated to the 3rd century CE, the presence of a Nestorian 
Episcopal seat at Gay since at least 430 CE26 and the attestation of a profitable mint in Gay 
since the reign of Bahrām IV (388-399 CE).27 Consequently, there are two different 
possibilities. Firstly, it can be argued that the sovereign actually ‘re-built’ the city, thus 
accepting what most Islamic sources state, and only restored some parts of the urban 
fortifications. Alternatively, the patronage of Fīrūz I might be a later supposition. Indeed, it 
is interesting to observe that literary sources assigning the circular walls to Fīrūz I are all 
contemporary to or later than ʿAḍud al-Dawla (949-983 CE), the Buyid sovereign who 
renamed the Sasanian circular city of Ardashīr Xwarrah Fīrūzābād. The meaning of the 
name is still under discussion: the etymology could signify both ‘Victory town’28 or 
‘Fīrūz’s abode’, alluding to the Sasanian king Fīrūz I. In the 10th century was the urban 
circular model of Fīrūzābād, actually constructed by Ardashīr I (224-241 CE), believed to 
have been built by Fīrūz? If so, was a similar association also made for Gay? On the basis 
of some striking urban similarities between Gay and Fīrūzābād, which will be discussed in 
the next paragraph, it might be hypothesised that they had the same patron, i.e. Ardashīr I. 
According to Ṭabarī, Ardashīr I arrived in the region of Isfahan and killed the local king 
Shādh-sābūr as he proceeded to expand his power beyond Fars, but before his conflict with 
Artabanus V, the last of the Arsacid dynasts.29 Ṭabarī does not mention a governor being 
appointed on that occasion, but as soon as the reign of Ardashīr’s son, Shāpūr I, there was 
already a shahrab of Gay. 

Nevertheless, although this is an exciting hypothesis, with no other evidence the 
question of the real founder of Gay remains open.  

 
2. THE LAYOUT OF GAY  

Unfortunately, there is no archaeological data of the circular city of Gay, which was 
slowly abandoned over two centuries following the Islamic conquest and replaced by the 
neighbouring ʿAbbasid city of Yahūdiyya (the prodromal Isfahan, founded in 767 CE,30 2 

                                                           
25  The archaeological data concerning the excavations on Tepe Ashraf, still in progress, have never been 

published by Jafari-Zand. Information provided here are taken from interviews given by the same 
archaeologist in several newspapers available online. 

26  The Isfahan province became very important for the Christian community as early as the 5th-6th centuries, 
since the Nestorian Episcopal seat was in Gay. The diocese was subordinate to that of Elam and in 794-795 
we still find in the letters of Patriarch Timothy I (727-823 CE) the Nestorian office of ‘bishop of Jayy’ جي, an 
Arabisation of the Middle Persian Gay (Markwart 1901, 30). 

27  Mochiri 1977, 257; Cereti 2004. 
28  Barthold 1984, 159. 
29  Ṭabarī, 5, 12 [818]. 
30  Duva 2017. 
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miles away from Gay),31 and subsequently obliterated by building activities over the 
following centuries. In any case, some distinct construction features or measurements of 
Gay’s urban layout can still be inferred from the descriptions left by some Islamic literary 
sources.  

Ibn Rusta, a geographer who was born and grew up in Isfahan in the 10th century, seems 
to record the most detailed account of Gay. He describes Isfahan, its districts and Gay, and 
includes some different measurements for the latter personally calculated by the astronomer 
Muḥammad ibn Ludda Iṣfahānī who stated as follows: 

 
« Je me suis évertue, dit-il, de la connaître et d’en prendre les mesures. Je 
calculai que sa circonférence était de 1000 perches, ce qui équivaut à 6000 
coudées, ou encore à une demi-parasange, puisque la parasange est égale à 
12000 coudées. La superficie de la cité est de 2000 arpents de dihqan : en effet, 
le diamètre est de 320 perches, et si l’on multiplie la moitié du diamètre par la 
demi-circonférence, on obtient un total de 80.000 perches, ce qui est 
l’équivalent de 2000 arpents. Le rempart est garni de cent tours et percé de 
quatre portes, lesquelles sont : le bab Khur ; le bab Isfidj ; le bab Tirah ; et le 
bab Yahudiyya. J’ai contrôlé personnellement à l’extérieur de la muraille les 
distances qui séparent les portes les unes des autres. De la porte de Khur à la 
porte Yahudiya il y a 1100 coudées et dix-huit tours de la porte à la porte de 
Tirah, 2200 coudées et vingt-trois tours; de la porte de Tirah à la porte d’Isfidj 
1300 coudées et vingt-quatre tours ; de la porte d’Isfidj à la porte de Khur, 2400 
coudées et trente-cinq tours. Si l’on en croit certains livres perses la ville 
d’Ispahan avait une longueur de 1750 coudées sur une largeur de 2625, ce qui 
donne une surface de 1825 arpen de dihqan ; la circonférence était de 7100 
coudées, ce qui fait en perches 1183. Mais les mesures que j’ai prises moi-
même sont plus justes ».32  
 

Abū’l-Shaykh, Ibn Khurdādhba, Māfarrūkhī and Ibn Ḥawqal also briefly deal with Gay. 
Abū’l-Shaykh and Ibn Khurdādhba confirm the same number of towers as Muḥammad ibn 
Ludda Iṣfahānī’s account, while only Ibn Ḥawqal records 365 towers in total.33 Māfarrūkhī 
and Abū Nuʿaym report a different name for both bāb al-Yahūdiyya, i.e. bāb Gushbar, and 
bāb Isfīj, known alternatively as bāb Māh. They further add that one of the gates bore an 
inscription recording the amount of 600,000 dirham as having been spent on workers’ and 
artisans’ wages before the works were even completed.34 Nonetheless, despite the 
alterations, omissions or misinterpretations probably due to a different transmission chain, 
all these authors seem to rely for the description of Gay on a more ancient common work, 
most probably the Kitāb Iṣfahān of Ḥamza Iṣfahānī.  

                                                           
31  Ibn Ḥawqal, II, 354 [362]. Two theories on the possible geographical location of Gay, with which the present 

author does not agree, have been advanced respectively by Golombeck 1974 and Kazemi 2014. 
32  Ibn Rusta, 187 ff [160 ff]. In the 10th century the primitive nucleus of Isfahan (the city of Yahūdiyya) was 

already formed. It lay 2 miles from Gay/Jayy, still visible and inhabited at that time, although by then most of 
the populace was living in the village of Shahristān, the ‘suburb’ of the Sasanian round city. 

33  Abū’l-Shaykh, 11; Ibn Khurdādhba, 161; Ibn Ḥawqal, II, 355 [363]. 
34  Māfarrūkhī, 92-93; Abū Nuʿaym, I, 15. 
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Hence, the city’s perimeter corresponded to 6000 cubits or 1000 perches. First of all, 
since we shall make some conversions from cubits to metres, a brief digression on the value 
of the cubit is deemed necessary. In fact, a considerable number of different cubits were in 
common use in the dār al-Islām throughout the centuries, all based on the Nilometer cubit 
of the year 861, which on average measures 54.04 cm. Among all these values, only two 
types of cubit can be taken into account here, proving to be more suitable to our historical 
and geographical context: the legal cubit (al-dhirāʿ al-sharʿiyya) measuring 49.8 cm, 
established at the time of caliph al-Maʾmūn (813-833 CE) in Baghdad as some 48.25 cm; 
the Persian cubit, generally called gaz, which corresponded in the Middle Ages either to the 
legal cubit of 49.8 cm or the Isfahan cubit of 79.8 cm.  

We shall arbitrarily use the legal cubit to calculate the following measurements of the 
city of Gay, since it is roughly contemporary to the time of the aforementioned Islamic 
authors, i.e. the late ʿAbbasid and Buyid periods. 

Consequently, the perimeter of Gay’s circular fortifications can be calculated as 
approximately 3 km (6000 × 49.8 cm), a distance that matches the 320 perches of the 
diameter, since we gave one perch a value of around 3.2 m35 for a total of ca. 1024 m. The 
aforementioned Muslim authors also inform us of how many cubits made up the span 
between the four gates. For Abū’l-Shaykh the total was 5900 cubits, for Ibn Rusta 7000 
cubits, and for Abū Nuʿaym 4900 cubits. Although Abū’l-Shaykh’s measurement seems 
closer to the 6000 cubits of the whole perimeter, the total length of the circumference must 
also include the projection of the 100-10436 towers, and 100 cubits of difference does not 
seem enough to factor in this element. Instead, the 7000 cubits as the sum of the spans 
recorded by Ibn Rusta exceeds the total perimeter. Therefore, only the remaining 1100 
cubits (i.e. 6000 − 4900; around 548 m) of Abū Nuʿaym’s account allow comprising the 
overhang of the bastions in the calculation of the perimeter, assigning circa 5 m to each 
tower.  

For the sake of completeness, it is noted here that in reporting the measurements of the 
city of Gay, Abū’l-Shaykh, Ibn Rusta and Abū Nuʿaym curiously provided two 
measurements - length and width - which do not belong to a circular form, which the walls 
of Gay had. The three authors insert the length and width measurements into the passage in 
which Muḥammad ibn Ludda Iṣfahānī describes Gay and assigns them to other 
mathematicians complaining about their wrongness. Ibn Rusta reports a length of 1500 
cubits and a width of 2625 cubits; instead, both Abū’l-Shaykh and Abū Nuʿaym report a 
length of 1500 cubits and a width of 1752 cubits. These measurements surely cannot match 
a circle, but rather the major axis and lower axis of an ellipse: the longer one was 1752 
cubits, i.e. about 872 m, and the shorter one 1500 cubits, about 747 m. We certainly trust 
Muḥammad ibn Ludda Iṣfahānī when he stated that these measurements are wrong, but it is 
also intriguing to wonder whether the city had an internal wall, slightly ellipsoidal, whose 
major and minor axes were 872 m and 747 m, respectively, and whose perimeter can be 
reckoned as approximately 2.5 km.37 Thus in a completely hypothetical case, the 
fortifications of the city would have had a perfectly circular shape outside, giving a 

                                                           
35  Arioli 1979, 65. 
36  100 in Abū’l-Shaykh, 100 in Ibn Rusta, 104 in Abū Nuʿaym. 
37  The following formula was used to calculate the perimeter of the ellipse: 
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diameter of 320 qaṣaba, and a second concentric minor wall - as in Fīrūzābād, Dārābgird, 
Baghdad. The interval between the two walls (the so-called faṣīl) would have therefore 
spanned between ca. 76 m and 140 m.  

Although the circular city has been completely lost, some solar-astronomical 
considerations in the establishment of Gay can be reconstructed based on literary sources.38  
We know that the city walls were pierced by four gates. Islamic authors do not specify their 
precise location along the wall’s circumference, but it can still be deduced from a curious 
account of a distinct feature of Gay’s urban layout recorded in the sources.39 When the sun 
reached the ‘first degree’ of the Tropic of Capricorn dawn was visible through the Khūr 
Gate and sunset through the Yahūdiyya Gate, while when the sun reached the ‘first degree’ 
of the Tropic of Cancer dawn was visible through the Isfīj Gate and sunset through the 
Ṭīrah Gate.40 As a result, the sun’s orbit was always at the right distance in both summer 
and winter and the heat felt varied during the different months, thus benefiting corporal and 
spiritual wellness. 

This phenomenon is due to the inclination of the Earth’s rotation axis, which causes the 
point at which the sun rises not to be absolute as is, instead, the ‘conventional position’ of 
the cardinal points. At first glance, it is not clear what the literary sources mean by ‘first 
degree’, but it is evident that the four gates were positioned by means of precise 
mathematical and astronomical calculations so that the rise and fall of the sun could pass 
through the four entrances depending on the different seasons of the year.41 According to 
the passage above, in general terms it can be said that the Khūr and Isfīj Gates were 
certainly positioned on the semi-circumference facing east, since the dawn was visible from 
both. Instead, the Yahūddiyya and Ṭīrah Gates were on the semi-circumference facing west. 
We can also say with some confidence that the two pairs of doors were likely symmetrical 
to the north-south axis of the walls, but their exact position depends on the latitude on 
which the city was positioned. 

Following a closer examination, it appears that this astronomical peculiarity of the 
urban layout of Gay strongly calls to mind the following passage taken from the fifth 
chapter of the Bundahishn:42 

 
«Of Mount Alburz it is declared, that around the world and Mount Terak, which 
is the middle of the world, the revolution of the sun is like a moat around the 
world; it turns back in a circuit owing to the enclosure (var) of Mount Alburz 
around Terak. As it is said that it is the Terak of Alburz from behind which my 
sun and moon and stars return again. For there are a hundred and eighty 
apertures (rojin) in the east, and a hundred and eighty in the west, through 
Alburz; and the sun, every day, comes in through an aperture, and goes out 

                                                           
38  Two articles published by Kazemi in 2014 and 2016 deal with the astronomical implications of Sasanian 

constructions. In the first article the author focuses in particular on the city of Gay and the Sarvistān. 
39  Abū Nuʿaym, I, 16; Ibn Rusta, 187 [161]; Māfarrūkhī, 92. 
40  Ibn Rusta, 179 [154]. 
41  A first attempt at reconstructing the walls of Gay was proposed by Lisa Golombek as part of a series of 

studies on the city of Isfahan. Golombek’s model shows the Khūr Gate in the northeast, the Yahūdiyya Gate 
in the northwest, the Ṭīrah Gate in the southwest, and finally the Isfīj Gate in the southeast (Golombek 1974, 
fig. 2). 

42  Encyclopaedic collection of Zoroastrian cosmogony and cosmology. 
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through an aperture; and the whole connection and motion of the moon and 
constellations and planets is with it: every day it always illumines (or warms) 
three regions (karshwar) and a half, as is evident to the eyesight. And twice in 
every year the day and night are equal, for on the original attack, when it (the 
sun) went forth from its first degree (khurdak), the day and night were equal, it 
was the season of spring; when it arrives at the first degree of Kalachang 
(Cancer) the time of day is greatest, it is the beginning of summer; when it 
arrives at the sign (khurdak) Tarachuk (Libra) the day and night are equal, it is 
the beginning of autumn; when it arrives at the sign Vahik (Capricorn) the night 
is a maximum, it is the beginning of winter; and when it arrives at Varak (Aries) 
the night and day have again become equal, as when it went forth from Varak. 
So that when it comes back to Varak, in three hundred and sixty days and the 
five Gatha days, it goes in and comes out through one and the same aperture; 
the aperture is not mentioned, for if it had been mentioned the demons would 
have known the secret, and been able to introduce disaster».43 
 

Thus, the points referred to in the sources as ‘first degree’ of the Tropic of Capricorn 
and ‘first degree’ of the Tropic of Cancer represent the winter solstice and the summer 
solstice, respectively.  

Consequently, the exact degree of the sun at dawn and sunset during the winter and 
summer solstices has been established through a simulation using planetarium software.44 
The simulation was performed by setting the space and time coordinates: the location was 
set as modern Isfahan (32°39' N 51°40' E). At winter solstice, when the sun reaches the 
Tropic of Capricorn, the sun rises with an azimuth of 118° and sets at 242° and so the dawn 
was visible at Gay at 28° south of east and the sunset at 28° south of west. As for the 
summer solstice, when the sun reaches the Tropic of Cancer, we find values specular to 
those just indicated: the sun rises with an azimuth of 62°, i.e. 28° to the north of east, and 
sets at 28° north of west, with an azimuth of 298°. Therefore, the four gates were not at the 
vertexes of a square inscribed in the circumference of the walls, but rather at the vertexes of 
an isosceles trapezoid, with the bases positioned in an east-west direction and the tops in a 
north-south direction. If we imagine the city from above as seen on a map and the circle 
that defined it as a compass, we can place the four gates as follows: the Khūr Gate towards 
the southeast (28°) and the Isfīj Gate towards the northeast (28°), the Yahūdiyya Gate 
towards the southwest (28°) and the Ṭīrah Gate towards the northwest (28°).45 
Nevertheless, we have said that the distance between the four gates reported in the literary 
sources was not perfectly equidistant, and the number of cubits separating the four gates 
differed from one to another. Considering the measurements given by Abū Nuʿaym as the 
most accurate, as already stated, the distance slightly increased between the Isfīj and Khūr 
Gates (1400 cubits), and between the Isfīj and Ṭīrah Gates (1300 cubits), in comparison to 
the 1100 cubits between the other two pairs. Thus, the gates were not placed perfectly on 
the coincidence of the 28° corners formed by the two solstices: the Khūr Gate should be 

                                                           
43  Bundahishn, V.3-7 (West edition). 
44  stellarium.org/it/ (last accessed 26/06/2018). 
45  The association between Tīr and the summer solstice is reiterated in the Zoroastrian calendar where the month 

of Sirius, called Tīr, is the one that begins with the summer solstice, when the sun is in the sign of Cancer. 
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moved some degrees southward to broaden the chord that separated it from the Isfīj Gate 
and to shorten the chord that divided the Yahūdiyya Gate and the Khūr Gate. 

Confirmation that the bāb al-Yahūdiyya and the bāb Khūr were located on the southern 
section of the circumference comes from Ibn Rusta’s account. In fact, he records the 
opening of a new gate in the city wall after the advent of Islam,46 stating that Muḥammad 
ibn Maḥmud opened the bāb al-jadīd, ‘the new gate’ - with a single swing unlike the other 
entrances - blocking the Khūr Gate off.47 The choice did not follow mathematical or 
astronomical calculations, but logistical ones, as the new gate was the most suitable access 
to the city and the fastest way to reach the Zāyanda Rūd, being the closest to the river. In 
addition, we know from Ibn Ḥawqal that the village of Karīna, located just off the Khūr 
Gate where the Nawrūz celebration was held in his time, was situated along the river.48  

The information about Gay deduced so far in this paper through the study of historical 
texts allows a strict comparison between Gay and the other Sasanian ‘circular or almost 
circular’ cities. In particular, the city of Ardashīr Xwarrah/Fīrūzābād displays some strict 
similarities. It is the only perfectly circular Sasanian city with a certain date that still 
exists,49 whose attribution to the reign of the first Sasanian King Ardashīr I is not disputed 
among scholars.  

The fortifications of Fīrūzābād consist of two concentric walls, an internal one and a 
second external one; a moat about 30 m wide divides the two city walls and six openings 
are located along the walls. The innermost city wall has a diameter of 1.8 km, a 
measurement that coincides with the ancient mil. Considering the width of the moat, the 
outer wall has a diameter of about 1.95 km. Four of the openings are placed at the four 
cardinal points and coincide with the intersection between the two axes currently visible 
and the two walls; in addition, a further opening to the south and another to the north have 
been documented (fig. 2). Iṣṭakhrī and Ibn Ḥawqal report that the bāb Mihr was positioned 
to the east, the bāb Ohrmazd to the north, the bāb Bahrām to the west and, lastly, the bāb 
Ardashīr to the south.50 An internal radial system cut the city area by means of two main 
orthogonal axes - as a sort of cardo and decumanus. The extreme geometrical precision of 
the city plan was such that the two axes were perfectly orthogonal crossing in the centre of 
the circumference where the Ṭirbāl, a spiral tower-like structure, stood.51 

In light of the foregoing, it can be argued that Gay and Fīrūzābād shared at least two 
main urban features: the shape of the external fortification - a perfect circle - and the 
presence of four principal gates along the walls. Nevertheless, there are two more facts to 
consider. 

First of all, Ibn Rusta and Ḥamza Iṣfahānī inform us of a huge building that stood in the 
centre of Gay, specifically on the ark: a quhandiz named Sārūq or Sārūya that was still 
visible at least in the 10th century.52 Hence, Gay also had a building erected in the centre of 

                                                           
46  Ibn Rusta, 187 [161].  
47  Abū Nuʿaym, I, 15.  
48  Ibn Ḥawqal, II, 355 [363]. 
49  As regards Dārābgird, its attribution to the Sasanian period has recently been questioned (see Morgan 2003). 
50  Iṣṭakhrī, 109; Ibn Ḥawqal, 101. 
51  Huff 1974, 155 ff. 
52  We do not have a description of the architecture of the Sārūq, nor has the structure been identified. The 

sources seem to suggest that it acted as an important government building. A very impressive book archive 
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its circumference, overlooking the surrounding area as the Ṭirbāl correspondingly did in 
Fīrūzābād. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that Gay also had two main 
thoroughfares that departed from the gates and met at the city’s centre, shaping the street 
network and water canalisation, as is still quite evident in Fīrūzābād from aerial or satellite 
photos. 

Another characteristic shared by Gay and Fīrūzābād is the distinct allusion to the 
Zoroastrian cult sphere and astronomy in the designation of the city gates. With respect to 
Gay, we have Khūr, from khurshīd, the Persian name for the sun, representing Ohrmazd; 
Ṭīrah, which comes from the name of the yazata Tīr, the great Chief of the fixed stars; and 
Māh, the Persian name for the moon.  

The same occurred at Fīrūzābād where the names of three of the four gates had an 
astronomical link: Mihr, the Sun; Bahrām, Mars; Ohrmazd, Jupiter.53 The bāb Mihr is 
associated, as is the homonymous bāb Khūr in Gay, with the east and the place where the 
sun rises. The northernmost gate, called bāb Ohrmazd, took its designation from the creator 
god. The Bundahishn lists four star quadrant-commanders and numerous district-
commanders that exercise jurisdiction over the various parts of the sky; in the arrangement 
of the leaders, Ohrmazd is associated with Haftōring or Ursa Major, the constellation 
marking the north.54 Furthermore, in Zoroastrian doctrine Ohrmazd is opposed to Ahriman. 
The principle of evil is associated in Zoroastrian literature with the north, so much so that 
the Middle Persian term indicating this cardinal point is avoided for fear of evoking its 
terrible powers. So it may be plausible to suppose that the name Ohrmazd also had 
apotropaic value: the creator god would have been elected to protect the northern gate from 
enemy, spiritual and perhaps even material attacks, as possible enemy intervention was in 
fact expected from the north, as further testified by the presence of the Qalʿa-yi Dukhtar.55 
The western gate on the other hand, the bāb Bahrām, may have been linked to the planet 
Mars, associated with the war god Bahrām. In fact, in the Bundahishn, Bahrām or Mars are 
connected together with the commander star Wanand/Vega to the west.56 

The foregoing indisputably reveals a close connection between the urban layout of 
Fīrūzābād and Gay and Zoroastrian astrological-astronomical beliefs. This is reflected not 
only in the denomination of the gates, but, above all, in their positioning. As for Gay, it is 
significant to note here that the names of the aforementioned three gates (Khūr, sun; Māh, 
moon; Ṭīrah, the yazata of the fixed stars) are a direct echo of the already quoted passage 
found in the Bundahishn and also of a formula of the Mihr Niyāyishn referring to the good 

                                                           
was placed inside it, full of Middle Persian texts on the most varied disciplines, since there was no building 
more solid or more suitable for their conservation. There was also a fortress called Sārūq at the centre of 
Hamadhān’s shāhristān (Ibn al-Faqīh, 265 [219]; Mustawfī, 74 [71]; Yāqūt, 295 and 600). Mustawfī describes 
the city of Hamadhān as having an ancient fortress in adobe, called Shahristān, standing in the city centre and 
whose erection he attributes to Darius III (330-336 BCE). This ancient citadel is, instead, called Sārūq by Ibn 
al-Faqīh, who briefly describes it as a fortress with three façades and eight double iron gates. Here too the 
construction is attributed to Darius III. The meaning of the word Sārūq is still uncertain. 

53  See Huff 1974, 155 ff. 
54  Bundahishn, V.4. 
55  Rossi 2016. 
56  Bundahishn, V.4. 
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luminaries57 associating the sun, moon and fixed stars. Continuing the speculation, it is 
very interesting to note that the stars, the moon and the sun were all thought to orbit around 
Mount Tērag, the central point of the Earth, and that there were ‘apertures’ through which 
the rays of the sun passed every day. Hence, everything seems to point to the city having 
been founded as a tangible sign of the universe as the Sasanian believed it to work. The 
central ark of Gay, emphasised by the presence of the Sarūq, symbolised Mount Tērag, 
while the city gates represented four of the most important rojin, those coinciding with the 
summer and winter solstice, key moments of the year. 

We believe that further astro-archaeological research on the circular cities, and in 
particular Gay and Fīrūzābād, should be done. The hypothesis suggested here is intended as 
a mere first step, but it is in any case a stimulus to continue looking at the influence of royal 
Sasanian patronage in the erection or foundation of cities and buildings, etc.58 
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Fig. 1 - The modern region of Isfahan (Google Earth ©). 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2 - The area of Fīrūzābād (Google Earth ©). 
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A SMALL INTRUDER: 
A MEDIEVAL MARBLE WINGED LION FROM RAVELLO  

 
Maria Vittoria Fontana - Sapienza University of Rome 

 
An image of a 12th century marble winged lion was provocatively included among the slides 

accompanying a lecture by the author at a recent conference at the American Academy in Rome to 
illustrate Umberto Scerrato’s work on Islamic archaeology and art history in Italy. The lion, in fact, 
was never published by Scerrato, but it and a winged bull, both once featuring as ornaments on the 
“Moresque Fountain” in Ravello (originally from a medieval building most likely from Ravello 
itself), are the subject of this brief article. They are of undeniable Islamic taste. 

 
Keywords: Ravello (Campania); Italy; marble sculptures; Norman period; Islamic contacts 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

When I was recently invited to talk about Umberto Scerrato and his contribution to the 
study of Islamic archaeology and art history in Italy at the International Conference on 
Islamic Art and Architecture in Italy: Between Tradition and Innovation (held by the 
American Academy in Rome, 17-18 May 2018), I decided to include, among the images 
taken from his publications, an image of a small “intruder”. It is a medieval marble winged 
lion which Umberto Scerrato and I spoke about but he never mentioned in his writings, 
even in his important chapter on Islamic art in Italy in the volume Gli Arabi in Italia, first 
published in 1979.1 

 
2. THE WINGED LION AND THE WINGED BULL FROM RAVELLO (figs. 1-4) 

This marble sculpture featuring a winged lion was once reused (see below), together 
with another marble sculpture depicting a winged bull (probably both from the 12th 
century), as ornaments on a fountain (the so-called “Moresque Fountain”, fig. 1) in the 
middle of the homonym square in the southern Italian town of Ravello, from where they 
were removed on 13th September 19752 and replaced by copies (figs. 9-10) at the end of the 
1970s.3 

The original marbles, certainly from a medieval building - most likely from Ravello 
itself -, were for a long time considered part of the ciborium of Ravello cathedral.4 

                                                           
1  I invited people attending the Conference to discover it together (a sort of treasure hunt), at the end of my 

speech. 
2  Cf. White 1987, 179. The original lion was also reproduced by Escher in 1932 (wood engraving, 23,2 × 21,3 

cm; Locher 1992, fig. 214). 
3  The copies of the two marble statues were produced in lava stone by an artist from Catania (Sicily; cf. 

http://www.comune.ravello.sa.it/2018/fontana-moresca/, last accessed 08/06/2018). 
4  This ciborium, which was commissioned in 1279 by Matteo Rufolo and produced by Matteo di Narnia, was 

demolished in 1773 at the behest of bishop Michele Tafuri due to its poor static conditions (Mansi 1887, 77; 
cf. also White 1987, 176). From Francesco Pansa onwards (see the long description from Pansa’s 1865 
manuscript reported in White 1987, 176, 178, 180) it was believed that the lion and the bull belonged to this 
ciborium and crowned one of the corners formed by the four elements of the architrave (see among the others: 
Mansi 1887, 74-76; Bertaux 19782, 766; Toesca 1965, 898, n. 77; Bottari 1955, 236, pl. XLIX, fig. 4 (the 
lion); Guglielmi Fedeli 1972, 33, figs. 29-31). Vega de Martini (1984) was among the first to suggest that the 

http://www.comune.ravello.sa.it/2018/fontana-moresca/
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The features of both the lion and the bull recall other more famous marbles used as 
supports: marble, or less commonly stone, stylophore animals were very widespread in 
southern Italian churches during the 11th-13th centuries, and their shapes and renderings 
revealed specific contacts with the Islamic world.5 Scerrato’s essay from 1979 represents a 
precious guide containing many comparisons. 

 
2.1. The winged lion (figs. 2, 4) 

The lion is standing with its head bent slightly to the right, its legs strong, its wings 
closed, and its tail folded along its back. It is distinguished by its mane which resembles a 
wig lowered onto its forehead. This latter detail is paralleled in a marble lion acting as the 
support of a stoup in Siponto cathedral (Apulia), but originally supporting a chair which is 
now lost (ca. 1050; fig. 5). A very similar arrangement of the mane on the forehead is also 
found on a rock crystal lionhead, most likely from South Italy (ca. 1200), preserved at the 
Museum für Islamische Kunst in Berlin,6 and on a marble lion that is part of an Apulian 
fragmentary capital (first half of the 12th century) in the Pinacoteca Civica of Bari.7 

The elongated oval-shaped flat nose is instead similar to those of the porphyry lions of 
the sculptured tomb of Friedrich II in Palermo cathedral8 as well as those of the lions 
depicted on the coronation mantle of Roger II of Sicily (fig. 6):9 as a matter of fact this 
winged lion is quite different from the Ravello cathedral specimens.10 

 
2.2. The winged bull (fig. 3) 

The bull is also standing, its head bent slightly to the left, as if its and the lion’s gazes 
were converging towards a central point or diverging from the latter, depending on their 
location. Its legs, wings and tail show the same features as those of the lion. The “realistic” 
rendering of its oblong eyes, wide nostrils, and, overall, wrinkled bovine skin - the latter 
achieved through deep, parallel lines carved into the marble surface - is of some interest. 
Indeed, an immediate comparison with the latter could be suggested: it is the as or more 
wrinkled skin that distinguishes the renowned pair of marble elephants supporting the 
throne of bishop Urso (1078-1089) in Canosa cathedral (Apulia), the work of Romualdus 
(fig. 8). 

                                                           
two statues could not have crowned one of the corners of the ciborium. In fact she observed that the flat 
structure on their backs can only suggest that they were supporting and not crowning elements. 

5  Stylophore marble lions from churches in the Campania hinterland can also show more specific Western 
features (see, for example, Pace 2007, figs. 257-260). 

6  Inv. no. I. 4650; Shalem 1999, fig. 5. 
7  Scerrato 1979, fig. 320. 
8  Originally made for Roger II around 1145-1154; Déer 1959, figs. 18, 25-27, 30-32. 
9  548H/1133-34 CE, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Kaiserliche Schatzkammer, inv. no. XIII 14. The 

latter is not so different from the fountain lion protome painted in the panel illustrating two musicians in front 
of a fountain on the wooden ceiling of the Cappella Palatina in Palermo (fig. 7), as well as the many lions 
depicted on the same ceiling (Brenk 2010, Atlante / Atlas, II, figs. 530, 568-569, 588, 605, 607, 647, 666, 685, 
717, 720-721, 733, 762, 764, 776, 786, 807-808, 826, 839, 859, 891-892, 899, 907, 978, 1150-1151). 

10  See Guglielmi Fedeli 1972. 
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The bent heads of both the lion and the bull could actually suggest that they were placed 
opposite each other, and their wings confirm that they are two of the four Evangelists 
symbols, belonging to a unique lost monument on which they acted as supporting elements.11  

 
3. CONCLUSIONS 

The circulation of Islamic models in southern Italy undoubtedly occurred in the lead up 
to the Norman period, as several Greek illustrated manuscripts especially produced in 
southern Italy between the 9th and 11th centuries testify.12 In the Norman period Islamic 
metalwork and textiles also provided many visual sources for southern Italian marble 
workers; thus Islamic metalwork may have acted as a model for hundreds of marble statues 
(11th-12th century) in the form of animals (both quadrupeds and birds) abounding in the 
portals, capitals and furnishings of Apulian churches in particular, and Islamic textiles may 
well have supplied prototypes, for example, for the square and rectangular marble reliefs 
(10th-11th century) from the old dome of Sorrento now kept in the Museo Correale in that 
town and in the Museo Barracco in Rome.13 

The lion and the bull of Ravello are probably not the best proof of the skill of marble 
workers from Campania, in fact their manufacture is rather coarse and certainly less refined 
than that of Apulian and other specimens from Campania,14 but they are, in my opinion, 
very impressive and represent important evidence of the craftsmanship of marble sculptures 
from the middle Tyrrhenian coast, also indebted to the Islamic repertoire. 

This is perhaps the reason - together with its peculiar shape - why the inhabitants of 
Ravello called the “Fontana Moresca” (Moorish Fountain) the pool of water which, at an 
unspecified time (probably in 18th century), was built and adorned with these medieval 
marbles.15 

As mentioned above, after a long discussion on the subject, Scerrato decided not to 
publish these two marbles, his reticence certainly being due to their uncertain origin. 
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Fig. 1 - Ravello, the “Moresque Fountain” in the homonym square before the marble 
statues were removed on 13th September 1975 (after Gugliemi Fedeli 1972, fig. 29).  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figs. 2-3 - Ravello, the winged lion (left) and the winged bull (right) (probably 12th 
century) of the “Moresque Fountain” in the homonym square before the statues were 
removed on 13th September 1975 (after Gugliemi Fedeli 1972, figs. 30-31). 
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Fig. 4 - Detail of winged lion illustrated in 
fig. 2. 

Fig. 6 - Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Kaiserliche Schatzkammer, 
Inv. no. XIII 14, mantle of Roger 
II of Sicily (1133-34), detail (after 
Scerrato 1979, fig. 149). 

Fig. 7 - Palermo, The Cappella Palatina, panel of 
the wooden ceiling depicting two musicians in 
front of a fountain (ca. 1143; after Brenk 2010, 
Atlante / Atlas, II, fig. 832). 

Fig. 5 - Siponto cathedral 
(Apulia), marble lion originally 
supporting a chair (ca.1050; after 
Belli D’Elia - Garton 1975, ill. 
on p. 65). 
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Fig. 8 - Canosa Cathedral (Apulia), a pair of marble elephants supporting the bishop’s 
throne (1078-1089; photo by the author, 1978). 
 

 

Figs. 9-10 - Ravello, details of the “Moresque Fountain” in the homonym square, lava stone 
statues by an artist from Catania replacing the original marbles from the second half of the 
1970s (photos by the author, 2007). 
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1. A NEW DISCOVERY 

To unearth Islamic metalwork is quite an unusual event, given on one hand the absence 

of grave goods in the Islamic culture, and on the other, the cost of metal as a material, 

always needed for coinage and many other applications. Numerous metalwork, pertaining 

to any functional class, allegedly coming from Ghazni or purchased on Ghazni market are 

known.1 Some artefacts and fragments also emerged from the secular buildings - the royal 

palace (11th-12th century) and the so-called „House of the Lusterware‟ (second half of the 

12th century) - excavated by the Italian Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan.2 Among 

them: three inkwells,3 six spoons, few vanity objects, little jewels, objects‟ fittings and two 

miniature objects. 

Many years later, Ghazni still had a treasure to disclose. In 2012, an unexpected 

discovery occurred in the commercial area lying at the feet of the citadel. During restoration 

works into a shop, a huge number of buckets emerged from the floor by chance.4 An early 

witness reported that the items were up to one hundred.5 Unfortunately, only sixteen 

buckets reached the Kabul National Museum and there is no news about the many others. 

This regrettable episode comes as the last evidence of artefacts and archaeological finds 

disappearing in Afghanistan. However, let focus on the half-full glass, since the discovery 

of sixteen new metalwork, all belonging to the same class, is indeed a remarkable finding.  

                                                           
  This topic has been presented on occasion of the International Workshop “Khurasan: Land of the Rising Sun”, 

held in the Linden-Museum of Stuttgart on November 3rd-4th 2016. 
1  It would be worthy to remind that the Italian Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan documented, between 

1957 and 1978, many of the metalwork collections hosted in the country. A catalogue by the author is 

forthcoming: Islamic Metalwork from Afghanistan (9th-13th c.). The Italian Archaeological Mission Archives 

(1957-1978), Department of Asian, African and Mediterranean Studies, Series Maior, Naples.  
2  For further information about the archaeological activities, see Bombaci 1959; Scerrato 1959a; Adamesteanu 

1960.  
3  See Laviola 2017b. 
4  Another metalwork hoard was found fortuitously in 1953, in Maimana (north-western Afghanistan): about 

thirty-two artefacts and fragments came out of a ṭāq, a niche in a wall, where they had been probably hidden. 

The artefacts were delivered to the Kabul National Museum. See Scerrato 1964. 
5  Philippe Marquise, then director of the Délégation Archéologique Française en Afghanistan (DAFA), 

reported the information. 
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Some members of the Italian Mission happened to be in the right place at the right 

moment, and had the chance to see the objects, measure them and collect a complete 

photographic documentation.6 

 

2. STATE OF PRESERVATION AND MANUFACTURING 

Once in the Kabul Museum, the buckets were cleaned from earthen incrustations, but no 

restoration has been performed yet. As far as we know, the objects are still in the Museum 

storage and have never been on exhibition; they have no inventory numbers as well.7  

Each bucket still preserves its removable elements: the foot (or feet) and the handle, 

which most of times seem to pertain to the bodies they are joined to. Only buckets provided 

with three feet raise some doubt about the originality of such set up (see below). However, 

for the majority there is no apparent trace of interpolation or insertion of unrelated 

elements, thus the buckets should have not suffered any changing after manufacturing.8  

The buckets have cast body and handle, with just one exception;9 the majority rests on a 

single foot, usually made of metal sheet, while two specimens rest on three small feet, cast 

and soldered to the underside. 

The state of preservation varies: about six buckets are intact and in fair condition; they 

present only small gaps and dents. The remaining ten are, instead, in a poor condition: wide 

portions of the body lack and long deep cracks split across it. Many have a thick, usually 

greenish patina, which covers small or extended areas of the surface, sometimes making the 

decorative and epigraphic details barely recognizable.  

Engraving is the main decorative technique adopted, realized on different layers of 

depth. Engraving and chiselling are also the first steps for the inlay, executed most of times 

with copper employed in thick wires or foils. Just on one specimen, silver is employed in 

thin wires. Thanks to its brighter colour, the inlay lights up the decorative features even on 

very dark surfaces. Unfortunately, the inlay is particularly affected by losses and damages. 

Some of its original slots remain empty: this circumstance turns out to be useful, since it 

consents to recognize the decorative design or the epigraphical content even on damaged 

objects. 

 

3. A MAIN MODEL AND SOME UNIQUE SPECIMENS 

The buckets show five different morphological models. The sub-globular body 

represents the main model, attested in twelve items out of sixteen; single specimens attest 

other four models: two three-footed and two footless. 

                                                           
6  All the pictures belong to the Italian Mission archives. I wish to thank Roberta Giunta, deputy director of the 

Italian Mission and director of the Islamic Ghazni Archaeological Project, who gave me full access to 

unpublished metalwork and shared with me her first impressions. I also express my gratitude to Dr Omara 

Khan Massoudi, former Director of the Kabul National Museum, who let this newly discovered material to be 

photographed and studied. A catalogue of the sixteen buckets is in preparation by the author. 
7  In this paper, they are numbered from 1 to 16 following the order of documentation. Pictures of only six 

buckets are attached to show the morphological models. 
8  The author had no chance to observe the objects directly, thus opinions on their status are based on pictures 

and on the report given by Roberta Giunta. 
9  See below the cylindrical bucket no. 2.  
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3.1. Sub-globular buckets 

Sub-globular buckets rest on a high trumpet-shaped foot; they measure on average 

about 17 cm in height, 18 cm in diameter,10 and 2 kg in weight. The rim is either flared, in 

seven specimens,11 or broad and flat, in five specimens12 (figs. 1-2). Both kinds of rim host 

a decoration (see below). The handle is massive, square-sectioned and moulded in a series 

of geometrical solid forms; usually, it is pierced at its centre to host a spike, so that the 

bucket could be hung. The handle has pincer-shaped terminals, adorned at their top by 

zoomorphic protomes (felines13 or birds14) carved in bas-relief, which clamp the vertical 

lugs welded on the rim. About five cases show a second rate version of this handle:15 the 

section is thinner, with roughly defined mouldings; the protomes are highly stylized and 

reduced to a geometric profile.  

The decoration usually involves every part of the bucket: foot, body and handle. The 

trumpet-shaped foot usually bears an engraved decoration of geometrical kind. The handle, 

beyond the already mentioned mouldings, can bear a geometric pattern on the outer side of 

the arch. Body decoration always distributes horizontally in three or four registers. The 

space is calculated precisely to insert the decorative elements, which are always even-

numbered. Sometimes the design used in one register is repeated in another one, employing 

a doubled number of elements. All patterns are framed into roundels, arches or cartouches; 

no free representation is admitted.16  

Roundels are the most common kind of frame: their margin can be simply engraved or 

inlaid with copper; some also host an inlaid crescent. The latter are typically employed to 

divide the epigraphical bands in sections. Arches also appear frequently in the pointed, 

trilobed and five-lobed version. The element boasts a long tradition in the Afghan area 

since the Buddhist period.17 In Islamic time, the trilobed arch became a peculiar feature, 

since its first employment on Maḥmud‟s tomb in Rawza (Ghazni) and then recurring on 

many materials.18 Rectangular cartouches, with concave short sides, enclose inscriptions or 

walking animals. A bigger kind of cartouches, defined by inlaid intertwined ribbons, 

enclose series of two or three roundels to host the zodiac signs.19 Narrow trapezoidal 

cartouches appear of the buckets rim, alternated to typically Iranian elements such as the 

seven-disc rosette and the eight-petal flower.20  

                                                           
10  The diameter refers to the rim of the bucket. 
11  Buckets nos. 4-5, 10-13, 15. 
12  Buckets nos. 3, 6-8, 14. 
13  Buckets nos. 3-6, 8, 14. 
14  Buckets nos. 10, 16.  
15  Buckets nos. 7-8, 11, 15-16.  
16  Free representations occur, instead, in the scenes inlaid on the famous Bobrinsky bucket (Herat, 1163). See 

Veselovski 1940; Ettinghausen 1943, 193-208; Kana‟an 2009, 175-201. 
17  Allchin - Hammond eds. 1978, 329. 
18  See Giunta 2003, 28, fig. 8, face c.  
19  A bucket of this kind, also from Ghazni, is on exhibition in the Linden-Museum of Stuttgart. See Kalter et al. 

eds. 1982, II, 68-69. 
20  The rosette is considered a typical feature of Khurasan (Scerrato 1966, 37). The eight-petal flower had a major 

spread on Iranian metalwork, especially circular basins and trays. 
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Other attested decorative elements belong to the typical repertoire of Eastern Iranian 

metalwork. Among them: the floriated vase;21 intertwined semi-circular arches, enriched by 

an upturned trilobed flower, that recur on the lower body of buckets; a six-pointed star 

pattern composed by interlacing ribbons, included in big roundels; the so-called „Solomon 

knot‟ (or Central Asian good-wishing knot) into roundels. The human figure, instead, never 

appears.22 

Zoomorphic elements include real and fantastic animals: especially birds of different 

species, singles or in pairs, framed into arches and roundels, but also running quadrupeds, 

in pairs, into cartouches; harpies are the most common fantastic animals, framed into arches 

and roundels, while sphinxes appear only in one case, in alternation to harpies.23 

Other figurative representations concern the zodiac signs, attested on four buckets.24 

The theme is largely spread on Islamic, and especially Iranian, metalwork.25 Astrological 

figures were believed to play a good-wishing, talismanic role. Unfortunately, the engraved 

signs are generally in a bad state of preservation, so that just few of them are still visible. 

On Ghazni buckets, the signs are portrayed on their own, without their Lord planet as often 

occurs according to the domicilia system.26  

Sub-globular buckets bear three inscriptions on the body, while no epigraphy has been 

noticed on the handle.27 Inscriptions stand against an engraved vegetal background declined 

in a number of varieties that attests the care devoted to it. Kufic and cursive scripts are 

employed on the same object, generally according to precisely assigned locations: Kufic on 

the lower body and the rim, cursive on the upper body. The latter inscription enjoys the 

most visible position; usually it is inlaid with copper and is split in four sections by as many 

roundels.28 

Arabic is the only language, as traditionally occurs in standard benedictory texts. The 

starting expression of the duʿāʾ depends on the script: bi-l-yumn waʾl-baraka is adopted in 

Kufic ones, al-ʿizz waʾl-iqbāl in cursive ones. The closing formula al-baqāʾ, wishing 

eternal life, always lacks the final hamzāʾ. Not always, it is followed by the dedication li-

ṣāḥibi-hi to an anonymous owner. Benedictory terms always have the article and they 

rarely appear in a shortened form.  

 

3.2. Three-footed buckets 

Two buckets rest on three small feet: it is unclear whether these feet replaced a lost 

original foot or they were meant to be this way from the very first moment. Bucket no. 9 

                                                           
21  Three vases showing the same shape of those represented on metalwork were documented in Kandahar and 

the Rawza Museum (see Scerrato 1959b, 102, no. 3, figs. 8a-b; Melikian-Chirvani 1975, 202-204, figs. 13-

15). 
22  The absence of anthropomorphic figures marks another difference with the Bobrinsky bucket and some other 

Iranian buckets as well. 
23  Bucket no. 7. 
24  Buckets nos. 3, 6, 11, 15. 
25  Scerrato 1961, 162; Fehérvári 1976, 73-74. 
26  See for example the „Wade Cup‟ of the Cleveland Museum of Art (Rice 1955, 17-20). See also Scerrato 1981. 
27  The Bobrinsky bucket bears engraved in such position the date and place of manufacturing. 
28  Buckets nos. 3, 7-8, 11, 13, 15-16. 
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has reduced size (h. 14.5 cm, Ø 16.7 cm, 1 kg), bulbous body and a slightly flared rim, so 

thin to prevent any decoration (fig. 3). The handle, very thin and simple, has a square 

section along the arch, but it becomes round in the terminals that remain open after passing 

through the lugs.  

The object is in a poor condition, affected by many gaps and cracks. The decoration, 

engraved and quite simple, consists of three horizontal registers: bottom-up, a narrow 

geometrical strip, a sequence of running hares and hunting dogs, and an epigraphical band. 

The second register bears on the background a series of big spiral vegetal scrolls, enriched 

by buds, half-palmettes and trilobed flowers. Both the vegetal and zoomorphic patterns are 

executed on a macroscopic scale in respect to other buckets. The dogs are portrayed with an 

open mouth and wear a collar.29 The inscription in the third register runs against a vegetal 

background, expressing a standard duʿāʾ. The hunting scene would point to an early date. 

Among the already published buckets, there are some specimens similar in shape, size and 

decorative design, which are usually assigned to the 11th century Khurasan.30 

Bucket no. 1 (h 18.2 cm, Ø 19 cm, 2.05 kg) presents an almost spherical body and a 

straight rim, too thin to host a decoration on its top (fig. 4). The handle has sinuous curving 

terminals, with a knob finial; at its centre, a globular element with a nailed arch-shaped ring 

is inserted. The object is in fair condition; one of the feet, still preserved, is detached from 

the body. The bucket is undecorated, except for a single horizontal register running below 

the rim. The engraved benedictory inscription, in cursive, lies against a vegetal background 

composed by two intertwined foliated scrolls, which run mainly above letters and seem to 

originate from a double palmette. The text has revealed quite interesting: the good-wishing 

terms are deprived of the article - this being a unique feature among the group of Ghazni 

buckets - and the name of the owner is actually expressed. The inscription is still under 

analysis, but up to now, a religious epithet has been deciphered. It would indicate a 

personality out of the court‟s milieu.31  

The bucket stands as a unique object, because of its shape, decorative scheme, vegetal 

pattern and epigraphical band. Its chronology remains an open issue.  

 

3.3. Footless buckets 

Bucket no. 12 (h 13.2 cm, Ø 19.2 cm, 1.5 kg) presents a hemispherical bottom and 

straight wall with no rim (fig. 5). The surface is raw and completely undecorated. It was 

clearly a humble object.  

Bucket no. 2 has a cylindrical body with flared rim (fig. 6). The object (h 14.6 cm, Ø 

19.7 cm, 1.1 kg) is considerably lighter than the majority of buckets and most probably 

made of metal sheet. The thinness of the wall has resulted in extended damages. The 

tapering handle is joined to the lugs through a button-shaped bolt and is pierced in the 

centre. The body surface is covered by a gold-greenish patina, which hides most part of the 

                                                           
29  Hunting dogs wearing golden collars are attested in the sources about the Seljuq (see Laviola 2017a, 206). 
30  See Ward 1993, 59, fig. 42. 
31  Few names of recipients are known from Islamic metalwork and even less not belonging to rulers (see Laviola 

2017c, 113). The Bobrisnky bucket represents one of these rare examples: a luxurious metalwork explicitly 

made for a bourgeois, a merchant. 
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decoration. Two registers are engraved below the rim, both showing a dotted background. 

The first bears a geometrical „chain-pattern‟; in the second register runs an inscription in 

Kufic with scrolls ending in trilobed flowers over the letters. Unfortunately, only a very 

short portion of the text is still visible, so to make it unreadable.  

This specimen resembles closely some already published buckets coming from Fayyum 

(Egypt), which show two engraved (and never inlaid) registers on the upper body, with a 

foliated Kufic inscription. They are datable to the 10th-11th century.32 

 

4. OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

Many Islamic buckets have been published so far (more than eighty coming from 

Khurasan),33 but until now they were extremely under-represented in Afghan collections. 

The wide metalwork documentation gathered by the Italian Archaeological Mission (1957-

1978) included not a single specimen; nowadays, one sub-globular bucket - unrelated to the 

group from Ghazni - is on exhibition in the Kabul National Museum34 and none in the 

Herat National Museum. The new hoard brought to light comes to bridge this gap; it will 

certainly offer the occasion to summarize the standing knowledge and prove some 

hypothesis.  

The first issue to discuss is the buckets provenance. Such a fortuitous finding raises 

some doubts of course, but the huge number of specimens retrieved would indicate an 

atelier more likely than just a shop. The finding location, the feet of Ghazni citadel, makes 

the discovery even more important, placing the objects in a historically relevant set.  

The group of artefacts has revealed extremely interesting: a high variety of models is 

attested and different qualitative levels in manufacturing as well. All buckets could have 

been produced locally or some specimens could have been imported from abroad. 

Hypothesis are tentative at this stage of research.  

On the base of a brief comparison with other known buckets and taking into account the 

decorative patterns in common with other Iranian metalwork, the main group of sub-

globular buckets could be generally assigned to the 12th-13th century. Of course, a deeper 

analysis will clarify the peculiarity of each specimen, bringing to a more precise attribution. 

Certainly, comparison should not be limited only to other buckets or metalwork: other 

materials coming from Ghazni, such as the marbles, could prove useful from both an 

epigraphical and iconographical point of view. 

Another issue to examine is what relation exists between Ghazni buckets and the 

already known ones. The majority of the latter are generally attributed to Khurasan, a 

regional definition that proves more than ever vague talking about metalwork. The 

Bobrinsky bucket, which is actually coming from a city of Khurasan, Herat - taking for 

granted the truthfulness of its inscription - cannot be farer from Ghazni buckets on a 

stylistic ground with its lavish opulence. Six registers filled by free continuous 

representations, including many human figures; a massive display of copper and silver 

inlay; many information given by the epigraphy, inscribed even on the handle; the use of 

                                                           
32  Fehérvári 1976, 47-48, nos. 24, 26, pl. 8:b, d; Ward 1993, 65, fig. 48. 
33  Ivanov 2004, 172. 
34  See Laviola 2016, 112, 496.  
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Persian language and human-headed script. Ghazni buckets, instead, favour order and 

balance in the decoration, an alternation of empty and full spaces precisely arranged. The 

inlay is limited to margins of frames, inscriptions and single decorative elements; it is never 

employed as a ground covering technique. Standard inscriptions, limited to the Arabic 

language, are integrated in the decorative design. Perhaps, research going further, a 

distinction between Eastern Iranian and Khurasanian buckets will be identified.  

Certainly, this new discovery comes to remind that Ghazni has still a lot to tell; a 

thorough study of the metalwork coming from the city would probably lead to demonstrate 

a major production, going beyond the generic definition of Khurasan.  
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Fig. 1 - Sub-globular bucket with flared rim, no. 10 (Italian Archaeological Mission 

archives). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 - Sub-globular bucket with broad and flat rim, no. 14 (Italian Archaeological 

Mission archives). 
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Fig. 3 - Bulbous bucket, no. 9 (Italian Archaeological Mission archives). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 - Almost spherical bucket, no. 1 (Italian Archaeological Mission archives). 
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Fig. 5 - Bucket with hemispherical bottom, no. 12 (Italian Archaeological Mission 

archives). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 - Cylindrical bucket, no. 2 (Italian Archaeological Mission archives). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main contribution of the archaeological researches carried out in the wide territories 
of South-eastern Iran (today including, from north to south, the three modern Iranian 
Provinces of Sistan and Baluchestan, Kerman and Hormozgan; fig. 1);1 probably concerned 
the analysis of the emergence (during the Chalcolithic period: c. 5th and 4th millennia BC) 
and the consolidation (during the Early Bronze Age: c. 3200-1800 BC) of a long-distance 
system of commercial routes connecting Mesopotamia, the Iranian Plateau, the shores of 
the Persian Gulf and South Asian areas. Due to a relevant number of archaeological 
activities (both excavations and surveys) in South-eastern Iran, the role of several ancient 
sites (e.g. Tepe Yahya, Konar Sandal-Mahtoutabad, Tall-i Iblis, Shahdad, Shahr-i Sokhta, 
Bampur, etc.) and/or wider areas (e.g. the Halil river valley, the Shah Maran-Daulatabad 
basin, the Soghun plain, the Bard Sir plain, the Helmand basin, the Bampur river valley, 
etc.) within that context of long-distance trade routes and related cultural interactions has 
been diffusely documented and evaluated.2 

Subsequent periods in the historical and cultural development of this wide area of Iran, 
on the contrary, are scantily documented in the archaeological records, if not completely 
unattested. This is particularly evident in the cases of the Iron Age or the ‘transition 
periods’ from the Bronze to the Iron Age and from earlier to later Iron Age phases. 

These archaeological gaps seem even deeper and broader if compared with the 
information related to the same periods from Western Iran. Iron Age in Western Iran, 
indeed, has been the subject of a well-established tradition of studies and field researches 
and its periodisation has been the focus of scholarly debates since the middle of the 1960s, 
when both T.C. Young and R.H. Dyson proposed a tripartite subdivision of Western Iranian 
Iron Age.3 In the mid-1980s a further step was taken again by Young, who established the 
chronological framework of the Iron Age in Western Iran, based on the stratigraphy at 
Hasanlu.4 In 1975, however, Young had already introduced the concept of ‘Iron Age IV’, in 

                                                           
1  Toponyms are reported according to the variants more commonly used in the international scientific jargon. 
2 For recent syntheses with related bibliography see Mutin 2013; Petrie 2013; Pittman 2013; Weeks 2016; 

Mutin et al. 2017. 
3 Young 1965; Dyson 1965. 
4 Hasanlu V = Iron Age I: c. 1450-1200 BC; Hasanlu IV = Iron Age II: c. 1200-800 BC; Hasanlu III = Iron Age 

III: c. 800-550 BC (Young 1985). 
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order to refer to the chronology of a specific corpus of pottery he was able to isolate during 
his survey in the Kangavar Valley, whose lower chronological range probably extended 
into the early Parthian times.5 The concept of an Iron Age IV was broadened some years 
later by L.D. Levine, who proposed to extend the term ‘Iron IV’ over all Western Iran, 
adding another chronological component to the Iron I-III subdivisions established by 
Young.6 

Moreover, quite recently the periodisation of earlier phases of the Iron Age in North-
western Iran has been somewhat modified by M. Danti, according to a reassessment of the 
chronology at Hasanlu.7 The Iron Age chronology was recently reassessed also in Luristan, 
according to the evidence from cemeteries in the Pusht-e Kuh,8 and similar important steps 
were taken as far as the archaeological definition of the Iron Age in Northern and Central 
Iran is concerned.9 

In the opinion of many scholars, however, the end date of the Iron Age in Iran is 
considered to coincide with the emergence of the political power of the Achaemenids, 
retained as an actual ‘watershed’ between Iron Age cultures and ‘Historical Periods’ of 
ancient Iran. 

Several archaeological researches in the last decades, on the contrary, testified an 
increasing scholarly tendency to include the period of political control by the Achaemenid 
dynasty (c. 559-330 BC) within the Iron Age periodisation, on the basis of an overall 
continuity of the material culture. This scientific approach was explicitly recommended by 
R. Boucharlat, who warned against the generic utilisation of the term ‘Achaemenid’ in 
archaeology, suggesting to limit its use to evidence surely datable between 559-330 BC and 
denoting a real ‘impact’ of the royal power. Thus, he proposed to eschew the term 
‘Achaemenid’ to date sites or levels and to adopt systematically the term ‘Iron IV’ or 
alternative expressions, as ‘Late Iron Age’, etc., in order to avoid mistakes and 
misinterpretations.10 

Together with the examination of chronological matters, the evaluation of the 
archaeological evidence from the (Late) Iron Age in Iran and neighbouring areas has been 
often concerned with the issue of the intensity and ‘material’ visibility of a possible 
‘impact’ originated from the establishment of the political power of the Achaemenid 
dynasty on the socio-cultural and socio-economic life in the wide subjected territories. 
Obviously, debates over this issue has been mainly fostered with regard to regions 
characterised by considerable evidence from both the period of the Achaemenid political 
power and the immediately previous decades and centuries, to be used as a source of 

                                                           
5 Young 1975, 192. 
6 Levine 1987. 
7 Iron I = Hasanlu IVc: c. 1250-1050 BC; Iron II = Hasanlu IVb: c. 1050-800 BC; the chronology of Iron III, 

instead, remained the same Young proposed in 1985, thus coming to an end with the rise of the Achaemenid 
Empire (Danti 2013a; 2013b). 

8 Iron Age IA = c. 1300/1250-1150 BC; Iron Age IB-IIA = c. 1150-950/900 BC; Iron Age IIB = c. 900-800/750 
BC; Iron Age III = c. 800/750-650 BC (Overlaet 2013). 

9 See e.g. Mousavi 2013; Alibaigi - Khosrawi 2014; Pollard et al. 2015. 
10 Boucharlat 2005, 270-271; personal communication by R. Boucharlat (Dec. 2017). 
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comparisons to speculate about concepts as ‘impact’, ‘continuity/change’, 
‘tradition/innovation’, ‘integration/interactions’, etc.11 

As already mentioned, differing significantly from the situation in other areas of Iran, 
both earlier and later Iron Age phases are rather scantily documented in South-eastern Iran. 
Hence, due to the overall paucity of the available evidence, it seems more advisable to 
discuss the issue of the ‘Achaemenid impact’ on this area making reference to case studies 
involving slightly better documented territories, i.e. Kerman Province and the Sistan region. 

 
2. THE EVIDENCE FROM KERMAN PROVINCE 

The key-site for the Iron Age in Kerman Province is presently Tepe Yahya (figs. 1-2). 
Tepe Yahya, located in the south-western corner of the Soghun Valley, was excavated by a 
team of Harvard University headed by C.C. Lamberg-Karlovsky between 1967 and 1975. It 
is by now the only site in south-eastern Iran providing substantial and well-dated 
archaeological evidence for a long period encompassing also the Early and Late Iron Age.12 
The earliest Iron Age remains at Tepe Yahya are represented by the evidence from Period 
III = c. 800-650 BC, after a hiatus of many centuries in the occupational sequence since the 
final Bronze Age phase at the site, which ended around 1400 BC.13 The «widespread 
decline in archaeologically visible settlement» at the end of the Bronze Age attested in all 
South-eastern Iran has been convincingly related to climate changes, which affected (to 
different extents) specific areas of the region.14 Architectural evidence from Period III at 
Tepe Yahya is represented by remains of two roughly square structures interpreted as 
‘nondomestic’ buildings pertaining to a ‘village’.15 However, the most important Early Iron 
Age evidence at the site is represented by two mud-bricks platforms (only partially put into 
light by excavations) constructed sequentially during the ‘Platform Period’ = c. 650-500 
BC, upon the remnants of the abandoned Period III buildings (apparently without any 
lengthy hiatus), likely to serve as «symbols of independence and autonomy within the 
landscape» in a moment shortly before the establishment of the Achaemenid power on the 
area.16 Judging from the architectural remains dated to the 5th and 4th century BC (Period 
IIa = c. 500-375 BC), instead, during full Achaemenid period Tepe Yahya was simply a 
rather small village and the construction of the platforms did not «usher in a period of 
monumental construction and imperial importance».17 

A massive mud-brick platform was unearthed at Konar Sandal North (figs. 1-2), in the 
Halil Rud Basin (Jiroft District, Kerman Province) during the activities of the Jiroft Region 
Archaeological Project (directed by Y. Madjidzadeh in 2002-2008) and was interpreted by 

                                                           
11 Several important works (both with a specifically archaeological or a more historically-oriented approach) 

should be cited in this respect. For brevity’s sake, one may mention only some of the monographs published 
in the last decade (e.g. Delemen 2007; Ivantchik - Licheli 2007; Briant - Chauveau eds. 2009; Curtis - 
Simpson eds. 2010; Nieling - Rehm 2010; Dusinberre 2013; Katchadourian 2016; Jacobs - Henkelman - 
Stolper 2017). 

12 Lamberg-Karlovsky - Magee 1999; Magee 2004. 
13 Magee 2004, 75. 
14 Magee 2004, 77-78; 2013, 494-495. See also fn. 45. 
15 Lamberg-Karlovsky - Magee 1999, 42; Magee 2004, 78. 
16 Magee 2004, 79. 
17 Lamberg-Karlovsky - Magee 1999, 49-51. 
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its excavator as a monumental religious structure dated to the Bronze Age.18 But a recent 
series of radiocarbon analyses on organic materials from the site revealed dates ranging 
from the end of the 2nd millennium to the mid-1st millennium BC, that is in the Iron Age.19 

Moreover, in the upper Halil Valley joint Iranian-Italian (ICAR: Iranian Center for 
Archaeological Research and ‘Sapienza’ University of Rome) survey activities were carried 
out in 2009, focusing on the site of Qaleh Kutchek (Jiroft District; figs. 1-2) and directed on 
the field by A. Azadi, E. Ascalone and L. Peyronel.20 On the basis of the preliminary study 
of the potsherds collected from the surface, the site was interpreted as a large and important 
settlement flourishing at least from c. 600 BC to the Achaemenid and Post-Achaemenid 
period (c. 600-200 BC); some traces also indicate a probable previous occupation (c. 800-
600 BC) limited to the central and northern part of the site.21 The publication of the 
preliminary results reported the presence of also a widely plundered graveyard (Tepe Kenar 
Cheshmeh), located immediately east of the main mound and likely dated to the 
Achaemenid period.22 

Preliminary archaeological investigations carried out in the Zeh-Kalout area (figs. 1, 2), 
instead, at the western portion of the Jazmuriyan depression, in the south-eastern sector of 
Kerman Province (Rudbar District), yielded a significant amount of pottery possibly 
pertaining to the Achaemenid period.23 Of remarkable interest are the pottery assemblages 
from Qalʿa-ye Soniya Gazbor, Sar Tepe Lakkoh and the cemeteries of Gavcharan I and II, 
Deh Jalal Mil-e Farhad, Moshtin I, and Pishok I. All of them find some morpho-typological 
parallels with ceramic assemblages dated to the 6th-4th century BCE from several excavated 
sites and surveyed areas in Iran as well as in neighbouring Countries.24 

The results of the first season of the recent joint Iranian-German (ICAR and Tübingen 
University) SOJAS (South-of-Jiroft Archaeological Survey) project, carried out in 2015 in 
the southern part of the Jiroft District (fig. 2), although mainly focused on the Bronze Age, 
revealed also evidence related to the Iron Age (SOJAS Period 15 = ‘Iron Age I-II’: c. 1200-
550 BC; SOJAS Period 16 = ‘Iron Age III/Achaemenid’: c. 550-300 BC).25 While only 
some potsherds from Period 15 were retrieved at the site of Hajjiabad-Varamin, two 
settlement ‘clusters’ (Bog Atashan 1-3; Tom-e Imam Hossein, Nurabad, Kuguyeh 1 and 3) 
were recorded in the surveyed area (all of them west of the Halil Rud) for Period 16 (fig. 3), 
and were interpreted as evidence for a «repopulation […] during the Achaemenid period».26 

Hence, waiting for further evidence from stratigraphic excavations at well-dated Iron 
Age sites (or layers) in Kerman Province, the analysis by P. Magee27 can be still retained as 
extremely influent in evaluating the consistency of the ‘Achaemenid impact’ on the area of 
Tepe Yahya in particular and on Kerman Province to a wider extent. In 2004, indeed, the 

                                                           
18 Madjidzadeh 2008, 88-89, fig. 20. 
19 Mashkour et al. 2013, 228, tab. 1. 
20 Azadi - Ascalone - Peyronel 2012. 
21 Azadi - Ascalone - Peyronel 2012, 286. 
22 Azadi - Ascalone - Peyronel 2012, 280, 300, fig. 6. 
23 Sheikhakbari et al. 2015, 24-29. 
24 Sheikhakbari et al. 2015, tabs. 1-14. 
25 Pfälzner - Alidadi Soleimani 2017, fig. 12. 
26 Pfälzner - Alidadi Soleimani 2017, 120, 131, figs. 28-29. 
27 Magee 2004, 79-81. 
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scholar tried to evaluate the significance of «two main alterations in the archaeological 
record […] roughly contemporary with the establishment of the Achaemenid Empire» at 
Tepe Yahya during Period II.28 The ‘alterations’ discussed were the increased presence of 
significant quantities of highly standardized ‘Achaemenid tulip bowls’29 and the 
contemporary increased production (and trade) of fine ‘Burnished Maroon Slipped Ware’ 
(BMSW) bowls.30 Partially following E.R.M. Dusinberre, who had already considered 
‘tulip bowls’ (at Sardis) as part of ‘non-élite emulation’ of ‘élite’ (i.e. ‘courtly Persian’ or 
directly involving Persian administrators) banqueting habits/rituals in which silver or gold 
vessels were used,31 Magee considered the ‘tulip bowls’ at Tepe Yahya more as evidence 
for ‘emulated courtly practices’ than as evidence for an actual Achaemenid presence at the 
site.32 

The evidence concerning BMSW bowls, on the other hand, was taken into account 
especially in the light of commercial and cultural contacts between Tepe Yahya and south-
eastern Arabia. According to archaeometric analyses, indeed, many iron artefacts and 
BMSW bowls frequently attested at sites or cemeteries in South-eastern Arabia were 
originally produced in the area around Tepe Yahya or at Tepe Yahya itself during Yahya 
Period II and were subsequently exported as luxury commodities with a rather evident 
function of status symbols. Hence, during Period II, at the same time when the ‘internal’ 
tendency to ‘emulate’ Achaemenid élite behaviours was testified by the increased presence 
of ‘tulip bowls’, Tepe Yahya played a major ‘external’ role in influencing and ‘orienting’ 
the material manifestations of the socio-cultural and socio-economic status of neighbouring 
communities in its turn. For this reason, as far as the ‘Achaemenid impact’ is concerned, 
Magee stated that although «the region […] of Tepe Yahya may have reshaped social 
practices and, possibly, even its local economy with the pressure of centralized 
Achaemenid control» it was engaged in a considerable trade system with neighbouring 
regions, preserving a noticeable «degree of economic autonomy from the imperial 
center».33 

 
3. THE EVIDENCE FROM SISTAN 

Differing considerably from the archaeological attestations in Kerman Province, the 
area of Sistan is characterised by the nearly total absence of archaeological evidence from 
the centuries immediately prior to the establishment of the Achaemenid political control 
over that territory. If one excludes the problematic case of the Sorkh Dagh at Nad-i Ali, in 
Afghan Sistan (Nimruz Province),34 and also, in the same sector (figs. 1, 4), the evidence 
                                                           
28 Magee 2004, 80. 
29 Magee 2004, 65, fig. 5.37. 
30 Magee 2004, 65, figs. 5.34-5.36, 5.39-5.42. 
31 Dusinberre 1999, 101. 
32 Magee 2004, 80. 
33 Magee 2004, 81. 
34 The Sorkh Dagh (‘Red Mound’) at Nad-i Ali was investigated by several scholars between 1938 and 1968. 

According to the first excavator, the site flourished between the 8th century BC and the Achaemenid period 
(Ghirshman 1942). On the basis of his excavations in the late 1960s, G.F. Dales proposed instead, a 
chronology ranging from the 8th-7th century BC until the Hellenistic and Sasanian periods (Dales 1977). Some 
decades later, however, the chronology of the site was quite radically put in discussion and the monumental 
platform was dated to the second half of the 3rd millennium BCE (Besenval - Francfort 1994). 
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from the Sar-o-Tar plain (where three sites possibly dated to c. 1300-750 BC were 
detected35 during the activities of the Helmand-Sistan Project),36 literally nothing is known 
in Iranian Sistan (Sistan and Baluchestan Province) for the period encompassed between 
the collapse of the famous Bronze Age urban settlement of Shahr-i Sokhta37 (figs. 1, 4) and 
the emergence of Dahane-ye Gholaman (figs. 1, 4) between the end of the 6th and the 
beginning of the 5th century BC. Even the results of recent survey activities seem to indicate 
a total vacuum of archaeological evidence from the Early Iron Age in the area.38 

On the contrary, settlement, architectural and ceramic attestations concerning the Late 
Iron Age/Achaemenid period are rather significantly documented in Sistan since several 
decades. This is especially exemplified by the evidence brought to light at Dahane-ye 
Gholaman (about 30 kilometres southeast of Zabul; figs. 1, 4) by the Italian IsMEO 
archaeological mission (directed by U. Scerrato) in the 1960s and 1970s39 as well as, more 
recently, by the Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization 
(ICHHTO) archaeological mission (directed by S.M.S. Sajjadi) between 2000 and 200640 
and, moreover, by results of geophysical prospections sponsored by ICHHTO and ICAR 
(directed by K. Mohammadkhani) between 2008 and 2012.41 These activities yielded 
evidence for a consistent number of monumental as well as public buildings dated to the 
Achaemenid period, together with a huge ceramic assemblage still under a more in-depth 
study.42 

In southern Sistan, in addition, at least 103 sites to be possibly dated to the 
aforementioned period were detected during a recent survey of the area (fig. 5), revealing a 
pottery production akin to the one attested at several other Achaemenid-period sites in Iran 
and neighbouring Countries.43 

Hence, the archaeological picture of Sistan during the 6th-4th centuries BC would seem 
clear enough to infer that the substantial evidence breaking the previous centuries’ 
documentary silence would definitely testifies the impetus of the ‘Achaemenid impact’ on 
the area. It would seem undeniable that the outstanding evidence from Dahane-ye 
Gholaman - likely founded in the late 6th century BC and revealing rather strong ties with 
the heartland of the Achaemenid Empire (especially as far as architectural layouts are 
concerned) - as well as the emergence of more than one hundred possible Achaemenid-
period sites in southern Sistan after centuries of apparently total settlement vacuum, could 

                                                           
35 Whitney 2006, 29-30, fig. 18. 
36 The Helmand-Sistan Project (1971-1979) was the result a cooperation between the Smithsonian Institution 

and the Afghan Directorate of Archaeology. The American scientific coordinator was W.B. Trousdale (former 
Curator of Anthropology, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution). The results remain 
largely unpublished, but the efforts towards their publication have been recently resumed by Trousdale and M. 
Allen with the support of the Smithsonian Institution (personal communication by M. Allen, Oct. 2017). 

37 Period IV-Phase 1: c. 2200-2000 BC and Period IV-Phase 0: c. 1950-1650 BC (Salvatori - Tosi 2005, 288-
290). 

38 Musavi Haji - Mehrafarin 2008; Mehrafarin - Musavi Haji 2010; 2016, 43; Mehrafarin 2016, 5, 7. 
39 See especially Scerrato 1962; 1966a; 1966b; 1979; Genito 1986; 2012. 
40 See especially Sajjadi 2004; 2007; Sajjadi - Saber Moghaddam 2003; 2004; Sajjadi - Casanova 2006. 
41 Mohammadkhani 2012. 
42 Genito 1990; Maresca 2010; Mehrafarin - Zehbari - Musavi Haji 2013; Zehbari - Mehrafarin 2014; Zehbari - 

Mehrafarin - Musavi Haji - Alizadeh 2014; Zehbari - Mehrafarin - Musavi Haji 2015a; 2015b. 
43 Mehrafarin 2016; Mehrafarin - Musavi Haji 2016; Alayi Moqaddam - Musavi Haji - Mehrafarin 2016. 
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be definitely retained as a clear indication of this process. Thus, according to this 
assumption, the establishment of the Achaemenid political control on the region would 
have acted as a boosting factor for a noticeable intensification of cultural processes, much 
more than elsewhere in South-eastern Iran. 

Under closer scrutiny, nevertheless, this apparently undisputable inference can be 
questioned: can the ex-novo foundation of Dahane-ye Gholaman (with its chronological 
issues still open to some debate),44 complemented by the evidence represented by a 
hundred of possibly Achaemenid-period sites in Southern Sistan, to be explicitly interpreted 
as a direct consequence of the ‘Achaemenid impact’ on the area? More specifically, are the 
outstanding urban layout of Dahane-ye Gholaman and the rather striking flowering of 
dozens of allegedly Achaemenid-period sites in southern Sistan to be unequivocally 
understood as the outcome of a breakthrough in the economic, demographic and socio-
cultural phenomena consequent to the establishment of the political power of the 
Achaemenid dynasty over that area? 

In giving an answer to these questions, it seems wise to underline that the overall 
perception of the archaeological evidence pertaining to the 6th-4th centuries BC in Iranian 
Sistan is by now significantly influenced by the total lack of data from previous centuries, 
possibly acting as a benchmark to test the aforementioned assumption and to formulate 
alternative hypotheses. Actually, there is not absolute certainty that the impression of an 
‘Achaemenid impact’ on Sistan is not merely the effect of an increased visibility in the 
archaeological records of sites dated around the 6th-4th century BC. Since ‘absence of 
evidence is not evidence of absence’, the ‘absence of data’ from the Early Iron Age in 
Iranian Sistan might be more cautiously considered as a mere ‘absence of data visibility’ on 
the terrain more than representing an actual lack of evidence.45 

For these reasons, it would be advisable to avoid as much as possible the temptation to 
interpret data concerning the Achaemenid period in Sistan in the light of what we presently 
know about the Early Iron Age in the area and, consequently, to infer an ‘Achaemenid 
impact’ on it. Likely, Sistan played an important role in the political sphere of the 
Achaemenid Empire, but the actual extent of the cultural influence exercised by the 
Achaemenid dynastic power on the region is still far from being evaluable with certainty. 

                                                           
44 On the basis of architectural issues, of the pottery evidence, of the typology of the arrowheads and of the 

sigillographic evidence retrieved at the site (Scerrato 1966a, 464-465, fn. 18; 1974, 111), Dahane-ye 
Gholaman was dated by its first excavator to a rather short time span, between the 6th and the 5th century BC 
(Scerrato 1966a, 467; 1966b, 11), possibly stretching into the 4th century BC (Scerrato 1979, 709). Still in the 
absence of any radiometric dating, instead, the reported presence within the pottery assemblage of ‘fishplates’ 
of Hellenistic tradition, led some scholars to consider also a later chronology for the site (Zehbari - Mehrafarin 
- Musavi Haji 2015a, 255). 

45 Two main hypotheses can be put forward to explain this ‘gap’: radical climatic and, consequently, socio-
economic changes at the end of the Bronze Age which may have significantly affected cultural developments, 
population and settlement dynamics in the area, shifting the settlement model from ‘urban’ towards ‘non-
urbanised’ schemes (thus making Early Iron Age evidences more ‘inconsistent’ and ‘intangible’); peculiar 
hydrological and geo-morphological features (flooding, Aeolian processes) that may have physically wiped 
out or completely hidden every supposed archaeological trace of the centuries encompassed between the Late 
Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age. 
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Fig. 1 - Map showing the location of the archaeological sites discussed in the text (satellite 
view after Google Earth™). 
 
 

 

Fig. 2 - Map showing the location of the archaeological sites in Kerman Province discussed 
in the text (satellite view after Google Earth™). 
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Fig. 3 - Map showing the location of the Achaemenid-period settlements recorded by 
SOJAS (South-of-Jiroft Archaeological Survey) project (after Pfälzner - Alidadi Soleimani 
2017, fig. 28). 
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Fig. 4 - Map showing the location of the archaeological sites in Sistan (Sistan and 
Baluchestan Province) discussed in the text (satellite view after Google Earth™). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 - Map showing sites in 
Southern Sistan possibly dated to 
the Achaemenid period (after 
Mehrafarin 2016, fig. 2). 
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UNE INSCRIPTION AU NOM D’AKBAR. 
ÉCHO DU POUVOIR MOGHOL A ĠAZNĪ (AFGHANISTAN)  

 
Martina Massullo - Aix-Marseille Université, CNRS, IREMAM, Aix-en-Provence  

 
This paper considers a Mughal inscription recorded by the Italian Archaeological Mission in 

Ġaznī, Afghanistan. The text, one of the earliest known records commissioned by the emperor Akbar, 
was carved on a marble slab found in the ziyāra of Ḫwāǧa Bolġār, a high venerated shrine in the city. 
This epigraphic document is one of the rare pieces of evidence of Mughal patronage in Ġaznī. 

 
Keywords: Ġaznī; Afghanistan; Akbar; mausoleum; Islamic epigraphy  

 
Les fouilles et les prospections menées à Ġaznī par les membres de la Mission 

Archéologique Italienne en Afghanistan (1957-1978) ont permis d’enregistrer un grand 
nombre d’inscriptions, de nature civile et funéraire, en langue arabe et persane. Il s’agit 
d’épitaphes gravées sur des tombeaux ou d’inscriptions aux contenus divers (protocoles de 
souverains, textes de construction, textes de souhait ou religieux etc.), gravés sur des 
éléments de décoration architecturale en marbre que les archéologues ont découverts dans 
les nombreux monuments funéraires de la ville, où ces éléments avaient été remployés au 
cours des siècles. La plupart de ces inscriptions a déjà été publiée et date d’entre la fin du 
Xe et le début du XIIIe siècle, lorsque Ġaznī était la capitale de la dynastie des 
Ghaznévides (366-582/977-1186) et, ensuite, de Muʿizz al-dīn le Ghuride (gouverneur de la 
ville entre 569-602/1173-1206). Les inscriptions funéraires dépassent cette limite 
temporaire et couvrent une fourchette chronologique beaucoup plus large qui s’étend 
jusqu’à la période pré-moderne1. De fait, l’invasion mongole du XIIIe siècle marque un 
tournant dans l’histoire du monde islamique oriental et en bouleverse tous les équilibres. La 
ville perd à jamais son hégémonie politique et culturelle et sort progressivement des 
chroniques historiques qui l’avaient précédemment glorifiée2. 

Néanmoins, la prolifération de mausolées et d’enceintes funéraires, parfois destinés à 
des personnages locaux de grande envergure, marque dès lors le paysage urbain. Les 
tombeaux et les mausolées datables du XVIe-XVIIe siècles témoignent de la présence 
d’une communauté active et relativement aisée pour ces périodes encore insuffisamment 
étudiées. Un texte de construction de l’un de ces mausolées, daté de 964/1556-1557, est le 
seul document épigraphique de nature non-funéraire qui atteste d’une activité édificatrice à 
Ġaznī sous le patronage de la dynastie moghole. 
                                                           
1  Une étude monographique sur les tombeaux et les inscriptions funéraires en langue arabe d’époque 

ghaznévide et ghuride a paru en 2003 (Giunta 2003) et a été récemment élargie par la publication d’un groupe 
de nouvelles épitaphes, datant de la même période, découvertes dans les archives de la Mission italienne 
(Giunta 2017). Dans les dernières années, Viola Allegranzi a conduit une étude approfondie sur les 
inscriptions en persan de la ville (Allegranzi 2017). Les tombeaux et les épitaphes en langue arabe et persane, 
datant du XVe au XVIIIe siècle, ont fait l’objet d’une thèse doctorale soutenue à l’Université Aix-Marseille 
en octobre 2017, sous la direction de Roberta Giunta et Frédéric Imbert (Massullo 2017). Les résultats 
préliminaires de cette étude ont paru en 2015 (Massullo 2015).  

2  Pour l’histoire de la ville à l’époque médiévale, voir surtout Bosworth 1963. Pour une bibliographie détaillée 
des sources et des études consacrées à Ġaznī, voir Giunta 2003, Allegranzi 2017 et Massullo 2017. 
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1. LA ZIYARA ET SON EPONYME (fig. 1-5) 
La première attestation de cette inscription remonte au 1908, lorsque Muḥammad Riḍā 

réalise le recensement et le déchiffrement d’un nombre important d’inscriptions sculptées 
sur les monuments funéraires de la ville3. D’après cet auteur, l’inscription figurait sur une 
plaque (sang) située sur l’un des côtés d’un tombeau (qabr) dans la ziyāra du ḫwāǧa Abū 
Bakr Bulġārī, mystique accompli ayant vécu à l’époque de Bahrām Šāh (512-547/1118-
1157) et contemporain du poète soufi Ḥakīm Sanāʾī (m. 525-535/1130-1141)4. En 1957, au 
cours des prospections conduites dans les cimetières de la ville, la Mission Archéologique 
Italienne enregistre la présence de la plaque dans la même ziyāra citée par Riḍā. Une étude 
récente sur la topographie des lieux sacrés de la ville nous a permis de localiser ce 
mausolée, situé à environ 4,5 km au nord-est de la citadelle de Ġaznī, près des collines de 
Rawḍa. 

Aucune documentation photographique de l’édifice ne nous est parvenue. De fait, les 
membres de la Mission ont concentré leur attention sur les éléments en marbre, d’époque 
ghaznévide et ghuride, qui étaient remployés dans les parois et dans le pavage de la ziyāra, 
ainsi que dans le revêtement de la partie inférieure d’un tombeau en stuc, anépigraphe, sans 
doute d’époque moderne (fig. 1-2)5. Deux tombeaux en marbre, installés à l’extérieur, 
datent du XVIe-XVIIe siècle et sont contemporains de l’inscription objet de notre étude6. 
Un jardin luxuriant avec une source d’eau entourait le sanctuaire (fig. 3-5)7. Encore de nos 
jours, une croyance populaire veut que l’eau qui coule de cette source ait un pouvoir de 
guérison8.  

Le tombeau de l’éponyme de la ziyāra n’a pas été retrouvé. Cela nous empêche d’établir 
si un sanctuaire avait été bâti dans ce site déjà au XIIe siècle, au moment de la mort du 
ḫwāǧa, ou si le mausolée visité par Riḍā et par les archéologues italiens avait été dressé à 
une époque postérieure, dans le but de glorifier la mémoire de cet illustre défunt9. 
Néanmoins, la célébrité de ce personnage, maître soufi du VIe/XIIe siècle, a dû faire de ce 
lieu l’un des sites funéraires les plus vénérés de la ville. Un poème mystique du XVIIe 
siècle révèle que cette ziyāra était un lieu de pèlerinage important qui faisait partie d’un 
circuit dévotionnel à l’échelle locale et cite Ḫwāǧa Bolġār parmi les saints de la ville10. La 

                                                           
3  Kitāb-i riyāḍ al-alwāḥ dar mazārāt u qubūr-i wilāyat-i Ġaznīn (1362/1908), Musée National de Kaboul - MS 

n° 492. L’ouvrage fut publié un demi-siècle plus tard, en 1967, par l’Historical Society of Afghanistan. En 
dépit des lacunes ou des erreurs dans le déchiffrement des textes, des imprécisions sur la localisation des 
monuments et de l’absence de photographies, cet ouvrage représente un outil précieux pour les chercheurs 
désireux d’approcher l’étude de la documentation épigraphique de la ville. 

4  Riḍā 1967, 84-85 ; Naïmi 1952, 17. Sur le tombeau de Sanāʾī à Ġaznī, voir Giunta 2003, 139 (cat. n° 23). 
5  Sur le phénomène des remplois dans les ziyārāt de la ville, voir Laviola 2015. 
6  Massullo 2017, cat. nos 10-11. Signalons que Riḍā enregistre trois épitaphes datées du XIXe siècle dans un 

cimetière (maqbara) situé hors de la ziyāra dont la Mission italienne ne fait pas mention.  
7  Une conduite et un bassin en marbre étaient installés dans le jardin pour véhiculer l’eau de la source (ici fig. 

4-5). La présence du jardin est citée pour la première fois par Muḥammad Riḍā 1967, 85. 
8  Cette information figure dans une brochure touristique de la province de Ġaznī vue par les membres de la 

Mission italienne à Kaboul en 2013. 
9  Citons, à titre d’exemple, la ziyāra au nom du souverain Ibrāhīm (m. 492/1099), construite sur le périmètre de 

l’īwān ouest du palais royal ghaznévide fouillé par les Italiens (Massullo 2017, cat. section IV). 
10  Szuppe 2005, 1117.  
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présence de nombreux éléments de remploi - porteurs de baraka du fait de leur origine 
ancienne et de leur lien avec le passé glorieux de la ville -, ainsi que les traces 
d’interventions récentes sur la structure, attestent de l’importance attribuée au site encore de 
nos jours. 

 
2. L’INSCRIPTION ET SON SUPPORT (fig. 6-7) 

En 1957, la plaque était remployée dans le mausolée avec d’autres dalles en marbre, 
dont certaines beaucoup plus anciennes (fig. 6)11. En 1962, lorsque les membres de la 
Mission revinrent sur le site, elle était encore à sa place mais avait été recouverte d’une 
couche en stuc qui comblait les espaces vides entre les caractères de l’inscription (fig. 7). 
D’après les photographies nous constatons que la plaque est fragmentaire, la partie 
inférieure ayant disparu déjà de l’époque de Riḍā.  

Le texte est donc mutilé. La partie qui reste se déroule sur huit lignes à l’intérieur d’un 
cadre rectangulaire dépourvu de décoration. Il débute dans un cartouche gravé au centre du 
côté supérieur du cadre et continue dans la partie centrale de la plaque. En plus, quatre 
cartouches sont excisés, en position spéculaire et symétrique, sur les côtés latéraux du cadre 
et renferment une inscription sculptée en style nastaʿlīq12. La partie initiale des deux 
cartouches inférieurs, largement concernés par la cassure de la plaque, est à peine visible.  

L’inscription, en langue persane avec l’incursion de quelques mots en arabe, est 
sculptée en écriture cursive au trait souple et arrondi, avec voyelles, signes orthographiques 
et points diacritiques. La discontinuité de la ligne de base, la rupture et l’étalement des mots 
sur deux ou trois niveaux, ainsi que la verticalité accentuée des hampes sont les éléments 
stylistiques qui caractérisent cette écriture. Bien que les mots soient très serrés les uns aux 
autres, la distribution du texte dans le champ épigraphique est assez homogène et la 
technique de gravure est très soignée, de sorte que ni les coupures de niveau ni les 
chevauchements des caractères n’affectent la lisibilité du texte13. Il s’agit d’un style 
largement employé dans l’épigraphie monumentale de Ġaznī à l’époque dont il est 
question, qui reflète de l’influence des tendances de l’écriture manuscrite14. 

 

                                                           
11  Plaque inv. n° IG380. Parmi les fragments anciens signalons en particulier trois pièces ghaznévides : une dalle 

avec une inscriptions cursive (ici fig. 2), la portion d’un arc avec une inscription au nom d’Ibrāhīm (Giunta 
2005, 535, fig. 6), et un fragment rectangulaire avec une inscription coufique qui était remployé au-dessus de 
la plaque, avec la ligne de base à l’envers. Au début du XXe siècle, la Délégation Archéologique Française en 
Afghanistan enregistre la présence de ces deux derniers fragments dans un autre endroit de la ville (Flury 
1925, 70-74, nos 5-6, pl. XI.1). Rappelons que toutes les pièces en marbre découvertes dans la ville ont été 
insérées dans une archive numérique accessible en ligne : http://ghazni.bradypus.net/islamic-
islamic_cat#marbles_alabasters (dernier accès : juin 2018). 

12  La qualité du cliché photographique empêche le déchiffrement de cette partie de l’inscription, qui n’a pas non 
plus été lue par Riḍā. 

13  Je tiens à remercier Michele Bernardini (Université de Naples “L’Orientale”) de l’aide précieuse qu’il ma 
prêtée dans le déchiffrement de quelques mots du texte en persan.  

14  Pour une revue des styles épigraphiques attestés à Ġaznī entre le XVe et le XVIIe siècle, voir Massullo 2017, 
170-182. 

http://ghazni.bradypus.net/islamic-islamic_cat#marbles_alabasters
http://ghazni.bradypus.net/islamic-islamic_cat#marbles_alabasters
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Texte de la partie centrale de la plaque (fig. 8)15 
   )sic( باسمه سبحانه وتعالي

شاهنشاه ملك مرتبت فلك منزلت  اغني(sic)  آللهيوبيمن دولت حضرت ظل آلهى  بعون عنايت بى غايت
 ثارآشير شكارش مفتاح امن وامان ولمعه شمشير بدايع پنجه كيوان رفعت بهرام صولت سر  //دون بسطت گر

شايش گكشور ى م لواچرپزبان تيزولله ضمان سنان جانستانش بامالء نصر من ا //نصرت را  سر انجام اسباب
دين ودولت وخرم شاملش ضامن تشييد قواعد ملك نى كاملش كافل تمهيد مبا //ويز عدل آ فتح قريب دل بنشانم

ملكه ابدا لى تعالله ادشاه غازي خلد پاكبر محمد ابو الفتح جالل الدين  والمغازى  //وملت المؤيد بالمجاهدت
  […] تعمير اين بقعة خير شد في شهور سنة اربع وستين وتسعمايةعى محمود سا // طالب بهبود جالل الدين

 
En Son nom, qu’Il soit exalté et glorifié ! 
Grâce à l’assistance divine éternelle et à la bienfaisance de sa Majesté, l’Ombre de 
Dieu, le Šāhanšāh le plus riche, le Souverain du firmament et de la sphère céleste qui 
s’élève jusqu’à // Saturne et rejoint Mars - sa proie est dans la griffe du lion ! -, la Clé 
de la certitude et de la paix, l’Éclair de l’épée, l’Apogée de l’achèvement d’œuvres 
prodigieuses, l’Instrument du triomphe // - le fer de la lance lui soumet les âmes selon 
la devise « la victoire est de Dieu » ! L’étendard aigu de sa bannière conquiert le 
monde ! Sa justice // parfaite est proche à dominer les cœurs ! Sa joie universelle est 
preuve de la solidité de la foi et de l’état ! - Le Garant de la protection des règles du 
règne et de l’état, le Soutien des conquêtes // du ǧihād et des campagnes de la ġāza, 
Abū al-Fatḥ Ǧalāl al-dīn Muḥammad Akbar Padšāh-e Ġāzī - que Dieu Tout-Puissant 
rende sa souveraineté éternelle ! - [sous la supervision] du disciple diligent le 
surintendant Ǧalāl al-dīn Maḥmūd, la construction de ce mausolée a été accomplie 
dans les mois de l’année neuf-cent soixante-quatre (964/1556-7) [...]. 

 
Riḍā donne également la lecture d’une autre ligne du texte que nous n’arrivons pas à 

discerner du fait de la qualité du cliché photographique, de la nature fragmentaire de la 
plaque et des dimensions réduites des caractères 15F

16 : 
 

ردون فسحتگشاى لگاين منزل د مده رشك جنتآكز نور صفا       
تاريخشپى بر لوح زمانه از   بنوشته فلك منزل كيوان رفعت   

 
L’emploi du persan pour la gravure de cette inscription n’est pas surprenant. Déjà à 

partir du XIIIe siècle, le persan avait commencé à remplacer l’arabe dans l’épigraphie 
monumentale du subcontinent indien, notamment pour les textes de nature non religieuse. 
Cette tendance se renforce à l’époque moghole dans toutes les régions de l’empire et, dès le 
retour d’Humāyūn de l’exil en Perse, la langue persane s’impose dans toutes les sphères de 
la vie culturelle et administrative de la cour, y compris dans l’épigraphie 16F

17. Les premières 

                                                           
15  Dans la lecture et la traduction de l’inscription, le symbole // indique la fin de chaque ligne du texte sur la 

plaque. Le déchiffrement et la traduction du texte sont de l’auteur. 
16  Nous ne sommes pas en mesure de vérifier la lecture de cette ligne. Signalons uniquement que dans le 

déchiffrement de la partie principale du texte, fourni par Riḍā, nous avons relevé l’omission de quelques mots 
ainsi que quelques inexactitudes. Citons, par exemple, dans la sixième ligne, la lecture الغازي ابو  (Abū al-Ġāzī) 
au lieu de المغازي (al-maġāzī). L’absence du mot Abū et la présence de l’article lié au mīm du participe est 
tout-à-fait certaine. 

17  Une exception est représentée par les sultanats du Bengale où l’arabe persiste comme langue des inscriptions 
historiques, même à l’époque moghole (Burton-Page 1986, 232 ; Siddiq 1990, 103). 
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inscriptions au nom d’Akbar, dont la plus ancienne semble provenir du nord de l’Inde et 
dater de 963/1555-155618, ne font pas exception et montrent l’usage du persan avec la 
présence sporadique de quelques titres ou expressions en arabe.  

La plupart de l’inscription de la plaque de Ġaznī est dédiée à la louange de l’empereur 
moghol Akbar (r. 963-1114/1556-1605). Les qualificatifs qui lui sont attribués sont riches 
et variés. Ils insistent sur l’exaltation de la grandeur du souverain (غنيا شاهنشاه , le Šāhanšāh 
le plus riche ; دون گرملك مرتبت فلك منزلت  , le Souverain du firmament et de la sphère céleste) ; 
ils célèbrent ses vertus politiques (مفتاح امن وامان, la Clé de la certitude et de la paix ; ضامن
 le Garant de la protection des règles du règne et de l’état), ou ses ,تشييد قواعد ملك وملت
qualités militaires (لمعه شمشير, l’Éclair de l’épée ; المؤيد بالمجاهدت والمغازي, le Soutien des 
conquêtes du ǧihād et des campagnes de la ġāza). Ces qualificatifs semblent être inédits et 
ne trouvent pas de comparaisons ponctuelles avec ceux des autres inscriptions à son nom 
datant des premières années de son règne18F

19. Le titre السلطان المظفر al-sulṭān al-muẓaffar, qui 
figure dans le texte de construction daté de 963/1556 sous-mentionné, ne figure pas dans 
notre inscription ; à sa place le lapicide a donné des images rhétoriques complexes et 
inusuelles. 

Par contre, nous constatons la présence de l’épithète  لهيآظل  (l’Ombre de Dieu) attestée, 
dans sa variante ظل هللا في العالمين (l’Ombre de Dieu dans les deux mondes), au moins une 
deuxième fois dans un texte de construction daté de 965/1555-155619F

20, ainsi que la présence 
du titre arabo-persan يدشاه غازپ  Padšāh-e Ġāzī (le Roi victorieux). Ce titre, qui est 
également attesté sur les monnaies frappées par Akbar, avait été déjà porté par ses ancêtres 
Humāyūn et Bābur et sera ensuite commun à presque tous les souverains moghols 20F

21. Sur les 
monnaies, le nom d’Akbar est toujours suivi de la formule de souhait ملكهلى تعالله خلد ا  (que 
Dieu Tout-Puissant rende sa souveraineté éternelle !), que nous retrouvons dans notre texte 
en clôture de la chaîne onomastique 21F

22. 
La nature de l’inscription se révèle dans l’avant-dernière ligne où la construction (تعمير) 

d’un mausolée (بقعة) par les soins du surintendant ( عىسا ) Ǧalāl al-dīn Maḥmūd est évoquée. 
La structure syntactique de cette phrase pose des problèmes ; il en est de même pour 
l’interprétation de quelques mots. D’abord, signalons que le substantif taʿmīr peut indiquer 
soit la construction soit la re-construction d’un édifice, même si dans la majorité des 
inscriptions mogholes publiées jusqu’à présent ce terme est traduit par construction 22F

23. 

                                                           
18  Il s’agit du texte de construction de la mosquée d’Āzampur, à Sherpur (Uttār Pradesh ; Siddiqi - Desai 1969, 

61). 
19  Quatre des plus anciennes inscriptions au nom d’Akbar, datées d’entre 963/1556 et 970/1562, sont publiées 

par Siddiqi et Desai (Siddiqi - Desai 1969). Rahim publie neuf inscriptions au nom d’Akbar découvertes dans 
le Rajasthan et datées d’entre 968/1560 et 1011/1602 (Rahim 1969). 

20  La formule est attestée dans un texte de construction d’une mosquée située dans le district de Bulandshahr 
dans le nord de l’Inde (Uttār Pradesh ; Siddiqi - Desai 1969, 63). Il est intéressant de noter que Siddiqi et 
Desai soulignent la correspondance entre les titres employés par Akbar dans ses premières années de règne et 
ceux, en langue arabe, qui sont attribués aux premiers Sultans de Delhi (r. 602-962/1206-1555) dans leurs 
inscriptions monumentales. 

21  Lane-Poole 1892, XV-XIX. 
22  Lane-Poole 1892, 11-55. 
23  Voir à titre d’exemple une inscription moghole du Gujarat datée de 991/1583-1584 (Desai 1970, 73), ainsi que 

le texte de construction de la mosquée de Gaisū Ḫān à Ajmer daté de 983/1568-1569 (Tirmizi 1961, 45). 
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D’ailleurs, dans l’un des rares textes de restauration au nom d’Akbar que nous avons 
identifié - daté de 968/1561 et découvert à Bari Khatū dans le Nāgaur23F

24 - le renouvellement 
d’un édifice est indiqué avec le mot تجديد. Ensuite, dans la dernière ligne du texte, 
observons que le nom du surintendant Ǧalāl al-dīn Maḥmūd n’est pas introduit par la 
formule باهتمام (sous la supervision) qui figure, en revanche, dans la plupart des textes de 
construction de l’époque.  

L’année des travaux est exprimée en langue arabe selon le calendrier de l’hégire. Il 
s’agit d’un usage fréquent dans les inscriptions d’époque moghole du nord de l’Inde, 
exception faite pour un certain nombre de textes au nom d’Akbar et de Ǧahāngīr qui 
utilisent le calendrier Dīn-i Ilāhi (à partir de 992/1584), ou celui basé sur les années de 
règne des empereurs24F

25. 
 

3. LE JEUNE AKBAR A ĠAZNI 

L’inscription révèle la construction/reconstruction d’un mausolée à Ġaznī en 964/1556-
1557, la deuxième année de règne du jeune empereur Akbar, par les soins de Ǧalāl al-dīn 
Maḥmūd. Il s’agit du premier témoignage épigraphique attesté jusqu’à présent qui confirme 
l’influence du pouvoir moghol sur la ville, autrement évoqué de manière assez faible par les 
sources historiques de l’époque 25F

26.  
Le trône de Kaboul - qui incluait les villes afghanes orientales de Qandahār et Ġaznī - 

avait été annexé aux domaines moghols par Ẓahīr al-dīn Muḥammad Bābur, le fondateur de 
la dynastie, en 909/1504 26F

27. Pendant le règne de Bābur et de son successeur Humāyūn, le 
gouvernorat de Ġaznī avait était toujours l’apanage des jeunes frères de l’empereur. De fait, 
au moment de la naissance d’Akbar, le vice-roi de la province était son oncle Muḥammad 
Hindāl. Ġaznī était à l’époque une étape de passage des voyages fréquents que les membres 
de la dynastie faisaient de l’Inde vers Kaboul ainsi que le lieu de sépulture de certains 
personnages proches de la cour 27F

28. Pourtant, Akbar eu un rapport privilégié avec la ville. 
Pendant les années turbulentes du règne d’Humāyūn, lorsqu’il fut obligé de partir plusieurs 
années en exil en Perse, Akbar resta en Afghanistan sous la protection de Šams al-dīn 
Muḥammad Ġaznawī, un soldat originaire de Ġaznī qui avait gagné la faveur d’Humāyūn 

                                                           
24  Rahim 1969, 50. 
25  Burton-Page 1986, 232. 
26  The Bābur-nāma, 217-219 ; The Akbarnāme, I, 586 (voir plus loin dans le texte).  
27  Le gouverneur de la province était à l’époque le prince timouride de la lignée mīranšāhide ʿAbd al-Razzāq, 

fils de Uluġ Beg et cousin de Bābur. Encore très jeune, il fut destitué en moins d’un an. La déposition de ʿAbd 
al-Razzāq donna l’occasion à Bābur d’intervenir dans le conflit et de conquérir la région. ʿAbd al-Razzāq lui 
servit comme lieutenant jusqu’en 913/1508, date à laquelle il fut victime d’une nouvelle conspiration. Il fut 
assassiné en 918/1513 et enterré à Rawḍa (Ġaznī) dans un mausolée que son père avait fait bâtir à l’intention 
de sa famille. Sur ce mausolée, voir Massullo 2017, cat. section II. 

28  L’un des parents et proches compagnons d’armes de Bābur, Dust Beg b. Naṣir Mīrzā, mort en voyage en 
925/1519, fut transporté à Ġaznī où son corps fut enterré devant les portes du mausolée de Maḥmūd le 
Ghaznévide (The Bābur-nāma, 395-396). L’épisode est cité par Maria Szuppe 2005, 1172, note n° 13. La 
tombe de ce personnage n’a jamais été découverte. 
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jusqu’à être nommé Atgā (père adoptif) du jeune prince29. À la mort de Hindāl, en 
959/1551, Humāyūn confia la province de Ġaznī, avec toutes les possessions de l’ancien 
gouverneur, au jeune Akbar, alors âgé de dix ans. Un bref passage des chroniques rédigées 
par son vizīr Abū al-Faḍl ʿAllāmī nous informe de la présence du prince moghol à Ġaznī 
bien avant son accession au trône. À son arrivée dans la ville, Akbar n’était pas seul :  

 
[…] He was sent to Ghaznin in the beginning of 959 (end of December, 1551). The 
Atka Khan, Khwaja Jalalu-d-din Mahmud and all the servants of M. Hindal were 
attached to him in this happy enterprise, the general management being with the 
Khwaja aforesaid. He spent six months there in vigilance and prosperity […]. He was 
always bent upon pleasing that class of men who expend themselves in the domain of 
privation and who, having given up the loins of effort for the purification of manners 
and the knowledge of God, have taken the path of poverty and renunciation […] 
concerning themselves solely with the Unique and Companionless One (God)30. 
 

Akbar est donc envoyé à Ġaznī, où il passe six mois et fréquente assidûment les maîtres 
soufis de la ville. Il était accompagné par Atgā Ḫān - le Šams al-dīn Muḥammad Ġaznawī 
que nous avons mentionné auparavant -, par des membres de la cour de Hindāl ainsi que par 
le ḫwāǧa Ǧalāl al-dīn Maḥmūd, chargé de la gestion du séjour. Ce nom attire notre 
attention. Pourrons-nous l’identifier avec le surintendant Ǧalāl al-dīn Maḥmūd cité dans 
l’inscription que nous présentons ? La réponse à notre question arrive d’une notice 
biographique de l’un des hauts fonctionnaires de la cour d’Akbar31. ʿAllāmī nous informe 
qu’un tel ḫwāǧa Ǧalāl al-dīn Maḥmūd Ḫurāsānī Buǧūq (né coupé) était au service du prince 
moghol Mīrzā ʿAskarī comme collecteur d’impôts dans le Khorasan. Il nous raconte que 
Humāyūn, pendant son chemin vers la Perse, le fait rentrer dans sa cour en lui conférant le 
titre de mīr sāmān32. À son retour de l’exil, Humāyūn lui ordonne d’accompagner Akbar à 
Ġaznī, tuyūl du jeune prince33. L’année de son accession au trône (963/1555-6), Akbar le 
nomme gouverneur de Ġaznī. L’inscription découverte dans la ziyāra de Ḫwāǧa Bolġār 
attesterait donc qu’en 964/1556-7 le nouveau gouverneur, Ǧalāl al-dīn Maḥmūd, ordonne la 
construction (ou la reconstruction) de l’un des mausolées de la ville. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

L’inscription que nous avons analysée s’avère être un document d’un considérable 
intérêt historique. Il s’agit de l’une des inscriptions les plus anciennes au nom de 
l’empereur Akbar connues jusqu’à présent, ainsi que la seule provenant de la région 
afghane. Les formules laudatives adressées au souverain constituent une source de première 

                                                           
29  À partir de ce moment Šams al-dīn sera souvent cité dans les sources sous le nom de Muḥammad Atgā Ḫān. 

Sur ce personnage voir The Akbarnāme, I, 43 et Āʿīn-i Akbarī, I, 337-338 ; voir également The Maathir-ul-
umarā’, II, 156-160. 

30  The Maathir-ul-umarā’, II, 596-597. 
31  Āʿīn-i Akbarī, I, 417 ; voir également The Maathir-ul-umarā’, I, 740. 
32  Responsable des magasins de la maison impériale, des ateliers de production des biens pour les palais et les 

arsenaux. 
33  Concession d’une revenue de type ‘féodal’, ici dans le sens de gouvernorat d’une province. 
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main pour l’étude du protocole et, plus en général, de l’image associée à cet empereur 
pendant ses premières années de règne. S’il est vrai que ce genre d’inscriptions suit, 
d’habitude, un répertoire standardisé, il est également vrai qu’un certain degré de liberté se 
repère parfois dans les provinces frontalières de l’empire. Les recherches que nous avons 
récemment conduites sur les épitaphes de Ġaznī datant du XVIe-XVIIe siècle démontrent 
que dans les ateliers de la ville s’opère une sorte de personnalisation des textes assez 
inusuelle ailleurs, notamment pour les qualificatifs qui accompagnent le nom des 
personnages. Il s’agit d’une tendance qui aurait pu se refléter aisément dans un texte de 
construction datant de la même période. 

De plus, cette inscription fait mention d’un personnage lié à l’histoire locale de Ġaznī, 
le gouverneur Ǧalāl al-dīn Maḥmūd, et nous donne l’occasion d’ajouter une tesselle 
nouvelle dans le complexe mosaïque des données fragmentaires - historiques, 
archéologiques et épigraphiques - qui concernent cette ville pour les époques tardo-
timouride et moghole. 

La décontextualisation et l’état fragmentaire de la plaque soulèvent deux questions qui 
restent ouvertes quant à la nature du texte et à son monument d’appartenance. Nous ne 
pouvons pas établir avec certitude si la plaque contient un texte de fondation d’un 
mausolée, ou un texte qui souligne une phase de l’histoire de l’édifice, reconstruit ou 
restauré sous le patronage de l’empereur moghol. La célébrité du mystique éponyme de la 
ziyāra, Ḫwāǧa Bolġār, aurait pu sans aucun doute susciter l’intérêt d’Akbar, qui à Ġaznī 
avait passé beaucoup de temps avec les soufis locaux, et motiver son attention vers un 
mausolée élevé à sa mémoire. Néanmoins, la position de la plaque dans le mausolée nous 
empêche de déterminer si elle lui appartenait dès l’origine. En effet, nous ne pouvons pas 
exclure la possibilité que cette plaque provenait d’un autre monument de la ville, comme il 
est attesté pour les fragments en marbre d’époque ghaznévide qui sont remployés à ses 
côtés. 

Nous regrettons de ne pas connaître le texte de l’inscription dans son intégralité et de ne 
pas savoir si la partie manquante aurait pu donner d’autres indices sur l’histoire de ce 
document. 
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Fig. 1-2 - Dans l’arrière-fond de la photo à gauche : le tombeau en stuc et pisé situé dans le 
mausolée. À droite : détail de l’une des dalles en marbre d’époque ghaznévide remployées 
dans le soubassement du tombeau (inv. n° LMXXX, © IsIAO, Neg. R495/3-F et R491/8-
F). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 - Vue depuis la ziyāra de Ḫwāǧa Bolġār (© IsIAO, Neg. R495/12-F). 
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Fig. 4-5 - Élément de fontaine (inv. n. IG49) et bassin en marbre (inv. n° IG48) dans le 
jardin de la ziyāra (© IsIAO, Neg. R491/11-F et R491/12-F). 
 

 

Fig. 6 - La plaque (inv. n° IG380) et le fragment d’époque ghaznévide (inv. n° IG381) en 
1957 (© IsIAO, Neg. 493/5-F). 
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Fig. 7 - La plaque et le 
fragment dans la même 
position en 1962, après 
l’application de la couche 
de stuc (© IsIAO, Neg. 
2235/11). 
 

 

Fig. 8 - Facsimilé de l’inscription (par Massullo 2018).  
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This article analyses the different types of palanquins on camels or elephants used in the Islamic 

era, paying specific attention to their appearance and evolution over time, their practical function, 
the use context, the symbolic (religious or political) connotation, and the presence of one or more 
male or female figures. The almost exclusive use of camels for females and elephants for males 
(except for palanquins with small pointed pillars), presumably for both practical and symbolic 
reasons, is notable. In the case of palanquins accommodating more than one person, gender does not 
seem related to the animal, even though the context (war, ceremony, caravan etc.) usually changes. 
Lastly, empty palanquins (i.e. those without a traveller, sometimes bearing sacred objects) on camels 
had a specific symbolic role closely related to both the religious and socio-political spheres. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Palanquins in the Islamic world have both practical and symbolic meanings: they were 
used by passengers to protect themselves from prying eyes and danger, or to show their 
rank and wealth; palanquins represent as well a symbol of royal power. 

The animals often chosen to carry the palanquins also bear this double meaning. Both 
camels and elephants are indeed known for their strength, but they also play a similar social 
role in two opposite areas of the Islamic world as symbols of, respectively, Arabs and 
Indians. They also represent secular power and were especially used in ancient times by the 
army commander, often the sovereign himself, to reach the battle camp, whereas during the 
fight he would ride on horseback. 
 
2. PALANQUINS ON CAMELS 
2.1. The women’s hawda 

Since the pre-Islamic era, palanquins mounted on camels have been used to carry 
women of high rank, and in the literary sources they are already mentioned in relation to the 
Prophet’s wives (especially the third, ʿĀʾisha bint Abī Bakr). These types of camel-litters 
are «made of hoops arranged to form a dome and draped with hangings to screen the 
travellers from prying glances»,1 as shown in the figurative representations (fig. 1). Most of 
them are miniatures and depict a standardised palanquin with a square base, usually 
covered by a dome (sometimes positioned at the centre of a flat cover; the palanquin is 
seldom covered by a pyramid).  

The only significant variation in the women’s hawda iconography is the hexagonal 
base, which appears from the second half of the 16th century (it is of interest to note that the 
same shape also appears on palanquins carried by elephants at around the same time).2 
                                                           
* This paper is based on the author’s MA thesis, Sapienza University, 2016. 
1 Pellat 1971, 667. 
2 See for example three miniature paintings: one depicting the meeting between Bahrām and Sapinūd, from a 

manuscript of the Shāhnāma by Firdawsī made in Shiraz (Iran) around 1550-1560, now in the Kraus 
Collection, f. 339r (Grube 1972, ill. on pl. XXXI); one depicting Yūsuf's enchantment and Zuleikha’s arrival, 
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2.2. The empty seat: qubba,ʿuṭfa, maḥmal 
In the Arabian Peninsula palanquins without a traveller, sometimes containing objects 

with high symbolic value, have been used since the pre-Islamic era.  
The earliest one known to scholars was called a qubba: a small, domed tent, made of 

red leather, which was used as a tabernacle for one or two sacred betyls, carried by a 
‘sacred’ camel during mass movements, religious processions and even into major battles.3  

After the beginning of the Islamic era the same meaning as a symbol of power and 
emblem of the tribe is found again in the so-called ʿuṭfa litter, similarly brought into battle 
and defended to the very end.  

From the 13th century it also applies to the maḥmal, a tent-like camel-litter originally 
housing the richly embroidered cloths that cover the Kaʿba. It was first sent with the 
Egyptian pilgrimage caravan to Mecca in 1266 by Mamluk Sultan Baybars to proclaim him 
as protector of the Holy Places and it remained in use until 1926.4 Its significance was in 
fact political in spite of the religious context of the pilgrimage, which is rather clear 
considering that in the following years the maḥmal was usually empty. These kinds of 
palanquins are similarly described, the ʿuṭfa as «ein aus festem Holze gearbeitetes, länglich 
viereckiges, fast ovales und mit Straussfedern reich geschmücktes Gitterwerk, welches auf 
dem Rücken eines starken, gleichfalls aufgeputzten Kameels befestigt wird»,5 and the 
maḥmal 

 
built of wood and approximately cubic, broader (1m 75) than they 

were long (1m 35), surmounted by a four-faced pyramid, with, in the 
upper angles of the cube, four gilded balls and on top of the pyramid, a 
much larger ball surmounted by a stem, a star and a crescent: the whole 
was covered in an embroidered material.6  

 
The palanquins depicted in two miniatures from a well-known manuscript of the 

Maqāmāt of al-Ḥarīrī produced in 1237 in Baghdad (Iraq), showing a caravan (fig. 2), fit 
this description particularly well. 

 
2.3. The double litter (maḥāra) 

For pilgrimages and other long journeys, Muslims often used different kinds of 
palanquins placed on camels (like the afore mentioned women’s hawda). The main Arabic 

                                                           
from a manuscript of the Haft Awrang by Jāmī made in Qazvin (Iran) in the second half of the 16th century, 
now in the Biblioteca Casanatense, Roma, Ms. 2002, f. 77v (Bernardini 1993, ill on p. 371) and one depicting 
Zuleikha’s arrival into Memphis, from a manuscript of the Haft Awrang by Jāmī made in Mashhad (Iran) in 
1555-65, now in the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington D.C., inv. 46.12, fol.100v (Canby 1990, ill on p. 102). 

3 Ettinghausen 1954; Lammens 1928. 
4 Buhl - Jomier 1991. 
5 Wetzstein 1878, 389. Morgenstern (1942, 160) reports this passage in the following way: «a lattice-work 

object, made of strong wood, four-cornered, of greater length than width, and almost oval in shape, which is 
fastened upon the back of a strong, decorated camel». 

6 Buhl - Jomier 1991, 45. 
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source regarding travels is Ibn Baṭṭūṭa’s work, known as Riḥla (journey, travel).7 This text, 
commissioned in the 14th century by Abū ʿInān Fāris (1329-1358), sovereign of the Mārinid 
dynasty of Morocco, describes the author’s pilgrimages and voyages of exploration 
between Africa, Asia, China and Southeast Asia. Ibn Baṭṭūṭa mentions a peculiar type of 
palanquin consisting of a double litter, one half of which can be rented by the traveller: «en 
quittant la Mecque, le susdit émir Albahluwàn loua, pour me transporter jusqu’à Baghdad, 
une moitié de ces doubles litières en forme de paniers; il en paya le prix de son argent et me 
reçut sous sa protection; […] lorsque je voulus partir de Khârezm, je louai des chameaux et 
j’achetai une double litière. J’avais pour contre-poids, dans un des côtés de cette litière, 
ʿAfif eddîn Attaouzéry».8 

The term used by Ibn Baṭṭūṭa is maḥāra, the etymology of which refers specifically to 
the presence of two distinct parts, as in the oyster, i.e. a shell made of two valves: in fact 
the term maḥāra is also used to define the oyster.9 The actual shape of this “double litter” is 
not described in detail in the literary sources, but it can be reconstructed thanks to a 
comparison with some representations of camels carrying two human figures made in Iraq 
and dating back to the 13th century. A representation of this subject is found on the so-
called “Blacas ewer”, made in Mosul in 1232: a medallion on the body shows two figures 
in a camel-litter, a wealthy lady and a smaller, bearded man (fig. 3). 

Other depictions of this “double litter” can be found in manuscripts from the same area 
and era (including the aforementioned Maqāmāt of al-Ḥarīrī), but a clearer and more 
realistic representation of this type of palanquin is shown in a miniature from a copy of the 
Shāhnāma-yi Selīm Khān by Luqmān (which narrates the events of the kingdom of Selīm 
II, Ottoman sultan from 1566 to 1574), showing the murder of Maʿṣūm Beg Ṣafavī during 
the pilgrimage in 1567 (fig. 4). In the background of the main scene two camels are 
depicted, among those of other travellers, carrying two figures (male or female) each, 
sitting in trapezoidal baskets suspended one on each side of the camel and separated by the 
hump.  

These characteristics are consistent with the information provided in the other sources 
mentioned above, in particular Ibn Baṭṭūṭa’s suggestion of a “counterweight”; the smaller 
size of the male figure on the “Blacas ewer” could possibly denote its distance from the 
viewer. 

 
3. PALANQUINS ON ELEPHANTS 
3.1. The throne (takht) 

The Persian term takht is used in Islamic literary sources to designate both the 
sovereign’s throne and a throne-like seat placed on the back of an elephant on special 
occasions, such as pitched battles and ceremonial processions.10 Like the throne, the 

                                                           
7 Its full title is Tuḥfat al-naẓār fī gharāʾib al-amṣār wa ʿajāʾib al-asfār (A gift to those who contemplate the 

wonders of cities and the marvels of travelling). 
8 Ibn Baṭṭūṭa 1874, I, 404 and III, 19. 
9 Lane 1968. 
10 Firdawsī 1976; Ibn Baṭṭūṭa 1874. 
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elephant was a status symbol in both native India and Iran, as it was considered a royal 
monopoly.11  

The main Persian epic poem, the Shāhnāma (Book of Kings), written by Firdawsī 
between 977 and 1010, often mentions takhts, sometimes specifically identified with the 
king’s throne, which was brought along in battle. This custom seems to be confirmed by 
iconographic sources, especially miniatures, where royal thrones placed in buildings and 
takhts on elephants are very similarly represented. However, it is worth recalling that the 
author could have taken some poetic and artistic liberties, and it is therefore possible that a 
major throne remained inside the royal palace while one (or more) movable seats, 
resembling the throne but suitable for transportation, accompanied the king in his conquest. 

Another interesting piece of information provided by Firdawsī is that the sovereign 
dominated the battlefield on his richly caparisoned elephant, from which he would give 
orders to the troops through various kinds of signals (in particular, a ball thrown inside a 
cup was the command to attack, but drums, trumpets, flags were also used) but if he had to 
join the combat himself he would mount his horse (probably for practical reasons such as 
more speed and freedom of movement). This custom was probably common in the 10th 
century and projected by Firdawsī into a semi-mythical past, but it apparently changed at a 
later date as the absence of the commander from his habitual seat on the elephant would 
discourage his troops, who would believe him to have fallen in battle thereby determining 
his defeat.12 In miniatures, however, it is more common to see a representation of the 
sovereign enthroned on the elephant even if he is engaged in combat (probably because this 
would have had a stronger effect), equipped with a ranged weapon such as bow or lasso. 

The analysis of the iconographic sources (especially miniatures) clearly reveals that the 
shape of the takht on elephants changed over time, with some recurring types.  

The earliest and most common type (represented from the 14th to the 18th century, fig. 5) 
has a large, square-proportioned backrest with two movable side elements that can be 
closed to protect the vulnerable flanks of the sovereign. The shape of the base is not quite 
clear: in the earliest miniatures the lack of perspective makes it impossible to discern it 
from the two-dimensional block of the palanquin, and in some later representations it 
appears to be hexagonal when considering the front part but the backrest has just one side 
and there is no element suggesting depth. 

A new type of takht starts appearing in miniatures from the beginning of the 15th 
century (fig. 6): this is a simple, square-shaped, seat-like throne, made up of three sides of 
the same height; it can be bare or feature refined decoration. During the same period, an 
even simpler throne type can be found for the first time, consisting of a low quadrangular 
parapet (completely bare or soberly decorated) on which the sovereign is seated (a sort of 

                                                           
11 Ruska et al. 1965. 
12 «The death or disappearance of the leader usually meant the loss of the campaign; thus in the battle of 

Samogarh, already mentioned above [battle between Dārā Shikōh and Awrangzīb, sons of the Mughal 
emperor Shāh Jahān, which took place in 1658], Dara lost the day after the hawda of his elephant had been 
struck by a rocket and he mounted a horse instead: his troops saw the empty hawda and believed their 
commander to have fallen» (Khadduri et al. 1971, 202). 
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square “box”). In addition, some peculiar takhts are shown as hybrids of several types, 
creating thrones with different featured items assembled together.13 

A completely new typology emerges in miniatures dated between the end of the 15th and 
beginning of the 16th century, very similar in shape to the hawda on a camel: it is a square-
based structure with a flat cover and a dome positioned at its centre, either having one or 
more arches up front, or fully open with only angular pillars to support the roof.14 These 
illustrations can be compared with earlier ceramic figurines,15 so that this type of takht, 
which could have been used during battles (having the advantage of bestowing the 
sovereign with more protection and visibility), can be dated back to the 13th century. 
Around 1530 a further variant is portrayed in miniatures: a throne with a hexagonal base, 
completely closed or open up front, sometimes with a high backrest or covering structure 
(topped by a flat cover with a central dome).16 Such types of elephant thrones continued to 
be depicted until the 17th and 18th centuries, when the later and typically Indian form of the 
“double” seat (covered “in pavilion” or uncovered) spread; the “double seat” includes a 
rear, smaller and sometimes lowered portion usually reserved for the sovereign's orderly.17 

 
3.2. The palanquin with small pointed pillars 

A fairly homogeneous group of ceramics from Iran dated to the 12th and 13th centuries 
show a peculiar type of palanquin on an elephant, characterized by two small lateral pointed 
pillars. This subject is represented on tiles, moulded in relief and glazed (but rather difficult 
to read due to the state of preservation),18 and depicted (or engobed)19 on bowls (and one 
dish),20 all showing a royal figure on an elephant, sometimes with one or more attendants. 

The subject of this composition was identified as the return of Bahrām Gūr and his bride 
Sapinūd from India, narrated by Firdawsī in the Shāhnāma; Sapinūd (or, according to other 
scholars, Bahrām Gūr) would be depicted inside the palanquin, whereas the sovereign could 
                                                           
13 See for example the miniature painting depicting the battle between Rustam and Kamus, from a manuscript of 

the Shāhnāma by Firdawsī, the so-called “Shāhnāma of Shāh Tahmāsp”, made in Tabriz (Iran) around 1530, 
f. 271r, now in the Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art, Tehran (Canby - Thompson 2004, ill. on p. 97).  

14 See for example two miniature paintings: one depicting Khusraw on the battlefield, from a manuscript of the 
Khamsa by Niẓāmī made in Herat (Afghanistan), late 15th-early 16th century, now in the Salarjang Museum, 
Hyderabad, inv. no. 990, f. 290r (Suleimanov - Suleimanova 1983, ill. on p. 56) and one depicting Rustam 
killing Ashkabus, from a manuscript of the Shāhnāma by Firdawsī produced in Shiraz (Iran) around 1510, 
now in the Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, inv. no. 60.199 (Grube 1974, ill. on p. 385). 

15 See for example the ceramic figurine of an elephant made in Iran at the beginning of the 13th century, now in 
the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington D.C., inv. n. 67.26 (Fehervari 1985, ill. on p. 134). 

16 See for example two miniature paintings: one depicting the battle between Garshāsp and Jaipal, from a 
manuscript of the Garshāspnāma by Asadi made in Qazvin (Iran) in 1573, now in the British Library, London, 
Or. 12985, f. 28r (Canby 1993, ill. on p. 86) and one depicting the battle between Khusraw and Bahrām 
Chūbīn, from a manuscript of the Khamsa by Niẓāmī made in Tabriz (Iran) between 1539 and 1543, now in 
the National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, n. 1898-70 (Canby - Thompson 2004, ill. on p. 120).  

17 See for example the miniature painting depicting the battle between Khusraw and Bahrām Chūbīn, from a 
manuscript of the Khamsa by Niẓāmī made in 1706, now in the M.E. Saltykov-Shchedrin’s State Public 
Library, Saint Petersburg, SPL PNS 306, fol. 82r (Adamova - Greck 1976, pl. 59). 

18 See for example the tile made in Iran (probably in Takht-i Sulaymān) around 1270, now in the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, M.73.5.222 (Komaroff - Carboni 2002, ill. on p. 98). 

19 Soustiel 1985, ill. on p. 102. 
20 Rogers 2000, ill. on p. 202. 
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be identified as the figure leading or following the elephant, when present. It is necessary, 
however, to point out that the Shāhnāma description differs significantly from these 
figurative representations, as Firdawsī mentions a horse instead of an elephant, which 
would not have gone unnoticed by Shangul, father of Sapinūd, who did not look favourably 
upon the marriage: 

At dawn 
He left Kannúj and hurried to the place 
Of feasting. When ‘twas night said Sháh Bahrám: 
«Tis time to go, good wife!» 
He seated her 
Upon her palfrey and invoked God’s name 
O’er her in ancient Persian, donned his mail, 
And mounted too, his lasso in the straps, 
And mace in hand. He hurried to the river, 
And found the merchants sleeping. Rousing them 
He gat a skiff in readiness wherein 
He seated Sapinud. With day begun 
They came to land, and brightly shone the sun.21  

However, it is not unusual to find these kinds of variants in illustrations of Arabic-
Persian literature for the most varied reasons; in this case probably to emphasise the Indian 
origin of Bahrām Gūr’s bride by representing this exotic animal. 

A rather complex composition that can be linked to this episode of the Shāhnāma is 
depicted on two bowls dated 1218 and 1220 (fig. 7). The scene occupies the entire inner 
surface of the object (excluding a narrow band along the edge) and consists of five human 
figures, three of which are perched on the elephant’s back dominating the centre of the 
composition, and two are positioned sideways. The one on the left is depicted leading the 
elephant, guided by the mahut who sits on its neck; the palanquin carrying the royal 
character is behind him, while on the back of the animal there is a kneeling figure (perhaps 
an attendant holding a small shield with his right arm) turning his head back to face the last 
character, dressed in a long striped tunic and presumably carrying an almond-shaped shield. 
A hint of background completes the scene: two phytomorphic elements and a small pond 
can be seen beneath the elephant’s legs. The figure that follows the elephant could be 
identified with an armoured Bahrām Gūr and the stretch of water that the animal seems to 
overcome could be the river mentioned in the poem as the boundary between the kingdom 
of Shangul (father of Sapinūd and king of India) and Iran.  

Other bowls bear less crowded compositions (fig. 8), but there can be no certainty about 
the character’s identification with either Bahrām Gūr, Sapinūd (only one of the illustrations 
undoubtedly shows a woman) or a different character such as a “type” of royal figure 
depicted for aesthetic reasons.  

This latter hypothesis could be supported by the typological analysis of the palanquin, 
which could be a variation of the takht (the sovereign's throne) and is comparable in 
particular with some typologies such as the seat-like and square “box” ones which 
                                                           
21 Firdawsī 1905, VII, 134. 
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characterise miniatures from the 15th century, whose angular pillars frequently have a 
pointed end.22 The larger proportions of this latter element in ceramic representations may 
therefore be due to purely aesthetic reasons (i.e. to match the object’s shape) or they may 
show a typological variant of the takht prior to the first illustrated manuscripts. Other major 
differences concern the colours (with the prevailing use of blue, red and metallic shades of 
lustre paint, when the decoration is not monochromatic) and the positioning of the 
palanquin, which is lower than that depicted on paper. The upper edge, in fact, matches the 
line of the elephant's back or is slightly higher, whereas the base of the side pillars 
sometimes reaches the half of the animal’s body (legs excluded); the figure inside is only 
represented as a half-bust and often appears rather disproportionate (perhaps to emphasize 
the royal character while maintaining some harmony with the shape of the object).  

This could therefore represent a different type of palanquin on an elephant, described by 
Burton-Page as «a long platform from which the passengers’ legs hang over each side»,23 
which does not appear in the miniatures of the following period. This platform would then 
have been placed directly on the back of the elephant (which is shown covered by the 
palanquin’s upper edge, often decorated), while the lower part seen flanking the animal 
would support and protect the legs of the transported person, who would be sitting astride 
as if he/she was on a saddle instead of a seat or a flat pillow. 

 
3.3. Palanquins hosting more than one person 

Although palanquins on elephants usually only accommodate one person (male or 
female of royal rank), various representations depicted it as hosting two, three or more 
figures. A fairly homogeneous group consists of ceramic figurines (fig. 9) dated to the 12th-
13th century which have been variously interpreted as water-jugs, oil lamps, models or 
statuettes with a purely decorative function, shaped as an elephant with a quadrangular-
based hawda with an open-work parapet, surmounted by a sort of arched pavilion. This 
structure is made up of four corner supports with open-work circular motifs that merge at 
the centre creating a pointed arch profile; the result appears airy and light. The composition 
is completed by large shields covering the ears of the animal, whose head is in open-work 
to resemble a crown, and by the mahut who leads it. In some samples one or more figures 
in the palanquin can be identified as musicians (probably playing trumpets and drums).  

To place various kinds of musical instruments on elephants’ (or even camels’) backs, to 
accompany celebrations or spur them on to battle, is a custom known from both literary and 
iconographic sources.  

In the Shāhnāma, for example, when narrating war episodes Firdawsī insists a lot on the 
auditory aspect: drums, bells and trumpets were used to give signals and orders, inflame 
and incite soldiers to battle and at the same time terrorise the enemies.  

Palanquins on battlefields housed both people outside the military sphere (such as 
astrologists and the sovereign’s wives and favourite children) and soldiers, providing them 

                                                           
22 See for example the miniature painting depicting Kay-Khusraw mounted on an elephant, from a manuscript of 

the Shāhnāma by Firdawsī made in Lāhijān (Iran) between 1493 and 1494, now in the Art and History Trust 
Collection, Houston (Soudavar 1992, ill. on p. 142). 

23 Burton-Page 1993, 932. 
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with a high and relatively secure position, and the elephants themselves were used both as a 
defence and an offense weapon (their charge was destructive and very difficult to stop): 

At all times the centre was where the ruler or his deputy took his 
station, accompanied by the ʿulamāʾ, physicians, astrologers, etc., and 
the personal bodyguard; and this was the usual station for the elephants, 
certainly at least the ceremonial elephants carrying the standards and the 
čatra and those carrying bands of musicians. Wives or favourite 
children not infrequently accompanied the royal commander in the 
hawda of his elephant, although Awrangzib deprecated this practice, 
declaring that unnecessary persons round the commander hindered 
efficient leadership and organization. The chain of command was 
passed from the commander to all branches of the army through 
adjutants (tawāči, yasāwal, sazāwal), who were also responsible for 
ensuring that proper battle array and battle discipline were maintained; 
the orders might be communicated through flag signals, drum-beat or 
trumpet-blast, as well as by couriers. […] The usual place of the 
elephants, however, was in the centre protecting the king. They were 
armoured with iron sheets, and carried hawdas in the form of armoured 
turrets in which sat archers, naphthathrowers and operators of projectile 
engines - an Indian device adopted by the Muslims which goes back in 
time to the 4th or 3rd century B.C. and persisted certainly into Mughal 
times […]. 

A force would aim to create panic among its opponents first by an 
incessant rain of arrows, from cavalry, infantry, and from the hawdas of 
the elephants; these included poisoned and incendiary arrows. 

Mandjanīḳs carried in the hawdas were similarly used to discharge 
large stones and naphtha-containers at the enemy. An early elephant-
charge was also employed with the intention of spreading panic, after 
which the other arms would engage.24 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

This study shows the almost exclusive use of the camel for female figures and of the 
elephant for males (except for the type with pointed pillars), presumably due to a 
combination of both practical (i.e. the need for women to be completely protected from the 
glances of passers-by, achieved by use of a covered and curtained structure, which can 
easily be placed on the back of a camel rather than an elephant, very uncommon in Western 
areas) and symbolic reasons (the elephant has a distinctly regal connotation, being 
considered a royal monopoly).  

Conversely, when there are more characters (apparently never in mixed groups), gender 
seems irrelevant in relation to the animal, though usually the context changes (war, 
ceremonial, caravan...). It is interesting to note that the importance of the “empty” seat (or 
palanquin containing sacred objects), which had a symbolic role closely linked to both the 
                                                           
24 Khadduri et al. 1971, 200-201. 
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religious and socio-political spheres, was typical of the Near and Middle East and was 
mounted exclusively on a camel.  

This is preliminary research which should be followed by more specific studies on 
individual types of palanquins and their interpretations, specific groups or categories of 
objects, information that can be found in literary sources, or particular practical or symbolic 
aspects of the palanquins themselves.  
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Fig. 1 - Layla visiting Majnūn in 
wild nature, lampas textile with 
embroidery - inspired by the 
Khamsa by Nizami - (detail), Iran 
(perhaps Yazd), 16th-17th century, 
Museo Nazionale del Bargello, 
Florence, inv. no. 428/F (after 
Curatola 1993, ill. on p. 428). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 - Caravan, from a manuscript 
of the Maqāmāt by al-Ḥarīrī, Iraq 
(Baghdad), 1237, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, Paris, Ms. 
Arabe 5847 fol. 94v (after 
Ettinghausen 1962, ill. on p. 119). 
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Fig. 3 - The representation of a maḥāra, 
or “double-letter”, on a brass ewer (the 
so-called “Blacas ewer”) engraved and 
inlaid in silver and copper (detail), Iraq 
(Mosul), 1232, British Museum, 
London, inv. no. 66 12-69 61 (after 
Suleimanov - Suleimanova 1976, ill. on 
p. 179). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 - Assassination of Maʿṣūm Beg 
on the pilgrimage road, from a 
manuscript of the Shāhnāma-yi Selīm 
Khān by Luqmān, Turkey (Istanbul), 
about 1571-81, Topkapı Sarayı Library, 
Istanbul, A. 3595, fol. 68r (after 
Čagman - Tanindi 1986, ill. on p. 227). 
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Fig. 5 - Battle between Iranians and Turanians (detail), from a manuscript of the Shāhnāma 
by Firdawsi, Iran (Shiraz), 1562-1583, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 
52.20.9b (after Ekhtiar et al. eds. 2011, ill. on p. 217). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 - The new king parades in the city on a white elephant (detail), from a manuscript of 
the Kalīla wa Dimna by Abū’l-Maʿāli Naṣr Allāh, Iran (Tabriz), 1410-1425, Topkapı 
Sarayı Library, Istanbul, H. 362, fol. 169r (after Sims et al. 2002, ill. on p. 291). 
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Fig. 9 - Elephant with open-work hawda, ceramic 
figurine with opaque glaze, painted in-glaze, Syria, 
12th-13th century, Art Gallery of New South Wales, 
Sydney, inv. no. POT 1285 (after Rogers 2000, ill. 
on p. 103). 

Fig. 7 - Scene with an elephant and five 
figures, perhaps Bahrām Gūr and Sapinūd 
leaving India, ceramic bowl depicted over 
glaze (mināʿī) - inspired by the Shāhnāma 
by Firdawsi, Iran (Sava), 1220, former 
Moussa Collection (after Pope - Ackerman 
eds. 1938-1939, pl. 692.A). 

Fig. 8 - Scene with an elephant and three 
figures, perhaps Bahrām Gūr and Sapinūd 
leaving India, ceramic bowl depicted over 
glaze (mināʿī) - inspired by the Shāhnāma 
by Firdawsi -, Iran, 12th-13th century, The 
Freer Gallery of Art, Washington D.C., 
inv. no. F1927.3 (after Sims et al. 2002, ill. 
on p. 290). 
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